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Chapter 1

Introduction
The normal habit of human thought when we converse with one another is to assume general comprehension, to assume rationality.
This amiable habit of thought almost irresistibly leads to putting too
much faith in computer systems, especially user-friendly systems that
present themselves in a very anthropomorphic manner.
(Dennett (1985))
The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to identify communication mechanisms in human-human dialogue that can be used to improve
human-computer interaction through Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and to
design, implement and evaluate the improvements.

1.1

Problem Statement

In the early days of computing computers could only be instructed using typed
artificial language. To communicate with computers, human users had to know
the expressions that computers could handle. GUIs make computers display the
expressions they can accept, taking the syntactic memorisation burden off the
user and giving him a persistent view of the computer system’s state. While
this is a huge improvement, it is still not trivial that users understand the
presentation GUIs offer, so communication problems are still omnipresent.
Human-human communication is much more open and free, and communication problems can be signalled, detected and handled easily when they arise.
If one has a dialogue with another human being and one does not understand
what is said, one can give a frown or simply ask for an explanation. In humancomputer communication through GUIs ‘online help’ fulfills this role, but it is
limited compared to its counterpart in human-human communication. One of
the most prominent shortcomings of GUIs is that they are often unable to receive and respond to feedback from the user. As a consequence users who do
not understand a user interface have no easy way to resolve their problem.
1
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In this thesis we compare human-human communication (HHC) and humancomputer communication (HCC) through GUIs to study the differences. We
study customer-supplier dialogues, where a customer and a supplier together
specify the parameters of a product that the customer wants to order. These
dialogues have equivalents in both HHC and HCC through GUIs. Based on
this and a study of best practices of GUI design, we design improved schemes
for explanatory help functions in GUIs. An evaluation study in terms of users’
appreciation leads to concrete recommendations for the design of explanatory
help functions in GUIs.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.2 discusses the main differences between HHC and HCC. Section 1.3 discusses the general cognitive levels
at which communication problems may arise, in both HHC and HCC. Section
1.4 provides theoretical background about HHC in general, with a special focus
on communication problems, and explains the analysis framework of communicative functions that we shall use in this thesis to compare HHC and HCC.
Section 1.5 discusses the theoretical background of HCC, again with a focus on
communication problems, and pinpoints communicative shortcomings of GUIs
compared to HHC. In Section 1.6 we discuss related work that has influenced
the research in this thesis, and finally in Section 1.7 we discuss the outline of
the rest of this thesis.

1.2

Comparing HHC and HCC

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: a) Reconstruction of Leonardo da Vinci’s robot sketch (1495). b) ‘Data’,
a robot from Star Trek, designed to resemble a human (android).
The comparison of humans with machines is not a recent phenomenon only
applicable to computers. For instance in the 17th century people took clocks
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as a model of the mind. Machines have been modelled after humans since
Leonorado da Vinci’s first robot design (Figure 1.1a) and more recently we have
seen androids in science fiction (Figure 1.1b). Computers have properties that
make them much more comparable to humans than clocks: they are able to
communicate, reason logically, and they have a memory.
Reeves and Nass (1996) report a number of studies suggesting that people in
their interactive behaviour with computers (unconsciously) treat them in many
respects as social actors, and especially that people have a natural tendency
to interact with computers in a polite way, not very different from when they
interact with a human. Bunt (2000b) compares HHC and HCC through typed
keyboard dialogues and finds that greetings, saying goodbye, and especially
thanking (by the user) also occur frequently in HCC, as a convention to indicate
that a certain point is reached in the interaction.
HHC largely occurs through the transitory medium of speech, which produces no lasting external representation. Considerable intelligence and continuous interaction, monitoring and feedback between conversants is required and
available to effectively coordinate their mental models of the context (Clark and
Krych (2004)). Computers currently lack the required intelligence to do this, but
can partly compensate for this because they do have the ability to produce a persistent visual presentation that displays messages in parallel (Erickson (1995)).
Explanations, for instance, can be presented in parallel with the messages they
explain. Since the explanations need not interrupt the primary information, as
in sequential communication, it is less crucial whether they are really needed
or not. GUIs however, cannot deal with unforeseen communication problems.
As a consequence it is important for designers of GUIs to foresee and prevent
potential communication problems, and to provide a backup strategy for when
they arise anyway.
Some comparisons of HHC and HCC investigate the difference between HHC
and implemented conversational systems. For example Doran et al. (2001) compare initiative in HHC and a human communicating with the DARPA Communicator conversational user interface, but the outcome of quantitative comparison
of such phenomena reveals the tendencies of the specific system studied, rather
than producing generaliseable differences between HHC and HCC.
In Chapter 3 we perform a qualitative empirical comparison of HHC and
HCC through GUIs for customer-supplier dialogues, with a focus on how communicative problems are handled in HHC and what handling is lacking in HCC.
Communication problems can occur at different levels, e.g. one may not hear
one’s dialogue partner, not understand him or not agree with him. These levels
exist for HHC as well as for HCC. Section 1.3 discusses these levels and forms
a stepping stone for Section 1.4 and 1.5, and also for this thesis as a whole.

1.3

Levels and Stages in Communication

In cooperative communication (HHC as well as HCC) the dialogue partners
together attempt to achieve goals that they would not be able to achieve alone.

4
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Their communicative challenge is:
• to get their goals across to their dialogue partner by sending messages.
• to figure out their dialogue partner’s goals by receiving messages and adopt
their goals if they can.
A number of frameworks exist that either split the processing of sending and
receiving messages into different stages or describe the different layers that these
processes pass through: Language Model for Command Line and WIMP (Window, Icon, Menu, Pointing device) UIs (Foley and van Dam (1982), van Dam
(2005)), GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules) (Card et al.
(1983), Raskin (2000), Kieras (1993)), virtual protocol model (Nielsen (1986)),
the bridges of execution and evaluation (Norman (1998)), DIT (Dynamic Interpretation Theory) (see Section 1.4.5), Brennans processing states (Brennan
(1990), Fineman (2004)), Clark’s four levels of shared action (Clark (1996)) and
Levels of analysis for grounding (Paek and Horvitz (2000)). We made our own
synthesis of these frameworks to have a scheme that unifies concepts of HHC
and HCC.
In Figure 1.2 we show this synthesis, which is inspired by Layered Protocol Theory (LPT) (Taylor (1988)). LPT is based on the ISO Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) Reference model, a layered model for interconnecting open
computer systems (Day and Zimmermann (1983), Tanenbaum (1992)). In LPT
the process of sending a message passes through stages, where the message is
encoded into a lower level ‘language’ in each layer, and passed on to the level
below it. When the receiver processes a message, it passes through the same
stages in reverse order and with each translation upward the message is decoded
into a higher level ‘language’. At this level of abstraction we can identify the
similarities between HHC and HCC, but also pay attention to their differences.
Furthermore it provides a map to anchor at what level communication problems occur. The notion of discrete levels/layers and stages is a simplification
of a continuum (Norman (1998)) and their separation and definition is slightly
subjective. The levels represent aspects of messages, and the order of stages
as sketched represents a tendency in production and taking in of messages. In
reality the aspects of messages are often interwoven.
A dialogue (in HHC or HCC) has goals, i.e. a set of conditions that the
result should satisfy (Bordini et al. (2002)), for both dialogue partners on every
level of granularity: a whole dialogue, a turn, a sentence, a phrase and even a
word (lexeme). A goal for an entire dialogue may be ‘book a flight from New
York to Washington as cheaply and conveniently as possible’. The word ‘flight’
uttered in the dialogue has the goal of awakening a concept in the dialogue
partner’s mental model. At a higher level, a number of actions may comprise a
larger plan that may be recognised by the dialogue partner (plan recognition),
so its goal may be evaluated and acted upon.
In cooperative communication the dialogue partners not only try to accomplish their own goals but also their dialogue partner’s goals, as they project
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Plan/Method
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Message
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Physical

Signal

Figure 1.2: Our own synthesis of the concepts of Norman’s stages, DIT’s decoding
levels, Nielsen’ Layers, GOMS Levels, and Foley and van Dam’s levels using Layered
Protocol Theory (LPT). On the left the sender of a message starts with a goal which gets
translated down through various layers into a physical message or signal. The receiver
perceives this signal and translates it back up through the same layers in reverse order
to understand the goal or intention of the sender. After this he can adopt this goal
as his own (evaluation) and act accordingly (execution). Problems can occur in all
translation processes of sender and receiver. It is usually necessary to resolve these
problems in order to successfully continue the dialogue.

it. Goals may form spontaneously, but may also form reactively (event or data
driven (Norman (1998))), based on proposals from the dialogue partner.
The path from goal formation by the sender down to the signal level and
upward again to the execution by receiver can cause problems at any stage
of production as well as reception. Usually one signals this to the dialogue
partner, to allow him to jump in and resolve the issue. When a sender has
production problems, he may hesitate or say ‘eh’, and when an addressee has
decoding problems he usually signals this through negative feedback (see Section 1.4.5). If decoding goes well and no explicit execution, such as answering
a question, comes to play, in HHC this success is regularly signalled by the
addressee through explicit positive feedback signals. The sender can then be
confident that his communicative goal is satisfied and he can continue (see also
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Section 1.4.2 and 1.4.5.2). In HCC, the system regularly gives feedback, but is
usually not capable of receiving feedback from the user.
The levels and stages in HHC and HCC may materialise quite differently. In
the next two paragraphs we discuss an example communicative process, where
one dialogue partner has the goal of getting to know what time it is, for both
the HHC and the HCC setting.
In HHC if one intends to pursue the goal of getting to know what time it is,
one first selects a method to achieve it; for instance one asks a question (functional), then one produces a phrase (syntactic), e.g. ‘What time is it?’ and
finally one articulates the utterance. The receiver hears the utterance (perception), decodes its propositional content, deduces the intention of the speaker
and deliberates whether to adopt this goal (evaluation), and if so, answer the
question (execution). Execution/settlement by answering involves turn-taking,
i.e. the sender and receiver switch roles. The goal of the new sender is to provide the information, i.e. what time it is. He selects a method to convey it,
e.g. he issues a (verbal) answer, he formulates a phrase, e.g. ‘a quarter past
five’, and finally articulates it. The new listener hears the phrase (perception),
decodes its meaning, identifies the intention and goal, and deliberates whether
to adopt the information provided to him. If so, he ‘executes’ by incorporating
the information into his mental model.
In HCC, if the communication occurs through a GUI, the system constrains
the user by nearly exclusively letting him respond to proposals. This avoids
most processing problems for the system. At the conceptual level, the goal of
a GUI-user who wants to know what time it is, is the same as if his dialogue
partner were a human. To select a method for this inquiry the user scans the
GUI, instead of his mind, to find a method that seems to head into the right
direction for satisfying his goal. After he identifies the method (functional), e.g.
an icon or menu-item, he may plan to act it out (syntactically), and finally he
physically executes the clicks, which are perceived by the system and mapped
onto events. From the system’s perspective the events are decoded according to
what the system precooked in making them available, and one or more actions
may automatically be mapped to a method. Intention recognition in GUIs is
straightforward because there is usually a one-to-one mapping between method
and purpose in GUIs. Finally when the GUI evaluates the ‘request’ it decides
whether it will adopt the user’s goal, e.g. whether the user has the right to obtain
the requested information, and whether the preconditions are met to provide it.
Finally the system may decide to respond through a pop-up window method,
which consists of popping-up a window, with a specific size at a specific location
etc., with the time printed on it (syntactic level). Finally this action specification
is executed and the response appears on the screen (physical level). In GUIs
the system starts the interaction by displaying multiple graphical syntaxes with
lexemes that the user can interact with. The user always has to evaluate the
system’s state before he can plan his actions, because he cannot interact with
what the system does not offer.
A general difference between humans and machines is that humans are more
flexible and can disambiguate messages and recognise noisy patterns, where
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machines are more accurate and faster in a well-defined setting (Shneiderman
and Plaisant (2005), p. 19). The human skills of taking in messages from a
dialogue partner supersede those of a machine.
The levels and stages as discussed in this section play an important role
in the next section with respect to ‘grounding’ (Section 1.4.2) and ‘feedback’
(Section 1.4.5.2).

1.4

Human-Human Communication

HHC often has interpersonal purposes such as reaching agreement, getting acquainted, or simply the joy of human contact. In this thesis, we focus on
customer-supplier dialogues, where a customer and a supplier together specify
the parameters of a product that the customer wants to order. Such dialogues
can realistically be held in a human-human setting as well as in a humancomputer setting, so it is possible to align the communicative processes.
Human communication takes place through speech and gestures. Speech
is the primary means of conveying information from one person to another
in conversation, but gestures such as pointing acts are often used to identify
an object (cf. van der Sluis (2005)). Furthermore gestures, especially facial
expressions, play an important role in feedback and interaction management.
Important for the coordination of information exchange in human-human
dialogues is the exchange of turns, i.e. who speaks when, which is governed by
unwritten rules of engagement.

1.4.1

Customer-Supplier Dialogues

In this thesis we focus on customer-supplier dialogues, in which the overall goal
is to specify an object. The customer’s goal consists of a set of conditions
that the object should satisfy. In such dialogues the partners strive to satisfy
these conditions as best they can within the bounds of what’s available. The
customer constantly has to deliberate whether available options satisfy his goal.
Therefore it is important that he understands the options presented to him by
the supplier.
A dialogue between a customer and a wine store keeper may go as follows:
1 supplier: “good afternoon, can I help you with something?”
2 customer: “yes, I’d like a good bottle of wine for a friend’s birthday.”
3 supplier: “white or red?”
4 customer: “white”
5 supplier: “Does he like ‘m sweet or dry”
6 customer: “[frown]dry?”
7 supplier: “yeah, some white wines are really sweet, others a little more sourish”
8 customer: “I think dry, yeah, but not too sourish”
9 supplier: “we have some excellent wine from South Africa, and of course
Pinot Blanc and ...”

8
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10 customer: “can I see the South African please?”
11 supplier: “yeah it’s right here, its a Chardonney 2003 [pointing and offering
the bottle]”
12 customer: “how much is it?”
13 supplier: “normally its 8 50, but it this week its only 7 60.
14 customer: “that’s OK, I’ll take that one.”
15 supplier: “would you like me to wrap it for you?”
16 customer: “yes please”
17 supplier: “so that’ll be 7 60 please”
18 customer: “[receives money] thank you, bye”
19 supplier: “thank you, see you again!”

Natural dialogues may vary a lot. For instance the customer may start
the conversation, or the customer may answer the first question with “I’d like
a bottle of Pinot Blanc please”. The customer is often not an expert on the
product, so he needs the knowledge of the domain and the availability of options
provided by the supplier to make choices.
Customer-supplier dialogues usually start with an opening phase (turn 1 in
the above example dialogue), like most dialogues, followed by inquiry about
the customer’s goal (turn 1, second phrase and turn 2) and subsequent proposals/options (turn 3 through 16), which may lead to some negotiation (turn 9
through 14). Finally order details are settled (turn 15 through 17). Communication problems in the dialogue may occur when the proposals and options of
the supplier are not understood by the customer, i.e. the propositional content
cannot be determined (turn 6), what the customer desires is not among the
options (evaluation problem) or the customer does not know which option to
pick (execution problem).

1.4.2

Reference, Grounding and Repair

In HHC it is important for both participants to make sure that both parties
maintain the same model or picture of the issue under discussion and its context (common ground ). To do this addressees regularly provide feedback about
their state of information processing (Auto-Feedback) and the sender may check
whether the information has come across (Allo-Feedback Elicitation). In faceto-face communication the dialogue partners constantly visually monitor each
other to detect potential communication problems as early as possible (Clark
and Brennan (1991)).
The notion of common ground has been defined in the literature in various
ways. A simple definition of common ground is ‘p is common ground if
1. A and B believe that p AND A and B believe 1.’ (reflexive definition of
Common ground, Clark (1996))
Clark’s own favorite definition avoids recursion, but is unnecessarily complex
for the current discussion.
The process of adding to the common ground is called grounding, but often
a slightly narrower interpretation is employed: all contributions to make one’s
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addition to the common ground successful, i.e. mutually believed. Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) define the principle of least collaborative effort: dialogue
participants strive to minimise the total effort of the collaborators and, contrary
to focusing only on the effort for the receiver, assume that the cost of producing an utterance should be weighed in the equation. A good example of the
application of this principle can be found in Cohen (1984), who compares instructional dialogues in the written (keyboard) and oral (telephone) modalities
and concludes that the grounding of referring expressions is much more thorough in oral conversation than in written conversation. This may be explained
by the higher speed of oral communication, and the relative ease of turn taking
in speech compared to typing, making grounding a much less costly operation
than in typed conversation. Another well-known example is that speakers combine referential expressions for describing objects with pointing gestures (Beun
and Cremers (1998), Beun and Cremers (2001) and van der Sluis (2005)).
Communication problems may arise at all levels mentioned in Section 1.3.
Clark identifies three types of dealing with (potential) problems at any of these
levels: (1) preventatives, which will prevent a foreseeable problem, (2) warnings
for signaling a problem which cannot be avoided, and (3) repairs for fixing a
problem once it has occurred. To accomplish this in a dialogue Traum and
Dillenbourg (1996) and Dillenbourg et al. (1996) distinguish 3 categories of
grounding acts: monitoring, diagnosis and repair.
In adding to the common ground, timing can play an important role. Clark
(2002) quotes the readiness principle from Woodworth (1938), which states that
people can identify objects more quickly and accurately when they are ready
for them (i.e. expect them to appear), verbally as well as visually. This also
turns out to play a role in the presentation and appreciation of online help in
GUIs (Chapter 7).

1.4.3

Turn Taking

Human communication is a sequential process, i.e. dialogue participants’ speech
hardly overlaps, because the human brain is not good at sending and receiving language simultaneously. The mechanism to manage changing roles from
sender to receiver and vice versa is called ‘turn-taking’. The founding article
on conversation analysis and turn taking is Sacks et al. (1974). Turn allocation
can be performed by ‘current speaker selects next’ (turn-giving) or by ‘selfselection’. Self-selection usually occurs at a ‘transition-relevance place’, located
after a ‘Turn-Constructional Component’ or ‘Turn Constructional Unit’ (TCU)
(cf. Sacks et al. (1974), Ford (2004), Ford et al. (2003), Ford et al. (1996)), i.e.
where a turn ending can be projected. Subtle signs of negative feedback, such
as frowns, usually start on transition-relevance places, and may be considered
mini-turns and may overlap the speech of the current speaker. They can interrupt the current speaker and trigger him to give an explanation of his last
phrase. Less subtle interruptions also take place at transition-relevance places
and may consist of plain negative feedback or indirect negative feedback through
requests for explanations. The frequency and immediacy of such interruptions

10
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depends on the social relation, the personalities of the dialogue partners and
the subject of the dialogue.
Some initiatives and responses may form natural couples around a turn.
Schegeloff and Sacks (1973) defined the notion of an adjacency pair, i.e. a sequence of utterances that are: adjacent, produced by different speakers, ordered
as a first part and a second part, such that a particular first part requires a particular second. An example of an adjacency pair is a question and an answer.
The presence of combinations that belong together in conversation is obvious,
but often the sequence of such combinations is broken, i.e. the second does not
occur (explicitly), or various other linguistic material is inserted between the
first and second part of the adjacency pair. Adjacency pairs are special constructs in a more general approach to dialogue using dialogue grammars, where
dialogues are formalised as a grammar with predefined structural combinations
(Polanyi and Scha (1984), Berndt and Hevner (1997)). We use the notion of
adjacency pair in our communicative analysis of GUI components in Chapter 2.

1.4.4

Speech Act Theory

Speech act theory, in contrast to dialogue grammars, takes a more flexible perspective, in which a dialogue act updates the context, including the dialogue
participants’ mental states. The dialogue participants are computationally considered to behave according to a set of behavioural rules, such that given the new
context they will act appropriately (e.g. the Gricean maxims (Grice (1989)).
The main point of speech act theory, developed by Austin (1962), is that communication is not just transmitting information but action that changes the
state of the world, i.e. speaking is acting. What a speaker intends to achieve in
saying something is what Austin calls an illocutionary act. Searle (1969) extends
Austin’s work by describing and classifying necessary and sufficient conditions
for performing illocutionary acts, which he presents as constitutive rules. He
also improves the classification of Austin’s illocutionary acts (Searle (1976)) by
giving several dimensions along which speech acts can vary. Cohen and Perrault
(1979) further develop speech act theory by introducing the notion of the effect
of an utterance on the speaker’s model of the hearer and the hearer’s model of
the speaker. Their models of mental states consist of two types of structures:
beliefs and wants. Further influential work on speech act theory is Grosz and
Sidner (1986), Bratman (1987), Novick (1988), Litman and Allen (1990) and
Traum and Hinkelman (1992).

1.4.5

Dynamic Interpretation Theory

In this thesis we will use the theoretical framework of Dynamic Interpretation
Theory (DIT), which in many ways is a further development of speech act theory.
It has a fine-grained structure of ’dialogue act’ types, suitable for capturing the
relevant subtleties necessary for comparing HHC and HCC. DIT (Bunt (1989),
Bunt (1994), Bunt (1998b), Bunt (2000a) and Bunt (2006b)) considers a dialogue as a sequence of contributions interpreted as sets of dialogue acts, which
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are defined as units in the semantic description of communicative behaviour produced by a sender and directed at an addressee. It specifies how the behaviour
is intended to influence the context through understanding of the behaviour.
DIT distinguishes 5 types of context, which can be summarised as:
linguistic context: previous contributions and planned future contributions
semantic context: the state of the domain and the task motivating the dialogue
physical and perceptual context: the current physical and multimodal environment
social context: the roles, rights and obligations of the dialogue participants
cognitive context: the participants’ state of perceiving, interpreting, evaluating and applying previous contributions, and their beliefs about the
dialogue partner’s processing state
These types of context are further subdivided into ‘global’ and ‘local’. The
local context is the information that can be changed through the dialogue,
whereas the global context remains unchanged by the dialogue.
Dialogue acts can be divided into a number of classes or types that indicate
their purpose, the top level division being between task-oriented dialogue acts
and dialogue control acts. Task-oriented acts are directly motivated by the task
that motivates the dialogue, so they are intended to update the local semantic
context of the dialogue. Dialogue control acts serve to create and maintain
the conditions for successful communication, so they are intended to update the
local social, cognitive, or physical and perceptual context of the dialogue. Every
dialogue act changes the linguistic context.
Dialogue acts have a semantic content and a communicative function that
are both an aspect of the utterance meaning. The semantic content of a dialogue act specifies the elements, i.e. the objects, events, situations, etc., and the
propositions involving these elements, e.g. the properties and relationships that
the act is about. The communicative function of a dialogue act specifies how
its semantic content is intended to update the context of the addressee when
he correctly understands the utterance that expresses the dialogue act, and can
often be recognised by the form of a message, e.g. the occurrence of a special
word (e.g. interrogative pronouns (‘who’, ‘what’, etc.) for communicative functions called wh-questions); word order; grammatical structure; and prosodic
features. An important difference between dialogue act theory and speech act
theory is that utterances are considered to be multifunctional (Bunt (2006a)),
i.e. they can be used to perform multiple dialogue acts at once, whereas speech
act theory assumes that an utterance encodes a single speech act. In DIT an
utterance can have a number of functional dimensions that are concerned with
different aspects of the communication process that a dialogue agent has to
attend to, and that correspond with different aspects of the dialogue context
that can be updated. These dimensions include the progress of the task that
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motivates the dialogue; providing and eliciting feedback on the understanding
and acceptance of previous dialogue acts; the management of time, of contact,
of topic changes, and of taking turns, and social obligations such as apologizing
for mistakes, thanking, and opening and closing the dialogue. An utterance may
have at most one communicative function per dimension.

The communicative functions that are distinguished in DIT (Bunt (2006b))
form a taxonomy that consists of two hierarchies, shown in Figure 1.3. For
each dimension there are a number of dimension-specific functions, i.e. functions that are specific for the dimension they belong to; these form one of the
two hierarchies, where they are subdivided into Task-Specific functions, which
are of no special interest to this thesis1 and Dialogue Control functions. The
other hierarchy consists of the general-purpose functions, which can be used
for any dimension of the communication process. They are subdivided into
Information Transfer and Action Discussion that we shall discuss below. For
general-purpose functions the part of the dialogue context that is updated, is
determined by the semantic content of the message.

The intended effect of an utterance, expressed in the type of the dialogue
act, may be encoded in the communicative function alone, in the case of a
dimension-specific function or in the combination of communicative function
and semantic context. An utterance like “Thanks”, for instance, has its intended
effect expressed in its communicative function (thanking). By contrast, the
utterance “I am very grateful for your help” can be classified as having the
communicative function inform, which means that the purpose of the utterance
is to inform the addressee of something, and the semantic content that the
speaker is grateful for the addressee’s help. The latter information is however
not intended to update the semantic context, but rather the intention is to
update the social context of the dialogue; hence the type of this dialogue act
is not Inform but Thanking. More generally, if an utterance has a dimensionspecific function, than that is also its dialogue act type; if it has a generalpurpose function, its dialogue act type is determined by the function plus the
dimension in which the function is applied.

Communicative functions and dialogue act types play different roles in the
theory. Communicative functions are labels for an aspect of the meaning of the
utterances that are recognised as having that function. Dialogue act types, by
contrast, are tools that are useful for an analyst for describing what is happening
in a dialogue (i.e. what context changing effect occurs). The taxonomies of
dialogue act types and communicative functions often make use of the same
terminology, which may be confusing. For instance, an utterance like “Sorry”
would be classified as having a communicative function apology but also as
having the dialogue act type ‘Apology’.
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Information Transfer

Information Seeking
Information Providing

Action Discussion

Commissives

Dimension-Specific

Directives
Task/Domain-Specific
Social Obligations Management
Dialogue Control
Interaction Management
Feedback

Figure 1.3: Top level of the taxonomy of communicative functions in DIT.

Information Seeking

WH-QUESTION
YN-QUESTION

CHECK

ALTS-QUESTION

POSI-CHECK
NEGA-CHECK

H-QUESTION
Information Providing

INFORM
WH-ANSWER

CONFIRM

YN-ANSWER

DISCONFIRM

Figure 1.4: Taxonomy of Information Transfer functions in DIT. (simplified)
1.4.5.1

General-Purpose Functions

Information Transfer functions, of which Figure 1.4 presents a simplified
taxonomy, are subdivided into Information Seeking functions (various types of
questions) and Information Providing functions (various types of informs and
answers). Hierarchical relations between information transfer functions reflect
degrees of specificity of dialogue acts, in the sense that an act with communicative function F1 dominates an act with function F2 if the preconditions
for performing the F2 act are stronger than (logically entail) those of the F1
act. For instance, a check is more specific than a yn-question because it has
additional preconditions on the speaker’s expectation of the answer.
1 This thesis is only concerned with information-exchange tasks; for such tasks the taskspecific communicative functions coincide with the general-purpose functions.
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Of major importance to this thesis are especially the alts-question, check,
posi-check, nega-check, confirm and disconfirm. An alts-question expresses that the speaker wants to know from the addressee which one from a
given list of alternative propositions is true. A check expresses that the speaker
wants to know the truth value of a given proposition (yn-question) and weakly
believes that the proposition is true. The more specific posi-check and negacheck reflect in addition that the speaker weakly believes that the addressee
does or does not believe the proposition is true, respectively. A confirm expresses that the speaker believes that the addressee correctly has the weak belief
that the semantic content of the check is true and a disconfirm expresses that
this weak belief is incorrect.
Of minor importance to this thesis are the wh-question (open questions),
inform and wh-answer communicative functions. A wh-question expresses
that the speaker wants to know which elements of a given set have a given
property. An inform expresses that the speaker wants to make the information
that forms the semantic content of the inform known to the addressee and a
wh-answer expresses that the speaker also believes that the addressee wants
to know this information. In DIT various more specific informs and indirect
variants of the information seeking functions are distinguished (Bunt (2006b)),
but these are less relevant in the context of this thesis.
Action discussion functions either refer to an action that a speaker may
commit himself to (Commissives) or to actions that can be performed by the
addressee (Directives). Of the commissives a communicative function called
offer is of interest, because it is related to what the system expresses when
it shows a push-button on a GUI (Section 2.5.1). It expresses that the speaker
commits himself to an action, conditional on the addressee’s consent that the
speaker does so. The directive request communicative function is of further
interest to this thesis, because the action of clicking on a push-button in GUIs
can be said to have such a communicative function (Section 2.5.1). Instead
of request, however we shall use the term command which is more common
in the field of HCI and lacks the politeness connotation that request has.
In general speech act theory regards communication as action. GUIs form an
environment in which this action-aspect becomes even more obvious, since all
actions are performed with one’s hands. In Chapter 2 we shall discuss the
dualism of communication through GUIs. It is exchange of information and
action, which means that, not unlike verbal communication, communication
through GUIs can be regarded as encompassing a rich range of communicative
functions, but also as physical action and requests/commands.
1.4.5.2

Dialogue Control Functions

Dialogue Control functions denote communicative functions specific for updating the social and cognitive context. These contexts are further subdivided into
a number of dimensions, such that for an utterance only one communicative
function value can be assigned per dimension. The dimensions in the taxonomy
also reflect that utterances are multifunctional. The above mentioned utter-
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ance “Sorry”, for instance, may, besides its obvious function apology, signal
Positive Feedback about the previous utterance and accepting the turn. DIT
distinguishes three major clusters of dialogue control functions: Social Obligations Management, Interaction Management and Feedback. The dimensions in
the taxonomy are indicated with 3D-boxes in the figures that we will discuss.
Social Obligations Management

Salutation

Init-greeting
React-greeting

Self-introduction

Init-self-introduction
React-self-introduction

Apology

Apology-init
Apology-downplay

Gratitude

Thanking-init
Thanking-downplay

Valediction

Init-goodbye
React-goodbye

Figure 1.5: The taxonomy of Social Obligations Management functions in DIT. The
3D box shows that Social Obligations Management is a dimension

Social Obligations Management functions (Figure 1.5) are the functions
in a dimension of the social context of the dialogue that refers to the mutual
relationship of the dialogue partners in the long or short run. All functions in
this class have an ‘initiative’ variant that creates a reactive pressure, which can
be resolved by a ‘reactive’ variant. An extensive treatment of each function
mentioned in Figure 1.5 is beyond the scope of this thesis, but their names
rather clearly indicate their intended effect.
Interaction Management functions (Figure 1.6) are meant to update various aspects of the cognitive context. Functions in the Turn Management dimension are meant to give, accept, grab or keep the floor. They are often expressed
through intonation or changes in speech tempo, or by gestures. The Time Management dimension contains the stalling function, to win some time, and the
pausing function, to put the dialogue on hold for a while. Contact Management functions are meant to establish and check contact. Topic Management
functions serve to mark the introduction or closing of a topic.
An important dimension for this thesis is Own Communication Management,
which contains functions to keep the addressee informed about the speaker’s ongoing speech production processes. It contains hesitation, retraction and
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Turn Management

Turn giving
Turn accepting
Turn grabbing
Turn keeping

Time Management

Stalling
Pausing

Contact Management

Contact Check
Contact Indication

Topic Management

Topic introduction
Topic shift
Topic closing
Topic shift announcement

Own Communication Management

Hesitation
Error signaling

Partner Communication Management

Retraction

Completion
Self-correction
Correct-misspeaking

Dialogue structuring

Opening
Closing
Dial. act announcement

Figure 1.6: The taxomy of Interaction Management functions in DIT. Dimensions
are shown in 3D boxes

self-correction functions. Hesitations can consist of silences or be signalled
by expressions like “eh”. A persistent hesitation may have the additional function of inviting the dialogue partner to take the turn, e.g. to issue a completion
(see below) or pro-actively help if there is a production problem. Moreover, hesitations have a stalling effect, showing that the Own Communication Management dimension and Time Management dimension are often not independent.
Error signaling functions mark a mistake in the speech production process of the
speaker. A speaker can use a Partner Communication function in the form of
a completion of the addressee’s utterance that presented a production problem,
or he can correct a speech error of the addressee. The Dialogue Structuring dimension contains functions to signal dialogue opening and closing. These often
coincide with functions in the Social Obligations Management dimension. For
example “Thanks” may, in addition to thanking the addressee, close a dialogue.
Feedback functions (Figure 1.7) update the mutual knowledge in the cognitive context. According to DIT, feedback can be given about four stages of
processing: perception, interpretation, evaluation and execution (execution).
‘Interpretation’ consists of both the ‘Determine Propositional Content’ and ‘Intention Recognition’ stages as described in Section 1.3. Often the intention
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Overall Positive
Execution Negative
Auto-Feedback

Feedback

Evaluation Positive
Evaluation Negative

Overall Positive

Interpretation Positive

Execution Negative

Interpretation Negative

Evaluation Positive

Perception Positive

Evaluation Negative

Perception Negative

Interpretation Positive
Interpretation Negative

Allo-Feedback

Feedback-Giving
Perception Positive
Perception Negative

Perception
Feedback Elicitation

Interpretation
Evaluation
Execution

Figure 1.7: The taxonomy of Feedback functions in DIT. Dimensions are shown in
3D boxes

follows directly from the strict meaning (propositional content) of a message,
but sometimes extra inference and contextual considerations are needed to uncover the intention of a message. Positive Feedback given at any stage often
signals problems in the stages above, and negative feedback in a stage signals
problem free processing at lower stages. Feedback acts generally apply to the
reception of the immediately preceding utterance. When analyzing dialogues,
it is not always easy to determine the stage about which feedback is given. In
Chapter 3 we shall see that positive feedback signals about a certain stage of
processing do not always mean that a processing problem occurred in the next
higher stages. Feedback can be given about one’s processing of the dialogue
partner’s utterances, which is called Auto-Feedback, but one can also comment
on the dialogue partner’s processing of utterances, which is called Allo-Feedback.
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Moreover, a speaker can request feedback about the partner’s processing of his
utterance, which is called Feedback Elicitation.

1.4.6

Multimodality

A mode or modality can be defined with respect to the human senses employed to process incoming information, i.e. vision, audition, taction (Maybury
(2000)). A medium refers to the physical (e.g. paper, sound waves) or logical
(e.g. natural language, sign language or graphics) means by which information
is conveyed. As mentioned at the start of this section, in HHC the use of more
than one modality is often exploited to maximise the effectiveness of communication (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986), Gergle et al. (2004) and Gergle (2005)).
Feedback and other forms of dialogue control in face-to-face dialogue, such as
attention monitoring, are only partly expressed linguistically, and often take a
diviplexed form (split across channels) with e.g. nodding and looking at the
dialogue partner. Also, pointing to an object can be much more efficient than
using a linguistic description (Beun and Bunt (2001), van der Sluis (2005)). The
diviplexed use of various modalities and media is a fundamental feature of natural communication (McKevitt (1995), Allwood (2000)) and people tend to make
use of all modalities that are available and useful in the given communication
situation (the ‘Multimax Principle’ (Bunt (1998a)).
Computers can use a screen to communicate. This gives computers the opportunity to communicate graphically. In contrast to linguistic acts, graphical
acts communicate information using graphical resources such as lines, shapes,
colors and deictic acts (e.g. pointing, highlighting, blinking, circling) (Neal
et al. (1998)), display control (e.g. zooming), image depiction and animation.
In human-human communication one can point to graphics or draw them. Computers, however, can exploit graphics more easily than human dialogue partners,
which will turn out to be of importance to this thesis.

1.5

Human-Computer Communication

1.5.1

Command Line vs. GUI

Various taxonomies of human-computer communication styles can be found in
the literature; see e.g. Shneiderman (1984), Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005) p.
71, Jacob (1998), Norman (1998) p. 184, Nielsen (1993) and Preece and Rogers
(1994). For this thesis we have compiled the following taxonomy from these,
adding the top level distinction between linguistic and graphical communication
that we shall use in this and the following section:
Linguistic communication : using typed or spoken language.
Command language : using an artificial computer language.
Natural language : using natural human language.
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Graphical communication : performing actions in a graphical representation, e.g. by interacting with graphical objects using a pointing device.
Direct manipulation : interacting with representations of objects as if
interacting with physical objects. In direct manipulation objects are
created or their position or orientation is changed, e.g. by ‘dragging’
with the mouse. Direct manipulation means acting directly on a
graphically represented object, and not with an interface element external to the object, such as a dialogue box, that shows the properties
of the object to be modified. Direct manipulation ranges from interacting with symbolic representations of objects, such as files, which
can be moved from one virtual container to another, to modifying elements in graphical documents, such as text, drawings, photos, 3-D
models etc.
Menu selection : making selections from lists of options.
Commanding : selecting from a list of commands.
Question answering : selecting from a list of answers.
Form fill-in: typing (or speaking) an answer to a question.
Virtual reality : moving through and interacting with a 3-D world.
Traditionally communication with computers occurred through command
line interfaces, where input consisted of typed messages in some artificial language to the system, followed by a hit on ‘Enter’/’Return’. The system’s response consisted of an ASCII string. The messages the system could process
adhered to the limited syntax of an artificial language, which the user had to
know by heart to produce an ‘action specification’ (see Section 1.3) that could
be typed in. This caused a heavy cognitive load for users, and left computer
use to specialists.
One of the most important advances towards decreasing such problems was
the development of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) by Xerox Parc (see Parc
(2006)) in the 1970s. GUIs graphically display the messages that a user can send
to the system. Their communicative functions are understandable for a wide
variety of users. The action specification and execution stages (Section 1.3) are
reduced to selecting and activating the desired elements using a pointing device.
This also prevents users from sending messages that the system cannot handle.
In GUIs it is not necessary to type all the characters of a message, so the elements
to be selected do not have to be as concise as instructions or parameters in
command line interfaces and can also contain pictures. Furthermore movements
and clicks with a pointing device can be faster in some cases than typing a
message.
Despite the advantages of GUIs compared to command line interfaces, GUIs
introduce new problems. Screen space is limited, so not all available structures
and elements can be shown at once. If the desired structures are not on the
screen, navigation is needed to arrive at the different contexts where the desired graphical structures and elements are available. Compared to messages
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produced by the user through typing, GUIs reduce the syntactic freedom and
power of statements.

1.5.2

Conversation and Action

Linguistic communication with computers need not carry the disadvantage of
the artificial language of command line interfaces as described in Section 1.5.1,
if computers could understand and produce natural language and would comply
with the rules of engagement of human dialogue. Hutchins (1989) distinguishes
three configurations, as shown in Figure 1.8, concerning the roles of linguistic
interaction and graphical interaction in a user interface of an application:
Conversation metaphor: (Figure 1.8a) A user interface that communicates
like a human, permitting the human user to utilise already acquired skills.
This is sometimes referred to as ‘Human emulation’ (Terveen (1995)) or
slightly weaker: Agent metaphor.
Model-world metaphor: (Figure 1.8b) Expressions in the interface language
appear as actions and objects in the world of interest, constrained such
that it is not possible to compose an expression that cannot be realised in
the world of interest.
Collaborative Manipulation metaphor: (Figure 1.8c) A combination of the
conversation and model-world metaphors. The user may interact with an
intermediary that can act upon the world of action, or the user may act
upon that world directly.

(a)

(b)

USER

USER

Symbolic
descriptions

Actions

Interface
Intermediary
Actions

USER
State
changes

World of action
is the interface
State
changes

(c)

Symbolic
descriptions

Actions

State
changes

Actions
Interface
Intermediary

World of action
is the interface
State
changes

World of action

Figure 1.8: The three types of interaction metaphors discussed by Hutchins (1989) a)
the conversation metaphor b) the model-world metaphor c) the collaborative manipulation metaphor.

In this thesis we focus on the conversational properties of a model world, augmenting it with conversational elements that it currently lacks. Most user interface systems inspired by human communication (see Section 1.6) employ the
conversational or collaborative manipulator metaphor and are important as a
source of inspiration to our research.
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Gurus and Guidelines

The history of GUI started with the sketchpad (Sutherland (1963)) followed by
the invention of the mouse (Engelbart (1968)). GUIs similar to contemporary
ones were developed from Alan Kays ideas (Kay (1969)) at Xerox PARC (Parc
(2006)) in the 1970’s and were picked up by Apple around 1980, which led to
its further development until today. In the beginning of the 1980s judgmental and evaluative usability studies emerged which led to frameworks to explain
best practices from a human cognitive perspective ((Shneiderman (1984), Erickson (1995), Shneiderman and Maes (1997), Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005),
Norman (1991), Carroll and Rosson (1987), Carroll (1990), etc.) and provide
heuristics and guidelines for user interface design (Shneiderman and Plaisant
(2005), Nielsen (2006a), etc.).
Many sets of heuristics exist for (G)UI design (e.g. Nielsen (2006a),Nielsen
(2006b), Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005)). We only discuss some high-level
ones applicable to our research from Nielsen (2006a):
Visibility of system status The system should always keep users informed
about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable
time. (This heuristic expresses the importance of feedback about the current state of
the system.)

Match between system and the real world The system should speak the
user’s language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user,
rather than system-oriented terms and follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order. (This heuristic expresses
the importance of using proper terminology in order to make sure that the user understands the messages of the system, so that problems can be prevented.)

Recognition rather than recall Minimise the user’s memory load by making objects, actions and options visible. The user should not have to
remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever
appropriate. (This heuristic expresses that recognition, prominent in the world of
action, is to be preferred over recall, where expressions have to be learned by heart.
This is prominent for the symbolic interface intermediary in Figure 1.8.)

Help and documentation Even though it is better if the system can be used
without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the
user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large. (This
heuristic expresses the need for additional documentation to deal with communication
problems.)

Providing help to the user is one of the possible roles of the interface intermediary shown in Figure 1.8c. We shall give examples of systems in which this is
the case in Section 1.6.
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The ‘Help and documentation’ heuristic recognises that even though good
design should try to prevent interpretation and evaluation problems for the user,
during error-free operation of the system, it is utopian to assume designers will
reach this objective for all users in all circumstances. It further says that help
should be task-oriented and instructional (procedural). In practice it is very
difficult to build documentation that makes it easy for the user to find a description of the procedure for the task he wants to perform. Especially if the
amount of tasks one can perform with an application is large, it is difficult to
keep the documentation short. As a consequence in practice it is usually not
easy for users to find the desired information in the online documentation, so
most users use trial and error to gain better understanding of how to accomplish their goals, instead of reading the online documentation (Carroll (1990)).
Although the tasks to be performed are very important, equally important is
the explanatory power of the interface objects and a clear connection between
explanations and what the user sees on the screen. Online help should thus not
only focus on tasks, but also on explaining the elements the user is interacting
with.

1.6

Related Work

Various projects have aimed at implementing the conversational metaphor or
collaborative manipulator metaphor. They have not aimed at producing user
interfaces that can compete with the most effective imaginable user interface
possible, but at exploring the feasibility of certain approaches. In this section
we briefly discuss a number of these projects that form a historical background of
the research in this thesis. Other than the ones discussed in this section, further
projects of interest are Darpa Communicator (INTERSPEECH (2001)) Model
Explainer (Lavoie et al. (1997)), CogentHelp (White and Caldwell (1997)), Mastermind (Szekely et al. (1995)) and the OSCON Operating System Consultant
(Mc Kevitt (2000), Mc Kevitt (2001)).
The DenK system (Dialoogvoering en Kennisopbouw; Eng: Dialogue
Management and Knowledge Acquisition), described in e.g. Bunt (1998a), Bunt
et al. (1998)), was an implementation of the collaborative manipulator metaphor
(see Figure 1.8c). It has been inspirational to the work described in this thesis because it used human-human communication as an ideal to strive for in
human-computer communication. The point of departure in the DenK project
was that, from the user’s point of view, a computer should ideally present itself
as an intelligent ‘electronic assistant’ that is knowledgeable about the task and
the domain of the application and interact in an intelligent and cooperative way
with the user, using natural language and other modalities as appropriate. The
user interface of the DenK system had two components: the Cooperative Assistant and the Application Domain Model. The Cooperative Assistant supported
symbolic interaction by interpreting messages in natural language, reasoning
about various aspect of the domain and the user and producing communicative
behaviour adequate with respect to its model of the user’s beliefs and goals. The
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Application Domain Model consisted of an animation system that incorporated
spatio-temporal components and graphical tools for the representation and visualisation of the domain, upon which the user could act directly. The DenK
system modelled the information state of the Cooperative Assistant using Type
Theory (see Ahn (2001) p.31) and contained a ‘Common’ part, which stored the
information it believed to be shared with the user and a ‘Private’ part, which
contained the information which was not believed to be shared with the user.
The concrete domain of the DenK system was an electron microscope. A 3-D
model of the microscope was shown that allowed direct manipulation and that
could also be communicated about and interacted with through natural language. The DenK system lacked a task model and conceptual explanations of
the domain. Furthermore no extensive effort was put into covering how potential
users would like to express themselves in natural language.
In Chapter 3 we perform an experiment in a setting inspired by the collaborative manipulator metaphor as used in the DenK system. Although we do
not practice natural language interpretation in the work described in this thesis,
the concept of modelling human-computer communication after human-human
communication derives from the DenK project.
Collagen (Grosz and Sidner (1990), Sidner (1994), Rich et al. (2001), Rich
and Sidner (1998), Lesh et al. (2004), Rich et al. (2005)) is a generic concept for
an online assistant applicable to a variety of graphical user interfaces. It is based
on the SharedPlan theory of discourse, which models how intentions and mutual
beliefs about shared goals accumulate during a collaboration (Grosz and Sidner
(1990)). The assistant is graphically represented in a small window, through
which it shows its messages. In another window the user can send his messages to
the assistant, usually through menu selection. The menu options are generated
from a recipe library that reflects the task structure of the application. The
assistant can perform actions that are reflected in the graphical user interface.
It has little or no conceptual explanations. The Collagen project has been
of inspiration to the work in this thesis because it realises a tight coupling
between a graphical user interface and an assistance agent. Moreover, it shows
how human-human communication can be used as a model for human-computer
communication without the need to interpret natural language. The collagen
project is still ongoing and is used in industrial and research projects (cf. Rich
et al. (2005) and Lesh et al. (2004)).
The Berkeley UNIX Consultant (Wilensky et al. (1988)) is a natural
language processing UNIX assistant. It has been of inspiration to this thesis,
because it was a well-known early implementation of the collaborative manipulator metaphor. A naive user could enter queries in natural language to learn
about the UNIX operating system. The goal of the UNIX Consultant was to
simulate a human consultant who can interpret and generate natural language.
The Berkeley UNIX Consultant system had a very rich model in which all relevant aspects to model a human-computer dialogue after a after human-human
dialogues were thoroughly thought through and implemented in modules. Although components of the system were in place, in practice it did not really have
a dialogue with the user, but behaved merely as a front end to a data base of
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facts about UNIX. Furthermore many representational issues remain unresolved
(Wilensky et al. (1988) p.76).
The Lumiere project (Horvitz et al. (1998), Horvitz (1999), Paek and
Horvitz (2000)) was initiated in 1993 with the goal of developing methods and
an architecture for reasoning about the goals and needs of software users as
they work with software. The Office Assistant in the Office ‘97 and Office 2003
product suites was based on the Lumiere project and prior research efforts that
had led to the Answer Wizard help retrieval system in Office ‘95. The Microsoft
Office Assistant is the most widely known example of ‘intelligent’ assistance in
GUIs. The Lumiere project focuses on a query service and providing suggestions
and help for continuation during interaction, based on Bayesian models that
capture the uncertain relationships between the goals and needs of a user and
observations about program state, sequences of actions over time and words in
a user’s queries. The project does not focus on help that explains concepts in
the interface, but on steps to accomplish goals. The positioning of help on the
screen is not an issue, and no systematic comparison between spontaneous help
and help on request is made. Arguably the use of anthropomorphic cartoon
characters, to accompany the suggestions made, downgrade its appreciation by
users.

1.7

Thesis Outline

The study of Human-Computer Communication (HCC) through GUIs and the
study of HHC have mostly been two separate worlds. The study of HHC for
application to HCC usually does not include GUIs, even though it is a major
mode of interaction with computers in present day society. This thesis builds
a bridge between the studies of HHC and interaction through GUIs, compares
the two views systematically in terms of dialogue acts and applies and evaluates
a translation of the pro-active mechanisms that humans employ to assist their
dialogue partner.
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 analyses and
describes communication through GUIs in terms of the DIT framework of communicative functions. Chapter 3 describes a qualitative experiment performed
to compare HHC and HCC variants of customer-supplier dialogues to specify
how a document should be printed. In the HHC variant, a paper form is filled
out in cooperation with an expert; and in the HCC variant, an electronic form
is filled out by a subject, backed up by an assistant who helps out if requested
to do so. The analysis and comparison of the resulting dialogues leads to a
number of recommendations for the design of electronic forms. An important
recommendation is to provide context-sensitive help for elements of such forms,
to help users resolve interpretation problems. Chapter 4 discusses a qualitative experiment to assess whether and how subtle signs in the user’s behaviour
could be used to detect communication problems in HCC through GUIs. In
Chapter 5 mechanisms for context-sensitive help for drop-down list boxes are
designed. Some are activated on the system’s initiative, others on the user’s
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initiative. In Chapter 6 the relevant subtle signs of processing problems determined in Chapter 4 are quantitatively evaluated through a comparison between
user behaviour in case of non-problematic communication and user behaviour
in case of problematic communication with drop-down list boxes. In Chapter 7
the appreciation of the different designs described in Chapter 5 is tested with
varying parameters, among which the ones determined in Chapter 6. Chapter 8
concludes the thesis with the main findings, their implications, and suggestions
for further research.
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Chapter 2

Communicative Functions
of GUIs
Using a graphical interface is fairly easy because it limits you to a
few basic operations that you can learn quickly. But if those basic
operations aren’t what you need, then you may have problems.
(Peek (2001))

2.1

Introduction

Communication with a computer application through a graphical user interface
(GUI) has a number of fundamental properties in common with human-human
communication. In this chapter we will build a bridge between HHC and HCC
through a GUI, describing how components of a GUI1 map onto the framework
of dialogue acts described in section 1.4.5. We shall give a detailed analysis of the
operation and the communicative functions of GUI components, using a formal
notation for transcribing interactions with a GUI, called User Action Notation
(UAN). The resulting analysis allows us to compare human-GUI communication
to HHC, finding the similarities and pinpointing certain deficiencies in GUIs
from a communicative perspective. Some types of dialogue acts that abound
in HHC are missing in HCC through a GUI. Such omissions can be harmful
for effective communication. In order to remedy the deficiencies in GUIs, we
need a precise framework to describe spatio-temporal patterns in communication
through GUIs and make sure that potential fixes are applied at exactly the
right spatio-temporal position within these patterns. In Chapter 4 we will make
extensive use of the mappings presented in this chapter.
The scientific literature concerned with the study of graphical user interfaces
is formed by Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) handbooks and research pa1 A GUI component is a unit in a GUI of which the parts cannot be considered in isolation. Although the boundaries of such a definition may be fuzzy, this is not relevant for our
discussion.
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pers that are mostly concerned with novel designs, while the professional literature for GUI designers and programmers mainly consists of style guides and
GUI toolkit manuals. HCI handbooks (e.g. Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005),
Norman (1998), Dix et al. (2004), Preece and Rogers (1994)) discuss GUI components mostly on a more global level than required for the detailed comparison
that we want to make of interaction through GUIs and HHC. To the extent that
specific GUI components are considered, their purpose is usually mentioned, but
the process of communicating through them is not analysed. Scientific papers
about novel GUI designs tend to focus on the visualisation of complex data or
interaction structures to see whether a new kind of arrangement works better
than previous arrangements. Style guides for GUI design (e.g. Marcus and
Smilonich (1995), Cary (1991)) tend to treat GUI components from the perspective of their purpose and how they should be used by a designer. They
typically discuss the dos and don’ts of GUI design. GUI toolkit manuals (e.g.
Eckstein et al. (1998) and Swanke (1999)) provide insight about how to build
GUIs with a focus on opportunities and on good practice, mentioning usability
issues only occasionally.
To the best of our knowledge no detailed account of HCC through common
GUI components has been developed, nor a systematic comparison of GUI components’ behaviour with dialogue acts in HHC, although GUI components are
often meant to support similar functions in information exchange as is accomplished in human-human communication through the use of dialogue acts (see
Section 1.4.5).2 We will use a communicative description of GUI components in
terms of dialogue acts in order to provide a detailed account of how human communication principles could be mapped onto graphical user interfaces, allowing
us to explain and potentially solve deficiencies in graphical user interfaces.
In this chapter and Appendix A we analyse a range of common graphical
user interface components. This analysis will show that GUI components correspond to fixed patterns of dialogue acts that they enable. In that sense GUI
components embody a kind of graphical dialogue grammar (see also Section
1.4.3). Besides task-oriented dialogue acts GUIs also send many subtle signals
that function as dialogue control acts (see Section 1.4.5). In particular, positive
feedback to the user at the level of interpretation is quite prominent in GUI
communication, while in HHC positive feedback is more prominent at the level
of evaluation. In GUI interactions users directly receive feedback of whether
the system can process the signals sent by the user, but users generally get no
feedback (or at a very late stage, such as after submitting a form that has been
filled out) about the acceptance or appropriateness of their acts. Even more
important is the virtual lack of susceptibility to feedback signals from the user
by the GUI. This means that GUIs can hardly respond to processing problems
experienced by the user, either implicitly or explicitly signalled. When a user
has a problem in processing information sent by the system, he usually has no
way of informing the system about this, for instance in order to obtain an ex2 Human-human communication evidently includes a much wider range of purposes than is
found in communicating with a computer. We will however stay away from such purposes as
persuading, arguing, socializing etc.
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planation of a term in the interface. A common solution to this problem, the
tooltip (Section 2.5.3), is generally ignorant of the spatio-temporal details of the
communication occurring through a GUI and probably functions suboptimally
as a communication repair mechanism.
In Chapters 3 and 4 we shall use the User Action Notation (UAN) system,
described in this chapter, to transcribe communication through a GUI, and we
shall augment it with dialogue act annotations. In the transcriptions in Chapter
3, we shall not represent all lower-level dialogue control acts as discovered in this
chapter as this would be rather repetitive; but it is good to be aware of them to
obtain a complete picture of the communication, so one can make an accurate
comparison with HHC. In Chapter 5, the low-level details will be essential when
we propose solutions to feedback deficiencies in GUIs.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.2 we elaborate the main
difference between command-line user interfaces and graphical user interfaces.
In Section 2.3 we describe how we can compare interaction through GUIs and
HHC. In Section 2.4 we discuss the ingredients we need for the analysis of GUI
components: state charts, User Action Notation and types of GUI states. Section 2.5 contains the detailed analysis of communication through push buttons,
drop-down list boxes and tooltips, in terms of their communicative functions
and interactive behaviour. Appendix A discusses a much wider range of GUI
components in these terms. In Section 2.6 we discuss the conclusions and implications of the analysis in this chapter.

2.2

Background

A user interface is commonly defined as a way in which a user and a system can
exchange information. Since a user interface is implemented as part of a system3
it does not sit between the user and the system, but is better considered a
communication channel between the user and some application logic that is also
implemented in the system (see Figure 2.1). Traditional command line interfaces
System

Application

User interface

User

Figure 2.1: The user interface as a communication channel between user and application.

support the sequential exchange of messages between user and system through
the ‘console’. An application with a command line interface, such as the console
on many UNIX systems4 , can receive many different commands with specific
3 Contrary

to what is often said in HCI handbooks (e.g. Dix et al. (2004) p. 127.)
such environments the command line does not just form the communication channel
between the user and a single application, but forms the communication channel across many
4 In
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execution instructions from the user (i.e. command line parameters), and allows
many forms of requesting and providing information in both directions.
Each individual GUI component is meant for a specific purpose and can be
considered a communication channel that is dedicated to one specific entity in
the application domain, as depicted in Figure 2.2. GUIs are meant to restrict
user messages such that they all fit the system model, i.e., all messages sent
by the user through the user interface to the application are syntactically and
semantically correct, although the latter is not always taken care of very well.
System

C
C

Application

C

User

C
C
Figure 2.2: A GUI can be regarded to consists of multiple communication channels
between user and system. The circles with the ‘C’ in the middle represent GUI components

2.3

GUIs and HHC

Dialogue acts in human dialogue are performed by a speaker by means of utterances, gestures, facial expressions, or a combination of these, where a single
utterance can carry multiple dialogue acts. In natural human communication,
a dialogue act is usually unidirectional, being issued by a speaker and directed
at an addressee. It may happen that two participants together formulate a dialogue act, as when the addressee completes an utterance made by the speaker,
but even in those cases there is one intended sender and one intended receiver.
The situation of communicating through a GUI is somewhat different, since a
GUI component is displayed at a certain moment, thereby showing the user that
he can perform certain actions. Being controlled in its behaviour by the computer, and being acted upon by the user, a GUI component can be said to be
bidirectional. A GUI component is in this respect not similar to an utterance
or a dialogue act in natural human communication, but is better viewed as a
special-purpose communication channel, enabling the user to perform certain
applications.
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communicative actions. The actions performed by the user through a GUI component can be seen as dialogue acts addressed to the application and similarly
responses of the GUI component can be seen as dialogue acts from the application, addressed to the user. The displayed response of a GUI component reflects
its state (see below) and offers a set of potential dialogue acts to the user.
In Section 1.4.5 we have seen that the type of dialogue act that is performed
results from the communicative function of an expression applied to its semantic content. The communicative function of a dialogue act in human dialogue
(according to Dynamic Interpretation Theory) is determined by the use in context of specific words, expressions, syntactic constructions, prosody, gestures
and facial expressions.
In GUIs, communicative functions and dialogue act types mostly have a oneto-one relationship, because the semantic content usually refers to the domain
of discourse or is absent. Dialogue acts from the system to the user are reflections of state transitions, and thus the communicative function is determined
by the graphical change of the component, such as a push button that changes
from unpressed to depressed. The dialogue acts of the user to the system are
typically issued through mouse movements, mouse button presses and releases,
and key presses and releases. The communicative functions of the dialogue acts
performed in this way are determined by the state of the GUI component under
the mouse pointer, the physical action performed on the input device (e.g. click,
move, or press), and the exact position with respect to the component (in the
case of mouse actions), or which component has ‘focus’5 in the case of keyboard
acts.
Since the appearance of a GUI component also reflects the initial state of a
GUI component, this appearance may be considered a dialogue act in itself. Of
course, GUI components usually do not appear on the screen in isolation, but
as a group, for instance when an application is activated. The communicative
function of displaying the initial state of a GUI component or a set of GUI
components is to invite the user to perform a certain type of dialogue act,
and as such has a Turn Giving aspect. In addition, the initial state specifies
restrictions on the possible dialogue acts that the user may perform. An example
of a dialogue act by the user followed by a system response is shown in Figure
2.3. A verbal interpretation of the user’s click on the drop-down list box could be
something like: “What are the options for ‘attribute”’. This is a wh-question
and the system’s response consists of a state change that results in showing the
list of options. This response is a dialogue act with the communicative function
wh-answer6 .
Before discussing the GUI components, we shall first discuss in the next
section the notational tools that we shall use: state charts, the User Action
Notation and a taxonomy of types of states that are found in GUI components.
5 One component has ‘focus’ at a time and ‘receives’ input from the keyboard. This is
indicated by a form of highlighting.
6 In fact the behaviour of a drop-down list box is slightly more complex, but that is not
relevant for the present discussion.
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Figure 2.3: Opening a drop-down list box; example of a dialogue act performed by the
user (on the left) followed by a dialogue act by the system (on the right.)

2.4

Tools for GUI Analysis

In this section we will first describe two tools we used to analyse the precise
communicative details of many GUI components: state charts in Section 2.4.1
and UAN in Section 2.4.2. Skipping Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 may make it difficult
to read the discussion of the communicative details of a push button, but is not
essential for the rest of the core text of this thesis. The different types of states
of GUI components discussed in Section 2.4.3 are rather essential concepts.

2.4.1

State Charts

So-called state charts are an extended form of state transition diagrams, i.e.
descriptions of the way in which a system may move from one state to another
(see e.g. Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005)). In transition diagrams, rectangles
with rounded corners (‘rountangles’ ) are used to describe states, with a name
or a number inside to characterise the state, and arrows or arcs between states
are used to indicate possible state transitions, which are also usually annotated
with numbers or text. State charts (Harel (1988)) add to transition diagrams
the notion of nested states, factoring out repeated transitions that apply not
just to individual states but to collections of states.

1

1
a

2

c

d

b1

3

b2
(a)

c

d

a

4

2

3

b

4

(b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Example state transition diagram of a system with four states: 1,2,3
and 4, and four possible state transitions: a, b1, b2 and c. (b) The state chart version
of the state transition diagram of Figure a.

Figure 2.4 shows the description of a system with four states and four possible
state transitions in the form of a state transition diagram and as a state chart.
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Transitions in this system are possible from state 1 to state 2 (a) and from both
state 1 and 2 to state 3 (b1 and b2). Departing from state 3 something can
happen that keeps the system in state 3 (d), or makes it transit into state 1
(c). State 4 is not reachable by transitions represented in the diagram. For
GUIs state 4 could represent, for instance, a so-called ‘disabled’ state of a GUI
component, which means that the component cannot currently be interacted
with, but under some circumstances the component is interactive. A transition
from a normal interactive state to a disabled state is not part of the normal
generic state transitions of a GUI component, but is caused by some application
logic which is specific for an instance of a component in a specific application.
For instance, an ‘OK’ pushbutton on an electronic form can be disabled until
all items on the form are filled out. Only then the ‘OK’ pushbutton will become
‘enabled’, but this is not caused directly by an interaction of the user with the
button, but by application logic behind the scenes.
In Figure 2.4b a state chart is given for the state transition diagram of Figure
2.4a. The difference between this diagram and the one in Figure 2.4a is the extra
rountangle around states 1 and 2. This rountangle represents the fact that state
1 and 2 have some common state transitions (b1 and b2 in Figure 2.4a), which
are now represented by a single arrow (b). The new rountangle represents a socalled superstate of state 1 and 2. If the current state is 3 however, the system
cannot transit directly into state 2 but only into state 1.
We will use state charts as part of our description of GUI components’
operation later in this chapter.

2.4.2

User-Action Notation (UAN)

User-Action Notation (UAN) (Hix and Hartson (1993)) is a notation system
that is intended to deal with the rich world of direct manipulation interfaces.
UAN is meant to be extended when one encounters phenomena that it fails to
cover (see for example Hix and Hartson (1993) p. 154). Its primary purpose
is to provide interaction designers with a notation to convey intended GUI
behaviour to implementors in a detailed way. Failure to go into precise details
leaves interaction design specifications at a semi-determined level, leaving the
rest to be decided by implementors.
UAN is not only suitable as a precise means of communication between
interaction designers and implementers; it can also be used for transcribing GUI
interactions. For human dialogue, we use written natural language as a base
for transcription, which can be augmented with notational conventions that
capture prosodic, timing and gesture information to produce a transcription
language for what happens in a dialogue. For GUI interactions, there is no such
natural basis. The UAN system as described here (and extended in subsequent
sections) will serve as a transcription language for GUI interactions in later
chapters. UAN is both precise and concise, and has excellent properties for
describing interactive tasks in GUIs. UAN descriptions should be supplemented
with elements like state-transition diagrams and screenshots to make them easier
to read and to show the larger graphical context in which the local operations
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Table 2.1: UAN symbols for user actions

UAN symbol
∼
[X]

Meaning
move cursor
context of object X, the “handle” by which X is manipulated
move cursor into context of object X
move cursor to(arbitrary) point x,y
move cursor out of context of object X
depress mouse button
release mouse button
clicking mouse button
enter literal string, abc, via device K (Keyboard)

∼[X]
∼[x,y]
[X]∼
Mv
Mˆ
Mvˆ
K”abc”

Table 2.2: UAN symbols for interface feedback
UAN symbol
!
-!
@(x’,y’)
display(X)
erase(X)
redisplay(X)
outline(X)
X>∼

Meaning
highlight object
unhighlight object
at point (x’,y’) (e.g. to display X)
display object X
erase object X
erase X and display X again (in new location)
outline of object X
object X follows (is dragged by) cursor

that UAN describes take place (Hix and Hartson (1993), p. 211).
Standard task descriptions in UAN have the form of tables with three columns:
USER ACTIONS:

the physical actions performed by the user in the interface

INTERFACE FEEDBACK:

indication of the system’s response to user actions

INTERFACE STATE:

description of the underlying state in the system; used to
represent what happens to the real objects, not just their representation
as given in the interface feedback column.

The subset of the syntax of the user actions and interface feedback
columns, relevant for this thesis, are given in the Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
We will illustrate the use of UAN by two examples. A more elaborate discussion
of UAN can be found in Hix and Hartson (1993).
The first example is selecting a file on the desktop. It requires the user
to move the mouse pointer to the file icon (indicated by ∼[file icon’]) and
depress the left mouse button, indicated by Mv. In response, the interface highlights the file icon, indicated by file icon’! (which is a representation of the
underlying file). The following table shows the UAN description of selecting a
file on the desktop:

2.4. Tools for GUI Analysis
TASK: move file icon
user actions
interface feedback
∼[file icon’]Mv file icon’!
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interface state
selected=file

The file icon is written as file icon’, to avoid possible misinterpretation as a
variable declaration (Hix and Hartson (1993) p. 160). Although we find such a
misinterpretation very unlikely, and we think the ’ after object descriptions in
user actions is only confusing, we stick to this notation for the sake of compliance.
As a second example we will use the more complicated task of selecting a
file and dragging it to another position on the desktop. More precisely, the task
is as follows:
1. Move the cursor to the file icon. Depress and hold down the mouse button.
Depressing the mouse button selects the file, indicated by the highlighting
of its icon.
2. With the button held down, move the cursor. An outline of the icon
follows the cursor as it is moved around.
3. Release the mouse button. The file icon is now moved to where the button
is released, and the corresponding file remains selected.
In UAN this is described as follows:
TASK: move file icon
user actions
interface feedback
∼[file icon’]Mv
file icon’-!: file icon’!
∼[x,y] ∼[x’,y’] outline(file icon’) > ∼
M^
@(x’,y’) redisdplay(file icon’)

interface state
selected=file

This example shows that the contents of the interface feedback column is
slightly more sophisticated than in the previous example. The exclusive nature
of the highlighting of an icon, for instance, is specified by the precondition file
icon’-!. This means that highlighting only occurs for those icons not currently
highlighted. Further explanations of the symbols used can be found in Tables
2.1 and 2.2.
Although UAN is in principle quite suitable for our purposes, we have to
extend the language in order to cope with details of communication in modern GUIs and to capture all the relevant aspects. The notation also leaves
free-text gaps for contextual references (such as ‘[line]midpoint’) that should
be prescribed for each context. In our descriptions we will consider both the
user actions and the interface feedback to consist of dialogue acts, and display
them on separate lines instead of reserving special columns for user and system
actions. Furthermore, in modern GUIs a component’s state is often complex
enough to devote an entire state chart (Section 2.4.1) to. In our descriptions
of GUI components in Section 2.5 we will use UAN notation alongside, but not
instead of our graphically oriented notation. We will also use the UAN notation
in our interaction transcriptions in later chapters.
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2.4.3

States of GUI Components

GUI components can have two main types of states, which we may call stable
states and unstable states. Unstable states represent an unfinished transaction
through a component. When the user leaves a component, i.e. starts interacting
(a) Unstable

(b) Stable

Figure 2.5: (a) represents an unstable state that falls back into the state in (b) when
the user ‘leaves’ the component.

with another component, a component falls back into the last stable state. For
example, a drop-down list box, as shown in Figure 2.5a, will fall back into the
state shown in Figure 2.5b when another component on the window is selected.
During an interaction, GUI components go from one stable state through
zero or more unstable states to another stable state. Unstable states represent
the middle of a transaction. In terms of communicative processes, Topic Closure
results in a stable state, so unstable states represent the fact that a topic at the
bottom of a task structure is the current local semantic context of the dialogue.
Components in a stable state (without focus) are outside the local semantic
context.
Table 2.3: The five types of states of a GUI component.
stable
focused
unfocused
unstable

action unstable

focus unstable
position unstable

a state that is unaltered when the component is
defocused and refocused or vice versa.
variant signaling that the component has focus.
variant signaling that the component does not
have focus.
a state that is altered when a component is defocused and refocused. Unstable states are always
focused.
tied to an unstable state of the user input device,
such as mouse-over, a depressed state of a mouse
button or keyboard key.
not tied to an unstable state of the user input
device.
depends solely on the position of the mouse
pointer.

As soon as a user clicks on a GUI component, that component receives ‘focus’
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on the user interface; only one GUI component on a window can have focus at
a time. Stable states often have a focused and an unfocused variant, of which
the focused variant is highlighted (e.g. by a dashed rectangle). Unstable states
come in three types: action unstable, focus unstable and position unstable. The
five possible states, resulting from combining types of instability with focus, are
characterised in Table 2.3.
Action unstable states result from a depressed mouse button. In some cases the most
important dialogue act of a GUI component
is only performed on releasing the mouse button. An example of an action unstable state
is given in Figure 2.6, where a push button is
Figure 2.6: A button in a de- in a depressed state. This allows the user to
pressed state. This is an example retract his act by moving the mouse pointer
of an action unstable state, which outside of the component’s region before reis connected to an unstable state of leasing. Focus unstable states, like action unthe input device, in this case a de- stable states, represent an intermediate state
pressed left mouse button.
of a transaction with a component, which are
not connected to a state of the input device. An example of this is given in
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7: Examples of position unstable states, showing the communicative properties of the area under the mouse pointer. a: considered item in a drop-down list box
is highlighted, b: considered menu button of a menu bar is embossed; c: shows that it
is a hyperlink by changing the mouse pointer into a hand.

Figure 2.5. Position unstable states depend solely on the position of the mouse
pointer. Such states tell the user something about the communicative properties of the area underneath the mouse pointer (e.g. a clickable hyperlink) or
about its meaning (e.g. tooltips), and can lead to highlighting (e.g. in lists).
In general, position unstable states provide extra information about the local
context to the user, but do not interfere with the task-oriented communication.
An exception is the pull right area of a pull down menu, where ‘mouse over’
pops up a submenu. A component need not be focused to be in a position unstable state. Three examples of position unstable states are given in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7a shows a drop-down list box where the item under the mouse pointer
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is highlighted. Figure 2.7b shows how a pull down menu button is ‘embossed’
when the mouse pointer hovers over it and Figure 2.7c shows a hand cursor
when the mouse pointer hovers over a hyperlink.

2.5

Communicative Functions Of GUI
Components

In practice only a small set of GUI component types is commonly found among
the wide range that exists. The usability guideline that graphical metaphors
should be familiar to users has led to convergence towards a small set of components that dominates the marketplace (push buttons, check boxes, radio buttons, command menus, list boxes, drop-down list boxes, combo boxes, trees,
tables, textfields, various text editing components, windows, panels, toolbars,
hyperlinks and tooltips). These components provide a menu selection style of
interaction. Trees, tables, list boxes and toolbars and panels may also function
as containers of objects. Most contemporary application and operating systems
provide the direct manipulation mechanism of ‘drag and drop’ that allow users
to drag objects from one visual container to another if the objects to be dragged
are compatible with their new container. In addition to these common components, others exist especially in the creative domain, where GUI components are
often dedicated to the specific kind of ‘document’ to be produced, such as drawings, 3D-models, movies, or pieces of music. We will leave such special-purpose
components out of consideration. New technologies (such as Flash) lead to a
variety of animated and fancy interactive components. We do not expect these
to replace the standard set of GUI components, however, since they typically
serve aesthetic rather than functional purposes.
As described in Section 2.4.3, when a user interacts with a GUI component
the state of that component changes from a stable state through a number of
unstable states to another stable state. The transition from one stable state to
another corresponds to what is called an adjacency pair in conversational analysis (see Section 1.4.3), where it is used to describe the phenomenon that certain
dialogue acts types typically occur together. For instance, a wh-question is
often followed by a wh-answer and a check by a confirm or disconfirm.
In human dialogue adjacency pairs do not always apply; a check may for instance be followed not by a confirm or disconfirm but by an inform as in:
speaker 1: Do you want sugar in your coffee?
speaker 2: I’m cutting down on sugar.
In GUIs however, adjacency pairs apply more often. In a drop-down list box
(Section 2.5.2) for instance, a transition from one stable state to another forms
the adjacency pair alts-question/alts-answer, and in a check box (section
A.1) it forms the adjacency pair check/(confirm or disconfirm).
In the next section we elaborate the communicative functionality of push
buttons, drop-down list boxes and tooltips, because we focus extensively on
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these components in the remainder of this thesis. Appendix A contains the
communicative description of many other standard GUI components.
In the next section and in Appendix A we will, for each component that
we discuss, first list the communicative functionality in terms of the adjacency
pair that the component represents, and then analyse the communicative functionality in more detail in terms of the communicative function of each action
by the user and each response by the GUI. These actions often operate at a
more detailed level than the dialogue act types and communicative functions
that DIT describes.
We will show the appearances of GUI components graphically, using the
Windows 95 (Windows 2000) look. Even within this look, appearances vary
slightly among applications.
Table 2.4 shows the state transition tables used in the analyses.
Table 2.4: Outline of GUI component analysis tables.
n
x

a
x

act
x
UAN: x

appearance
x

comm. function
x

The column headings have the following meaning:
n is an index of a state transition in a state-chart that will be supplied.
a indicates the actor of the act: S for System, U for User.
act is a short description of the act or a picture showing a user action with the
mouse.
appearance shows what the component looks like when the user performs his
action. The system response to a user action is extremely fast, so there
is often no perceivable time difference between user action and system
response. At the moment of user action, however, the component’s appearance does not yet reflect the system response.
comm. function is the communicative function of a user or system action as
defined in DIT (Section 1.4.5).
System responses to user actions are always displayed directly after the user
actions.
Below the act and appearance entries the UAN transcription of the action
is displayed. We use the caption UAN when it is a notation from standard
UAN language and UAN* when an extension is used. These transcriptions
will be used in later chapters to transcribe interactions with GUIs.

2.5.1

Push Buttons

The semantic content of push buttons is in essence represented by the caption
or icon on them; many buttons also have conventional positions. We shall give
some examples here.
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Window controls appear at the top right of most windows on Microsoft
Windows, as in Figure 2.8 (Windows 95 look). They are available on nearly
every window and allow the user to control the state of the current window.
The semantic content is represented by
icons with the following verbal meaning:

Figure 2.8: Window control but-

•

: minimise

•

: maximise

•

: restore

•

: close

tons to minimise, maximise and
close a window respectively.

which is also given by a tooltip on these buttons (see also section 2.5.3).
A similar kind of button is a dialogue control button, which is only present
in dialogue windows and allows the user to tell the computer what to do with
the contents of the current window. Dialogue control buttons are usually placed
at the bottom right of a dialogue window so users can work their way through
the contents top left to bottom right. The contextual effect of the buttons that

Figure 2.9: Typical set of dialogue control buttons for modal dialogue windows.
are shown in Figure 2.9 is assumed to be known to any GUI user:
• OK: commit the transaction that was started when the dialogue window
was opened and subsequently close the dialogue window.
• Cancel: do not commit (discard; rollback) the transaction started when
this dialogue window was opened and close the dialogue window.
• Apply: commit the transaction started when this dialogue window was
opened, but do not close the dialogue window.
Another common type of push button is a toolbar button as shown in Figure
2.10. They perform a certain common task within an application and usually
function as a shortcut for command menu items. Their semantic content is

Figure 2.10: Typical toolbar in Microsoft Internet Explorer. The toolbar buttons have
the following verbal semantic content from left to right respectively: go back 1 page, go
forward 1 page, stop loading a page, refresh current page, goto homepage.

usually represented by an icon which is supposed to be easy to remember and
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they are embossed only on mouse over. The verbal explanation is often given in a
tooltip, although usually this explanation is quite short. For instance the tooltip
explanation for the -button reads ‘Home’, but a more complete explanation
would be ‘goto homepage’.
The communicative functionality of a push button can be described using
the following adjacency pairs:
• system
• user
• system

: offer command
: command
: execute action associated with command

The qualifier ‘offer’ is related to the offer communicative function discussed
in Section 1.4.5, but in case of the qualifier ‘offer’ the system does not commit
itself to an action, but displays its susceptibility to a command that refers to an
action. In the next section we shall see that more detailed actions and matching
system responses play a role in the subtle sequences of a push button.
2.5.1.1

Detailed Communicative Functionality

A push button has five possible states, described in Table 2.5. The possible
transitions between these states are represented in the state transition diagram
in Figure 2.11. An interaction with a push button starts ( ) and ends ( ) in state
1. When the user depresses his left mouse button with the mouse pointer on
the push button, it is taken into state 2 (transition a). Releasing the left mouse
button brings the push button back into state 3 (transition b), which leads to
execution of the command associated with the push button. Selecting another
component on the window subsequently brings it back into state 1 (transition
c). State 5 can be reached from state 2 (transition d) if the user depresses the
left mouse button with the mouse pointer on the push button, then moves the
mouse pointer off the push button with the left mouse button still depressed.
If he now releases the mouse button, the push button will drop back to state 3
(transition e), without executing the command associated with a push button.
The user can also move the mouse pointer back onto the push button with the
left mouse button still depressed (transition f) returning to state 2. Finally state
4 represents a disabled push button, signaling that a command is available, but
the preconditions for issuing it are currently not met.
In the rest of this section we will analyse the communicative functionality of
the state changes in Figure 2.11 in detail. Table 2.6 summarises this analysis.
State 1 represents the presence of a button on the GUI which offers the user
the options to press and release it (transitions a and b), issuing a command to
the application, so the communicative function of the system’s act to show the
button on the interface is appropriately called ‘offer command’. This is generic
for all buttons. The semantic content is indicated by the caption or icon on
the button, which we represent with ‘...’ to emphasise that we do not discuss
semantics here, but only communicative functions.
State 4 represents a disabled button, which means that under certain circumstances, determined by the application, the system offers this command,
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Table 2.5: states of a push button

n

state
appearance

description

1

stable unfocused state: unselected and enabled

2

action unstable state: pressed and highlighted (i.e. selected)
focused stable state: not pressed but highlighted (i.e.
selected; hitting ‘Enter’ on the keyboard presses the button)
unfocused stable state: disabled

3

4
5

action unstable state: When the mouse is moved out
of the component’s region with the left mouse button
depressed. No Visible clue is present to distinguish this
state from state 3, but moving the mouse back in will
depress the push button again (state 2).

c

1

a

3

b
2

4

e
d

5

f
Figure 2.11: State transitions of push buttons related to the states in Table 2.5. The
dashed rountangle indicates an unstable state.

but currently the preconditions for this command are not met. We call this
communicative function ‘offer potential command’.
Both ‘offer command’ and ‘offer potential command’ are communicative
functions that are not present in human-human dialogue, because in humanhuman dialogue one does not need to be offered the option to issue a specific
command in order to issue it. In the unlikely event that someone would want
to offer somebody else such an option, he would say something like ‘I invite you
to command me to...’ which is a performative construct.
State transition a represents the user pressing his left mouse button, while
the pointer is on the area of an enabled button. This will not cause the command associated with this button to be executed and the user can still retract
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(‘deselect’) his selection. Transition a applies to both states 1 and 3, so it does
not matter whether the button had focus (state 3) or not (state 1) when it is
depressed. The system responds to this user action by showing the button in a
depressed state, showing that it has received the user’s input. Since the interpretation of the input is trivial for the system (as the system invited the user
to perform the act), we may say that the system gives positive feedback about
the interpretation stage.
State transition b represents the user releasing the left mouse button in the
area of the push button that was pressed in transition a. It is only now that
the command is really issued. We call this communicative function ‘issue command’. In human-human dialogue such a function is simply called ’command’
(or ‘instruct’); we added ‘issue’ in line with the addition of the verbs ‘select’,
‘deselect’ and ’reselect’ for other transitions. The system’s response is to show
the button released but focused (state 3), which we interpret again as positive
feedback about the interpretation of the user’s act. At this point the system will
execute the command, but feedback about the evaluation or execution stage of
processing is not given by the button itself, but by some other means. For
instance, if the preconditions for the command are not met, and the system did
not show this to the user by disabling the button (state 4), the system can show
a prompt pop-up with an OK button as in Figure 2.12, usually accompanied by
some alarming sound, to explain why the command is momentarily invalid.
Evaluative feedback on commands is usually given only when it is negative,
but execution feedback is sometimes also given when execution was successful,
or when execution is in progress using a progress bar or animation.
While many applications do give evaluation and execution feedback these
are not implicit to the push button, but need to be programmed explicitly by
the application programmer. We have included them here to draw attention to
the fact that push buttons themselves give no feedback about anything beyond
interpretation.

Figure 2.12: Example of a modal pop up window signaling negative feedback of evaluation when receiving a command. (Modal windows block all interaction with the
Windows behind them until they are closed.)
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Table 2.6: Communicative functions of the state transitions of a push
button. The states and transitions have the same numbers and letters as
in Figure 2.11.

n
1

a
S

act
presence

4

S

UAN: display(... button’)
grey appearance
UAN∗ : ... button’x

a

U

S

appearance

comm. function
offer command

offer potential
mand

com-

select command
UAN: [... button’]Mv
show button down
highlight button

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : ... button’v!
b

U

S

c
d

issue command
UAN: [... button’]Mˆ
show button up

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : ... button’ˆ
not represented, because it is merely a result of giving focus to another
component on the window.
effectuated by moving the mouse pointer off the push button before
releasing the mouse button. In this case the action is not executed.
U
deselect command

S

UAN: [... button’]˜
show button up

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : ... button’ˆ
e

U

f

S
U

confirm deselect command
UAN: Mˆ
no visual response

no communication
deselect command
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Table 2.6: Communicative functions of the state transitions of a push
button. The states and transitions have the same numbers and letters as
in Figure 2.11.

n

a
S

act
UAN: ˜[... button’]
show button up

appearance

comm. function
feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : ... button’v
State transition c in Figure 2.11 and Table 2.6 happens when another component on the GUI receives focus. It means that keyboard input7 no longer
applies to this push button. We have left keyboard interaction with the GUIs
out of the current discussion, so we will not dwell on the communicative function
of defocusing a component.
A peculiar type of state occurs when a user depresses the left mouse button,
which we interpret as ‘select command’, and subsequently moves the mouse
out of the push button’s region without releasing the mouse button. The push
button then appears to return to the last focused stable state, but when the
mouse is brought back in the region where it was depressed, with the left mouse
button still depressed, the last action unstable state, state 2, returns. This is
different from moving the mouse into the component’s region when the mouse
button depressed outside the component’s region. Therefore this kind of state
should be considered a separate state (state 5 in Table 2.5). The returning of the
mouse pointer into the push button’s region can then be interpreted as ‘reselect
command’ and releasing it outside the push button’s region as ‘confirm deselect
command’ (transition e in Figure 2.11).

2.5.2

Drop-Down List Boxes

Figure 2.13 shows the appearance of a drop-down list box. It shows the list
box as open, its current value being ‘Option 1’, and the mouse pointer hovering
‘Option 2’. When the user depresses his left mouse button ‘Option 2’ will be
the new value of the drop-down list box. A drop-down list box is equivalent to
a group of radio buttons (see Appendix A.2). While a drop-down list box requires much space, radio buttons offer a more direct overview of the options. A
drop-down list box can be viewed as a check, optionally followed by a multiplechoice question if the user is not happy with the suggestion of the check (i.e.
the default answer):
which <drop-down list box label> would you like?, <default option>?
... OR <item1>,<item2>,... or <item n>?.
Examples of the use of drop-down list boxes are shown in Figure 2.14. In
7 Push

buttons that are focused can be pressed by pressing ‘Enter’ on the keyboard.
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field

Label:

drop button

Option 1
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

option/
list element

(pop up)
list

Figure 2.13: A drop-down list box with its elements
Figure 2.14a we see a drop-down list box meaning: ‘What language to you
want? Dutch? OR Australian or Canadian or British or American English or
...?’. The default value here is Dutch. Figure 2.14b shows drop-down list boxes
for selecting a number of passengers, one for a number of adults, one for a number of children. In Figure 2.14c a ‘preferences’ item of Microsoft outlook (an
e-mail customer) is shown asking: ‘Should the previous item be opened after
an open item is moved or deleted or should the next item be opened, or should
focus be returned to the inbox’. This is a nice example of how natural language communicative functions are combined with those of GUI components’
dialogue acts, namely instruct functions associated with the text inside the
options and the check/alts-question function of the drop-down list box as
a whole. In Figure 2.14d space is saved by avoiding a separate caption for a
drop-down list box (Services). The question posed is ‘What kind of service do
you want,...,..., or...?’. In Figure 2.14e we see two drop-down list boxes used in
a natural language construct. The caption ‘File format’ in fact applies to the
second drop-down list box; the rest forms a natural language construct that can
be modified by the options [Only] and [Don’t]. In the remainder of this section
we shall focus on standard use of the drop-down list box as illustrated in Figure
2.14a.
The communicative functionality of a drop-down list box as a whole consists
of the following adjacency pair:
• system
• user

: check + alts-question
: confirm/disconfirm [ + alts-answer]

The fact that in a drop-down list box usually one option (the default value)
is preselected can be viewed as the system having a suspicion as to what the
most likely value is. In case the user disconfirms this suspicion by opening the
drop-down list box, it turns into an alts-question. If the user leaves the
default value of the drop-down list box unchanged he implicitly confirms the
default value that the system checked. In that case the answer is a confirm
not really an alts-answer. If the user changes the value of the drop-down list
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2.14: Examples of the use of drop-down list boxes

box, he issues a disconfirm and gives an alts-answer.
In Appendix A.4 we describe all the details of communication through a
drop-down list box in terms of the communicative functions of DIT. It shows
that an apparently simple component like a drop-down list box has a highly
complex pattern of behaviour when interacted with. The discussion of all the
communicative intricacies of this component as described in Appendix A.4 is
too lengthy and detailed for the core text of this thesis, but some of its aspects
will recur in the remainder of this thesis.
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2.5.3

Tooltips

A tooltip or balloon help is a GUI component to provide context-sensitive help
information about another GUI component. Unlike other GUI components, a
tooltip can be considered to represent a response to negative feedback from the
user.
A tooltip consists of a small pop-up window, usually displaying explanatory
text about the component under the mouse pointer. This pop-up window is
displayed when the mouse pointer remains motionless on the GUI component
for some specified time (typically about 1 second) and disappears some specified
time later (typically about 4 seconds) or when the mouse pointer moves. An
example of a tooltip on a drop-down list box is shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: An example of a tooltip on a drop down list box.
A tooltip usually appears when the component that is hovered over is in an
unfocused stable state; i.e. state 1 of push buttons and drop-down list boxes
and the other components discussed in Appendix A. In other states tooltips are
usually not triggered.
(a)

(d)

(g)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(h)

Figure 2.16: Some examples of tooltips in practice.
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Figure 2.16 shows a number of examples of tooltips from Microsoft Windows
applications. Figure 2.16a shows a tooltip explaining that pressing this button
will pop up the ‘Quick Access Panel’. Figure 2.16b explains the function of
the button containing the symbol ‘||’. Figure 2.16c is a tooltip on an icon
in the Microsoft Windows ‘System Tray’, showing which application this icon
represents, and the current status of that application. In Figure 2.16d the
tooltip explains the function of the icon on a button. Obviously this tooltip is
redundant if it only repeats the text on the button. A more useful tooltip in
this case would explain that this button pops up a printing dialogue window.
Figure 2.16e explains the function of a captionless drop-down list box. Figure
2.16f shows a tooltip that explains the icon on a toolbar button. Figure 2.16g
contains a fairly meaningless instruction for novice users of Microsoft Windows
when the user’s mouse pointer hovers over the ‘Start’ button. Figure 2.16h
shows a tooltip for an item in the Microsoft Windows ‘start menu’. These items
represent so-called ‘shortcuts’ or links. For shortcuts users can determine the
contents of the tooltips as illustrated in Figure 2.17. It shows that the contents
of tooltips like the one shown in Figure 2.16h can easily be changed in Microsoft
windows.

Figure 2.17: The contents of tooltips like the one shown in Figure 2.16 can easily be
changed.

2.5.3.1

Communicative Functionality

The communicative functionality of a tooltip may be analysed as follows. When
the user’s mouse pointer hovers over a GUI component motionless for a while,
this is similar to a hesitation in human dialogue and is taken to indicate that
the user is uncertain about something. In terms of communicative functions,
the user’s behaviour can be interpreted as negative feedback about his interpretation or evaluation of what he encounters, but also has Time Management
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(stalling) and Own Communication Management aspects. The system’s reaction of popping up a tooltip has the communicative function of an inform,
aimed at resolving the user’s (potential) problem.
The tooltip mechanism contains the only implicit negative feedback signal
from the user that contemporary GUIs can detect8 . The content of the tooltip
is usually very limited, not tuned to the underlying state of the component and
containing only a short, fixed piece of text for each component.

2.6

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we have analysed HCC through a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
in terms of dialogue acts as defined in DIT. This analysis will be used to compare
HHC and HCC in Chapter 3. For the purpose of transcribing communication
through a GUI we also explained and extended the User Action Notation (UAN)
alongside our analysis in terms of dialogue acts. In Chapter 4 we shall use the
analysis and transcription tools developed here to study HCC through a GUI
at a very fine-grained level.
Besides the conclusions that will be drawn in subsequent chapters, we can
already draw some conclusions here. Some of these will be strengthened and
elaborated in later chapters.
A prominent difference between HHC and HCC is that GUIs hardly detect
and respond to negative feedback by the user. This means that when something
in the dialogue acts of the system is unclear to the user he can only turn to the
manual, the Web or another person. In HHC, by contrast, even subtle signs of
negative feedback trigger the dialogue partner to further explain himself. Such
negative feedback can be given in the form of a pause, a frown, a hesitation, or in
the form of an explicit question. In the first case the cause of the lack of clarity
is usually guessed by the speaker, who often assumes his own last utterance was
unclear to the listener. If we would like to transfer such capabilities to HCC and
detect negative feedback from the user, not only do we need a careful analysis of
all turns in the communication between user and GUI, so the system can detect
signs of negative feedback, but we also need to have a notion of the cause of the
problem, so the system can respond appropriately.
Another difference between HHC and HCC through a GUI seems to occur
in the feedback from the GUI to the user about the system’s processing of the
user’s dialogue acts. In HHC, when positive feedback is not given at the highest
level, according to DIT (see Section 1.4.5), it usually implies negative feedback
about the levels above the one at which it is given. When somebody signals
that he ‘heard what you said’, and this is not a contact management act, then
he means something is wrong with the interpretation or the evaluation (because
8 Some applications have an explicit handle for the user to provide negative feedback in
the form of hyperlinks or small buttons usually containing an ‘i’. Other applications have an
assistance facility, e.g. MS paper clip. Such facilities go a lot further, but their working is
not generic and tuned to specific task segments in the application that the facility assumes to
recognise in the users’ behaviour. MS paper clip often fails in its responses because it makes
erroneous assumptions, illustrating one of the pitfalls of ’intelligent’ agents.
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the term ‘hearing’ may include the interpretation level). In Chapter 3 however,
we will see that evaluative feedback in HHC is sometimes postponed until after
the speaker gives away the turn. The listener may not want not to disturb the
speaker’s message production process and positive interpretation feedback is
given regularly for some time, without implying anything about the evaluation
of the messages. In the tables in Section 2.5 we classified the feedback of GUI
components as positive feedback about interpretation. Evaluative feedback is
often not given by GUIs or only at a late stage. Sometimes, however, evaluative
feedback is given directly in GUIs. For instance, push buttons usually give some
sort of evaluative feedback, either implicitly by showing the result of executing
the command of the push button, or explicitly by showing an error or warning
pop-up like Figure 2.12 on page 43. Although evaluative feedback can occur
in HCC through GUIs, in HHC it is much more common. Evaluative feedback
allows the user to determine whether the intentions of his messages are reasonable and appropriate in the current context. Lack of evaluative feedback may
reduce the confidence of the user in the appropriateness of the result.
The tables in Section 2.5 and Appendix A give an extremely detailed view
of GUI components’ behaviour. It might seem that this is overkill, which is
true in some, but not all respects. With this amount of detail one can observe
for instance that the execution of the associated action of a push button starts
when the mouse button is released, while the displaying of the drop-down list
by pressing the drop-down push button in the drop-down list box or combo box
happens when the mouse button is depressed (i.e. before it is released). If for
a particular drop-down list box the list was shown or hidden only when the
mouse button was released, this would be perceived as a delay, which is not the
case for normal push buttons. Such considerations can be quite relevant when
we want to slightly modify the behaviour of such components, or add dialogue
control functionality. Furthermore, it is sometimes claimed that GUIs hardly
give feedback and are hardly capable of dialogue control. The above treatment
of GUI components shows that such a statement is too coarse. GUIs do give a
lot of feedback, but usually do so at a merely perceptual/interpretational level.
Furthermore GUIs only have very limited ways of receiving feedback from the
user (see Section 2.5.3). To resolve this problem effectively we should be able
to pinpoint the positions, triggers and causes of problems very precisely within
the sequence of communicative events.
The inability to deal with feedback from the user is a clear limitation of HCC
through a GUI when compared to HHC. Tooltips as described in Section 2.5.3
are only a marginal solution to this problem, especially since tooltips are usually
triggered only for components in an unfocused stable state. Furthermore, the
content of a tooltip is usually very limited and only contains a short fixed
piece of text.9 The limitations of the trigger and content of the tooltip provide
an opportunity for improving communication through a GUI based on HHC
mechanisms.
9 In high-level components, we sometimes see a slightly more fine-grained textual content.
In some trees for instance, the tooltip is not fixed for the entire tree, but is adapted to the
specific tree node under the mouse pointer.
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Throughout our discussion of dialogue acts in GUI communication we have
introduced a number of qualifiers for the communicative functions of HHC in
order to obtain an appropriate classification for each turn in communication
through a GUI. The qualifiers are the following:
offer: means that the system makes it possible for the user to issue a dialogue
act with a certain communicative function.
consider: means that the user does something that increases the likelihood that
the user wants to ‘issue’ a dialogue act with the indicated communicative
function.
select: means ‘very strongly consider’, i.e. the user does something that makes
it very likely that he wants and is going to ‘issue’ a dialogue act with the
indicated communicative function.
deselect: follows a ‘select’, but means that the user changed his mind although
he was ‘very strongly considering’ the dialogue act. It has a similar relationship to select as ‘abandon’ has to ‘consider’.
reselect: follows a ‘deselect’, ending up in the same state as after a ‘select’.
confirm deselect: follows that ‘deselect’ and confirms it. This is necessary,
because there is also the choice to ‘reselect’.
abandon: can follow a normal ‘consider’. It has the same relationship to ‘consider’ as ‘deselect’ has to ‘select’ and means ‘stop considering’.
issue: is actually the qualifier used to express the ‘normal’ communicative function as used in HHC. We could have omitted it, but we used it in line with
the other qualifiers.
The above qualifiers are not found in theories of dialogue in HHC like DIT (see
Section 1.4.5), and can be viewed in two ways:
1. A qualifier is a part of a syntax construct that leads to a dialogue act having a certain communicative function and is a construct with a potential
effect that operates at a sub-dialogue act level. The qualifiers mentioned
above apply to the user’s deliberation process of issuing a dialogue act,
but are also necessary steps before issuing a dialogue act in GUIs.
2. Another interesting angle is to see them as forms of Own Communication
Management, a type of dialogue control (see Section 1.4.5), especially
because Own Communication Management can often be considered an
implicit form of (negative) feedback.
The second aspect is most interesting when a user does not just pass through
states and state changes associated with the qualifiers but hesitates on them,
repeats them or both. In these cases their communicative meaning (aspect 2) is
more prominent than their constructive meaning (aspect 1). Indeed, in Chapters
3 and 4 we shall see that users often hesitate when they have a communication
problem.

Chapter 3

Form Fill-in and Assistance:
a Qualitative Experiment
The Macintosh PUI interface, now everywhere, was praised for its
embodiment of the WYSIWYG philosophy (“What You See Is What
You Get”). Unfortunately the WYSIWYG idea actually meant, “What
you see is what you get WHEN YOU PRINT IT OUT”. Therefore
this high-sounding motto was about using the computer as a paper
simulator.
(Nelson (1999))

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter we address the question of how human-computer communication (HCC) differs from human-human communication (HHC) in the context
of task-oriented customer-supplier dialogues. To investigate this we perform an
experiment to compare HCC with HHC in which the same task is performed
in both cases, namely specification on a form of how a manuscript should be
printed.
In Section 3.2 we describe the theoretical background of the analysis. In
Section 3.3 we describe the precise experimental setups and discuss their implications. Section 3.4 contains some notes on how the data are recorded and
analysed. In Section 3.5 we present analyses, findings and recommendations for
improvement of graphical user interfaces. Section 3.6 summarises the conclusions.

3.2

Theoretical Background

The experiment that is reported in this chapter uses a configuration that is similar to the collaborative manipulation metaphor discussed in Section 1.5.2 (see
53
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Task

World
of
Action
Form

Interface
Intermediary

User

(a)

Client

Expert

(b)

Figure 3.1: a) The collaborative manipulator from Section 1.5.2 b) A similar configuration containing the elements of the scenarios of the experiments in this chapter.
Figure 3.1). The form (paper or electronic) in Figure 3.1b represents the world
of action of Figure 3.1a, and the supplier/expert represents the conversational
intermediary. Instead of trying to implement the collaborative manipulator by
emulating the expert, we only use this setting to study the communication between customer and expert in relation to the communication with the form.
This exposes the shortcomings in the (electronic) form that will be a source of
inspiration for suggesting improvements. In Section 3.2.1 we discuss the general
communicative properties of a form; in Section 3.2.2 we discuss what kind of
problems one can have in the communication with a form; Section 3.2.3 discusses the main differences between an electronic form and a paper form from
a communicative point of view; and Section 3.2.4 describes human strategies in
dealing with communication problems.

3.2.1

Form Fill-in as a Dialogue

Filling out a form can be viewed as a form of communication. A form presents
an ordered set of questions that one is supposed to answer. Three major types
of questions known from natural language may occur in forms:
1. wh-questions or “open questions” to which the customer can specify an
answer of his own free choice;
2. alts-questions or “multiple choice questions”, where the answer has to
be chosen from a list of alternatives, for instance by crossing out alternatives or by ticking chosen items;
3. yes/no-questions or “closed questions”, to be answered by ‘yes’ or ‘no’
(or something equivalent, like ticking a box or not ticking it).
When dealing with a paper form, one can nearly always do more than just
answer the questions, because one can write outside the spaces left for answering
questions. This may be used not only to overcome the limitations of space per
question, but also to make additional remarks. This allows the user to perform
other dialogue acts than giving answers to questions; notably, he may perform
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informs of various sorts to further specify, motivate or rephrase his answers.
This is especially helpful in the case that the customer experiences difficulties.
Both paper forms and electronic forms sometimes have a ‘Remarks’ field, which
provides similar possibilities.

3.2.2

Difficulties in Form Fill-in as a Communicative Task

Filling out a form, i.e. answering all the questions on a form, is a highly constrained sort of dialogue. These constraints are often uncomfortable for a ‘user’,
for a variety of reasons. Individual questions may cause difficulties of various
kinds, but the set of questions as a whole may also cause problems. In the
experiment we expect the following difficulties may arise during the filling out
of a form. We categorise these difficulties into local, global and meta-difficulties
and describe the various types of problems as a user might express them.
Local difficulties relate to individual questions or options and are strongly
connected to the processing phases in DIT. Perception is not a relevant
problem in the context of a form. Interpretation includes two steps: the
assignment of meaning to what was perceived and the inference of the intention of the speaker. Potential problems in this phase include sentence
parsing problems or word meaning problems. Evaluation is the deliberation of whether one can accept and adopt the intention of the speaker.
The execution phase denotes the execution of actions in reaction to the
message, such as performing a requested action, or gathering the information for answering a question. The following problems may arise in these
phases for form fill-in:
• Interpretation:
– What does this question mean? (What does that term mean?)
– What does this answer option mean? (For alts-questions.)
• Evaluation:
– Is this question/option still relevant, given my answers to previous questions?
– What does this answer option look like?
• Execution:
– My answer is not among the options. (For alts-questions.)
– What format should I use for answering this question? (E.g.
what conventions for specifying a date or a time.)
– I don’t know the answer to this question. (I don’t have that
information.)
– What options do I have?
– What kind of answer is expected?
Global difficulties relate to the set of questions as a whole:
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• Where can I put that information? (There does not seem to be a
question about this.)
• Do I really have to answer all these questions? (Some of these questions seem irrelevant.)
• Should I answer these questions in a particular order? (Especially in
case of dependencies between questions, as on an income tax form.)

Meta-difficulties relate to the form as a whole:
• (For electronic forms only:) Is it possible to change an answer that I
have given?
• Can I make a change to a form that I have submitted?
• Are you sure this is the right form?

3.2.3

Electronic Form Fill-in Versus Paper Form Fill-In

Although electronic forms follow the metaphor of paper forms, the task of filling
out an electronic form is in some respects different from that of filling out a paper
form:
1. As already noticed, one can write anywhere on a piece of paper, but on an
electronic form only the fields explicitly made available for that purpose
can be used.
2. Paper and electronic form fill-in allow different ways of providing instructions and help information. In paper forms the back of a form can for
instance be used for this purpose, or global help information can be provided separately (like the Toelichting (Explanation) with the Dutch income tax form). In electronic forms instructions and help information can
be provided locally, for instance by means of tooltips or hyperlinks to more
elaborate explanations.
3. Electronic forms can be dynamic: if an answer to a certain question makes
another question irrelevant, that question can be suppressed. Paper forms
require separate instructions to skip a question.
4. The problem of ‘What options do I have?’ (see Section 3.2.2) can be
elegantly solved in electronic forms by means of drop-down list boxes.
5. Electronic forms usually evaluate all data filled in when the form is submitted, giving an error message if something could not be parsed or is
incorrect (Draheim and Weber (2003)).
The circumstances in which an electronic form is filled out tend to be different from those in which a paper form is filled out. For a document printing
order, a paper form is typically filled out by someone (such as a secretary) who
is familiar with filling out such forms and is thus a kind of expert, or else it
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is filled out at the reception desk of the printing office together with an expert
of the office. Any difficulties that one might have in filling out the form can
then be resolved by means of a free dialogue between customer and expert.
For designing interactive systems based on form fill-in, it seems useful to study
the kinds of difficulties that users may encounter and the ways in which these
difficulties are prevented or resolved in human dialogues.

3.2.4

Problem Handling Strategies in Human Dialogue

According to DIT problems may arise at each of the four stages that can be
distinguished in the processing of a dialogue act: Perception, Interpretation,
Evaluation and Execution. A cooperative dialogue partner is assumed to look
out for signals that are evidence of problems at any of these stages.
Problems in HHC are not always made explicit, but are often handled below
the surface. The following three strategies may be distinguished for the ways
speakers and listeners deal with communication problems1 :
problem prevention: problems are prevented, because one of the dialogue
partners remembers that a communication problem arose in similar situations in previous dialogues and decides to ‘shortcut’ straight into a solution
that worked in those previous cases.
Depending on the potential problem, problem prevention can take different
forms:
1. Using formulations tuned to the dialogue partner.
2. Using a modality (e.g. visual) most appropriate for a particular referent.
3. Giving advice and/or explanations about a topic to make up for an
incompleteness in the dialogue partner’s mental model.
problem smoothing: subtle signs of negative feedback, such as frowns or hesitations in responses are picked up by the dialogue partner, who, by his
immediate response, fixes the problem before it becomes explicit. Problem smoothing is typically done with a short phrase. Problems in both
production and reception can be smoothed. For example if a speaker hesitates when answering an open question, the addressee may utter an answer
proposal to help out, smoothing a production problem. If a speaker says
something which is immediately followed by a frown from the addressee,
this may signal a reception problem that can be smoothed with quick
explanation.
Problem prevention is preferable to problem smoothing, but a speaker will
only prevent a problem if he finds it likely to occur. Potential problems
may have a low likelihood, but since there are so many of them, still a
1 This distinction is actually a result of the investigations in this chapter, which are similar
to Clark’s distinction mentioned in section 1.4.2. We discuss them here, because they offer an
interesting perspective for the discussion of the examples in Section 3.5.3.
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considerable amount of them will appear. Subtle signs of negative feedback do not contain articulate semantic information, so they can only be
exploited, when the source of the problem can be guessed. Usually this is
the case when the source of the problem is in the last dialogue act preceding the negative feedback signal. Feedback can be given at increasing
levels of consciousness. One can indicate, display and signal feedback (Allwood (2000)). Feedback is indicated if it is conveyed without consciously
intending to do so, displayed if it is consciously intended, but remains
implicit, and signalled if it is consciously shown to the recipient that the
information is displayed. Ordinary verbal communication usually involves
signaling. Negative feedback using signaling makes a problem explicit and
the response to such explicit signals we call problem solving.
In order to smooth communication problems people have to continuously
monitor each other, and need to be aware of one another’s context model.
To stay tuned, humans use positive and negative feedback to inform each
other about their cognitive state. As long as everything goes right during
a speaker’s turn, the listener will give a positive feedback signal every now
and then. If something is not understood the listener issues a negative
feedback signal. Smoothing fails when a dialogue participant trying to
smooth a problem makes an erroneous assessment of the source of the
problem.

problem solving: problems are made explicit by the recipient and lead to
problem solving sub-dialogues. Problem smoothing is preferable to problem solving on demand, but subtle signs of negative feedback may not
be detected by the speaker. Furthermore the listener may assess that the
problem is hard to diagnose for the speaker and an explicit negative signal
containing semantic information, such as a request for clarification, may
be necessary to indicate the source of the problem.

3.3

Experimental Setup

To address the question of how HCC differs from HHC in the context of customersupplier dialogues, we performed an experiment in which we compared HHC
and HCC in which the same task was performed in both cases: to specify how a
manuscript should be printed. The experiment, carried out in the research lab,
was preceded by experiments and observations in real-world situations of the
kind modelled in the experiment. Videotaping of expert-customer interaction in
a printer’s office is a delicate issue in view of privacy protection and a number of
hidden camera tapings resulted in video recording of which the audio was hard
to understand.
We created one scenario with an electronic form described in Section 3.3.2,
and two with a paper form described in Section 3.3.1, one in which the customer
fills out the form and one where the supplier fills out the form. The common
elements in the scenarios are the form motivated by the task of a printing order
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to be carried out, with the customer and the expert as depicted in Figure 3.1b.
The experiment was performed with 10 subjects, who first performed an
assignment in which a paper form was filled out together with a human expert,
and then they filled out an electronic form, backed up by a human expert. In
5 of the cases the customer filled out the paper form, in the other 5 cases the
expert filled out the paper form. The electronic form was always filled out by
the customer.
All resulting communication was transcribed and annotated using DIT. The
results of this analysis are discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3.1

Paper Form Scenarios
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Figure 3.2: Dialogue acts in a paper form fill-in dialogue, where the customer fills out
the form (customer initiative) (1). Task-oriented dialogue acts between customer and
expert may refer to the main task or goal, which is the manuscript to be specified. Taskoriented dialogue acts between customer and the electronic form (2) are also motivated
by the main task. Dialogue control acts between customer and expert may refer to
the task-oriented communication between customer and form (3) and to task-oriented
communication between customer and expert (4). The task-oriented dialogue acts between customer and expert may also continue from the task-oriented communication
between customer and form (5). There is no dialogue control between customer and
electronic form, except for the structure of the form, which could be seen as consisting
of topic management acts.

At a printing office generally two distinct communicative settings can occur,
according to which we arrange the scenarios in this experiment:
• the customer fills out a paper form;
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• the printing office employee (expert) fills out a paper form during a dialogue with the customer.

The paper form scenarios we arrange are face-to-face mixed initiative dialogues
where the expert actively helps the customer. Their purpose is to investigate
how problems are handled in natural dialogue, but also to see how these handling
mechanisms may differ from the ones in the electronic form scenario described
in Section 3.3.2.
Both in those cases where the customer filled out the form and in those
where the printing office employee (’expert’) did so, extensive dialogue took
place between customer and expert. The case where the customer fills out the
form is slanted towards customer initiative, while the case where the expert fills
out the form is slanted towards expert initiative. When the customer fills out
the form he is confronted with the peculiarities of the form and has to perform
a physical activity. The communicative settings of these cases are depicted in
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.

Figure 3.3: Dialogue acts in paper form fill-in dialogue, where the expert fills out the
form (expert initiative) 1. Task-oriented dialogue acts between customer and expert
may refer to the main task or goal, which is the manuscript to be specified, just like
task-oriented dialogue acts between expert and the electronic form (2). Dialogue control
acts between customer and expert refer to the task-oriented communication between
customer and expert (3).

When the customer fills out the form (see Figure 3.2), the task-oriented
communication between customer and form deals with how the order should
be carried out (2), while the task-oriented communication between expert and
customer can be about the order to be carried out (1) or the task of filling out
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the form (5), which is both a form of communication and also interaction with
an object (form). The customer can issue dialogue control acts about both the
communication with the form (3) as well as about the communication with the
expert (4). The dialogue control acts about the communication with the form
can obviously not be issued to the form itself, so they are issued to the expert.
In the setting where the expert fills out the form (Figure 3.3), the communication of the expert with the form is not of interest. The task-oriented dialogue
acts between customer and expert can only have the order to be placed as
their subject (1), so dialogue control in this setting can only be motivated by
task-oriented communication between customer and expert (3).
An important difference between the paper form scenarios and the electronic
form scenario is that in the latter case the assistant’s role is passive, only helping
the customer when asked for, while in both paper form scenarios the expert also

Figure 3.4: An example of a paper form that was filled out by a customer.
takes initiatives. Other differences are due to the nature of electronic forms
and paper forms as described in Section 3.2.3. Moreover, the paper form used
in the experiment was less detailed than the electronic form and presented no
indication of possible answers to questions. For example, while the electronic
form had questions about different aspects of the material to be used for printing
and listed the possible answers, the paper form only had an area of blank space
where the answers could be written down. This difference is analogous to what
is often found in reality. An example of a form that was filled out by a customer
is shown is Figure 3.4. In the paper form scenarios, some example material of
different types of paper, covers and bindings was put casually within sight of
the customer, to see whether and how he would use it in the dialogues.
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Electronic Form Scenario

In this scenario a customer uses a graphical user interface called the ‘DocWorks
client’, to place his order. The DocWorks client is an electronic form that is
spawned from a document-producing application (like a word processor) the
same way a print dialogue is spawned. DocWorks is an application of our
industrial partner Océ that is used by document printing centers to prepare
documents in various formats for processing on professional printing equipment.
In the electronic form the user can specify the parameters for printing his
document at a document printing center. Section 4.2.3 in Chapter 4 contains
a more detailed description of the DocWorks interface. When the form is submitted, it is sent to the document printing center, along with the electronic
document to be printed. An expert is present as an assistive backup. This
allows us to study how the resulting human dialogue between customer and assistant handles potential problems with the electronic form. In this scenario the
assistant is positioned slightly behind the customer and offers assistance only
when the customer asks for it.
The communicative setting is depicted in Figure 3.5. Most communication
between customer and form is task-oriented (2). Electronic forms are capable
of transmitting dialogue control acts (6), for example small response signals of
the GUI components on the form signal positive feedback about the processing
of user actions. The only higher-level feedback our electronic form could issue
was negative feedback when the form was not accepted when the customer tried
to submit it. This happens when obligatory fields are left blank.
The task-oriented communication between customer and form deals with
how the order should be carried out, while the task-oriented communication
between expert and customer can be about the order to be carried out (1)
and about the task of filling out the electronic form (5). All task-oriented
communication between customer and form has the printing order to be carried
out as its subject (2).
The customer can issue dialogue control acts to the expert both about the
communication with the form (3) and the communication with the expert (4).

3.3.3

Instructions

The assignment given to the subjects in the experiment was as follows:
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Figure 3.5: Dialogue acts in electronic form fill-in dialogue. (1) Task-oriented dialogue acts between customer and expert may refer to the main task or goal, which is
the manuscript to be specified, just like task-oriented dialogue acts between customer
and the electronic form (2). Dialogue control acts between customer and expert may
refer to the task-oriented communication between customer and form (3) and to taskoriented communication between customer and expert (4). The task-oriented dialogue
acts between customer and expert may also continue from the task-oriented communication between customer and form (5). Dialogue control acts between customer and
form refer to the task-oriented communication between customer and form (6).
Dutch
Je krijgt een document te zien. Bekijk het
even goed.
Je ontvangt een schijfje waarop het document staat. Hiermee ga je naar de drukkerij
(dat spelen we althans) om te vertellen hoe
je het document afgedrukt wilt hebben. Je
wilt 30 exemplaren precies zoals het voorbeeld dat je gezien hebt. Na dit gesprek
moet je op de computer hetzelfde nogmaals
doen.
Succes.

English
You’ll get to see a document. Please take a
good look at it.
You will receive a disk containing the document. You take it to the printing office (at
least that’s what we play) to explain how
you want the document printed. You want
30 copies, exactly like in the example you’ve
seen. After this conversation you’ll have to
do the same on the computer.
Good luck

The example document the subjects received is shown in Figure 4.1 on page
82. All subjects were first subjected to one of the two paper form scenarios
(5 to the other where the customer fills out the form; 5 to the one where the
expert filled out the form) and then to the electronic form scenario. Ideally the
paper and electronic form scenarios should perhaps have been alternated in the
experiment; the lack of alternation made the electronic form scenario slightly
easier for the subjects. The interaction with the electronic form will be the
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focus in Chapter 4.

3.4

Recording and Analysis

All interactions were recorded on videotape, transcribed an annotated. The
annotations can be found in Appendix B and make use of the taxonomy of
communicative functions and dialogue act types from DIT described in Section
1.4.5. For each utterance we indicate the most salient communicative function
and dialogue act type. If multiple communicative functions or dialogue act types
are salient, we mention them all in the annotation. For instance, Topic Management often coincides with Own Communication Management and Positive
Feedback.
In the interaction with an electronic form the following classifications and
annotation choices are used concerning dialogue act types:
clicking on the label of a drop-down list box: topic introduction
opening a drop-down list box: wh-question. The customer asks ‘which
values are valid for ...’. The electronic form then gives a wh-answer
combined with an alts-question: ‘which of the options ... do you want?’,
which is then followed by an inform from the customer that functions as
an answer. In our annotation we leave out the wh-answer and altsquestion parts for simplicity.
closing a drop-down list box: inform. By simply closing the drop-down
list-box the user informs the system that he accepts the default value,
while by picking a value he informs to choose that value and the list-box
closes automatically.

U

R

U
Some physical dialogue acts are annotated using the following symbols. [ :something]:
click on something,[
:something]: pick something up, [
:something]: point
U
to something, [ ≺:text]: mouse click combined with speech, *: continuation in
the next turn with an interruption in between, [✜:text]: miscellaneous physical
action.

3.5

Results

In this section we describe the results of our experiment and give recommendations for improvement of the electronic form. Section 3.5.1 discusses global
observations, not tied to particular local situations in dialogues. Section 3.5.2
describes if and how the various types of problems mentioned in Section 3.2.2
manifested themselves in the electronic form scenario. Section 3.5.3 describes
how problems where handled in the customer-expert dialogues.
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3.5.1

General Observations

3.5.1.1

Differences Between Scenarios

In the electronic form scenario for most questions the answer options are given
in drop-down list boxes, so they did not need to be elicited from the expert, as
in the paper form scenarios. In the paper form scenarios, the expert used more
user-centered terminology and physical examples to facilitate disambiguation of
alternatives by the customer. In the electronic form the customer frequently
consulted the assistant for explanations of terminology. Customers often typed
part of such explanations into the remarks field.
A further difference between the electronic form and the paper form dialogues
was due to the fact that the electronic form was rigid, and did not always
adequately accommodate the structure of the target document.2 The paper
form, due to its free text nature, did not suffer from this problem.
One of the most clearly observable differences between the two paper form
scenarios was that when the customer filled out the form he started asking
wh-questions about the possible answer options for attributes quite early in
the dialogue. These questions were answered by the expert by giving fairly
exhaustive lists of options. As the dialogue continued and the customer wanted
to write answers on the form, he asked many checks to elicit confirmation from
the expert about the appropriateness of his answers.
When the expert filled out the form he often invited the customer to give a
coarse description of what he wanted, tried to classify this goal and fairly soon
cut to the specific attributes of the target document. For the exact specification of the attributes two iterations were used: goal elicitation and mapping of
preferences to specific parameters.
3.5.1.2

Global Structure

We found that in those scenarios where the expert filled out the form, the interaction was slightly influenced by the circumstance that the expert in these experiments knew the exact assignments of the subjects. To complete the picture
we also videotaped and analysed one interaction at a real commercial printing
office. In this dialogue the form was filled out in the following way (see Appendix
B.3 for an annotated transcription):
• introduction

turns 1 through 3

• coarse description by customer: (turns 4 through 12)
– front and back cover
– type of binding
– materials for front and back cover
2 There

was for instance a section for specifying the attributes of the cover, where front and
back cover were assumed to be the same, so no separate specification of front and back cover
was possible.
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– number of copies
• document categorisation by expert (turns 13 through 14)
• mapping the details (turns 17 through 81)
– format

turns 17 through 24

– front cover and back cover (turns 24 through 44)
– document internal properties: (turns 45 through 47)
∗ number of pages (turns 47 through 57)
∗ full color & one or two sided (turns 58 through 62)
– type and thickness of paper (dependent on preferences and document
size) (turns 62 through 81)
∗ cover
∗ document inside
• summary with checks (turns 82 through 104)
• closing of the document specification (turns 105 through 116)
• personal details (turns 117 through 119)
Through the customer’s coarse description and his own classification, the expert
can eliminate many alternatives from the dialogue. Based on the classification,
he can check his assumptions or reduce ambiguity to a small number of alternatives. As a consequence we see a large number of posi-checks from the expert,
usually followed by confirms from the customer. Potentially ambiguous issues
can be reduced to alts-questions with only a few alternatives; e.g. turn 37
on page 264:
(expert fills out the form in real printing office)
Dutch
Expert:
eenzijdig of tweezijdig
Customer: tweezijdig

English
one-sided or double-sided
double-sided

After the document specification, the expert gave an extensive summary
of the specification, asking for a reconfirmation of all choices. This revealed a
case of underspecification in one of the aspects of the printing order which could
subsequently be resolved (turn 94 on page 269). The personal details were taken
up only after the whole specification was completed. We will further discuss this
in Section 3.5.2.2.
The overall dialogue organisation that we found, is similar to that which
Hulstijn (2000) found for ‘negotiation and inquiry’ dialogues. Such dialogues
generally have the following consecutive phases: opening, information, proposing, confirmation and closure. In negotiation dialogues an agent does not necessarily adopt another agent’s goal. The focus in this thesis, by contrast, is on
object specification dialogues in which goals are mutually adopted if possible.
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‘What can I do for you?’. The informational content of the wh-answer from
the customer provided enough terminological information for the expert to avoid
any more truly open wh-questions in the rest of the dialogue. This type of
adaptation is in fact a form of user modelling by the expert. The strategy of
posing truly open wh-questions to the customer can hardly be applied directly
to electronic forms considering the unfeasibility of implementing an inference
mechanism for handling the answer. Indirectly, however, it provides a key to user
modelling, in the sense that it reveals expressions preferred and/or understood
by users. In this specific experiment wh-questions by the expert (or the
paper form) resulted in a noticeable uniformity of user preferred expressions
that differed significantly from the ones in the interface (see Section 3.5.2.1).
3.5.1.3

Dialogue Control Acts

In the experiments we observed many types of dialogue control acts. The most
frequent ones were Topic Management, Own Communication Management and
Positive Feedback acts. Own Communication Management is interesting because it gives some insight into what the speaker is thinking. A frequently
occurring form of Own Communication Management is a hesitation within a
turn (e.g. saying ‘ehm’) when someone is thinking about his own formulation,
which also has a negative feedback aspect.
Negative feedback acts are the most useful types of dialogue control acts
for spotting problems and observing their resolution mechanisms. Observing
negative feedback in human communication can be exploited in HCC in two
ways:
1. A previous dialogue act has not been successful, so the next time we have
a similar conversation we take an approach we think is more likely to be
successful. We can try to translate a successful strategy to the electronic
form.
2. We try to translate the problem handling mechanism from HHC to HCC
so the user interface is able to deal with the problem.
In Section 3.5.2.1 we will propose some improvements for using choice options
in a GUI, in particular terminological improvements, which can be discovered
from the analysis of negative feedback. The impact of such improvements is
likely to be far greater than leaving communicative problems as they are and
designing dialogue control mechanisms to recover from them (cf. Norman (1998)
and Raskin (2000) p.33).
GUIs typically have no means of finding out the exact cause of a processing
problem that the user experiences, even if they are able to detect the user’s
negative feedback signals. This leads us to formulate the following recommendation for GUI design.
Recommendation 1: Designers should anticipate potential problems for the
user and improve the primary interface accordingly or add context-sensitive help
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for the most likely problem in the local context.3
Electronic forms often contain global push buttons. In our electronic form
we had ‘Send’, ‘Help’ and ‘Preview’ buttons. In the experiment, only one out
of ten subjects used the preview button. The reason for this is that it is in the
grey top-bar of the interface (see Figure 4.2), where subjects do not look during
form fill-in. This leads us to the following recommendation.
Recommendation 2: Dialogue control buttons should be located in a place
that is in focus when it is relevant for the user to issue the dialogue control act
that the button is for.

3.5.2

Problems in the Interaction with theElectronic Form

In the interaction with the electronic form a subset of the problems mentioned
in Section 3.2.2 were encountered.
The most severe problems for the user tended to arise when the user did not
understand the meaning of a question, the meaning of an option, or whether a
question was relevant given his previous answers. The potential problem ‘What
options do I have?’ did occur with the paper form, but it was taken care of in the
electronic form by means of drop-down list boxes. The potential problem ‘What
format should I use?’ did not occur with the ‘delivery date’ field, because it was
taken care of by a calendar GUI component that generated the right format.
3.5.2.1

Local Difficulties

In this section we consider interpretation problems, evaluation problems and
execution problems that we observed in the experiment.
Interpretation Problems The experiments provided two main sources for
discovery of user-preferred terminology:
1. negative feedback by the customer
2. a user’s wh-answer to the initial wh-question by the expert: ‘What
can I do for you?’
Terminological problems in electronic forms can concern the questions which
are posed by the labels for GUI components or the answer options. We will
discuss these in turn.
First there is the case of ‘What does this question mean?’. This applied
mostly to the questions about personal details such as ‘account number’. Though
quite relevant, we assume that the terminology used in these questions would
3 In the electronic form the most likely problem was nearly always the meaning of some
terms. If more than one problem seems likely, the message in the context-sensitive help
mechanism may have to be more extensive to accommodate the various possibilities.
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normally be well tuned to the application sites of the form4 leading to less confusion than in the experiment where we used a default electronic form. When clear
options were provided through drop-down list boxes, interpretation problems of
the label of drop-down list boxes vanished.
Second, there is the issue of ‘What does this answer option mean?’. An
example can be found in turn 10 on page 248 after the customer has opened the
drop-down list box for the material type of the cover:
(customer fills out electronic form)
Dutch
Customer: eh, wat is een polyester kaft?

English
eh, what is a polyester cover?

leading to a repair sub-dialogue:
Expert:
Customer:
Expert:

Customer:
Expert:
Customer:

Dutch
dat is gewoon eh dik plastic.
transparant is ook dik plastic?
Transparant is eh... transparant
is zeg maar ‘n overhead maar dan
wat dikker.
dus er is niet echt verschil.
jawel, polyester is ondoorzichtig
oh, OK, ja, dan wil ik graag
transparant.

English
that is normal eh thick plastic.
transparent is also thick plastic?
transparent is eh ... transparent is,
say, an overhead but a little thicker
so there’s not really a difference
oh yes, polyester is opaque
oh, OK, yes, then I’d like transparent.

In this case the option ‘polyester cover’ was not clearly understood, leading
to a repair sub dialogue initiated by an explicit request for clarification. The
initial repair by the expert did not resolve the issue immediately, and after a
clarification of the difference between polyester and transparent the issue was
resolved.
In the paper form scenario, the expert prevented similar situations by using more simplistic terminology and physical examples to let the user evaluate
choices visually (see e.g. from turn 21 on page 238)
Recommendation 3: After a construction phase, which deals with the structure of a user interface and in which terms may be chosen rather casually, the
exact terms used should be reconsidered carefully.

Evaluation Problems The potential problem expressed in Section 3.5.2 by
the question ‘Is this question still relevant given my answers to previous questions?’ is a problem in the phase of evaluation, which is violated when the
answer is negative. Irrelevant questions and options put users in a difficult
situation (Grice’s maxim of relation (Grice (1989)), and we noticed that this
resulted in confusion and loss of confidence. This leads us to formulate the following recommendation.
4 A company’s internal document printing center installing Océ DocWorks would tune the
terms for personal details to the ones commonly used in that company.
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Recommendation 4: In electronic forms the user should not be confronted
with questions and options that are irrelevant or meaningless given his answers
to prior questions.
Another type of evaluation problem concerned the question “What does this
answer option look like”. In the human communication in this experiment physical examples are often used to ground descriptions and terminology. This is
not surprising because the user goal is to have a physical object (a printed document) manufactured. The equivalent in GUI design is to visualise the physical
object. This leads to the following recommendation:
Recommendation 5: For a physical property (attribute) of an object the
options should be visualised.5

Execution Problems The potential problem described by ‘My answer is not
among the options.’ is one at the level of execution: the user understands the
question, and wants to answer it, but is unable to do so. This situation occurred
a few times. In turn 11 on page 284, for instance, the subject wants to have the
document personally delivered to her but this was not among the options:
(customer fills out electronic form)
Dutch
Customer: Wat ik dus net wilde dat kan niet;
dat ze ‘t bij mij afleveren.
Nou ik
U
kan het proberen. [ :select in listbox ‘afleveringsmethode’: ‘anders
zie opmerkingen’]

English
what I wanted just now is not possible; that they deliver
it to me.
U
Well, I can try. [ :select in listbox ‘delivery method’: ‘others see
remarks’]

In the remarks field the subject typed
Dutch
Graag persoonlijk afleveren, adres
TU/e, IPO Gebouw kamer —, Den
Dolech 2 5600 MB Eindhoven

English
Please deliver personally, address
TU/e, IPO building room —, Den
Dolech 2 5600 MB Eindhoven

In the electronic form all alts-questions are supplemented with an option ‘anders zie opmerkingen’ (other, see remarks). This formulation caused
interpretation problems because:
• the user might think there are more options available at some place called
‘remarks’.
• the ‘remarks’ field at the bottom of the form is only visible when the interaction comes to an end or when users have noticed the scroll bar and
concluded that there might be something called ‘remarks’ outside the visible part of the form. The lack of visibility precludes this knowledge from
5 Norman (1998) (p. 199) has a similar recommendation: “Many systems omit the relevant
visible outcomes of actions; even when information about the system state is provided, it may
not be easy to interpret. The easiest way to make things understandable is to use graphics
or pictures. Modern systems (especially computer systems) are quite capable of this, but the
need seems not to have been recognised by designers.”.
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functioning as ‘knowledge in the world’ (Norman (1998)) and therefore
has to be learned and memorised.
This leads to the following recommendation:
Recommendation 6: Avoid scroll bars in electronic forms as much as possible.
This can often be achieved by splitting forms into stages that clearly address
different topics and by using the entire screen height.6
A user who understands the ‘other see remarks’ option and wants to make remarks,
will have to make them in the global context
of the form as a whole. When he wants to
refer to local issues (ones that he is currently
dealing with), he will have to verbally refer to
the local place in the form that the remarks
apply to. This places extra cognitive load on
the user having to describe that his remarks
are about e.g. ‘the material of the cover’. On Figure 3.6: Example of a combo
a paper form and in human-human dialogue, box: a combination of a drop down
by contrast, such remarks can be placed in list-box and a text field.
the local context. This leads to the following
recommendation.
Recommendation 7: A local possibility for free typing should be available
for each multiple choice item on an electronic form in addition to a global remarks field, or a combo box (see Figure 3.6) should be used in these cases
instead of a list-box. (This recommendation is mainly applicable to electronic forms of
which the information is processed by a human being at a later stage. If a computer processes the information automatically, the interpretation of freely typed text may be difficult.)

The potential problem of ‘I don’t know the answer to this question.’ also
occurred a few times, on the electronic form as well as on the paper form.
In some cases the assistant provided the necessary information spontaneously
after some negative feedback or topic management. In turn 6 on page 248,
for instance, as soon as the subject clicked on the label ‘account’ the assistant
provided the answer to the question (Expert: ‘3515’), because he assumed that
this information would not be available to the customer.
3.5.2.2

Global Difficulties

As mentioned above, the only type of global difficulty that was observed is an
information placement problem for the electronic form. An example can be
6 In our electronic form such a split could be made between personal details, the actual
document specification, and the transaction-related issues. A split between personal details
and the rest is proposed in Section 3.5.2.2. Furthermore only 2/3 of the screen height was
used.
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found at turn 15 on page 288, where the subject wants to specify a hard back
cover, but there was no way on the electronic form to specify a different front
and back cover, except for describing this in the global remarks field, as noted
by the expert:
(customer fills out electronic form)
Dutch
Customer: de achterkant wil ik hard hebben.
Expert:
je kunt dat bij de opmerkingen
aangeven

English
I want the back to be hard
you can put that at the remarks

In the paper form such problems did not have to be resolved or prevented,
because they were not introduced by a structure of closed questions that might
not match the user’s intention. This again suggests that the electronic form
could benefit from this property of the paper form.
Transaction Details Although the position of the personal details section
did not create true difficulties in filling out the electronic form, we noticed that
in a real printing office the personal details were taken up at the end of the
dialogue, whereas in the electronic form they occurred at the beginning.
The ‘personal details’ section of a form is important from the perspective
of the printing office, but for the user the personal details section is only a
necessary evil. More generally users prefer not to be bothered with issues that
are less obviously important from their perspective before they have dealt with
the essence of the task that they want to perform. This leads to the following
recommendation.
Recommendation 8: The user should be confronted with transaction issues,
such as personal details, only after his primary goal has been reached. Since
the personal details section consumes considerable screen space, resulting in the
need for a scroll bar on the primary task, it is recommended to split up the
form in two parts: the first for document specification, the second for personal
details.

3.5.3

Problem Handling in Human Dialogue

In Section 3.2.4 we described three problem handling scenarios in HHC: problem
prevention, problem smoothing and problem solving. In this section we discuss
how these strategies occurred in the dialogues studied in this experiment.
3.5.3.1

Problem Prevention

Problem prevention was often performed by the expert in the observed dialogues, and came in all three forms mentioned in Section 3.2.4: the use of better
or adaptive terminology, using the visual modality and directly giving an explanation or instruction, without an implicit or explicit request.
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The use of user-centered terminology was already discussed in Section 3.5.2.1.
A similar but slightly different example was found in turn 59 on page 242, in
which the expert triggers a choice preference expressed by the customer earlier
in the dialogue to reduce the customer’s cognitive load, and suggests a description for the choice made earlier in physical modality:
(customer fills out paper form)
Dutch
Expert:
ja dat is zeg maar de binding
Customer: ok
Expert:
je had deze gekozen, ringband
Customer: Ijzeren
Expert:
ijzeren, ijzeren ringband
Customer: ja

English
yes that is, say, the binding
ok
you chose this one, ring binder
Iron
iron, iron ring binder
yes

An example in which the visual modality is chosen to identify a referent is
the following:
(customer fills out paper form)
Dutch
Expert:
er zijn een aantal mogelijkheden
‘t makkelijkst is [
:[snelbinder]
dit]*
Customer: ja
Expert:
ziet er ook wel goed uit, we
drukken het eerst af en dan wordt
het [
:hiermee] ingebonden dan
hebben we ook nog eh... voor de
kaften kun je eventueel [
:dit]
soort karton gebruiken
Customer: ja

U

U

U

English
there is a number of options, the
easiest is [
:[quickbinder] this]*
yes
looks all right as well, we first
print it and then it will be bound
with [
:this] than we also have
eh... for the cover you may choose
[
:this] kind of cardboard

R R

U

yes

An example in the real printing office, in which the expert did use technical
terms but directly augmented them with an explanation, can be found in turn
72 on page 267:
(expert fills out paper form in real printing office)
Dutch
Expert:
dan zou ik u adviseren om voor de
voor en achterblad 250 grams te
nemen.
Customer: mm
Expert:
beetje [D:dikker is iets steviger]
Customer: ja

English
then I would advise you to take for
the front and back leaf 250 grams
mm
little
yes

[D:thicker is slightly firmer]

An example of problem prevention by providing some extra instruction is
turn 42 on page 240, where the expert anticipates that the customer may not
immediately know where to write down what he wants, as expressed in the
previous turn:
(customer fills out paper form)
Dutch
Expert:
dus eh nou ik weet niet waar je de
voorkeur aan geeft?

English
so eh well, I don’t know what you
prefer?
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Nou ik wil eh [
:zo’n eh
zo’n] ringbandje en ik wil wel
eh [
:zo’n achterkant] en een
[
:doorzichtige voorkant] en de
rest moet gewoon op normaal A4
papier
ja nou ja dan kun je dat invullen
bij bij de kaft eh
ja

Well, I want eh such a eh such a
ring binder and I want eh such a
back and a transparent front and
the rest just has to be printed on
normal A4 paper
yes, well, yes than you can fill that
out at at cover eh
yes

Problem Smoothing

As mentioned in Section 3.2.4 problems in both production and reception of
messages can be smoothed.
An example of production problem smoothing can be found in turn 18 on
page 263, in which the customer is unsure of how to specify the format or does
not know exactly what to answer and hesitates. The expert immediately jumps
in and resolves the difficulty:
(expert fills out paper form in real printing office)
Dutch
Expert:
welk formaat [is ’t
Customer: wordt ‘t eh..]
Expert:
A4
Customer: ja

English
what format [is it
will it be eh..]
A4
yes

An example of a reception problem smoothing is shown in turn 14 on page
238. In this fragment the hesitation of the customer, indicated by lifting up his
pen when filling out the account number, is directly picked up by the expert.
The customer’s problem here is that he does not know what the account number
refers to in this context. The reception is smoothed by directly providing the
right account number:
(customer fills out paper form)
Dutch
Customer: afdeling is de capaciteitsgroep
waar ik werk, lokatie is*
Expert:
ja
Customer: *het gebouw en het bedrijf is TUE
Expert:
Customer:
Expert:
Customer:
Expert:
Customer:
Expert:
Customer:
Expert:
Customer:

TUE ja
telefoonnummer [✜:pen up at account]
35 eh 3515
3515?
ja
dat is is eh...
Ja, dat is de UCE groep
ja ja, daar krijgen jullie het geld
vandaan.
ja
eh OK...*

English
department is the capacity group
where I work, location is*
yes
*the building and the company is
TUE
TUE yes
telephone number [✜:pen up at account]
35 eh 3515
3515?
yes
that is is eh...
Yes, that is the UCE group
all right, that’s where you get the
money from
yes
eh OK...*
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By saying ‘dat is eh...’ the customer signals that the meaning of the account
number label on the form was indeed unclear. This lack of clarity is immediately
smoothed by the expert by providing an explanation.
3.5.3.3

Problem Solving

An example of problem solving on request is in turn 45 on page 241 (customer
fills out the form) where the customer signals a execution problem about the
naming of a certain type of cover, and the expert provides a description that
he assumes to be adequate for the customer. The customer in fact preferred a
more expert level description, which is subsequently given:
(customer fills out paper form)
Dutch
Customer: ja, en hoe heten die dingen?
Expert:
Customer:
Expert:
Customer:
Customer:
Expert:
Customer:

transparant transparante voorkant
[✜:writes]
licht kartonnen achterkant
[✜:writes]
licht karton?
Ja dat is zeg maar honderdzeventig
gramspapier of
ja ja

English
yes, and what are these things
called?
transparent transparent front
[✜:writes]
light cardboard back
[✜:writes]
light cardboard?
Yes that is, say, 170 grams paper
or
alright

An example from the electronic form scenario, involving a true repair subdialogue, is in turn 10 on page 248:
(customer fills out electronic form)
Dutch
Customer: eh, wat is een polyester kaft
Expert:
dat is gewoon eh dik plastic
Customer: transparant is ook dik plastic?
Expert:
transparant is eh... transparant is
zeg maar ‘n overhead maar dan
wat dikker
Customer: dus er is niet echt verschil
Expert:
jawelUpolyester is ondoorzichtig
Customer: oh [ ≺:OK], ja dan wil ik graag
transparant

3.6

English
eh, what is a polyester cover
that is just eh thick plastic
transparent is also thick plastic?
transparent is eh... transparent is,
say, an overhead but a little thicker
so there is not really a difference
oh yes,
U polyester is opaque
oh [
≺:OK], yes than I’d like
transparent

Conclusions

In this chapter we performed an experiment to explore what we can learn from
human customer-supplier dialogues to improve HCC, and more specifically electronic forms. We studied both global and local issues.
Although the global structure of a dialogue may be variable, all humanhuman dialogues we studied start with an open question from the supplier to
the customer inquiring about his goal, whereas the electronic form, after first
asking for personal details, contains only a (closed) questionnaire about spe-
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cific parameters of the end-result. A main reason for this may be that it is
extremely hard to build a system that can handle answers to open questions
robustly and guide the dialogue based on this interpretation. To illustrate how
a dialogue with such abilities would proceed we have made a direct translation
of one human-human dialogue in terms of communication through a GUI in
Appendix C. Besides interpretation abilities whose feasibility is questionable,
the translation also shows series of local dialogue control options that may be
useful for electronic forms.
The experiment reported in this chapter shows that context-sensitive repair
of communication problems occurs regularly in HHC to eliminate incomprehension or misconception of information presented. Repair sub-dialogues are
triggered in context and have a context-specific content. In our experiment the
electronic form itself had no intrinsic possibility for repair sub-dialogues, except
for a short global online help document that did not refer to any item in the
electronic form and was not consulted by any subject in the experiment.
In human-human dialogues each piece of information presented can be clarified, if necessary. In this chapter we have distinguished three ways in which
something can be clarified:
1. Problem prevention: user-centered terminology is used or a clarification
is given along with the primary information to prevent communication
problems.
2. Problem smoothing: clarification is given in response to subtle signs of
negative feedback, such that a true communication problem may not be
noticed by the receiver.
3. Problem solving: clarification is given on request of the receiver.
In the rest of this thesis we shall focus on these three approaches to dealing
with a dialogue partner’s problems and attempt to apply them in the design of
Graphical User Interfaces.
In Table 3.3 we list the recommendations that we have given throughout this
chapter, for improving the comprehensibility of information in electronic forms.
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Table 3.3: Recommendations for design of electronic forms.
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

Designers should anticipate potential problems for the user, and improve
the primary interface accordingly or add context-sensitive help for the
most likely problem in the local context.
Dialogue control buttons should be located in a place that is in focus
when it is relevant for the user to issue the dialogue control act that the
button is for.
After a construction phase, which deals with the structure of a user
interface and during which terms may be chosen rather casually, the
exact terms used should be reconsidered carefully.
In electronic forms the user should not be confronted with questions
and options that are irrelevant or meaningless given his answers to prior
questions.
For a physical property (attribute) of an object the options should be
visualised.
Avoid scroll bars in electronic forms as much as possible. This can often
be achieved by splitting forms into stages that clearly address different
topics and by using the entire screen height.
A local possibility for free typing should be available for each multiple
choice item on an electronic form, in addition to a global remarks field.
A combo box may be used in these cases instead of a drop-down list
box.
The user should be confronted with transaction issues, such as personal
details, only after his primary goal has been reached.
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Chapter 4

Exploring Problem
Smoothing in GUIs:
Observations From an
Experiment
All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point
is to discover them.
(Galileo Galilei)

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters we identified three ways in which communication problems can be dealt with:
prevention: better information presentation, e.g. better terminology and visualisation, to prevent the occurrence of problems
smoothing: subtle signs of processing problems by the dialogue partner are
interpreted as negative feedback, a problem cause is hypothesised and
dealt with before the problem has been made explicit
solving: an information processing problem is signalled explicitly through a
negative feedback act, which is then dealt with by the speaker through a
problem-solving sub dialogue.
Each subsequent level tries to catch the problems not caught by the previous
level: problem solving catches those problems not caught by problem smoothing;
problem smoothing catches those problems not caught by problem prevention.
When designing a user interface one should try to prevent communicative
problems by careful analysis and testing. Nevertheless some communication
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problems will arise for some users at some point. In this chapter we present
an exploratory study aiming to identify signs that are indicative of emerging
communication problems in GUIs and that might inform the system that there
is a problem that it should try to smooth.
In principle every aspect of the user’s behaviour could be taken into account
including such things as blood pressure, rate of respiration or pupil width, but it
is more practical to fully exploit the subtleties of signals already available to the
computer when the user interacts with a GUI: mouse and keyboard input. These
can be interpreted in the context of GUI state transitions and their meanings
in terms of dialogue acts, as described in Chapter 2.
In our observations of users’ behaviour we focus on the mouse pointer. When
users interact with components like drop-down list boxes they normally use the
mouse to perform their actions.1 The user has to look at the mouse pointer
when he performs actions. Even when not performing actions, users tend to use
the mouse pointer as an anchor for their eye gaze (see for instance Rauterberg
and Cachin (1993), Byrne et al. (1999) and Chen et al. (2001)). A guiding
principle that holds for a large part of an interaction is: “Where the mouse
pointer is, is where the user looks and where his locus of attention is”. The
locus of attention is a feature or an object in the physical world or an idea about
which you are intently and actively thinking (Raskin (2000) p. 17). Tracking
the mouse pointer can thus be regarded as a cheap, though not fully accurate,
replacement for tracking eye gaze (Rauterberg and Cachin (1993)).
The success of a problem smoothing mechanism requires not only correct
detection of a problem, but also correct diagnosis. To make a proper proposal
for problem smoothing we need mechanisms to detect and diagnose a problem
and to provide a solution. Fortunately, problem signals occur in context, and it
is quite plausible that the last dialogue act from the dialogue partner caused the
communicative problem. In communication with GUI components we usually
know what the last system dialogue act was. For instance, a problem like
‘the option is not among those listed’ can only occur in the case of an altsquestion. This means that we can take clues from the context of the dialogue,
including the mouse position, to determine the likely cause of a problem.
In this chapter we study the user’s mouse behaviour in a thinking aloud
experiment, in which the user verbalises his thoughts while interacting. We
transcribe and analyse the user’s actions and verbalisations and perform a close
analysis of communication problems in terms of dialogue acts, using the inventory of dialogue acts for GUIs that was developed in Chapter 2 and User Action
Notation (UAN) to transcribe GUI acts.
The behaviours found in this chapter that are indicative of communication
problems were not discovered only through the analyses in this chapter. The
electronic form part of the experiment in Chapter 3 and many more casual
observations of users’ behaviour had already given good clues. The purpose of
this chapter is to formalise such observations in a presentable way. It discusses
1 GUI components can usually also be controlled by keyboard, but we have not observed
any subject doing this in any of the experiments we performed.
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in detail a number of interactions that we collected through a thinking aloud
experiment. The designs presented in Chapter 5 are based on the behaviours
described in this chapter. The experiment described in Chapter 6 elaborates
and quantifies these behaviours for the purpose of implementation.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 the experimental setup
is described, including the thinking aloud methodology used. In Section 4.3 we
present and discuss the results. Finally, in Section 4.4 we present conclusions
that we use for the design of problem smoothing mechanisms in Chapters 5 and
6.

4.2
4.2.1

Setup
Thinking Aloud Methodology

Thinking aloud experiments are meant to record the stream of thoughts of a
subject during the execution of a task. The theoretical basis and methodology
are described e.g. in Ericsson and Simon (1993). According to Ericsson and
Simon, two types of verbalisations can be generated without severe disruption
of the task performance and mental processes:
type 1: verbalisations that are already present silently in the subjects mind,
i.e. internally verbalised.
type 2: thoughts that can be verbalised without being explanatory.
A third type of verbalisation (Ericsson and Simon (1993)) consists of verbalisations that give an account of or explain a line of thinking. These verbalisations
can only be generated by disrupting task progress, as they force the user to
perform introspection. Also, they influence task performance in the sense that
they force the user to organise his knowledge. In the experiment described below we only elicited type 1 and type 2 verbalisations, in accordance with the
methodology described in Ericsson and Simon (1993). This means that subjects
were asked to keep on talking, but stressed never to give an account or explanation. Subjects received one practice task to familiarise themselves with the
method, and they were corrected when they remained silent or gave an account.
During the experimental task the experimenter stayed present in the distance,
to remind the subject to keep talking, if necessary, but never interfered in any
other way.

4.2.2

Tasks

Four subjects2 were given a document as shown in Figure 4.1. The document
was printed in full-color with a flexible transparent plastic cover sheet on the
front and back. It was about 30 pages thick and was bound with a ring binder
2 2 female secretaries, 50 and 45 years old, 1 female student of 23 years old and 1 male
student of 24 years old, all with reasonable computer literacy.
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Figure 4.1: Target document bound with a ring binder for specification in the form.
(Wir-o bind). They were asked to specify this document in the electronic form
described in Section 4.2.3. The precise instructions the subjects received are
described in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.3

The Interface

The interface we studied is the Océ DocWorks client; an electronic form for
customers to send their documents to a Document Printing Center (DPC). It
behaves like a normal print dialogue in the sense that it can be selected like
any printer when printing a document from an arbitrary document-producing
application such as MS Word. The interface is shown in Figure 4.2. In this
figure the contents of the drop-down list boxes is shown, expanded to the right.
The contents of the form cannot be seen in their entirety, because the viewing
window is smaller than the form itself. Therefore a scroll-bar is attached to the
right of the form. In Figure 4.2 we have expanded the form, so it can be viewed
in its entirety. The interface displays some non-standard behaviour. As we can
see in Figure 4.2, the interactive components (text field, drop-down list boxes
and checkboxes) are shown as text, displaying their default contents on a white
background. This means the subject cannot see in advance what component
is ‘behind’ this text and does not know the communicative function of these
elements before he clicks on them. When a component is not activated the
user can in principle not see the difference between drop-down list boxes and
text fields. Only on activation, i.e. when the user clicks on the label or on the
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Figure 4.2: The DocWorks client; an electronic form for sending documents to the
document printing center.

component itself, does the component reveal its true nature.3 For text fields
this means after one click one can start entering text, but for drop-down list
boxes an extra click is needed to open it up in addition to the click needed to
activate it. Furthermore, clicking on the tree node captions always activates the
associated information exchange component on the same line (if the tree-node
has one).

4.2.4

Thinking Aloud Instructions

At the start of the experiment the four subjects were given a practice task to
familiarise themselves with thinking aloud. The task was adapted from Ericsson and Simon (1993) to the task of filling out an electronic form. After the
3 The

main motivation of this is to make the interface look less cluttered.
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practice task we turned to the real task. The subjects where given the following
instruction in Dutch, of which the English translation is as follows:
In this assignment you will be shown a bound printed document.
Take a good look at it because you will have to send an electronic
PDF document to the document printing center and try to get as
close as possible to the bound example document you have been
shown. You want 30 copies. If you press “next” the document
you have just seen will be shown in the browser. Again: in this
experiment we are interested in what you think when you are busy
executing your task. That’s why we ask you to think aloud while
you execute your task. By thinking aloud we mean that you tell us
EVERYTHING you think from the moment you start performing
the task until you end it. We would like you to talk CONSTANTLY
at every subject from the moment you start until the moment it is
finished. We do not want you to plan what you say or explain to
us what you say. Please pretend you are alone in the room and are
talking to yourself. If you keep silence for too long we will ask you
to keep on talking. Just like in the practice task, you would rather
fill out what you think it should be than asking for anybody’s help.
If it is not good, it is their mistake, not yours! Please remember too
keep on pronouncing your stream of thoughts, but try to concentrate
on the task as much as possible. Good luck!

4.3

Results

In this section we analyse the verbalisations of subjects in relation to their interaction with the electronic form, focusing on communication problems, which
in this form appeared mostly for drop-down list boxes. The full transcription
of one experimental subject is shown in Appendix D.1. Appendix D.2 contains
the transcriptions of four subjects interacting with the drop-down list box that
caused most problems.
The electronic form as shown in Figure 4.2 contains text fields, drop-down
list boxes, check boxes, a remarks field and some buttons. For text fields the
problems that occurred consisted of not knowing whether they all had to be
completed and some uncertainty about the labels of text fields. Check boxes
hardly posed a problem for the subjects in this experiment. Most drop-down list
boxes posed no problem; they were mostly skimmed over without being opened.
Nevertheless the mouse pointer usually hovers over them or their label while
the user decides whether he is satisfied with the default option.
The most interesting drop-down list box to study is the one that causes
most problems, so we can see how different users behave when confronted with
a problem. In Appendix D.2 on page 316 we have therefore transcribed in
sequence the interaction and verbalisation of four subjects with the ‘Afwerking’
(English: ‘Finishing’) drop-down list box. This drop-down list box has five
alternatives: 1 staple, 2 staples, O-wire, Saddlestitch, ‘other, see remarks’. The
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example the subjects received (see Figure 4.1) was bound with a ‘ringband’
(Dutch for ring binder), which is the term subjects tended to use to refer to this
type of binding. The fact that this drop-down list box is problematic is caused
by unknown terminology and is revealed by the subjects’ verbalisations.
In Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 we focus on behaviour typical for
when communication breaks down in the above-mentioned drop-down list box.
We shall represent interaction segments in tables with three columns: ‘action’,
‘verbalisation’ and ‘act type’. In the ‘action’ column we describe user and
system actions using UAN (Section 2.4.2). The verbalisation column shows a
transcription of the subjects’ verbalisation during these actions. In the ‘act
type’ column we indicate communicative functions of the users’ task actions
using square brackets [] to indicate feedback acts that the system might infer
from the users behaviour (such as hesitations) and braces {} to indicate dialogue
act types that could be attached to verbalisations. A dialogue act annotation
refers to the intention of the sender. The verbalisations made by subjects are
not communication, since they are not directed to a listener.

4.3.1

Hesitations and Considerations

A typical phenomenon observed in interactions with a drop-down list box with
problems is that first the mouse pointer remains immobile over the drop-down
button after the list is opened and next the mouse hovers over the options that
the user considers most for some time. We interpret such moments of immobility
as hesitations, indicating that the information processing takes extra time. This
is an opportunity for the dialogue partner (the system in this case) to help if he
believes he already has the result of the processing available.
An example of this pattern is shown in Figure 4.3, which corresponds to turn
17 through 20 on page 317 in Appendix D.2. In this example the user first
hesitates on the tree label and subsequently clicks on it to reveal the drop-down
list box, which can be considered a wh-question saying ‘What component is
behind the text?’.
In turn 19 the subject says: “even kijken wat er staat” (Eng: “let’s look
at what it says”). This is accompanied by a click on the drop button (whquestion), to which the system responds by showing the options (wh-answer).
The user subsequently reads the options aloud, which contrasts with the behaviour in case of a non-problematic drop-down list box. The user takes 6.7
seconds to read the options, which is probably longer than if there were no
problem, so we classify this pause as negative feedback.
In turn 20 the user utters: “doemaar deze he, ik weet niet wat dit is” (Eng:
“just take this one alright, I don’t know what this is”), which clearly states
an interpretation problem. At the same time the user moves his mouse to
option ‘O-draad’ and hesitates for 3.0 seconds, which could be interpreted as
another sign of negative feedback. The first pause of 6.7 seconds has the whanswer of the system as the last dialogue acts before it, which probably means
something is unclear in this wh-answer. The second pause of 3.0 seconds has
consider(alts-answer) as the last dialogue act before it, which may mean that
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Entry click
6.7

Exit click
x

3.0

Hesitation of length x
Mousepath

(a) interaction

(b) legend

n
ACTION
17 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’](0.6s)

VERBAL.
ACT TYPE
even kijken wat er consider(wh-question)
staat (Eng:
let’s
look at what is says)
18 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]Mvˆ (0.3s)
wh-question
S:display(Afwerking ddlb’[Geen])
wh-answer + check [+
alts-question]
19 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
wh-question
S:show(Afwerking
wh-answer
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje, 2
nietjes, O-draad, Zadelsteek,
Anders zie opmerkingen})
(6.7s)
1 nietje, twee nietjes, [feedback
negative
o-draad, (...) zadelsteek, anders zie opinterpretation]
merkingen (Eng: 1
staple, 2 staples, owire, (...)
saddle
stitch, other see remarks)
20 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}] (3.0s) doemaar deze he, ik consider(disconfirm+
weet niet wat dit is alts-answer) [feedback
negative
(Eng: just take this
one alright, I don’t
interpretation]
knwo what this is)
(c) transciption

Figure 4.3: User lingers on the drop button after opening the drop-down list box and
then lingers on an option.

something is unclear about the alts-answer the user is considering. This is a
lot more specific than an unclarity in the wh-answer of the system.
Another example of this typical pattern is shown in Figure 4.4. The verbalisation starts by simply reciting perception: “Afwerking geen” (Eng.: “Finishing
none”). This verbalisation coincides with the appearance of the drop-down list
box, where before the click on the tree label ‘Afwerking’ (Eng.: ‘Finishing’) there
was only the word ‘geen’ (Eng.: ‘none’) on a white background. It is not clear
what exactly happens here in the mind of the subject. As mentioned above two
separate clicks are needed to answer the alts-question the drop-down list box
poses: one to reveal the (closed) drop-down list box and one to open it up. In
standard electronic forms a drop-down list box need not be revealed first. This
extra step generally seems to require an extra mental action: recognise the drop-
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Entry click
3.0

Exit click
x

Mousepath

2.0

(a) interaction
n
ACTION
67 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Afwerking tree-label!
S:display(Afwerking ddlb’[Geen])
(2.0s)
68 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje, 2
nietjes, o-draad, Zadelsteek,
Anders zie opmerkingen}) (4.0s)
69 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]
(2.0s)

Hesitation of length x
(b) legend

VERBAL.

ACT TYPE

Afwerking
geen [feedback
positive
(Eng:
Finishing
none)
interpretation]
wh-question
1 nietjes 2 nietjes da wh-answer
da da (1 staples, 2
staples da da da)
Ka, (Eng: Ka,)

[feedback
negative
interpretation]
70 ˜[Afwerking
ik ga voor de O- alts-answer
ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ(0.3s)
draad (Eng: I’m going for o-wire)
{feedback
negative
evaluation}
S:hide(Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]{}),
feedback
positive
show(Afwerking ddlb[O-draad]),
(Afwerking ddlb[O-draad])!
dispatch
(c) transciption

Figure 4.4: Another example in which the user lingers on the drop button after opening
the drop-down list box and then lingers on an option.

down list box and its communicative function: check + [alts-question]. The
verbalisation “Afwerking geen” (Eng.: “Finishing none”) may be a reflection of
the check part of this.
Next, the user opens the drop-down list box by clicking on the drop button
(∼[Afwerking ddlb’[v]Mvˆ) and the system responds to this wh-question by
providing the options. They are recited by the subject, just like in Figure 4.3.
The hesitation of 2.0 s of the mouse pointer on the drop button seems long
enough to signal a problem.
As the subject moves her mouse pointer to the ‘Zadelsteek’ (Eng.: ‘Saddlestitch’) option, she mumbles “Ka”, as a sign of puzzlement. The length of
the stay of the mouse pointer at this position (2s) could be taken as a sign of
negative feedback about interpretation.4 The fact that the hesitation was not
4 The total lingering at this position is actually much longer, but the mouse pointer was
not completely immobile for some time.
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on the option of the final choice may result from the subject’s considering ‘Odraad’ (Eng.: ‘O-wire’) most, but mentally ruling out the ‘Zadelsteek’ (Eng.:
‘Saddlestitch’) option first.
Finally the subject chooses the ‘O-draad’ option, accompanied by the verbalisation “Ik ga voor O-draad” (Eng.: “I’m going for O-wire”). We can see the
uncertainty in this verbalisation in the phrase “I’m going for”. At this stage
however, it appears there is no machine-measurable feature in the subject’s
behaviour that could lead to this interpretation.
Besides this typical combination, pauses on the drop button can also occur
without significant pauses on an option and pauses on options can occur without
significant time spent in the field or on the drop button. An example of the
latter is shown in Figure 4.5, which corresponds to turn 53 through 59 on page
319 in Appendix D.2.
Hesitations form a good machine measurable clue for communication problems. From these observations however, it is not clear yet whether we should
measure the time the mouse pointer is in an area (i.e. the field, the drop button
or an option) or measure the time the mouse is absolutely motionless in such
an area. We shall return to this issue in Chapter 6, where we make an in-depth
analysis of the detection performance of such signals.

4.3.2

Discards

Another pattern typically found in the case of problematic drop-down list boxes
is for the subject to open the drop-down list box and close it without making a
choice. This can be brought about in a number of ways when the list is open:
• by clicking on the field
• by clicking on something else other than the drop-down list box
• by pressing the escape-key (which we have not observed and will not consider any further).
An example of clicking on the field to close the list is shown in Figure 4.6, which
corresponds to turn 42 on page 318 in Appendix D.2. The user utters “is
not there”, which reveals negative feedback about the evaluation, to the whanswer the system gave when opening the drop-down list box. At the same
time the user clicks on the field, in principle signaling to accept the default
choice anyway (confirm).
Discards seem a strong clue for communication problems, especially when
hesitations do not appear. Therefore they can be a good problem detection
complement to hesitations. In some cases the discard as in Figure 4.6a could
mean the subject is happy with the default option anyway. In such cases however, the user usually does not open up the drop-down list box at all, because
he is confident that the default option is correct.
In order to exploit discards as a problem smoothing trigger the user needs
to return to the drop-down list box (reentry) after the discard, because otherwise the interaction with the drop-down list box ends and there is no more
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(a) interaction
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ACTION
53 [Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ(0.5s)
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje, 2
nietjes, o-draad, Zadelsteek,
Anders zie opmerkingen})
54 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}] (2.0s)

Hesitation of length x
(b) legend

VERBAL.

ACT TYPE
wh-question
wh-answer

Afwerking, ik wil [feedback
negative
een eh (Eng: Finishing I want an eh)
interpretation]
{feedback
negative
interpretation}

55 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
opmerkingen}] (1.0s)
56 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]
(0.7s)
57 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}] (4.0s)

ringband (Eng: ring
binder)
oh d’r is geen ring- {interaction management
own
band dan zal dat
communication
hetzelfde zijn als een
management}
(Eng:
oh there’s
no ring binder then
that’ll be the same
as an)
[inform]
{feedback
negative
evaluation}
consider(disconfirm+
alts-answer)
58 [Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ
o-draad ... (Eng: o- alts-answer
wire)
S:hide(Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]{}),
[feedback
positive
show(Afwerking ddlb[O-draad]),
(Afwerking ddlb[O-draad])!
dispatch]
59 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[O-draad]] (2.0s)
denk ik (Eng:
I feedback
negative
think)
evaluation
(c) transciption

Figure 4.5: User hesitates only on options and hardly on the field box.

opportunity for the system to intervene. Therefore discards need a reentry of a
drop-down list box to be useful.
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n
ACTION
42 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ (0.5s)

VERBAL.
ACT TYPE
tweee staat er niet confirm
bij (Eng: twoo is not [+feedback
negative
there)
evaluation]
S:hide(Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]{}),
feedback
positive
show(Afwerking ddlb[Geen]),
(Afwerking ddlb[Geen])!
interpretation(?!)
(c) transciption

Figure 4.6: User clicks on the field to close the list.

4.3.3

Reentry (Reopening)

If users are uncertain about the choice they made in a drop-down list box, they
are more likely to return and reopen the drop-down list box to reconsider their
choice. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.7, which corresponds to turn
21 through 26 on page 317 in Appendix D.2. This segment starts with turn
21, when the user selects the ‘Anders, zie opmerkingen’ (Eng.: “Other, see remarks”) option, closing the drop-down list box. The verbalisation (“even kijken
wat hier staat” (Eng.: “let’s see what it says here”)) reveals that the subject
thinks she will get some extra information this way, which is unfortunately not
the case. When she realises this, she tries to make up her mind, while the mouse
pointer rests on the drop button for 3.0s. She even tries typing (turn 21) but
that does not work either. This is followed by the verbalisation “mwoah”, which
signals dissatisfaction.
In turn 24 she opens the list again, saying “Ik ga even terug dan pak ik
die andere wel” (Eng.: “I’ll go back, then I’ll just take the other one”). This
indicates she is going to settle for something she is not happy with or uncertain
about. Then she utters “ik weet niet wat ‘t is O-draad” (Eng.: “I don’t know
what it is O-wire”), which is a sign of inability to interpret the option with
sufficient certainty. At the same time she considers ‘Zadelsteek’ for 0.6 seconds
(which could be taken as a consideration with a hint of negative feedback).
Finally she chooses ‘O-draad’ in turn 26.
Reentries seem a good clue for communication problems as a complement
to hesitations. Not only are they a necessary continuation for a discard to be
useful, but as illustrated, they can also occur when a user changed his mind. The
latter case is also a good clue for communication problems, because it signals a
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ACTION
21 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
opmerkingen}]Mvˆ (0.6s)

22

23

24

25

26

VERBAL.
ACT TYPE
even kijken wat hier alts-answer
staat (Eng:let’s see {wh-question}
what it says)
S:hide(Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]{}),
feedback
positive
show(Afwerking ddlb[Anders, zie
interpretation
opmerkingen]), (Afwerking
ddlb[Anders, zie opmerkingen])!
˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]] (3s)
hoe heet dit ook al {wh-question} +
weer (Eng: what is {feedback
negative
this called again)
dispatch}
((laughing))
ringband?
(Eng: posi-check
ring binder?)
K”ringband” (0.6s)
[wh-answer]
S:(no response)
[feedback
negative
perception]
mwaoh
˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
ik ga even terug, dan wh-question+
pak ik die andere {interaction man.
wel (Eng: I’m going
own com. man}
back and take the
other one)
S:show(Afwerking ddlb’[Anders,
wh-answer
zie opmerkingen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, O-draad, Zadelsteek,
Anders zie opmerkingen})
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]˜
ik weet nie wat ‘t consider(alts-answer)
(0.6s)
is o-draad (Eng: I [+feedback
negative
don’t know what it
is o-wire)
interpretation]
˜[Afwerking
alts-answer
ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ(0.3s)
S:hide(Afwerking ddlb’[Anders,
feedback
positive
zie opmerkingen]{}),
interpretation
show(Afwerking ddlb[O-draad]),
(Afwerking ddlb[O-draad])!
(c) transciption

Figure 4.7: Reentry: User reopens the list to reconsider her choice.

user’s uncertainty.
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4.3.4

Up and Down Scanning Options

Entry click
Exit click
x

1.0
(a) interaction

Hesitation of length x
Mousepath
(b) legend

Figure 4.8: User scans the list up and down.
In some cases the user moves the mouse pointer up and down a few times.
This may be a sign of confusion. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.8 which
corresponds to turn 38 through 44 on page 318 in Appendix D.2. Although
a few option considerations appear in turns 39 through 41, the up and down
moving by itself could also be seen as a sign of negative feedback, though not
tied to a specific moment or act. In this case the most interesting part is not the
transcription, but the movement as shown in Figure 4.8a. Besides moving up
and down a lot, we also see a number of reentries that also show the confusion
in this interaction.

4.4

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we performed an exploratory study of the user’s mouse actions
in a thinking aloud experiment, to discover typical mouse behaviour in dropdown list boxes in the case of communication problems. This is based on the
idea that the mouse pointer bears a high correlation with eye gaze, i.e. with
locus of attention. The primary objective was to assess whether it is feasible to
determine if the user has a problem by observing his mouse behaviour. Through
thinking aloud we captured the accompanying stream of thought during the
interaction, so we could pinpoint whether and what kind of problems users
experience while interacting with a GUI. The experiment suggests that it is
feasible for a computer to detect communication problems in drop-down list
boxes automatically. Detailed quantitative analyses of mouse behaviour will be
performed in Chapter 6.
We found the following patterns indicative of communication problems:
1. lengthy stay or immobility of the mouse pointer on the field or drop button.
2. lengthy stay or immobility of the mouse pointer on an option of the list.
3. discard and reentry: the user leaves an opened drop-down list box without
making a choice. If he returns later we can assume he has a communication
problem with the drop-down list box.
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4. up-and-down scanning: the user moves his mouse pointer up-and-down in
the list. This suggests that he cannot make up his mind.
Patterns 1 and 2 were found in all four subjects for problematic drop-down
list boxes. They were absent or less distinct for non-problematic drop-down
list boxes. We found verbalisations expressing uncertainty accompanying users’
hesitations, sometimes as explicit questions, sometimes as more subtle verbalisations signaling uncertainty, such as slowly reciting an option in a questioning
manner.
We have tagged many verbalisations in terms of dialogue acts, as if they were
communication. Obviously they were not, since in thinking aloud there is no
addressee. Nevertheless doing so turned out to be quite useful. Since often the
verbalisation seems to be a translation of user or system actions, they confirmed
the communicative functions we used to tag state transitions and user actions
on GUIs in Chapter 2.
Discards and reentries (patterns 3) occurred for 2 out of 4 subjects with
the most problematic drop-down list box, so they probably provide a slightly
weaker recall on problems than the first two patterns found. In Chapter 6 we
shall see that they form quite a nice complement to the hesitations.
Up-and-down scanning occurred in all problematic cases to some extent,
but is a less well-defined notion than it seems at first glance. Vertical change
of direction of the mouse pointer seems a good handle for measurement, but
especially when the pointer moves very slowly, often change in vertical direction is more like trembling than moving. Humans are very good at tuning
in adaptively to the right resolution to filter data from noise. Computerised
measurement is much harder, making up-and-down scanning quite a nontrivial
candidate pattern for detecting communicative problems, as we will see in Chapter 6. Whether or not problem smoothing may ultimately be successful depends
on numerous factors, such as timing, presentation and competence (Jun Xiao
(2003), Xiao et al. (2004)).
In Chapter 5 we will describe designs of communication problem smoothing
mechanisms for drop-down list boxes based on these patterns. In Chapter 6 we
will design a problem trigger in a problem detection performance experiment,
for which we shall use the above patterns as hypotheses.
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Chapter 5

Design Proposals
When users say that an interface is intuitive, they mean that it operates just like some other software or method with which they are familiar. What the client wants is an interface with only marginal differences from current practice - which almost inevitably is Microsoft
Windows - that, somehow, makes a major improvement. This can
be achieved only on the rare occasions when the original interface
has some major flaw that is remedied by a minor fix.
(Raskin (2000))

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter we propose designs for assistance in electronic forms, some as
problem smoothing on the system’s initiative, some as problem solving on the
user’s initiative. A fair amount of assistance mechanisms for GUIs already exists in commercial products. We define a set of attributes of existing assistance
mechanisms in GUIs in Section 5.2, to characterise assistance mechanisms that
we shall discuss in Section 5.3 and define the space in which we set the requirements for our new proposals. In Section 5.4 we formulate requirements for
design proposals based on our findings in Chapter 4 and the limitations and
merits of existing GUI assistance mechanisms. Finally in Section 5.5 we present
our designs for assistance in drop-down list boxes.

5.2

Attributes of Assistance in GUIs

In this section we define a number of dimensions to pinpoint the main properties of assistance mechanisms. These dimensions focus on how the assistant
communicates in terms of surface mechanisms and not on the contents of the
assistance.
For assistance in GUIs we consider the following dimensions:
95
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1. context-sensitivity: How specific is assistance to the problem at hand and
to the situation in which it arises. This dimension ranges from global
(application level) to subcomponent (e.g. an option in an option list) in
the interface.
2. activation mechanism: Problem smoothing or solving. Who takes the
initiative to assistance? Does the user ask for it (solving) or does the
system initiate it spontaneously (smoothing). If the user requests it, does
the system provide a visual link for it (such as a pushbutton) or does the
user need to know some conventional action for it (such as a right click or
F1-key).
3. dismissal mechanism: Explicit (by the user) or implicit (by the system);
if explicit, is the help window modal or non-modal.1 When does the
assistance disappear? Does the user have to dismiss it with an explicit
action (e.g. a click) on the help context, or is the help dismissed when it
is not used (e.g. by a click or mouse movement on the primary interface)?
If explicit dismissal is required, sometimes the dismissal trigger has no
visual clue, but often it does. In some cases the help is ‘modal’, meaning
it has to be dismissed before continuation is possible, because it disables
the primary interface.
4. placement:
position: Is the help text displayed within or outside the locus of attention?
layering: Does the help text overlap the primary interface or not?
5. continuation depth: Does the help information allow extended dialogues
(e.g. by hyperlinks or additional queries)?
6. linguistic abilities: Can the assistance interpret freely typed or spoken
text and to what extent, i.e. keyword spotting or full interpretation?
7. adaptivity: Can the assistance adapt to user preferences, keep profiles per
user or tune itself to general preferences? (The adaptivity could range
over all other dimensions. Adaptation rules can be triggered implicitly by
the user’s behaviour or based on explicit choices made by the user).
8. embodiment: Does the assistant use a (visual) character to impersonate
itself?
9. modalities: Does the assistant employ other modalities than keyboard,
mouse and screen (e.g. sounds, speech or haptics)?
10. action participation Does the support system also carry out non-communicative
actions?
1 Modal windows deactivate all hind lying windows, so they have to be dismissed before
one can continue on the primary interface.
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Besides these communicative dimensions, obviously the quality of the contents
of the assistance is a very important factor in its effectiveness. The quality of
the content however, is beyond the scope of this thesis, although specificity is
sometimes intimately related to context-sensitivity and continuation depth. For
information about the quality of online help contents and how to write it see e.g.
Horton (1990) and J. T. Hackos (1997), and a proper help authoring system is
described in Caldwell and White (1997).

5.3

State-of-the-Art in Commercial GUI Assistance

In this section we give an overview of communication mechanisms in GUIs for
assisting the user to show the context of the designs presented in Section 5.5.

5.3.1

Global Online Help

Contemporary computer applications are usually equipped with a global online
help system with a table of contents, index and search tab as shown in Figure
5.1. By pressing the show/hide button in the toolbar one can show and hide
the pane containing these tabs. A global online help system can be added to

Figure 5.1: A typical global online help system with a table of contents, an index tab
and a search tab.

any type of application. It is not context-sensitive, although other assistance
mechanisms can open up the right section in it, when appropriate. The user
has the initiative in opening the global online help by selecting a menu entry in
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the help menu of an application, by pressing some help button or by pressing a
certain key (like F1) on the keyboard.
The help document has to be dismissed explicitly by closing its window. The placement of the
global online help system is within the locus of attention, because it (usually) nearly completely overlaps
the primary interface. The contents is in principle a
hypertext structure, so it can contain hyperlinks to
other sections or Web contents somewhere else. The
table of contents, index and search tabs offer alternative ways to find information. Its linguistic ability
(on the search tab) is usually limited to simple caseFigure 5.2: A ‘Show insensitive precise match searches (not even keyword
me’ button in an online spotting). It is not adaptive and does not make use of
help document. Pressing special modalities, but sometimes contains pictures.
it shows and performs an It can contain action-participation elements that peraction in the primary user form actions on the primary GUI as shown in Figure
interface.
5.2, although this is rare. In some cases the global

Figure 5.3: Global online help that ‘tiles’ itself to the right of the primary interface.
online help tiles itself to the right of the primary application. This way it prevents overlapping primary content, but squeezes it aside. An example is shown
in Figure 5.3.

5.3.2

Context-Sensitive Online Help

Many contemporary computer applications are also equipped with problem
smoothing and solving context-sensitive online help, which can come in the
following forms:
1. A question button ( ) in the toolbar. If this button is clicked on, the
mouse pointer changes to a question-mark. When the user clicks on a component with this mouse pointer active, a pop-up screen is shown providing
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additional information about that component. An example is shown in
Figure 5.4. This assistance mechanism can be part of any application.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: After pressing the question-mark button on the toolbar, the mouse pointer
cursor changes to the one shown in Figure (a), which can be used to click on a component in the user interface to reveal a description of it as shown in Figure (b).

It is activated on the user’s request through a visual link (the button).
The ‘?’ cursor can be dismissed on the user’s initiative by pressing the
escape-key on the keyboard, which has no visual clue attached to it. The
dismissal of the help pop up can be considered to happen on the system’s
initiative, when the user clicks anywhere on the primary interface. Its
placement is within the locus of attention, but is only moderately obtrusive, because of its small size. It can in principle contain hyperlinks to

Figure 5.5: Typical local online help for a dialogue window.
continue the dialogue but in practice it hardly ever does. It has no further
linguistic abilities, is not adaptive, uses no special modalities and does not
participate in action with the primary GUI.
2. Small dialogue windows are equipped with their own help button, which
brings up a local section of the global help system that explains all components in the dialogue window. The tabs of the global help system are
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hidden by default. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.5. Pressing
the ‘show’ button in the toolbar of such local help screens brings out the
tabs of the global online help system.

3. Tooltips are shown when the mouse is located on a component and does
not move for some time (see Section 2.5.3). Tooltips may be considered
problem smoothing mechanisms, because they are activated when the user
hesitates, which often corresponds to when the user has a communication
problem. Standard tooltips display a short help text upon hesitations.
Although still rare, more advanced content can be presented that is more
similar to a web page. Some examples are shown in Figure 5.6. In Figure
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Some miscellaneous advanced tooltips available on the market. a) Tooltip
to answer a ‘Why?’ question on a web page. b) tooltip explaining the meaning and
function of the text field in an interface. This tooltip contains hyperlinks for dialogue
continuation, ‘action participation’ (the three links in the middle of the tooltip) and an
‘i’ button for contextual scope widening. c) Another larger tooltip example containing
a picture and a dismiss button.

5.6a quite an elaborate text populates the pop-up. In Figure 5.6b the
pop-up also contains hyperlinks and in 5.6c it has a ‘dismiss’ button at
the top right of the pop-up.

Figure 5.7: After right clicking on the label of a component, a ‘What’s This?’ button
pops up. Clicking on this button reveals a help pop-up explaining the component’s
function.
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4. Mechanisms similar to tooltips, but activated with a right click on the
label of the component. Pops up a ‘What’s this’ button, which when
clicked on (left mouse button) displays a tooltip-like help pop-up window
that disappears when the user clicks on the primary interface and not
when the mouse moves. An example is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.8: The status bar can display some help message about the currently activated
component on the user interface. This kind of help, is far outside the locus of attention.

5. Status bar help: Status bars can display feedback about the selected component’s status and the application’s current activity (e.g. when downloading a web page), but can also display context-sensitive help about an
active component, as shown in Figure 5.8.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Two examples of detailed help for options a) Part of a Nullsoft installer
in which the ‘description’ part shows more information about the option under the
mouse pointer in the list box. b) An ‘i’ button on the options of a drop-down list box.
Clicking on this ‘i’ brings up a new web page (in a new frame) with information about
this option.

6. Active text pane: A text pane that changes contents according to activation or mouse over of the options at hand. An example is shown in Figure
5.9a. In this figure we see a list box with context-sensitive assistance per
option in the description box. The activation is implicit and undelayed
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when the mouse pointer hovers over an option. The lack of delay is good,
because the changing text does not cover any part of the interface. The
assistance is within the locus of attention and has no further continuation
depth. The only potential problem with this assistance mechanism is that
it consumes quite a bit of screen space. This is also a potential downside
of list boxes compared to drop-down list boxes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Term expansion within the text of the global online help system. Clicking
on the hyperlink ‘toolbar’ inserts the explanation of this term, pushing away other
content. It’s a form of problem solving (on demand) within the help itself.

7. Term expansion: In online help manuals sometimes a hyperlink inserts
some additional text to explain a term, as shown in Figure 5.10.
8. Miscellaneous local help buttons: some web pages or other user interfaces
place help buttons at specific positions to explain local functionality. The
precise placement of the help button indicates the specificity of the assistance. In Figure 5.9b for instance, we see an opened drop-down list
box on a web page for ordering computer hardware, with small [i]-squares
next to the options. When clicking on such a square the drop-down list
box is closed and a new browser window is opened, giving a description,
a picture and the specifications of this option. This is the only example we found in which context-sensitive assistance is given at the option
level of a drop-down list box. The activation mechanism is on explicit
user request, and the help window covers the entire interface. The precise
state of the primary GUI is lost on request for assistance, because the
drop-down list box is closed. It needs to be reopened after the new help
window is dismissed. Figure 5.11 shows a piece of a web page containing
two drop-down list boxes with ‘info’-buttons to the right of them. Clicking
on these buttons pops up a window listing the options in the drop-down
list box with an explanation of their use. The arrows pointing to the right
show the expanded drop-down list boxes and the arrows pointing downward show the pop-up browser windows that appear when clicking on the
info-buttons. This is a problem-solving mechanism with intermediate level
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Figure 5.11: Web page for submitting a printing order. It contains two info-buttons
for obtaining more information about the options in the drop-down list boxes.

context-sensitivity, i.e. help is provided for all options together and not
for each option separately. Continuation depth is possible in principle for
this mechanism, although it is not implemented in this example.2
9. Text in the interface. This is clearly a form of problem prevention and consists of surrounding GUI components with explanatory text. An example
is shown in Figure 5.14b.
Mechanisms type 1, 2 and 4 are examples of problem solving (allowing an explicit
wh-question by the user), while mechanism 3 may be regarded an instance
of problem smoothing (responding to subtle signs like a hesitation), although it
was never meant that way (cf. Farkas et al. (1993)). Mechanism types 5 and
6 do not let the user wait for help, but show help as the user hovers over an
area. These may also be considered as forms of problem smoothing, because
they are not shown before the user has positioned his mouse pointer over the
explained area. A tooltip as mentioned in context-sensitive help type 3 above
is most useful for tool buttons in toolbars of an application. Toolbar buttons
2 One further remarkable feature not directly related to assistance is the topic pane with
the bullets on the left-hand side of Figure 5.11. It forms a convenient way for the user to keep
track of the step or topic of the process he is currently working on.
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usually have an iconic caption, which saves space and is assumed to be easily
recognizable. The tooltip is meant to add interpretability to the equation, which
is often a weak side of icons. Another use of tooltips is to explain some command
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Tooltips on the Microsoft Windows start menu.
menus items like in the MS Windows ‘Start menu’ as shown in Figure 5.12.
5.3.2.1

Clippy

Clippy, the Microsoft paper clip or the MS office assistant is the central help
agent of the Microsoft office products. Its behaviour varies a bit across versions,
and in more recent versions it tends to be less greedy in spontaneously providing
help. The usual prompt it offers is shown in Figure 5.13a. Here the user can

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.13: Three instances of Clippy. a) Global appearance of Clippy. You can
tell Clippy what kind of task you want to perform. By keyword spotting it generates
a list of online help entries that match your expression. b) In some cases when the
user does something that is likely to correspond to something for which the application
has a template with an accompanying wizard, Clippy draws the user’s attention to this
functionality based on a built-in rule. It also allows the user to give negative feedback
and adapt to the users preference (’Just type the letter without help’ and ‘Don’t show me
this tip again’ respectively). c) Some behaviours (a ‘discard’ or ‘cancel’ of a dialogue
window in this case) lead Clippy to think you are in trouble. When you click on the
light bulb, it displays a suggestion that it thinks will get you out of trouble.

type a question or some keywords to receive a list of help topics. In Figure
5.13b some proactive behaviour is shown based on the user’s activity. Figure
5.13c shows a response to pressing ‘cancel’ on the ‘Font’ dialogue window in
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MS Word. First it displays a light bulb accompanied with some sound to draw
attention. Upon clicking on it, a message is displayed about what it assumes
you might want to know in this case.
Clippy is context-sensitive and assumes the user is always best helped with
a top-down analysis of his task, followed by a full accompaniment along the
way. With this assumption it is logical to always first ask what the user wants
to do, so the assistance path can be decided upon. Clippy’s top-down strategy
may be right in many cases and has certain advantages, but may fall short if
the user only lacks partial knowledge for task completion. In the philosophy of
Clippy users know what they want and how to refer to it, and just need help
to find the right procedure in the application at hand. Also icons, controls and
terminology are usually assumed to be known. The appreciation for the office
assistant by user is not undividedly positive (Catrambone et al. (2002)).
5.3.2.2

Wizards
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: (a) A wizard for installing software. (b) A wizard for mapping a network
drive containing a lot of text in the interface

Wizards are series of dialogue windows that take the user through a procedure step-by-step. Two examples of installer wizards are shown in Figure 5.14.
In fact wizards are multistage electronic forms. They form a paved path to set
a number of parameters and/or perform a number of actions for a single purpose that would otherwise require the user to do all these things separately in
different places of the interface, possibly without instructions. A reason to call
them a form of assistance is primarily in their name. They could also be seen
as a form of primary interface functionality that makes certain tasks more userfriendly. Wizards make extensive use of default values and procedures, which is
a form of problem prevention. Another feature of wizards is that they usually
contain a lot of text in the interface.
A wizard serves primarily to prevent problems, which, though an important
mechanism in HHC, means that it is actually a form of primary interface design.
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(a)

(b)

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Figure 5.15: Two local problem positions within drop-down list boxes: a) after the
user has posed a wh-question to inquire about the options, the system provides the
wh-answer in the form of the option list. If the user stops at this position this whanswer may cause processing problems for the user. b) if the user stops on an option
this may mean he is considering this option, but is lacking information.

The attributes of assistance described in Section 5.2 therefore do no really apply
to it.

5.4

Requirements for Designing GUI Assistance

As discussed in Chapter 4, we focus on assistance for drop-down list boxes because they are abundantly present in GUIs. Another reason is that they are
communicatively interesting, because of their wealth of communicatively meaningful states and state transitions (Section 2.5.2 and Appendix A.4). Moreover,
as far as we are aware of, no well-tuned context-sensitive help mechanism is currently available for them. Before we present our designs, we first discuss what
values are preferable for the attributes of assistance mechanisms (Section 5.2),
based on HHC. Instead of starting from the hard side and attempt to mimic a
fully intelligently communicating human assistant, we start from a solution that
works well in practice and improve it, extend it and broaden its scope inspired
by the communicative behaviour of a fully intelligent assistant.
1. Context-sensitivity should normally be as specific as possible, with the option to widen the assistance to a less specific scope. As we have seen in Chapter
2 drop-down list boxes have many states and transitions that determine the
local context of the dialogue within them. However as we have seen in Chapter
4 there are only a few context-dependent behaviours that clearly correspond to
communication problems. Only two clearly correspond to a local context position as shown in Figure 5.15, where Figure 5.15b is the most specific. Lingering
in the position as shown in Figure 5.15a occurs primarily after the list has
been opened. It shows the local context in a dialogue, involving a drop-down
list box, after the system has given a wh-answer, so a communication problem occurring at this stage probably means the user has a processing problem
(interpretation, evaluation or execution) with this wh-answer. Figure 5.15b
shows a local dialogue context in which the user is considering to give a wh-
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answer/alts-answer, so it is plausible that when a communication problem
can be detected and the user has his mouse pointer in this position, it is caused
by a particular alts-answer, i.e. an option.
2. In HHC both dialogue partners can take the initiative to handle communication problems. The one who experiences the problem can explicitly address
it, or the dialogue partner can notice subtle signs of puzzlement in the other
and start assisting. Therefore the activation mechanism in our designs should
provide for both system initiative (problem smoothing) and user initiative (problem solving). For user initiative a visual link should be available (e.g. a button).
3. In HHC an assistance cycle is usually ended by an agreement of understanding through some positive feedback, potentially repetitive, by both partners,
which clears the way for continuation. In HCC through GUIs such grounding
mechanisms are usually absent. One might attempt to provide it by placing an
‘OK’-button on the assistance area, but that would require an extra mouse click
for the user and might suggest that the system would do something with this
acknowledgment. Instead of providing an ‘OK’-button one can also just leave
dismissal to the standard dismissal of a window, which is the ‘[x]’-button at the
top right of most windows. If assistance is activated on system initiative, the
system is also responsible for its dismissal.
4. The placement of the assistance may be within the locus of attention if
its size is small. It should be moved more out of the way as the size increases,
because covering a large part of the primary interface is obtrusive. This requirement may be weakened in case of explicit requests for assistance or continuation
of assistance by the user (problem solving), because in that case the need for
assistance is certain and the assistance is desired.
5. The cause of a communication problem may not always directly be clear
to the dialogue partner. The easiest and most plausible guess for the dialogue
partner is to consider his own last dialogue act as the source of the problem, but
it is possible that the problem is wider in scope. In such cases the participant
who experiences the communication problem will attempt to widen the scope
of the explanation of his dialogue partner. Therefore the continuation depth
of our assistance designs should provide for widening of the contextual scope
of the assistance. For example, assistance for a specific option (alts-answer)
should also provide for continuation to the contextual scope containing all the
options (wh-answer), to the most global scope of the drop-down list box (altsquestion) or even the scope of the entire form and/or application.
6. We stick to standard handcrafted text and hyperlinks, although the global
online help document will have its search tab (see Figure 5.1 on page 97). This
does not mean that the mechanisms we shall propose are not extensible to more
open communication, but in this thesis we focus on the surface communication
mechanisms, leaving the treatment of the semantic content simple and fixed.
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7. Some smoothing triggers may become more eager when the likelihood of
problems increases. This is an important subject of Chapter 6. Further adaptation is preferable because problem smoothing assistance makes assumptions.
First it abduces the existence of an interpretation, evaluation or execution problem for the user by interpreting his behaviour. Second it diagnoses, i.e. determines the source of, a problem from the local context. Third it tries to provide a
‘solution’ to the problem. All three assumptions may be erroneous, and likewise
the user should be able to say so, i.e. give negative feedback.
8. Embodiment may carry the suggestion that the assistant is a person, even
if represented by a cartoon character, with according communicative abilities.
Because the abilities of the real assistant do not even come close to this ideal,
the character may come across as a berk. In our designs we therefore avoid
embodiment.
9. We do not use any special modalities such as speech output, even though
speech output would not be hard to implement. The quality of speech synthesis is moderate with today’s technology, but more problematic is that it makes
noise in the work environment, users may think they can also speak back, and
the above-mentioned personalisation effect may be present. Moreover the cost
of obtrusion is likely to be high and contents of the spoken messages are volatile.
10. We do not use any action participation, because there is generally no
operational complexity that gives rise to action participation by the assistant
in electronic forms.

5.5

The Designs

In terms of the ability to smooth as well as solve communicative problems as
locally as possible, tooltips come closest to satisfying the requirements for the
activation mechanism and context-sensitivity. This property leads us to take
the tooltip as a point of departure for our designs. To cater for the rest of the
requirements we shall make a number of modifications to it, partly inspired by
other mechanisms.
Tooltips can be used at any level of contextual scope in a GUI. They are
activated after a hesitation, which we consider ‘spontaneous’ assistance by the
system, because there is no explicit request by the user. It can, however, also
be used by the user on purpose once he understands the mechanism. A visual
mechanism can be added to facilitate explicit requests for assistance as well, as
we shall see in Section 5.5.2.5.
If the system initiates assistance, the system is responsible for the assistance
cycle. It is therefore consistent if it is also responsible for its dismissal, i.e.
dismissal should be implicit when activation was implicit. After both implicit
and explicit activation, explicit dismissal should be possible. Placement varies
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among the different designs. Continuation can be provided through hyperlinks
to the right section in the global online help.
Tooltips are currently not used to support the complex communicative functionality of a drop-down list box. If a drop-down list box is equipped with a
tooltip at all, it pops up before the list is open, as shown in Figure 5.16a. This
happens when the user keeps his mouse still on the field or drop button for
about one second. As we have seen in Chapter 4 this is not a typical instance
for communication problems. Most communication problems occur after the
list of the drop-down list box has been opened.

5.5.1

Standard Tooltips for Drop-Down List Boxes

(a)

(b)

Tooltip text

Tooltip text explaining
what the drop-down list
box and potentially its
options are for.

Figure 5.16: (a) Standard tooltip for a drop-down list box. (a) Enlarged standard
tooltip for a drop-down list box

Standard tooltips usually operate on a stable state of GUI components (see
Section 2.4.3). These are states in which the ‘topic’ of a component is not yet
open or already closed. For a drop-down list box, however, its focus unstable
states (see Sections 2.4.3, 2.5.2 and Appendix A.4), i.e. those that occur when
the list is open, play a dominant role in the communication.
In principle each GUI component can have an associated tooltip text that
is displayed when the mouse pointer remains immobile for a specific amount of
time on the component. A tooltip-text is usually a short fixed piece of text as
shown in Figure 5.16a. Sometimes tooltips are slightly larger, offering somewhat
more extensive explanatory text as shown in Figure 5.16b. Tooltips are also used
for components with dynamic contents, such as trees and menus, where separate
tooltips exist for each tree-node or menu-item, respectively. Large tooltips are
rare; they can for instance be found on menu items of the start menu of the
Microsoft Windows operating system (see Figure 5.12 on page 104 and Figure
2.16 on page 48). The nesting level of context-sensitivity of the tooltip in these
cases goes slightly deeper than usual. Such nesting subtleties are currently not
found in drop-down list boxes. In the next section we shall propose increasingly
powerful new tooltip-like mechanisms for drop-down list boxes, to make them
satisfy the requirements of Section 5.4.
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Improved Tooltips for Drop-Down List Boxes

In this section we describe incremental extensions to tooltip design, starting
with the least variable improvement, which consist of a dismissal mechanism in
the form of a button on the tooltip pop-up.
5.5.2.1

Dismissal

We introduce a dialogue control button to be used in the top right of the tooltip
pop-up window to cater for a dismissal and continuation to a wider scope.
The primary semantics of the
button need not be explained to most
users, since it is the familiar icon used
to close windows. In this case it can
also be used to tune the eagerness of
Cancel help
the assistance down. More specifically, once the
has been clicked on,
context-sensitive help is switched off
Figure 5.17: Tooltip for ‘close’-button
for the entire drop-down list box, but
not for other drop-down list boxes in the interface. The button itself could be
equipped also with a (nested) tooltip as shown in Figure 5.17.
5.5.2.2

Activation Mechanisms and Context-Sensitivity

Our experiment in Chapter 4 has shown that communication problems arise
mostly in unstable states of the drop-down list box. In this section we therefore
propose modifications tuned to these unstable states.
After wh-question. As we mentioned in Section 5.4 and in Chapter 4, a
tooltip should pop up when substantial waiting occurs after the list has been
opened. The most likely problem cause in that case is that the wh-answer
provided by the system is unclear, i.e. something is puzzling about the altsanswer options (that form the wh-answer) presented. A solution is shown in
Figure 5.18, which presents help for all the options shown. The pop-up window
may be large in this case, because all the options need to be explained, since
the position of the mouse pointer gives no specific information to diagnose the
problem.
After Consider. We have observed in Section 4.3.1 that another common
trigger for problems is formed by the mouse pointer hesitating on an option.
Communicatively this may indicate a consider-alts-answer act, but if it lasts
too long it is likely to be a sign of negative feedback about the interpretation
or evaluation of the alts-answer option considered. This diagnosis is more
specific than the diagnosis that the user has a problem with the wh-answer
that the system gave (Figure 5.18), so the provided feedback response can be
more specific as shown in Figure 5.19.
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Option 1 means ...
and is meant for ...
Option 2 means ...
and is meant for ...
Option 1 means ...
and is meant for ...
Option 2 means ...
and is meant for ...
Option 1 means ...
and is meant for ...

Figure 5.18: Tooltip for a drop-down list box after the drop down list box has been
opened. Although this is not the usual activation moment for tooltips on drop down
list boxes, it makes more sense at this moment, because only now the user might be
puzzled by the options, and not before the box is opened.

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Option 2 is meant for ...
.................
........................
........................

Figure 5.19: Tooltip for a drop-down list box when the mouse remains immobile on
an option, after the drop down list box has been opened. This is interpreted as the user
‘considering’ this option.

5.5.2.3

Continuation Depth

Among the requirements for assistance mechanism (Section 5.4) we stated that
the cost of obtrusion of a help mechanism should be kept low. Translated to
the contents of the pop-up window the text should not be too long for three
reasons:
1. If the pop-up window is larger it overlaps a larger part of the interface.
2. A larger pop-up window is more distracting.
3. More text to read contributes to information clutter, i.e. greater cognitive
load for the user.
Instead of listing all the options as in Figure 5.18, we can also opt for a more
concise tooltip text that informs the user about the fact that he can position
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Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

To get help about the
options, position your
mousepointer on one of
the options.
For an overview Click here.

Figure 5.20: Tooltip on the drop button containing instructions, a hyperlink and a
dialogue control button.

his mouse pointer over an option that he does not understand to get help, as
shown in Figure 5.20. In Figure 5.21 we included a ‘Click here’ hyperlink to

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Option 2 is meant for ...
.................
........................
For more information
Click here

Figure 5.21: Tooltip for a drop-down list box, when the mouse remains immobile on an
option, after the drop down list box has been opened. The tooltip contains a hyperlinks
that can be clicked for more information. The user needs to be able to ‘enter’ the
tooltip window without dismissing it.

widen the scope and get to the global online help. To allow the user to reach the
hyperlink without dismissing the tooltip, a sophisticated timing mechanism is
needed, because normally the tooltip is dismissed when the mouse starts moving
again. Although we have not brought it up in Section 5.5.2.1, the same goes
for the dismissal button at top right of the pop-up. The hyperlinks should be
positioned well off the edges of the pop-up to prevent overshoot out of its frame.
5.5.2.4

Placement

In Sections 5.5.2.1 through 5.5.2.3 we have used the standard location of tooltips
for the placement of our assistance pop-up. Although this is within the locus of
attention, alternatives are possible. Instead of popping up an assistance window
at the tail of the mouse pointer, it can also be popped up ‘docked’ to the right
of the list as shown in Figure 5.22. An advantage of this position is that it does
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not overlap the option list, i.e. the primary information. This is similar to the
configuration of assistance for the Nullsoft installer as shown in Figure 5.9b.

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

Option 2 is
meant for . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.........................
..........................
..........................
For more information
Click here

Figure 5.22: Tooltip that is ‘docked’ onto the list of the drop-down list box.
5.5.2.5

Problem Solving

So far we have only discussed improvements to tooltips that elaborate on its
problem smoothing mechanism. We have argued in Section 5.4 that in HHC
a dialogue participant who needs assistance can also explicitly ask for it. In
some cases this can be more reliable than detection by the dialogue partner and
provides direct control over the assistance by the one who needs it. The most
obvious way to include an explicit visual cue for assistance about the drop-down
list box as a whole is the mechanism shown in Figure 5.11, where the user can
click on a button to the right of the drop button to activate the assistance. For
individual options the most obvious solution is to include buttons to the right
of the options to activate the assistance for specific options. A button, however,
needs to be clicked on, which carries a certain cognitive and motoric load. For
the solutions in Figure 5.11 and 5.9a this may be a good choice, because the
assistance overlaps the primary GUI and absence of a deliberate mouse click may
lead to too much obtrusion without user control. If we use the right placement
of tooltips, however, the cost of obtrusion is lower, because the primary GUI is
not obscured so coarsely. We may therefore use the slightly cheaper user action
of ‘mouse over’ on these ‘buttons’ to activate the assistance pop ups. Figure
5.23 shows the explicit assistance for the entire drop-down list box and Figure
5.24 the assistance for specific options. The user can dismiss the assistance by
simply moving his mouse pointer off the ? -spot, so the -button need not be
present.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we have designed mechanisms for smoothing as well as solving communication problems for drop-down list boxes. In Chapter 3 we had
observed that where humans are very good at interpreting negative feedback,
either implicit or explicit, GUIs tend to be ignorant in this respect. In Chapter
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?
Tooltip text explaining
what the drop-down
list box and potentially
it's options are for.
Figure 5.23: Tooltips for the entire drop-down list box, which is activated directly
when the mouse pointer hovers the ?-spot.

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

?
?
?
?

Option 2 is
meant for . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.........................
..........................
..........................
For more information
Click here

Figure 5.24: Tooltip that is ‘docked’ like in Figure 5.22, but now the tooltip window
can not only be activated by mouse immobility, but also by explicit requests from the
user, in this case by using a ‘pull-right’ feature similar to those found in command
menus. This ‘mouse-over’ activation has the advantage of not involving mouse clicks,
which are rather ‘expensive’ operations.

4 we have subsequently shown that it seems possible to detect communication
problems by observing the mouse behaviour of the user. The most prominent
indicator appears to be that the mouse pointer does not move for some time
straight after opening the list of the drop-down list box, or on an option while
considering that option.
Our designs are based on tooltips which already exist in GUIs and pop up
when the mouse hovers over a component for some time, showing a short help
text in a small window. This window disappears when the mouse starts moving
again. The original design of the tooltip, or balloon help, was not meant as a
response to implicit negative feedback, but rather as a mechanism with which
the user can explicitly ask for help (Farkas et al. (1993)). Our communicative
view considers them smoothing mechanisms and associates them with precise
problem positions in the interaction with a complex component like a drop down
list box. We can attach implicit and explicit feedback response mechanisms to
these positions as we have proposed in this chapter.
In Chapter 4 we have observed some mechanisms that we have used in the
design in this chapter. These observations were exploratory and their outcomes
have little more value than being plausible hypotheses. In Chapter 6 we per-
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form a quantitative analysis of the mouse behaviour in non-problematic as well
as problematic drop-down list boxes. We will determine quantitatively how a
problem smoothing trigger should distinguish problems from non-problems. After this trigger is established, we shall evaluate all design proposals in Chapter
7.
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Chapter 6

Detecting Communication
Problems in GUIs
Only where there is hesitation, only where past habit will not run,
do we find that the situation awakens explicit thought. Thought is
thus incidental to change in experience, to conflict between the old
and new.
(James (1904))

6.1

Introduction

In this chapter we report on an experiment that was performed with the aim to
find a good detection mechanism for problematic interactions with drop-down
list boxes. We will incorporate this mechanism in the design proposals made in
Chapter 5. As a starting point we will use the behavioural patterns associated
with problematic interactions that were discovered in Chapter 4. We will observe
these patterns more closely and turn them into measurable features. By imposing a threshold on such features we will create classifiers, where an interaction
with a value higher than or equal to the threshold is classified as a problematic
interaction and a value smaller than the threshold as a non-problematic interaction. We compare several classifiers and discuss the feasibility of diagnosing
a problem based on the observed behaviour.
This chapter is organised as follows: In Section 6.2 we discuss the setup of
the experiment. In Section 6.3 we discuss the methodology for performing and
analysing measurements, followed by a discussion of how classifiers based on
these measurements can be judged for comparison. In Section 6.3.3 we explain
how simple classifiers can be combined. In Section 6.4 we evaluate the experiment and derive potentially measurable features of problematic interactions.
In 6.5 we perform a quantitative analysis of the measurements and in Section
6.6 we design a problem detector. In Section 6.7 we relate our results to the
communicative framework of Chapter 2. In Section 6.8 we discuss the caveats
117
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regarding the conclusions drawn from the data in relation to the problem trigger
design. Finally, in Section 6.9 we summarise our conclusions.

6.2

Experimental Setup

The purpose of this experiment is to show that cognitive problems can be detected from the user’s behaviour to determine which features are suitable for
detection, and at what values they can best be thresholded.
All subjects received an assignment at their own workplace behind their
own computer. They were told to take the scenario they would be given very
seriously, like it was their own job. Pilot studies had revealed that without
such instructions subjects tended to perform their assignments rather carelessly,
which is not representative for real transactions. A translation of the assignment
the subjects received is shown in Figure 6.1. The original instruction was in
Dutch

Figure 6.1: Screenshot showing (a translation of ) the experimental task.
The purpose of the scenario was to create a clear goal in the minds of the
subjects. The subjects were asked to spend some time memorizing the items
listed in the bullets (see Figure 6.1) to make sure they would remember their intended goal during the task of filling out the form that followed the assignment.
They were not allowed to access the task description during the interaction, because this would disrupt the interaction pattern. After studying the assignment
carefully, subjects pressed the ‘Next’ button. This brought up the form in Figure 6.2 and marked the start of measurements (see Section 6.3 for a description
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of the measurements). The users did not know that their mouse and keyboard
actions were recorded.

Figure 6.2: Screen showing the form the user had to fill out.
In the form shown in Figure 6.2 we see a number of drop-down list boxes
representing checks [+ potential alts-question]s by the system (see Section 2.5.2 on page 45). The drop-down list boxes were presented in a random
order produced with EDGAR (Brown (2005)).1 Four of these represented nonproblematic drop-down list boxes with a clear attribute with a value that literally corresponded with an aspect of the users ‘goal’ induced in the assignment.
The are the following:
Dutch
1 Kleur papier: Rood, Groen,
Blauw, Wit, Grijs
2 Formaat document: A4
portrait, A4 landscape, A5
portrait, A5 landscape, C8
vierkant
3 Soort drukwerk: Half colour,
Full colour, Lage kwaliteit
kleur, Zwart-wit, Blauw-wit
1 EDGAR

English
Paper colour: Red, Green,
Blue, White, Gray
Document format: A4 portrait,
A4 landscape, A5 portrait, A5
landscape, C8 square
Offset type: Half-colour,
Full-colour, Low-quality colour,
Black & white, Blue & white

is a web interface for generating randomised Latin squares.
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Dutch
4 Type document: Poster,
Folder, Verpakking, Rapport,
Brochure

English
Document type: Poster, Folder,
Packaging, Report, Brochure

The other eight drop-down list boxes represented problematic questions, with
the following types of problems:
Dutch

English
What’s the difference between the options?:
Papierdikte: Extra dun,
Paper thickness: Extra thin,
Gemiddeld, Normaal, Standaard, Average, Normal, Standard, Extra
Extra dik
thick
I still have to decide upon my preference:
Financieringsvorm: Cash,
Form of payment: Cash, Transfer,
Overschrijving, Onder rembours,
Cash on Delivery, Bankcard,
Pin, Credit card.
Credit card
What is the best option?:
Beste regelafstand voor de
Best line distance for readability: 3
leesbaarheid: 3 cm, 2 cm, 0.3 mm, cm, 2 cm, 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.1 mm
0.4 mm, 0.1 mm
I don’t know the answer:
Kostenplaats: Deventer,
Cost-heading: Deventer,
Amsterdam, Utrecht, Almelo,
Amsterdam, Utrecht, Almelo,
Tilburg
Tilburg
I don’t understand the question:
Zetmodel: hoog, laag, A, B, C
Mounting model: high, low, A, B,
C
I don’t understand this option:
Materiaal kaft: Papier, Karton,
Cover material: Paper, Cardboard,
Poropex, Polyflex, Styreen
Poropex, Polyflex, Styreen
Binding: Zadelsteek, Gestoken,
Binding: Saddlestitch, Stitched,
Gerondeerd, Geflaskeerd, Gelijmd Roundeered, Flasked, Glued
My option is not available:
Afleveringsmethode: PTT Post,
Delivery method: Mail, DHL,
DHL, FedEx, pakketservice NS,
FedEx, packet service NS, Internal
Interne post
mail

In total the user was subjected to 8 drop-down list boxes which were intended
to cause a problem and 4 drop-down list boxes which were not intended to
give a problem. In all cases the default answer was wrong, so the user had to
disconfirm the default answer.
After completing this form, the user pressed ‘Next’ and entered the screen
shown in Figure 6.3. This form contained the answers given on the previous
form, with on the right a row of radio buttons with which the subjects had to
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Figure 6.3: Screen for querying the user’s assesment of their confidence for each
question. Some questions are not visible in the screenshot because of the scrollbar.

indicate, for each of the answers, their confidence that the answer was correct.
This questionnaire was added to verify that our problem inductions came out as
intended. One problematic and one non-problematic question had ambiguous
confidence scores and were removed from consideration. Therefore the calculations in Section 6.5 are based on a 7:3 ratio of problematic and non-problematic
drop-down list boxes.
After completing this form, we asked half of the subjects the following questions for each drop-down list box, as an extra verification that problems where
induced correctly:
• Did you have a problem with this question, and if so what was the problem?
• Would you have wanted to have help about this question as a whole?
• Would you have wanted to have help about specific options, and if yes,
which one?
• Have you consider other options than the one you chose, and if yes, which
one?
22 subjects participated in the experiment; 11 students (of different subjects
areas) and 11 people in administrative functions (mainly secretaries) in the
university campus. Half of the subjects were male, the other half female.
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Measurement Methodology
Measuring

All user activity with mouse and keyClient
board was recorded by the Java apEvent stream
plet that displayed the form, streaming all low level events through the
INTERNET
Internet to a server as shown in FigApplet
ure 6.4. On the server the stream
2
of mouse and keyboard events was
stored in a file together with the order of the questions on the form (because the order was different for each
subject). On the server we could reServer
play the entire interaction with the
Applet+probes
form for each subject by starting the
Event stream
form in the exact same state as at the
beginning of the real interaction and
Storage
playing the event stream against the
form. This approach had great adMeasurements
Replay
vantages over video capturing the interaction: just like a screen video capture we can observe the replay or even
video capture the replay so we can
determine roughly what kind of pre- Figure 6.4: Remotely capturing an interaccise measurements have potential for tion in terms of low-level events, such that
distinguishing problematic from non- it can be replayed and analysed later.
problematic interactions with a dropdown list box. The features can then be implemented as probes into the software
of the form, so we can automatically measure these features in the replay of each
interaction, as shown in Figure 6.4. The features we found from visual observation are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.3.2

Judging Classifiers

In Section 6.5 we visualise the discriminating performance of each feature that
we define in Section 6.4 in two graphs and present its performance with two
classifier performance measures as exemplified in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5a is the histogram of a feature which shows the fractional distribution of problematic and non-problematic interactions on the y-axis across and
the values of the feature on the x-axis. The bars with a thick line represent the
distribution for problematic interactions and those with a thin line the distribution for non-problematic interactions. In this figure we have also plotted the
2 These events are: mouse movements, mouse button presses and releases, and keyboard
presses and releases.
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normalised accuracy as a measure of performance (Anorm), which we will discuss in detail below. One can observe in Figure 6.5a that the ‘best’ performance
according to Anorm lies at a threshold of 2.9 seconds on the time axis, i.e. the
x-axis. We have normalised both distribution bar plots, such that each bin of
the histogram contains the proportion of the total amount of cases for that distribution that falls into that specific bin instead of plotting the frequency. The
area under both plots (problematic and non-problematic) is equal to 1, irrespective of their balance in the experiment (which was 7:3 instead of 1:1). Visual
inspection allows one to judge whether the feature can be used as a discriminator by imposing a threshold on its value. Interactions with a value above this
threshold are classified as problematic and below it as non-problematic. In the
following we shall discuss measures for judging performances for different values
of the threshold. These are related to a confusion matrix as shown in Table 6.3,
which is explained now.
Suppose an object or instance is either ‘positive’ or ‘negative’, and based
on some measurement we want to determine this value.3 Suppose further that
we have a set of these objects or instances, some of which are positive, others
negative (irrespective of what these labels mean) and we know of each instance
whether it is ‘positive’ or ‘negative’. Furthermore we know of each instance how
it is classified by a classifier. Each object thus carries two values: whether it is
positive or negative, and whether it is classified as positive or negative. If we
write the frequencies of all these objects in the cells of Table 6.3 , then we have
Table 6.3: Frequency or contingency table of positively and negatively classified
objects of those who are positive and negative
P ositiveclassif ied
N egativeclassif ied
column totals

P ositivereal
True Positives (TP)
False Negatives (FN)
P

N egativereal
False Positives (FP)
True Negatives (TN)
N

the following quantities (Fawcett (2004)):
TP The number of positive instances that were positively classified.
FP The number of negative instances that were positively classified.
FN The number of positive instances that where negatively classified.
TN The number of negative instances that where negatively classified.
P=TP+FN The total number of positive instances
N=FP+TN The total number of negative instances
precision The fraction of positively classified instances that is positive:

TP
T P +F P

3 In our experiment a problematic interaction corresponds to what we call ‘positive’ and a
non-problematic interaction to what we call ‘negative’.
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recall (also called TP-rate or hit-rate) The fraction of positive instances
P
TP
that is also positively classified : T PT+F
N = P
FP-rate =

FP
N

accuracy =

T P +T N
P +N

ROC

Histogram

1

0.3
0.25

0.8
0.6

0.2
0.15

0.4

0.1
0.2

0.05
0
0

2

4

6

8 10 12 14 16 18
Time(s) →
(a)

0

TP−rate (recall) →

problem
no problem
Anorm

(2.9,0.87)

Anorm →

Fraction of instances →

1

0
2
4(0.15,0.9)

0.8
6

0.6
8

0.410
12
14

0.216
18

0
0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
FP−rate →

1

(b)

Figure 6.5: Examples of the graphs used to judge the performance of a threshold on
a feature as a classifier, in this case the total time a drop-down list box is open. The
classification optimum in both graphs is given by a ‘x’, together with the coordinates that
the optimum occurs for. The ‘x’ symbols represent the same points in both graphs, but
the graphs represent different views. a) Histogram plot of the proportion of problematic
and non-problematic interactions as a function of the feature value (Time(s) in this
case). The Anorm graph shows an optimum at 2.9 s, with an Anormmax value of 0.87.
b) ROC plot. The numbers along the plot are the numbers (number of seconds) that
are along the x-axis of the corresponding histogram plot (a). The optimum (at 2.9 s)
has an FP-rate of 0.15 and an TP-rate of 0.90 (i.e. an FN-rate of 0.1). Anormmax =
0.85+0.90
= 0.87 (except for a rounding difference).
2

A graph we use for visualizing the performance of the classifiers is called
Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curve, in which the true positive rate
(tp-rate) is plotted on the y-axis, and the false positive rate (fp-rate) on the xaxis. ROC graphs are a useful technique for visualizing classifier performance,
which is commonly used in medical decision making. ROC graphs have long
been used in signal detection theory to depict the tradeoff between hit rates
(i.e. tp-rates or recall) and false alarm rates (i.e. false positives) of classifiers
(Egan (1975)). ROC graphs are insensitive to an unbalance of P and N (a priori
class skew).4 Points on an ROC Curve (see e.g. Figure 6.5b) are better if they
are closer to the upper left corner ((0,1) coordinate). The ROC curves that we
4 An explanation of how to interpret an ROC graph can be found in Appendix E. A more
extensive treatment can be found in Fawcett (2004).
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shall use when discussing the performance of classifying interactions consist of
thresholds imposed on measured features. The ROC curve of the histogram in
Figure 6.5a is shown in Figure 6.5b. The feature values of the x-axis of the
histogram plot in Figure 6.5a are plotted along the ROC curve, which allows
easy observation of the relationships between the two graphs.
An optimal classifier minimises the average cost of error per instance (cpi ).
If we define the following quantities as:
cf n
= cost per false negative
cf p
= cost per false positive
cpi
= average cost per instance, i.e. the total cost of all misclassifications, divided by the number of instances in the experiment
P (p) = probability of drawing a positive instance from the population
P
)
(≈ P +N
P (n) = probability of drawing a negative instance from the population
(≈ P N
+N )
(FP, FN, P and N were already defined above.)
then the average cost per instance is:
cpi = cf n ·

FN
P
FP
N
·
+ cf p ·
·
P
P +N
N P +N

Straight lines of constant cost per instance can be drawn in ROC plots (see
Appendix E) that satisfy the equation:
y
where
c1
c2

= c1 x + c2
cf p P (n)
cf n P (p) and
c
= 1 − cf n Ppi(p)

=

In this chapter we optimise classifiers under the assumption that
c1 =

cf p P (n)
=1
cf n P (p)

for the following reasons. We have no information about the cost of false positives instances (cf p ), i.e. how disturbing it is to provide help when it is not
needed, or about the cost of false negatives (cf n ), i.e. the cost of not offering
help when it is needed. In Chapter 5 we have proposed designs with potentially
varying obtrusion, but we cannot quantify the associated costs. The results of
the evaluation study (Chapter 7) suggest that help placed outside of the locus of
attention has a lower cf p than help placed at the tail of the mouse pointer, but
we cannot quantify this difference. For the current discussion there is also no
objective way to determine what a priori balance P(p)/P(n) we should assume
to be realistic. One could argue that in most electronic forms most users may
only have a problem with the minority of the drop-down list boxes, but it is
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advisable to only implement context-sensitive help for a subset of drop-down
list boxes that designers can imagine to be problematic, especially considering
the cost of such implementations. Setting P (p) = P (n) = 12 for that subset may
be realistic. As a consequence of the lack of quantitative information about
potential skew one could opt not to make an attempt to determine proper feature values for problem smoothing based on empirical data at all, and simply
pick something. However, the data do give us valuable information about the
differences in behaviour between cases where the user has a problem and cases
in which the user has no problem. It is arguably useful to exploit this information. In this chapter optimal operating points of classifiers are based on the
above-mentioned assumptions. In addition a number of other simplifications are
made in this chapter, which are summarised in Section 6.8.
Under the assumption of balanced costs and a priori class distributions, in
ROC space, lines of equal cost per instance have a 45◦ slope. In Figure 6.5b
two such lines are shown. The one on the diagonal represents cpi = 0.5, which
corresponds to random guessing. The 45◦ tangent line to the slope represents the
minimum cpi the classifier can reach. The x-point on this tangent line at (0.15,
0.9) represents the optimum of the classifier. One can easily show (Appendix E)
that this minimum cost point is reached by maximising the normalised accuracy
that we define as:
TP
+ TNN
Anorm = P
2
If we assume cf n · P (p) = cf p · P (n) = 12 then Anorm = 1 − cpi , i.e. the
inverse of the normalised cost function. This ‘normalised accuracy’ is the value
of the accuracy in case of balanced a priori class distributions. It reduces the
two performance indicators of the ROC curve to one by averaging them. The
Anorm value is plotted in the class distribution histogram in Figure 6.5a, so we
can visually inspect the relationship between the normalised distributions and
the threshold based classifier performance in absence of skews.
A common method to reduce the performance of a classifier for a single
value is to calculate the area under the ROC curve, abbreviated AUC (Bradley
(1997); Hanley and Mcneil (1982)). Since the AUC is a portion of the area of
the unit square, its value will always be between 0 and 1.0. However, because
random guessing produces the diagonal line between (0,0) and (1,1), an AUC
value of 0.5 corresponds to a random classifier.

6.3.3

Combinations of Binary Threshold-Based Classifiers

In Section 6.6 we shall use combinations of binary classifiers based on a threshold
applied to some measured feature. Classification based on a threshold consists
of two parts as depicted in Figure 6.6:
• a probe that outputs a measured value of a feature.
• a threshold applied to this measurement.
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Probe

Positive

For all measurements performed in
this experiment an instance is classiMeasurement
value
fied as positive (problematic) if it scores
Negative
Threshold
Instance
to
above the threshold and negative (nonbe classified
problematic) if it scores below the threshold. Multiple classifiers can be combined
Figure 6.6: Classification based on
to achieve improved performance or to a threshold applied to some measureanalyse how their combination behaves. ment.
Many complex methods exist for combining classifiers, such as nearest neighbor, K-means, fuzzy C-means and neural
networks. The nature and the context of the features that we study make such
complex methods less appropriate.

>

In Chapter 4 we have seen that
detecting
diagnosing
lingering on a specific region of the
features
features
drop-down list box, such as the field
Detector problem
Diagnoser problem
box or specific options, offers a spesource
detected
cific clue for diagnosing communication problems, and the problem Figure 6.7: A problem detector and a probsource is most likely the contents of lem diagnoser applied in sequence.
that region. In this chapter we will
see that the feature that offers the strongest distinctive power for communication problems is the total time a drop-down list box is open. This feature
however, offers no information other than that there is a communication problem with the drop-down list box, but not what element may cause it.
The trigger we will use for problem smoothing will consist of two parts: a
detector and a diagnoser, as shown in Figure 6.7. The detector is a feature with
a robust distinctive power between problematic and non-problematic drop-down
list boxes. The diagnoser, which may have weaker distinctive power than the
detector, may then operate at a very low threshold (high tp-rate and tn-rate),
because we already know there is a communication problem with the dropdown list box. The detector and the diagnoser will be applied in sequence, so
in principle the diagnoser is activated after the trigger has detected a problem.
For simple binary classifiers based on a threshold applied to some feature,
three basic types of combinations are worth considering in this context: logical
OR, logical AND and Bayesian weighed combinations. The corresponding formulas are as follows:
logical OR
logical AND
Bayesian
where:

:
:
:

∀i (f1 (i) > thc1 ∨ f2 (i) > thc2
∀i (f1 (i) > thc1 ∧ f2 (i) > thc2
∀i (w1 · f1 (i) + w2 · f2 (i) > thb

↔ C(i) = positive)
↔ C(i) = positive)
↔ C(i) = positive)
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=
=
=
=
=

an instance to be classified
value of feature j of instance i
weigth assigned to feature j
threshold of classifier j
classification value of instance i: C(i) = positve ∨ C(i) =
negative
The motivations for using these different combinations are as follows:

threshold C1

threshold C1

feature 1

feature 1

(a) logical OR

Bayesian

(b) logical AND

thb/w2

threshold C2

Logical AND

feature 2

threshold C2

feature 2

Logical OR

feature 2

i
fj (i)
wj
thj
C(i)

thb/w1

feature 1

(c) Bayesian

Figure 6.8: Divisions of feature space for combinations of classifiers.
logical OR : Improve the recall or TP-rate while attempting to preserve the
precision or TN-rate.
logical AND : Improve the precision or TN-rate while attempting to preserve
the recall or TP-rate.
Bayesian : Improve performance in both directions based on the idea that
an instance with a high measurement value for feature 1 AND a high
measurement value for feature 2 is more likely to be ‘positive’ than an
instance with only a high measurement value for feature 1 OR a high
measurement value for feature 2.
Figure 6.8 shows how these three types of combinations separate the feature
space of two features in terms of classification results. The fact that logical OR
might lead to higher recall and logical AND to higher precision can be deduced
by some reflection on these pictures. The Bayesian classifier can be seen as a
combination that lies between logical OR and logical AND. Any area bounded
by straight line segments can be described by nesting these combinations.
In this chapter we focus primarily on classifier performance, but we do not
ignore detection speed. The complexity of sequentially applying timing based
classification features (Section 6.4.2.2) may be simplified as a logical AND (see
below) of these features. This is not fully accurate, because it ignores the timing
and order of occurrences. The dependence between such timing features in terms
of overlap in time or order of occurrence is included in the discussion through
qualitative reasoning.
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For both detector and diagnoser we shall use two features combined through
a logical OR (see below). For the detector the reason for this is that one of
the features is discrete (based on number of occurrences) and has an optimum
at 1. This makes more complex algorithms inappropriate. The two diagnoser
features are based on extractions of the user lingering on the field box and on
options. Their application in the diagnoser, combined with their distinct spatial
positions that make them good components of the diagnoser, makes a logical
OR an appropriate perspective to analyse their combined behaviour.

6.4
6.4.1

Qualitative Results
Evaluation of theExperiment

Most interactions with the drop-down list boxes produced confidence scores
according to their intention in the experimental setup; high scores for nonproblematic and low scores for problematic drop-down list boxes. A manual
qualitative analysis showed that it was not feasible to use the behaviour to
distinguish different types of problems properly, i.e. to see what precise kind of
problem caused the problem indicating behaviour, because behaviours vary too
much within problem categories (as described in Section 7.4).
Two drop-down list boxes turned out to be ambiguous, i.e. problematic
or non-problematic drop-down list boxes with intermediate average confidence
scores. A ‘non-problematic’ drop-down list box that turned out to be slightly
ambiguous was ‘document type’, which was intended to induce no problems.
The drop-down list box that was meant to represent the problem ‘what is the
difference between option x and option y?’ was only reported by a minority
of the participants in the post-hoc interview, and most of them attributed no
problems to it. The ambiguous cases were discarded from further analysis. Of
the 8 problematic and 4 non-problematic drop-down list boxes, 7 problematic
and 3 non-problematic cases were considered further for each subject.

6.4.2

Deriving Measurable Features

In this section we define the features to detect whether the user has a communication problem with a drop-down list box. We first define the positions
such features are based upon in Section 6.4.2.1; we then define what timing
events can happen in each of those areas in Section 6.4.2.2. Some miscellaneous
features are discussed in Section 6.4.2.3.
6.4.2.1

Positions

The precise path of the mouse pointer was drawn, including all clicks and hesitations, for all drop-down list boxes acted upon by the first 10 participants
(i.e. 120 interactions). Examples can be found in Figure 6.9. Not only did this
create in-depth familiarity with the data; it also provided us with the necessary
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(a)

(b)

(c)
2.8

4.6

0.4
0.4
0.4

1.0

3.0

(d)

(e)

(f)
1.6 on reentry

1.4

0.6

14.6

1.7
2.2

0.2

(g)

0.5

(h)
Entry click
Exit click
x

Hesitation of length x
Mousepath of firtst entry
Mousepath of second entry

Figure 6.9: Examples of manual analyses of interactions. a) opening a drop-down list
box followed by a closing using the field (i.e. a ‘discard’) after 4.6 seconds; b) opening
a drop-down list box, a hesitation of 2.8 seconds followed by choosing the second option;
c) multiple hesitations on options; d) similar to b; e) similar to c; f ) opening a dropdown list box followed by some hesitations and choosing the fourth option, followed by
a re-entry, and hesitation on the drop box and a ‘discard’; g) a typical non-problematic
interaction, in which the second option is chosen.
field box

inspiration to formulate more precise
machine-measurable features than
drop button
field
those found in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.10 shows a drop-down list Option 1
box with its elements, where two priOption 1
mary regions are distinguished: the
option/
(pop up)
field box and the list. We do not dis- Option 2
list element
list
tinguish between the text region and Option 3
the drop button in our analysis. We
Option 4
found that most people use the drop
button to open up the drop-down list
box, while some use the text area Figure 6.10: A drop-down list box with its
for this purpose. The drop-down list elements
box’s behaviour is almost the same in both cases (see Section 2.5.2), so there
is no reason to make this distinction in our analysis. Some of the features we
defined consider the list of options as a whole, others consider individual options.
Summarizing, we have the following three areas of the drop-down list box in
relation to which we can consider numerical behavioural features:
1. the field box
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2. the list of options
3. single options
We will report the features for single options only for the option in the
drop-down list box that has a maximum value for this feature.
6.4.2.2

Timing

Most features we define are based on timing in relation to the above-mentioned
areas. When users linger on an area this can mean their information processing
is hampered. To measure such lingering, we define the following notions:
1. time on: the time the mouse pointer spends on one of the above-mentioned
areas of the drop-down list box, whether moving or not.
2. hesitation on: the time the mouse pointer is immobile on one of the abovementioned areas of the drop-down list box.5
A hesitation is a moment in time that the mouse pointer does not move at all.
We choose to call immobilities of the mouse pointer a ‘hesitation’ only when immobility lasted at least 100 ms. People often make extremely small movements
even when the mouse pointer could be said to be immobile.
Such ‘trembling’ movements are usually due to the fact that users tend to keep
their hand on the mouse. To not be misled by such trembles, we only consider the mouse to be moving when its speed exceeds 70 pixels/s. We found
this value by simply testing different threshold values on our own mouse movements to see which threshold value made a distinction between real movements
and trembling. While this threshold clearly came about by subjective judgment its omission would result in considering hesitations that are separated by
mouse-movements over single pixels, which seems undesirable. A timing feature
unrelated to the mouse pointer position is the time that a drop-down list box
remains open (i.e. the list is visible).
The timing features mentioned above
Enter Field box
(time on, hesitation on, time open) are
Exit Field box
not single numerical values, but series of
values. For instance when the user enters
the field box of a drop-down list box he
can leave the field box and reenter it at
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 a later time, as illustrated in Figure 6.11.
Time(s)
Similarly, the user can hesitate multiple
times on a single area of the drop-down
Figure 6.11: Illustration of a pattern list box. We therefore need to extract
of multiple entries to the field box box features that statically characterise these
of a drop-down list box.
time series. We have done so using the
following extractions:
5 From the stream of mouse events it is fairly easy to distinguish slow motion from immobility, because in the latter case temporarily no mouse events are recorded.
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1. the length of the first occurrence in the series; 2s in Figure 6.11.
2. the length of the maximum occurrence in the series; 3s in Figure 6.11.
3. the total length of the occurrences in the series; 6s in Figure 6.11.
4. the number of occurrences in the series; 3 times in Figure 6.11.
These extractions are unambiguous for most features, but they lead to one
equivalence: maximum hesitation on one option = maximum hesitation on the
list.
6.4.2.3

Miscelleneous

Besides these characterising features of time series, we recorded three additional
counting features:
1. the number of times the mouse pointer is on an option (counting over all
options in a drop-down list box).
2. the number of discards: the number of times a drop-down list box was
closed while no explicit choice was made. This can be brought about by
closing the drop-down list box by clicking on its field box or by clicking
on something unrelated to the current drop-down list box (such as in the
empty space next to it).
3. the number of directional changes: the number of times the vertical direction of the mouse pointer movement changed on the list.
For the above-mentioned features normalised histograms and ROC graphs
were created. We have not displayed all these figures in the core text of this
thesis, but they are available in Appendix F.1. The list relating features to
figures can be found in Table 6.4. They will be discussed in Section 6.5. In
Table 6.4 a number of feature has not been measured, for reasons of balancing
technical complexity of measurements and expected merit for the trigger design.

6.5

Quantitative Results

Table 6.4 shows the discriminating performance of each feature discussed in
Section 6.4 in terms of the performance indicators discussed in Section 6.3.2:
AUC and Anormmax . In the last column the threshold is mentioned for which
the Anormmax is reached. The accompanying distribution histograms and ROC
graphs of feature values in case of problematic and non-problematic drop-down
list boxes can be found in Appendix F.1. The corresponding graphs for each
feature in Table 6.4 are shown in the fourth column.
The main merit of this experiment is that we can clearly see which behavioural features are good indicators of cognitive problems for users interacting
with a drop-down list box. We can apply thresholds to such features based on
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Table 6.4: Table relating different features for different areas of the drop-down list
box to graphs representing their performance in terms of distinguishing problematic
from non-problematic interactions. The features that we shall use in Section 6.6 for
the problem smoothing trigger are displayed in bold.

area
feature
Global features:
opening
time of

function

figure

first
maximum
total
number of

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

number of discards
Mouse tracking features:
field box time on
first
maximum
total
number of
hesitation on first
maximum
total
number of
list
time on
first
maximum
total
number of
hesitation on first
maximum
total
number of
option
time on
first
maximum
total
number of
hesitation on first
maximum
total
number of
number of times on an option
number of direction changes

AUC

Anm

th

F.1, p327
F.2, p328
F.3, p328
F.4, p329
F.24, p339

0.87
0.91
0.91
0.65
0.68

0.85
0.87
0.87
0.65
0.68

2.9 s
3.0 s
2.9 s
2
1

Figure F.5, p329
Figure F.6, p330
Figure F.7, p330
Figure F.8, p331
Figure F.9, p331
Figure F.10, p332
Figure F.11, p332
Figure F.12, p333
Figure F.13, p333
Figure F.14, p334
Figure F.15, p334
Figure F.16, p335
not measured
Figure F.23, p338
Figure F.17, p335
Figure F.18, p336
not measured
Figure F.19, p336
Figure F.20, p337
not measured
not measured
Figure F.23, p338
Figure F.21, p337
not measured
Figure F.22, p338
Figure F.25, p339

0.72
0.87
0.86
0.59
0.65
0.79
0.81
0.66
0.68
0.71
0.71
0.51

0.70
0.79
0.80
0.57
0.63
0.74
0.75
0.64
0.73
0.76
0.76
0.59

1.9 s
2.5 s
2.5 s
3
0.9 s
1.6 s
1.9 s
3
1.2 s
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1

empirical evidence, when we design problem smoothing mechanisms. The design
of problem smoothing mechanisms goes much further than a threshold optimisation, as could be performed on the features in this experiment, but requires
a careful combination of the observations collected in the experiments (like the
ones in Chapters 4 and 5), the numerical data in this experiment and common
sense. Furthermore it may be preferable for a problem smoothing mechanism
to be predictable for the user.
The AUC and Anmax values shown in Table 6.4 give an impression of human
behaviour when interacting with a drop-down list box over a range of problems.
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The fact that we varied the problems and have 22 participants’ interactions
warrants the assumption that a feature which has a good performance is indeed a
robust discriminator. The most powerful features for distinguishing problematic
interaction from non-problematic interactions are the total time a drop-down
list box is open at 2.9 s and the maximum time the drop down list box is open
at 3.0 s, both with AUC=0.91 and Anmax = 0.87. Other features have lower
scores, but the ‘local (mouse tracking) features’ are more specific for certain
locations of the mouse pointer and are therefore more powerful in identifying
precise problem spots than the time a drop-down list box is open. If a feature
does not (seem to) perform well we may distinguish two cases:
1. the fp (i.e. false alarm)-rate is high compared to the tp (i.e. recall)-rate
for most thresholds and only gets low at a fairly useless tp-rate.
2. fp-rate is very low well before the tp-rate drops to the floor. In this case
we see a distinct peak in the Anorm graphs.
All features mentioned in Table 6.4 are derived extractions of events that
happened or can be detected at a specific time. From a problem smoothing
perspective we are interested in the best set of features, with the best set of
thresholds that leads to as low an fn-rate and fp-rate as possible, in as little
time as possible after the user started interacting with the drop-down list box.
This optimisation would require the variation of two thresholds: the one of the
feature itself and the time after the start of the interaction.
Some problem detection mechanisms are more local than a binary decision
about the existence of a cognitive problem for the user interacting with a dropdown list box. For instance the features about the options in Table 6.4 are
more likely to refer to problems with individual options than to problems with
a drop-down list box as a whole. Furthermore a user may have problems with
multiple options in a drop-down list box, but our formal experimental setup
does not score at this resolution.

6.6

Designing the Trigger Mechanism

This section describes the design of a trigger that can be used to invoke popup help. Sections 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 discuss the concrete detector and diagnoser,
as mentioned in Section 6.3.3, that we shall use. Section 6.6.3 describes the
compound trigger.

6.6.1

The Detector

We have seen (Table 6.4) that the total and the maximum time the drop-down
list box is open have the best discriminating performance (Anormmax = 0.87
and AU C = 0.91); the total time is optimal at a threshold of 2.9 seconds and the
maximum time at 3.0 seconds. The total time is similar to the before-mentioned
time after the start of the interaction. We choose to continue with the total time
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because it may be faster (th=2.9 s instead of th=3.0 s) in detecting problems and
is guaranteed to accumulate from the start of the interaction. The normalised
distribution containing Anorm and the ROC plot of the total time the list is
open were already shown in Figure 6.5, where they were used as examples.
Although the performance of the total time the list is open is good already, we
may loose a good performance complement if we do not look at the performance
of combinations of features, especially those mentioned under bad performers
of type 2 in Section 6.5. We have therefore investigated the performance of
all parallel combinations of two features. The best performance of a logical OR
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Figure 6.12: Histogram and ROC curve of the number of discards.
combination of two features is the one of the total time the list is open combined
with the number of ‘discards’. The individual histogram with an Anorm curve
and the corresponding ROC curve of the number of discards are shown in Figure
6.12. Combining the two features leads to an Anmax = 0.90 and thresholds of
3 s and 1 time respectively. A Scatter plot with the corresponding performance
surface of Anorm along the feature values (0-5 times and 0-5 seconds) is shown in
Figure 6.13. The scatter plot shows that in a number of cases one discard occurs,
while the threshold of the total time a drop-down list box is open does not reach
3 seconds. Therefore the Anorm graph of the combination shows a peak that
is higher than the maximum reached by the total time alone. The number
of discarded instances that give rise to this peak is low, so we cannot claim
to have determined the complementary effect of discards, but for the trigger
design they may be marginally helpful in increasing the speed and performance
of the detector, while they are unlikely to be harmful. Some people open up a
drop-down list box and close it quickly if they have no clue as to what to do.
They ‘give up quickly’, without spending substantial time with the drop-down
list box open.
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Figure 6.13: a) a) scatter plot of the total time the list is open against the number of
discards. b) Anorm of the logical OR of the total time the drop-down list box was open
and number of times an interaction was discarded. The scatter plot spans the same
plane as the x and y coordinates of the performance surface.

6.6.2

The Diagnoser

The number of discards in parallel with the total time the list is open may form
a good detector of problems, but both features apply to the drop-down list box
as a whole and not to specific potential problem positions within the drop-down
list box. Features associated with the mouse pointer are better at diagnosing
a problem specifically through their position (see also Chapter 4). Diagnosing
a problem is very different from detecting it, and the detection performance
of diagnosing features may seem irrelevant. The problem identification of the
lingerings we choose in Chapter 4 stem from their spatial positions, i.e. on the
field box and on the individual options. Lingering however is a vague notion.
In this experiment we have tested a number of measurable features to capture
it. Problem detection performance of such features seems a viable clue of the
correspondence between a problem source and the position of the lingering. We
selected the maximum time on the field box and the maximum hesitation on an
option from Table 6.4 to be used as diagnosing features. The histograms and
Anorm of both features are shown in Figures 6.14a and b.
We combine the good detectors with liberally tuned good diagnosers, i.e.
diagnosers that fire eagerly. After the detector P (p) > P (n). More importantly
the diagnosers should usually fire more than once, because when the user has a
problem with a drop-down list box he probably needs to see a pop-up multiple
times at different locations of the drop-down list box. Setting thresholds for the
diagnosing features very low plausibly leads to exceeding the threshold multiple
times, which is informally confirmed by observation of all the video material of
the interactions. As liberal thresholds we choose 1.0 s for the trigger of the time
segments on the field box and 0.5 s for hesitations on options, because hesitations
on the options are intrinsically shorter than those on the fieldbox (see Figure
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Figure 6.14: Histograms and Anorm of two diagnosing features: a) maximum time
on the field b) maximum hesitation on an option.

6.14). These precise choices are slightly arbitrary but they are common values
for tooltips in practice.

6.6.3

The Trigger

The complete trigger for problem smoothing has a structure as shown in Figure
6.15. In order to marginally speed up detection for some rare instances we choose

Length of time segments on fieldbox
Length of hesitations on options
Total time list open
Number of discards

Detector

Diagnoser may fire
pop-up in multiple
positions after
problem detection

Diagnoser

Time
Figure 6.15: The complete trigger for problem smoothing.
to let the thresholds of the diagnosing features slide into their eventual values
as shown in Figure 6.16. We checked the distributions and ROC graphs and
studied the performance graphs of combinations of features to find potentially
harmful or beneficial effects of these choices (Appendix F.2), but they are not the
result of purely quantitative optimisation. The slides into the eventual values of
the thresholds only marginally influence the behaviour of the trigger compared
to pure sequential application of detector and diagnoser. The detailed design
considerations underlying the precise choices can be found in Appendix F.2.
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Figure 6.16: a) Threshold on the length of the longest time segment spent on the field
box as a function of the total time the drop-down list box was open; b) The threshold on
the length of the longest time segment spent on the field box as a function of the number
of times an interaction was discarded; c) The threshold on the longest hesitation on
one option (i.e. the list) as a function of the total time the drop-down list box was
open; d) The threshold on the longest hesitation on one option (i.e. the list) as a
function of the number of times an interaction was discarded.

6.7

Communicative Account

As we have discussed in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.6 the communicative function of
having one’s mouse pointer on a position in an interface for long enough may
indicate to ‘consider’ the dialogue act that would result when depressing the left
mouse button at that position. In addition we noted in this experiment and in
Chapter 4 that it can also mean negative feedback about the last dialogue act
by the system.

6.8

Caveats

In the analysis in this chapter we made some simplifications that might have an
influence on the results.
1. When considering the performances of classifiers in terms of Anorm and
ROC graphs we ignored their variance, i.e. a confidence region around
the ROC graphs (cf. Fawcett (2004)). Although this would provide some
insight in the reliability of the measures, it seems very unlikely that this
would influence the design of the trigger.
2. We performed two steps on the same data set: the definition of features
(Section 6.4) and selecting the best performers from the set of features
(Section 6.5). Both steps are a form of post hoc selection, which are at
the risk of random variations being misjudged as true effects. In fact if we
wanted to have completely reliable performance figures, we should validate
the selected features as a priori hypotheses in a separate experiment. The
selection of potentially relevant features however, was based on an impression of observing video material, so the risk of over-fitting is probably
marginal.
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3. We balanced the tn-rate and tp-rate through Anorm and based our optimisations on that. Anorm however, assumes a perfectly balanced a priori
distribution of problems and non-problems. We have done the same for the
balance between the cost of false positives and the cost of false negatives.
4. We have not analysed the influence of time and order on our comparisons
to the bottom. Considering the enormous complexity of including this
factor precisely, going to the bottom in this respect is beyond the scope of
this thesis. We did take this aspect of time into account when we let the
thresholds slide into position over time as discussed in Section 6.6.3 and
Appendix F.2.
5. It is slightly speculative to draw general conclusions about users’ behaviour
in relation to a drop-down list box on a single experiment. Drop-down list
boxes occur in many different user interface contexts with varying amounts
of options and surrounding contexts. Furthermore our instruction may
have had a specific influence on the users’ behaviour and the sincerity of
their interaction. In this experiment we have not investigated the influence
of varying such factors.
We believe that these simplifications are justified in the light of the purpose of
the experiment, which was to see whether indeed the patterns found in Chapter
4 made sense, what phenomena can be discovered in the data, to design a
problem smoothing trigger and to allow us to choose thresholds based on real
data. Analysis of variance of curves would not have helped us in selecting better
threshold values. We have given a qualitative argumentation for not assuming
a priori class or cost skew in the optimisations. On other qualitative bases,
arguments may be given to introduce skews in the optimisations. In absence of
quantitative data about skews however, such choices would have to assign an
arbitrary qualitatively motivated precise number to such skews. We chose not
to do so, but are aware of consequences of optimisations for absence of skew.
An illustration of the influence of an a priori class skew of PP (n)
(p) = 10 (ten times
as many non-problems as problems) on the accuracy graph of the total time the
list is open is shown in Figure 6.17.

6.9

Conclusion

In this chapter we designed a trigger mechanism for smoothing problems in the
interaction with a drop-down list box. For this purpose we performed an experiment in which we subjected users to problematic as well as non-problematic
drop-down list boxes and measured their behaviour. Based on these measurements, we concluded that the best detection performance is formed by the total
time a drop-down list box is open. This measure can be complemented with the
number of times an interaction with a drop-down list box is discarded without
a choice being made. The longest time spent on the field box (the field together
with the drop button) together with the longest hesitation on an option of a
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Figure 6.17: Illustration of the shift in the accuracy curve under the assumption of
an a priori class skew of P (n)/P (p) = 10. In this case the classifier cannot distinguish
better than the 10/11 accuracy reached by always classifying an interaction as nonproblematic.

drop-down list box were selected to determine the most likely source of unclarity.
We used these diagnosing features after a problem was detected, to determine
the precise problem source in the design of a trigger. Because the behaviour of
this trigger is based on data from real interactions, it is hypothesised to give a
good problem smoothing sensation to users.

Chapter 7

Evaluation
Experience does not err, it is only your judgment that errs in promising itself results that are not caused by your experiments.
(Leonardo Da Vinci)

7.1

Introduction

In this chapter we put the hypotheses from previous chapters to the test; how
do users appreciate the designs for online help from Chapter 5 and how do they
judge what happens when the measurements and trigger designs from Chapter
6 are used to activate spontaneous online help? A series of comparative withinsubject experiments was set up to answer these questions. Each experiment
includes a task description and an electronic form split in half, where each half
is equipped with a different help mechanism. After performing the task the
subjects fill out a questionnaire. From the answers to the questionnaire, the
relative appreciation of one help mechanism compared to another is deduced for
a number of subjective dimensions. Direct contact between experimenter and
subjects is avoided to rule out socially motivated judgments. Each experiment
has the same task and primary interface.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.2 the various online help
mechanism variants are described: global online help, reactive context-sensitive
help, active (spontaneous) delayed help at the tail of the mouse pointer according
to the timing mechanism designed in Chapter 6, active undelayed help, active
undelayed help placed at the right of the option list, and active heavily delayed
help placed at the right of the option list. Section 7.3 describes the withinsubject judgments that are compared. In Section 7.4 the experimental setup
is explained, starting in Section 7.4.1 with a global outline of the experimental
procedure. In Sections 7.4.2, 7.4.3 and 7.4.4 the experimental task, the primary
interface and the setup of the questionnaire are described. Section 7.5 lists
the questions that are posed in the questionnaire for each variant. Section
7.6 discusses the results for each comparison described in Section 7.3. Finally
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Section 7.7 summarises the conclusions.

7.2

Help-Activation Mechanisms

In this section we describe the different help-activation mechanism variants that
we will compare one by one. They are visually summarised in Table 7.1 on page
147.

7.2.1

Global Help

Figure 7.2: Global help system used in the experiments.
Global online help is the base form of online help,
discussed in Section 5.3.1. In the experiment described in this chapter the global online help, which
is illustrated in Figure 7.2, is organised as a tree representing the table of contents. Most leaf nodes in
the tree correspond to individual options of the drop- Figure 7.1: Global help
down list boxes in the electronic form. The online help button used in the experalso has a standard search tab. To slightly enhance iments.
the visibility of the global help activation button it
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was enhanced with a yellow ‘ ’ pictogram as shown in Figure 7.1. The button
was placed at the top of the form (see e.g. Figure 7.9).

7.2.2

Context-Sensitive Reactive Help

Figure 7.3: Example screenshot of reactive context-sensitive online help.
Context-sensitive reactive online help is implemented similarly to Figures
5.23 and 5.24 in Chapter 5, but the ‘? ’ has been replaced by a ‘ ’ for reasons
of aesthetics and noticeability. The help spots are located next to the drop
button and at the right of each option in the list of the drop-down list box as
shown in Figure 7.3. The help pops up as soon as the user moves his mouse
over the ‘ ’ spot, without delay.

7.2.3

Context-Sensitive Active Help Variants

The reactive help described in Section 7.2.2 was compared to different implementations of active help. Active help, i.e. help on the system’s initiative,
can be implemented in various ways. The main dimensions that vary are the
placement of the help pop-up and the timing and delay of the system’s initiative.
7.2.3.1

Delayed Pop-Up Help at the Mouse Pointer

The first form of active help tested is the one of Figure 5.19 in Chapter 5 (page
111). For this version we performed the experiment described in Chapter 6
to determine activation timing parameters that closely match natural problemindicating behaviour of users. We used exactly the parameters determined in
Chapter 6 as shown in Figure 6.15 on page 137, i.e. a detector that has a
threshold of 3.0 seconds after opening the drop-down list box OR a discard,
chained with a ‘time on’ (see Section 6.6) diagnostic for the field box with an
initial value of 2.5 seconds and for the options with an initial value of 2.0 seconds.
3 seconds after opening the drop down list box these values drop to 1 and 0.5
seconds respectively. These timing patterns are shown in Figure 6.16 on page
138 and are graphically shown in Table 7.1. The pop-up gets hidden when the
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user starts to move the mouse again. As mentioned in Chapter 6, some leniency
regarding trembling with the mouse pointer is built-in.

Figure 7.4: Example pop-up showing the dialogue control buttons to increase the eagerness of the active pop-up mechanism and to shut it off.

In the pop-up two dialogue control buttons are placed in the right top corner
as shown in Figure 7.4. The first is a thumbtack ( ), which when clicked on
increases the eagerness of the active online help by constantly showing the popup attached to the mouse pointer. This constant help is then only active in
the drop-down list box for which it was activated, and not in all drop-down list
boxes in the form. The other dialogue control button is the close button ( ),
which deactivates the active help for the applicable drop-down list box when
clicked on.1
7.2.3.2

Undelayed Pop-Up Help at the Mouse Pointer

This help is similar to the one described in Section 7.2.3.1 except that help pops
up as soon as the user enters the drop-down list box (activation trigger is 0 s
instead of 3.0) and remains attached to the mouse pointer all the time. This
type of active help has the thumbtack button as described in Section 7.2.3.1
pinned by default. Through a combination of the right speed and direction
it is still easy to enter the pop-up to click on the dialogue control buttons or
hyperlinks.
7.2.3.3

Undelayed Pop-Up Help Docked to the Right

This type of help is similar to the reactive help in terms of placement of the
pop-up, but the help is constantly shown when interacting with the drop-down
list box. An example is shown in Figure 7.5. The thumbtack is pinned down by
default, but it can be ‘degraded’ to delay help by unpinning it. It can also be
entirely deactivated by clicking the close dialogue control button ( ).
1 Contrary

to our projection for their need, they were not used.
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Figure 7.5: Example where help is constantly shown ‘docked’ to the right of the option
list.

7.2.3.4

Pilot Variant to Delayed Active Help, Docked to the Right

The first five comparisons we performed (see Section 7.3) contained three different variants of active help. From the results (see Section 7.6) we learned
that (large) help pop-ups at the mouse pointer should be replaced by a pop-up
‘docked’ to the right of the component as shown in Figure 7.5. A combination
of judgment results and observations of the interaction videos led us to conclude
that active pop-up help at the level of the entire drop-down list box should be
removed.2
The main factor tuned in this variant is the timing of the active help pop-up
for individual options. We removed the ‘detector’ as described in Chapter 6
(Section 6.6) entirely from the mechanism and set the threshold for options to
a hesitation of 2.5 seconds. The user now has to keep his mouse pointer still on
an option for 2.5 seconds for the active help to pop-up. This variant was tested
with five subjects to finally arrive at the variant described in Section 7.2.3.5.
7.2.3.5

Delayed Active Help, Docked to the Right, Final Version

Some minor optimisations were made to the pilot variant, leading to the final
version. The 2.5 second delay for active help on individual options was further
increased to 3.0 seconds. Although a delay of 2.5 seconds already seemed quite
reasonable, it appeared from working with the pilot variant that spontaneous
help was judged as coming slightly too early.3 The dialogue control buttons are
2 These pop-ups where large, but quite unhelpful to the task, because they gave no explanation of individual options. We put them in there in the first-place to ensure help was available
at each level of the context. The uninformative content was there because we assumed that
such uninformative help-contents to the current task would be a realistic phenomenon in
most real world applications. The videos of the interactions however showed that they are so
obtrusive that we decided to remove them for the final round of experiments.
3 Testing extremely slow rates may also seem attractive, since all prior experiments have
shown that active help came too early, but making the threshold as slow as 5 seconds or even
10 seconds would make active help-activation appear too rarely.
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also removed, because they were hardly used and thus only add visual clutter.

Figure 7.6: Improved appearance of option highlighting and question mark symbol for
context-sensitive reactive help.

Finally two modifications to the visual appearance were made:
• The color of the option highlighting was changed from red to light blue,
which is common for MS Windows XP drop-down list boxes.
• Multiple comments about the blatancy of the question marks ( ) of the
reactive help mechanism made us decide to make them smaller and slightly
transparent.
The result of these modifications is shown in Figure 7.6.
Table 7.1: Visual summary of the variants discussed in Section 7.2.
variant
global
(§7.2.1)

timing

placement

Click

overlapping:
t➔

pop-up
activation

reactive
(§7.2.2)

mouse to
periphery of
attention:

Mouseover
t➔
pop-up
activation

active 1
(§7.2.3.1)

open
list

hesitation
on an
option

locus of
attention:

t➔
pop-up
activation

active 2
(§7.2.3.2)

Mouseover
option

locus of
attention:
t➔

pop-up
activation
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Table 7.1: Visual summary of the variants discussed in Section 7.2.
variant timing
active 3
(§7.2.3.3)
t➔

placement

Mouseover
option

periphery of
attention:

pop-up
activation

active 4
(§7.2.3.5)

hesitation
on an
option

periphery of
attention:
t➔
pop-up
activation

7.3

Within-Subject Experimental Combinations

In each experiment described in this chapter we compare two of the variants
described in Section 7.2. Comparisons were incrementally added when results
became available. Since part of the motivation for adding a new comparison
sprouted from prior comparisons, most of these motivations are left to the results
section (Section 7.6). In total 130 subjects participated in the experiments.
Two types of comparative evaluation were performed: ‘competitive’ and
‘complementary’. Competitive evaluations test which of two variants of a helpactivation mechanism is more appreciated. Complementary comparisons test
whether an interface with help-activation variant A+B is appreciated more or
less than one with only variant A.

7.3.1

Global vs. Reactive

This first comparison serves as a baseline comparison to examine whether contextsensitive online help scores better than global help at all, and whether the increased availability of context-sensitive help indeed leads to better usage of the
online help. Descriptions of global help and context-sensitive reactive help can
be found in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 respectively. 17 subjects participated in
this experiment.

7.3.2

Reactive vs.
Pointer

Delayed Active Help at the Mouse

This comparison is meant to investigate whether delayed active context-sensitive
(spontaneous) help placed at the tail of the mouse pointer works better than
help on request. The comparison is competitive. The results of this comparison
are discussed in Section 7.6.2. A complementary comparison of the same two
variants is described in Section 7.3.3. 18 subjects participated in this experiment.
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Reactive vs. Reactive & Delayed Active Help at the
Mouse Pointer

This comparison is meant to investigate whether delayed context-sensitive help
adds something to help on request. In one half of the experimental form only
the question marks ( ) allow the user to access help, while in the other half in
addition to the question marks also delayed pop-up help at the mouse pointer is
active. The questionnaire (Section 7.4.4) is not symmetric in that for the case
where both help mechanisms are active, the question and text in the questionnaire explicitly mentioned to judge the combination. 15 subjects partipated in
this experiment.

7.3.4

Reactive vs. Reactive & Constant Help at the Mouse
Pointer

This comparison is meant to examine whether constant help at the mouse
pointer would remove the objections against delayed help (Section 7.3.3) in the
sense that the help would, though potentially being more obtrusive, be more
predictable. This is a complementary comparison similar to the one in Section
7.3.3, except that the active help is always there, i.e. the thumbtack shown in
Figure 7.4 is pinned by default. If the user ‘unpins’ the thumbtack, it falls back
to the mechanism in Section 7.3.3 for the current drop-down list box. When the
user clicks
the active help is entirely deactivated for the current drop-down
list box. 18 subjects participated in this experiment.

7.3.5

Reactive vs. Active Help Pinned to the Right

This comparison is meant to examine whether peripheral placement of active
help would remove the objections of active help popping up at the tail of the
mouse pointer. This comparison is competitive again. The active help is less
obtrusive than the one in Section 7.3.4 and the operation is different from the
one in Section 7.3.3, because as opposed to delayed help at the mouse pointer
it is constantly visible, but it is positioned out of the locus of attention. 16
subjects participated in this experiment.

7.3.6

Reactive vs. Reactive & Active Delayed Help Pinned
to the Right

This comparison is meant to investigate whether delayed peripherally placed
active help could serve as a good complement to reactive help. Before we conducted the final experiment a pilot experiment with five subjects was conducted,
because a heavily delayed active help introduces the risk of very low recall. In
that case it would become unfeasible to obtain meaningful judgments, since
hardly any subject would experience the active help and valid judgments would
become very sparse. The used active help is described in Section 7.2.3.4. In
this pilot experiment two of the five subjects indeed experienced active help,
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so we concluded that the low recall problem was not really extreme. For the
final experiment we slightly increased the delay and made some other modifications described in Section 7.2.3.5. For this experiment we used by far the most
subjects (41), to compensate for low recall rates.

7.4
7.4.1

Experimental Setup
Overview

Seven within-subject experiments were
conducted with a total of 130 subjects,
where each experiment compares two
help-activation mechanisms on a number
of subjective dimensions. Each experiment starts with a short form containing questions to characterise the subject,
as shown in Figure 7.7. After this the
subject clicks ‘Next’ to receive a task, as
shown in Figure 7.8. After the task the
subject receives an electronic form containing drop-down list boxes with two different help mechanisms as exemplified in
Figure 7.9. The help mechanism in the
upper half is different from the one in the
lower half. Each half contains six ques- Figure 7.7: Questionnaire to record
tions of which two are intentionally made data to type the experimental subject.
problematic through the use of made-up
terminology. This strategy ensures consistency across subjects. After completing the experimental form they receive a questionnaire in which they judge both
help mechanisms on a number of scales, side-by-side (Figure 7.10 on page 152).

7.4.2

The Task

In the task description subjects are asked to play the part of a manager who
wants to have his business plan printed for presentation to the board. This role
is meant to create a real interest in filling out an electronic form. The task
description contains a picture of the targeted printed document and mentions a
number of its properties, with important keywords in bold face (see Figure 7.8).
The task description has the following purposes:
• To boost the engagement of subjects to a realistic level when filling out
the experimental form.
• To give each subject the same motivation.
• To ensure that certain keywords in the online help for the electronic form,
correspond to bold terms used in the task description, so they will be
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Figure 7.8: The task subjects receive before filling out the form with help mechanisms
that they have to judge.

recognised when help is consulted (see Section 7.4.3 for more details).
To ensure that subjects would have a strong mental imprint of their target, they
were asked to memorise the items behind bullets shown in Figure 7.8.

7.4.3

The Electronic Form

The electronic form is divided into two halves with six drop-down list boxes
each. They all pose alts-questions (preceded by a check) to the user about
attributes of the printed document, including payment and delivery. The descriptions of the target in most cases corresponded directly to options in the
drop-down list boxes in the form. We call these drop-down list boxes ‘nonproblematic’. If the options in a drop-down list box did not correspond directly
to anything in the task description, we call them ‘problematic’. Among the six
questions in each half of the form two were problematic. In non-problematic
cases one of the options (never the default) corresponded to bold-face items that
subjects had been asked to memorise in the task description. The other options
in non-problematic drop-down list boxes were easy to comprehend. In all problematic cases at least three options were incomprehensible, one of which was
supposed to correspond to what they had been asked to memorise in the task
description. Incomprehensibility was guaranteed across all subjects because the
incomprehensible terms were made-up words (though with a genuine sound). To
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find which of the options corresponded to ‘their’ purpose, the subjects had to
consult the help system. Descriptions in the help system were supposed to trigger recognition of keywords memorised from the task description. The contents
of the help was hand-crafted and the same for all help mechanisms tested.
Every aspect of the interface was cross-balanced to compensate for order
effects and to make sure it was not the specific set of questions (i.e. dropdown list boxes) that causes an effect. This resulted in four interface variants
per experiment and two judgment questionnaires, as we shall see shortly. An

Figure 7.9: Example of the electronic form with a different help-activation mechinsm
in upper and lower half.

example experimental form is shown in Figure 7.9, which is used for comparing
global reactive and context-sensitive reactive help.

7.4.4

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire was a multipage electronic form with two columns per page
as shown in Figure 7.10. At the top of each column a picture and some text
identifying and anchoring the help-activation mechanisms was shown. Below
that in each column the subjects were asked to make two judgments on a sevenpoints Likert-scale with labeled extremes and center (implemented as horizontally placed radio buttons). The judgments to be given in the left and right
columns were the same, but being positioned below a different picture (and
text) they obviously concerned a different mechanism. This allows us to calculate difference-scores for each judgment. Whether a mechanism is in the right or
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Figure 7.10: Example page from the questionnaire that followed the electronic form
with two different help mechanisms. In this type of page subjects are asked to compare
the two mechanisms on (two) different aspects.

left column depends on the order of presentation in the preceding form (upper
or lower half) and corresponds to that.
Some judgment attributes (see Section 7.5) are only applicable to active help
mechanisms. These attributes were given their own one-column questionnaire
pages, as exemplified in Figure 7.11. At the end of the questionnaire for both
mechanisms a comment field was provided as in Figure 7.12 with an encouragement to comment on the mechanisms, the questionnaire or on anything that
was not mentioned/questioned in the multiple-choice questions. Besides being
able to choose one of the radio buttons on the Likert-scale, for most questions
the subjects also had the option of checking a checkbox with the label ‘I can’t
answer this’. This was to ensure that people who had not used a mechanism
(e.g. because they had overlooked it) were not forced to give meaningless judgments, adding noise to the data). The order of the two columns (left and right)
of the questionnaire was alternated over the subjects in sync with the order of
the corresponding help-activation mechanisms. The main quantitative objective
of the comparison is the difference in scores between the two judgments. The
main reason to use two appreciation scales instead of one that would directly
measure the difference score, is that we also want to have an idea about the absolute judgments. Furthermore absolute judgments make it easier for subjects
to give a comparative judgment, because it can be seen as a more complete
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Figure 7.11: Example page from the questionnaire that followed the electronic form
with two different help mechanisms. Only an absolute judgment is asked from the
subject about an aspect of a help-activation mechanism.

judgment.4 The specific questions posed in the questionnaire are discussed in
Section 7.5.
As mentioned in section 7.3 two types of comparative evaluation were performed: ‘competitive’ and ‘complementary’. In competitive comparisons the
judgment questions in the left and right columns of the questionnaire are the
same. In the complementary comparisons some extra elements are used, to warrant the subjects understand that they are asked to compare A to A+B rather
than A to B.

7.5

Questions In the Questionnaire

As mentioned in Sections 7.2 and 7.4.4, for each variant of the online helpactivation mechanism the same questions are asked. For active online help
some extra questions are asked regarding its timing as we shall see below.
Many validated questionnaires exist for measuring usability, such as TAM
(Davis (1989) and Davis (1993)), SUMI (SUMI (2005)), USE (USE (2005)),
SUS (SUS (2005) and QUIS (QUIS (2005)). These questionnaires are aimed
at measuring the overall usability of an interface, however, while we need to
4 Saying that one variant is worse than the other may feel different from saying that one is
less good than the other, though the difference score may be the same.
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Figure 7.12: Example page from the questionnaire in which subjects are encouraged
to freely provide comments about each help variant.

measure the usability of only the help aspect, which makes many questions in
these questionnaires irrelevant. Moreover, these questionnaires are not designed
for within-subject experiments, but intend to give an absolute indication of the
usability. They have been important sources of inspiration for constructing our
own questionnaire, however.
The questions were posed in Dutch. Below we provide the English translations, with the original questions in Dutch in parentheses. The labels are the
extremes and the center of the 7-point Likert-scales.
Questions for all mechanisms:
1. I used this mechanism: not at all, neutral, a lot (Ik heb dit mechanisme
gebruikt: helemaal niet, neutraal, veel). For the complementary comparisons this question was stated for the combination as follows: I used this
EXTRA mechanism: not at all, neutral, a lot. The usage outcomes for
these thus give an indication of the balance between the use of the base
and the extra mechanism.
2. I found this help-activation mechanism: useless, neutral, useful (Ik vond
dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: nutteloos, neutraal, nuttig)
3. I found this help-activation mechanism: unpleasant, neutral, pleasant (Ik
vond dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: onprettig, neutraal, prettig)
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4. I found this help-activation mechanism: unhandy, neutral, handy (Ik vond
dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: onhandig, neutraal, handig)
5. This kind of help mechanism should be offered by most applications:
never, neutral, always (Dit soort hulpmechanisme moet door de meeste
programmas geboden worden: nooit, neutraal, altijd)
6. I found this help-activation mechanism: too obtrusive, neutral, too awaiting (Ik vond dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: te opdringerig, neutraal, te
afwachtend)
7. I found this help-activation mechanism: ineffective, neutral, effective (Ik
vond dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: ineffectief (niet doeltreffend), neutraal, effectief (doeltreffend))
8. I found this help-activation mechanism: inefficient, neutral, efficient (Ik
vond dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: inefficiënt (traag), neutraal, efficiënt
(snel))
9. I found this help-activation mechanism: irritating, neutral, pleasant (Ik
vond dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: vervelend, neutraal, fijn)
10. I found this help-activation mechanism: difficult, neutral, easy (Ik vond
dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme: lastig, neutraal, makkelijk)
11. I found that through this help-activation mechanism I can: work worse,
neutral, work better (Ik vind dat ik door dit hulp-activeringsmechanisme:
slechter kan werken, neutraal, beter kan werken)
12. What do you think of this mechanism compared to the other?: worse,
neutral, better (Wat vind je van DIT mechanisme t.o.v. het andere?:
slechter, neutraal, beter)
Questions only for active mechanisms:
1. This help mechanism appeared: not when I needed it, neutral, when I
needed it (Dit hulpmechanisme verscheen: niet als ik ‘t nodig had, neutraal, als ik ‘t nodig had)
2. This help mechanism appeared: when I didn’t need it, neutral, only when
I needed it (Dit hulpmechanisme verscheen: als ik ‘t niet nodig had, neutraal, alleen als ik ‘t nodig had)
3. This help mechanism appeared: too early, exactly in time, too late (Dit
hulpmechanisme verscheen: te vroeg, precies op tijd, te laat)
These questions and question 6 in the previous list are not comparative and
they are merely included to guide us in what further experiments to conduct
in sequence. Their answer distributions are therefore not listed in this chapter,
although in one or two occasions they are mentioned. Their full answer distribution graphs can be found in appendix G.
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General questions:
1. How much do you work with computers? little, regularly, a lot (Hoeveel
werk je met computers?: weinig, regelmatig, veel)
2. How handy are you with computers: unhandy, neutral, very handy (Hoe
handig ben je met computers?: onhandig, neutraal, heel handig)
At the end of the questionnaire for both mechanisms a comment field was available with the following caption (Figure 7.12):
If you have an additional judgment or statement about a judgment, idea for improvement or other remark about this/these mechanism(s) (or about the questions you have answered), please type that
below. That is VERY valuable for us, because through multiplechoice questions it is hard for us to find out the reasons behind your
judgments. Your comments:
(DUTCH: Heb je nog een oordeel of verklaring over een oordeel, idee
ter verbetering of andere opmerking over dit/deze mechanisme(s) (of
over de vragen die je hebt beantwoord), typ dat dan hieronder in.
Dat is voor ons ZEER waardevol, o.a. omdat we d.m.v. meerkeuze
vragen moeilijk achter de reden van je oordelen kunnen komen. Jouw
commentaar:)

7.6

Results And Discussion

This section discusses the results of all comparisons described in Section 7.3.
When interpreting the results, we should take into account that not all subjects used both help mechanisms. In the t-test we have only included subjects
that provided a judgment for both mechanisms in the comparison. For each
comparison we first discuss the results of the comparisons, focusing on the judgment difference. The full quantitative results are listed in Appendix G. The
distribution of answers to questions on Likert-scales can be visualised in a histogram as exemplified in the first and third histogram in Figure 7.13. For most
questions we included the option not to give an answer, because the applicable
mechanism was not used. In the reports and histograms we shall discard these
answers. Since we performed within-subject experiments, each subject answered
the same question on a Likert-scale for two mechanisms (paired observations).
The distribution of the differences of these answers over the subjects is plotted
in a histogram as well, as exemplified in the second histogram in Figure 7.13.
Most questions of the questionnaire thus generate three histograms which are
shown in Appendix G. Figure 7.13 shows an example. Above each histogram
the number of answers (N) is plotted. This does not always correspond to the
number of subjects, because of discards, and may thus not be the same for the
three histograms for one question. A thick vertical line displays the position
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mn=10 =2.50 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.017

Figure 7.13: Example histograms used in section 7.6 to report results. The left histogram shows the distribution of appreciations in terms of ‘handiness’ for global help.
The right histogram shows a distribution of appreciations for reactive context-sensitive
help. The middle histogram shows the distribution of the differences. This example
shows a significant preference for context-sensitive reactive help.

of the mean and a thin line the position of the median. For the difference histogram we also show whether the majority of answers falls to the left or right
of 0, by coloring the background light gray.
For each difference we will consider the mean and the result of a two-tailed
t-test, which tells us whether we can conclude than the mean is significantly
greater or smaller than zero, at α = 0.05 (0.025 per tail) and its P-value (the
actual sise of the sum of both tails) in a table. In Appendix G we also provide
distribution graphs of the population sample across their own judgment of their
computer usage, skill, and age. Some questions in the questionnaire regarding
active help were meant to shed light on the obtrusiveness and the timing of
active help (see Section 7.5). Of these questions the answer distributions are
also shown in Appendix G. All free comments given by subjects are listed in
Appendix H.
In the experiments subjects may try to execute a task description as accurately as possible. We can calculate a correctness score for how well subjects
succeeded in doing this. We show this correctness score in addition to the judgment distributions in Appendix G. One might expect that a variant with a
better judgment would result in a better correctness score. This is not always
the case, however. The cause of this is not clear, but it may well be that humans are not so good at memorizing a lot of information quickly and accurately,
especially if they have to process a lot of additional information by reading help
content.
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Global vs. Reactive Help

This section discusses the results of the comparison of global (Section 7.2.1) and
context-sensitive reactive help (Section 7.2.2), described in Section 7.3.1. Table
G.1 on page 345 presents the distribution of the subject population across their
computer usage, skill and age. In Table G.2 on page 348 the distribution of
answers to the questions of Section 7.5 are shown, with regard to the current
comparison. These data can be summarised as follows:5
(< 0 means global help is judged higher, > 0 means context-sensitive reactive help is judged
higher with respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=17 =1.82 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.039
mn=11 =0.45 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.648
mn=11 =2.36 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.046
mn=12 =1.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.124
mn=9 =2.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.087
mn=12 =1.42 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.180
mn=13 =1.15 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.096
mn=10 =2.50 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.017
mn=10 =1.60 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.041

The above data, combined with subjects’ remarks (see Appendix H), yield
two conclusions:
1. Global online help is less accessible than context-sensitive online help, is
therefore very often overlooked and not consulted, even though it may
have helped.
2. Even if global help is not overlooked, context-sensitive help is more appreciated.
All answer distributions indicate that context-sensitive reactive online help (Figure 7.3) outperforms global online help, but not for all of them significantly. The
fact that for some questions there is no significant preference in favor of reactive
help is mainly due to the fact that many of the 17 subjects did not answer
all questions, because many overlooked the global online help and could not
judge it. For all except the usefulness question, the mean difference is greater
than 1. The relatively low mean of the usefulness question could be explained
from the fact that usefulness is content-related, and applies less to the activation mechanism. Inspection of the graphs of ‘usefulness’ suggests, however, that
reactive context-sensitive help would be judged more useful if global help had
been overlooked so much.
5 Questions 9 and 10 mentioned in section 7.5 were added after this first experiment was
conducted.
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The graphs about ‘obtrusive vs. too awaiting’ (page 347) show that the
context-sensitive help is just right, while even among those subjects that used
global help, global help was considered too awaiting. In absolute terms we
see that global help is judged as neutral for most questions, while the contextsensitive help is appreciated very much.

7.6.2

Reactive vs.
Pointer

Delayed Active Help at the Mouse

This section discusses the results of the comparison of reactive vs. active (spontaneous) context-sensitive online help as described in Section 7.3.2. The full
results are shown in Appendix G.2. As opposed to global help, the reactive
as well as the active context-sensitive help were used by nearly all subjects,
strengthening conclusion 1 in Section 7.6.1. Table G.3 presents the distribution
of the subject population across their computer usage, skill and age. In Table
G.4 the distribution of answers to the questions of Section 7.5 are shown, with
regard to the current comparison. These data can summarised as follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher and > 0 means active help judged higher with
respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=18 =-1.28
mn=16 =-0.81
mn=18 =-0.89
mn=18 =-0.50
mn=17 =-0.76
mn=17 =-0.65
mn=18 =-0.83
mn=18 =-0.94
mn=17 =-0.47
mn=17 =-1.12
mn=17 =-1.29

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:

P-value=0.006
P-value=0.201
P-value=0.366
P-value=0.360
P-value=0.249
P-value=0.315
P-value=0.152
P-value=0.122
P-value=0.426
P-value=0.154
P-value=0.069

All answer distributions tend to favor the reactive variant, but none of them
significantly. The graphs about obtrusiveness vs. awaitingness (page 351) show
the median and mean to be about neutral. Although the spread towards the
‘obtrusive’ and ‘too awaiting’ ends is larger for the active than for the reactive
variant, none of the two is favored.
An explanation of this is suggested by the graphs for the ‘when I needed it’
(recall) and the ‘only when I needed it’ (precision) distributions. Their peaks
are around 0, which suggests that in the perception of subjects precision and
recall were not really good for the active variant. More clear indications to
the cause can be found in the free comments that subjects gave (Appendix H).
The reactive variant received quite positive comments and the active variant
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quite negative comments. The main complaint is that the active variant is
‘distracting’. This suggests that its cost of obtrusion is high.
Before we try to further improve the active variant we first investigate the
potential complementary contribution of active help to reactive help, to find
out whether active help as discussed in this section may be appreciated as a
complement to reactive help.

7.6.3

Reactive vs. Reactive & Active Help at the Mouse
Pointer

The question whether active help adds something to the reactive variant tended
to strengthen the negative judgments expressed about the active variant compared to the competitive comparison in Section 7.6.2. The full results can be
found in Appendix G.3, which can be summarised as follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher, > 0 means reactive combined with active help
is judged higher with respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=15 =-1.73
mn=13 =-1.23
mn=14 =-1.64
mn=13 =-1.46
mn=14 =-1.00
mn=14 =-1.71
mn=14 =-0.43
mn=15 =-1.60
mn=15 =-1.47
mn=15 =-1.40
mn=15 =-1.27

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,

P-value=0.006
P-value=0.120
P-value=0.067
P-value=0.043
P-value=0.013
P-value=0.013
P-value=0.416
P-value=0.007
P-value=0.016
P-value=0.023
P-value=0.044

These results may be explained by the fact that in the competitive comparison the active help is still appreciated better than nothing at all and had some
use, while in the complementary variant the reactive variant ‘consumed’ all the
use and the active addition only added annoyance. The active addition was
clearly judged obtrusive (page 355), and the ‘only when I needed it’ (precision)
and ‘too early - too late’ distribution (page 356) showed that active help tended
to come too early.

7.6.4

Reactive vs. Reactive & Constant Help at the Mouse
Pointer

The conclusion that the active help came too early did not directly lead us to
conclude that it should have been less eager. Another cause, slightly different
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from the pure timing issue, could be that the blinking (activations and deactivations) caused distraction. For that reason, instead of delaying the pop-ups
immediately, we switched them on constantly at the mouse pointer (Section
7.2.3.2), so that the blinking effect disappears. We tested this variant as a complement to reactive help as described in Section 7.3.4. The results, given in full
in Appendix G.4, can summarised as follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher and > 0 means reactive combined with constant
active help is judged higher with respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=18 =-1.39
mn=16 =-1.19
mn=14 =-1.64
mn=14 =-1.36
mn=14 =-1.64
mn=14 =-1.29
mn=14 =-1.14
mn=14 =-1.36
mn=14 =-1.43
mn=14 =-1.29
mn=14 =-1.21

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
0 not rejected:

P-value=0.047
P-value=0.029
P-value=0.120
P-value=0.049
P-value=0.032
P-value=0.063
P-value=0.120
P-value=0.038
P-value=0.047
P-value=0.069
P-value=0.062

The results show no remarkable difference to what is measured in Section
7.6.3, so the ‘too early’/’too obtrusive’ conclusion for active help still stands.
Although it reduces the delay to 0, it does not show a deterioration with respect
to Section 7.6.3.

7.6.5

Reactive vs. Right Pinned

In this section we discuss the results of the competitive comparison described in
Section 7.2.3.3, which investigates the influence of the placement position of the
active help. As in Section 7.6.4 we use no delay in showing active help to avoid
blinking, but positioned the help pop-up ‘docked’ to the right of the drop-down
list box. The results given in full in Appendix G.5, can be summarised as follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher and > 0 means reactive combined with constant
right docked active help is judged higher with respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy

result
mn=16 =0.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.638
mn=15 =0.07 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.915
mn=14 =-0.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.887
mn=14 =0.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.800
mn=13 =0.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=1.000
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dimension
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=13 =0.08 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.915
mn=14 =0.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.667
mn=14 =-0.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.816
mn=12 =-0.17 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.761
mn=14 =0.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.689
mn=14 =0.71 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.239

Clearly there is no average preference in this case. Contrary to the comparisons in Sections 7.6.1, 7.6.2, 7.6.3 and 7.6.4, the means are very close to 0, and
have different signs for different questions. This does not mean that individuals
have no preference for one or the other. The experiment tells us that placement
‘docked to the right’ of the component, out of the direct locus of attention, is
preferable to placement of the pop-up at the tail of the mouse pointer, because
in this case the active variant is appreciated just as much as the reactive variant.
We may be able to further reduce the obtrusion by delaying the activation.
In its standard form (with deactivations) however, this may cause blinking,
which may be distracting. It may be that strong delays in the activation improve the performance of active help as a complement to reactive help. Purely
competitively the recall would drop too much if we would extend the delays.
Complementary, the active variant may ‘catch’ the subject who needs help, but
fails to move his mouse over the ‘ ’ areas. We now turn to the results of that
complementary experiment.

7.6.6

Reactive Complemented with Heavily Delayed Right
Pinned Help

In this section we discuss the value of delayed active help ‘docked to the right’
of the drop-down list box, when added to reactive help as described in Section
7.3.6. The actual experiment (see Section 7.2.3.5) was preceded by a small pilot
(see Section 7.2.3.4) to verify whether a reasonable amount of subjects would
be confronted with the delayed active help.
7.6.6.1

Pilot Experiment

The precise data of the pilot experiment are not valid enough to report with
all graphs because we only used five subjects. The summarised results are as
follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher and > 0 means reactive combined with delayed
(2.5s) active help is judged higher with respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful

result
mn=5 =-1.80 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.088
mn=5 =-0.40 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.704
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dimension
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant
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result
mn=4 =0.75 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.444
mn=4 =-0.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.854
mn=4 =-1.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.194
mn=4 =-1.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.194
mn=4 =-1.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.391
mn=4 =-0.75 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.215
mn=4 =-0.75 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.215
mn=4 =-1.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.391
mn=4 =0.50 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.664

In Appendix G.6 we report on the judgment for the questions solely aimed
at the active help mechanism. These revealed that the active help was still
considered slightly obtrusive and ‘too early’. Analysing the videos of the interactions revealed that two of the five subjects were subjected to active help,
because they stopped on an option longer than 2.5 seconds. This result shows
a recall that is reasonably promising for a full experiment.
7.6.6.2

Final Experiment

The results of the last comparison (see Section 7.6.6.2) are shown in Appendix
G.7. These data can summarised as follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher and > 0 means reactive combined with delayed
(3.0s) active help is judged higher with respect to the specified aspect.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=41 =-1.90
mn=33 =-1.03
mn=30 =-0.63
mn=29 =-0.93
mn=29 =-1.17
mn=29 =-1.41
mn=31 =-0.87
mn=31 =-1.10
mn=32 =-0.94
mn=29 =-1.24
mn=28 =-1.04

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
0 not rejected:
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,
<0 at α=0.05,

P-value=0.000
P-value=0.011
P-value=0.246
P-value=0.023
P-value=0.009
P-value=0.002
P-value=0.039
P-value=0.008
P-value=0.004
P-value=0.005
P-value=0.016

We may be tempted to conclude that for the vast majority of the subjects
reactive help performs better than reactive help augmented with active help and
that this result is significant. However, although subjects had the option of not
answering most questions, many who were not subjected to active help still gave
their judgment. Observing the videos of the interactions revealed that of the
41 participants only 7 were actually subjected to active help. This means that
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in absence of being subjected to active help, subjects gave their opinion about
the mechanism instead of their judgment based on an experience. In Appendix
G.7.0.3 we show the results of the 7 subjects that did get subjected to active
help. These can be summarised as follows:
(< 0 means reactive help is judged higher, > 0 means reactive combined with delayed (3.0s)
active help is judged higher.)

dimension
used
useful
better than the other
I can work better with this
easy
nice
efficient
effective
should mostly be offered
handy
pleasant

result
mn=7 =-1.71 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.186
mn=5 =-0.20 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.778
mn=5 =0.20 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.902
mn=5 =-0.60 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.529
mn=5 =-1.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.326
mn=5 =-0.80 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.338
mn=5 =0.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=1.000
mn=5 =0.40 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.688
mn=6 =-0.50 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.363
mn=4 =-0.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.718
mn=5 =-0.20 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.815

The main conclusion to be drawn from this experiment is that with heavily
delayed active help the recall is too low to elicit valid judgments, even though we
estimated from the pilot experiment that it would not be. It is not clear whether
this discrepancy is caused by coincidence in the five subject pilot experiment or
that it is caused by the slight increase in delay from 2.5 to 3.0 seconds that we
applied from the pilot to the real experiment. However, none of the judgments,
whether they are considered ‘judgments’ or ‘opinions’, favor the active help
addition. Combined with the low recall we may therefore conclude that it is not
promising.

7.6.7

Caveats

The performance of a help mechanism is in general inversely related to the
quality of the interface and how well the test task fits the interface. If the
user has many communication problems with the interface, the precision of the
problem detection tends to rise and so does the appreciation of the mechanism.
If an interface causes little or no communication problems, by contrast, the user
will experience worsened precision and will be confronted with unnecessary help
more often.
Another influential factor is the quality of the help contents. The appreciation for the activation and display mechanisms obviously depends on the
helpfulness of the text and/or graphics they provide. Since in our experiment
the content of the help mechanisms was kept constant across variants and our
conclusions are based on comparing judgments, we have greatly reduced this
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influence.
The results of the experiments suggest that the obtrusion of the help pop-up
can be reduced by placing it at the periphery of the locus of attention instead
of at its center. We have not tested the complementary performance of our
original timing mechanism as developed in Chapter 6 for active help placed to
the right. However, given the good performance of the two variants as tested
in Section 7.6.5, the potential relevance of such a complementary mechanism is
questionable.
In terms of absolute scores (ranging from -3 to 3) global help scores average
over the different questions at about 0, i.e. neutral. Reactive context-sensitive
online help averagely scores between 1 and 2, i.e. quite good, in all experiments
and questions. The same goes for active help that popped up to the right to
the drop-down list box without delay, although that version was only used in
one experiment. The other active help versions usually scored lower than 1.
These absolute scores however, may not be as meaningful as the relative scores,
because subjects may well tend to be more positive in general.

7.7

Conclusions

In this chapter we compared a number of online help-activation mechanisms in
terms of their appreciation by experimental subjects. The variants used in the
experiments are summarised visually in Table 7.1.
The first experiment discussed in this chapter compares two forms of online
help: standard global help (see Section 7.2.1) and reactive context-sensitive
help, i.e. help on request (see Section 7.2.2). The majority of the subjects in
the experiment overlooked the global help possibility, although they definitely
needed it to complete their task successfully. Those who did use it all had a
strong preference for the context-sensitive reactive help as illustrated in Figure
7.3 on page 143.
In subsequent experiments reactive context-sensitive online help was compared to active help, i.e. help provided on the system’s initiative. Timing as well
as placement of help pop-ups was varied across the experiments. We performed
both competitive evaluations, i.e. ‘is one help-activation mechanism better than
the other?’ and complementary evaluations, i.e. ‘does one help-activation mechanism add something to the other?’.
In all of these experiments reactive context-sensitive help served as the baseline condition. From the questionnaires collected we can conclude that this help
mechanism performed outstandingly, and the videos revealed extensive, effortless use of this help mechanism.
The first context-sensitive active help variant that was tested shows a pop-up
at the tail of the mouse pointer that becomes more eager when the interaction
with a drop-down list box lasts longer. This delay structure was developed in
Chapter 6 and is shown as ‘active 1’ in Table 7.1. It was compared competitively as well as complementarily to reactive context-sensitive help. Analysis
of the interactions showed that the delay structure is a good estimator of com-
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munication problems. The active variant turned out not to be appreciated as
an alternative or complement to the reactive one, although in the former the
tendency was not statistically significant. From the comments subjects gave it
turns out that even though the active help usually appeared at problem spots,
it distracted them because it came unexpectedly.
Constantly displaying the active help pop-up attached to the tail of the
mouse pointer, i.e. without delay (see ‘active 2’ in Table 7.1), improves the
predictability of the active help, but shows no improvement in appreciation,
perhaps because it increases the obtrusion.
One variant of active help seemed quite valuable and as good as the reactive
context-sensitive help mentioned above. In this variant help was always shown
to the right of the drop-down list box when the user moves his mouse over its
options (see Figure 7.5). The role of this form of help is ambiguous with respect
to whether it is given pro-actively, i.e. on the system’s initiative, or on the user’s
demand. Moving the mouse over the options is a necessary action to select one,
but such movements also reflect the user’s information processing. Whether
this is help on request or on the system’s initiative depends on the user’s state
of processing: when the user does not know that he is going to get help, the
help is given on the system’s initiative, but scanning the options may also be
done by the user on purpose, in order to get help. From the relative success
of this variant, in contrast to others, we conclude that context-sensitive online
help is more appreciated if positioned at the edge of the locus of attention, not
obscuring the primary communication process.
In natural spoken human-human communication interruptions cannot be
avoided when repairing communication problems, because of the one-dimensional
nature of spoken interaction as opposed to graphical interaction. (In multimodal
communication gestures and other nonverbal means can be used for signaling
communication problems, but these can hardly carry articulate information.)
GUIs therefore have no excuse for blunt interruption, so we may assume users
are not forgiving when this occurs.
In the final experiment we tested whether a heavily delayed active help
placed to the right of the drop-down list box could complement reactive contextsensitive help. The results of this experiment were very sparse because the delay
was so long that most subjects did not get subjected to it at all. Those that
did, did not really appreciate it.
Figure 7.14a shows a question-answering cycle in human-human dialogue
with a repair, to explain the question. In step I the question is posed; in step
II the dialogue partner issues negative feedback. This can take two forms:
the partner can explicitly issue a request for repair information, which we call
(reactive) problem solving, or the primary speaker can closely monitor his dialogue partner and spontaneously provide repair information when he notices
processing problems, which we called (active) problem smoothing. In step III an
explanatory repair is given, and in step IV the original question is answered.
In Figures 7.14 b and c the same cycle is given for a human-computer dialogue through a GUI. The time line for the GUI-cycle is given in Figure 7.14d.
Through GUIs the system can send messages that persist in parallel. In Figures
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I

Time

Primary Question

II

- negative feedback

III

Repair

IV
Primary Answer

(a)

(b)
I1
Primary Question

Time

I2
IV1

II1
III1
III2
II2

- negative feedback

III3

Repair

IV2
Primary Answer

IV3

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.14: Comparison of repair loops in human-human dialogue and humancomputer dialogue through a GUI. a) Human-human question-answer cycle with a
repair loop. b) Mapping of the first 3 steps onto a GUI. c) The fourth step mapped
onto a GUI. d) The time line showing the steps involved in the question-answer cycle
mapped onto a GUI.

7.14 b and d the system first sends a primary question in the form of a dropdown list box, which is opened by the user. The full alts-question is now
materialised by the system showing the options (step I1 ), and the user observing this (step I2 ). The user then moves his mouse to an option. This is the first
step towards answering the question (IV1 ), and at the same time a potential
first step to engaging in a repair loop (II1 ). In response to this potential repair
loop initiation, the system makes repair information available in step III1 . The
user notices this (III2 ) in the periphery of the locus of attention. If he feels
he needs a repair, all he needs to do is move his eyes (II2 ) to process repair
information (III3 ). If not, he can move straight on to answering the question
by clicking (IV2 ).
From the experiments described in this chapter we may conclude that noticing a repair message (II1 ) is hardly obtrusive when the repair information is
positioned in the periphery (see Section 7.6.5). To engage in a repair loop is
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thus reduced to moving one’s eyes (II2 ). Moreover, the user can abandon the
repair by simply moving his eyes back to the primary content. Compared to
steps II and III in Figure 7.14a this has the following advantages:
• An eye movement is easier and faster than verbally issuing negative feedback.
• If the negative feedback in Figure 7.14a is implicit (in case of problem
smoothing), the repair step may be superfluous, but can hardly be ignored.
In Figure 7.14b the user has the choice whether or not to make step II2 .
The GUI version merges active and reactive help by using the nature of visual
media in wich attention is optional, as opposed to the sound channel in which
attention is more or less compulsory. Two properties of the visual medium are
exploited here:
1. Displaying information takes no time; only the processing of that information takes time. Pronouncing a message, by contrast, takes time.
2. Visual information can be persistent, whereas sound information is volatile.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15: Two other repair mechanisms: a) repair message positioned in the locus
of attention, overlapping the primary content; b) repair message on request, positioned
in the preriphery.

In Figure 7.15a a variant is shown that is similar to the human-human communication repair cycle for problem smoothing. The pop-up containing repair
information can be shown when the user keeps his mouse still over an option
for some time, and hidden when he starts moving again.
In Chapter 6 we have performed an experiment that shows that it is feasible,
using a threshold on the delay of the mouse pointer, to detect communication
problems, without mistaking many non-problematic segments of interactions for
problematic (false positives). Using these findings to delay the pop-up as shown
in Figure 7.15a however, was not appreciated by the subjects in the experiments
described in this chapter. Presenting help information in the locus of attention
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eliminates the optionality of processing it. This turns out not only to be bad
when the help information is unnecessary, but even when the user desires the
repair information, he is confused by the visual clutter in his locus of attention
and annoyed by the forced nature of the system’s initiative.
In Figure 7.15b a variant is shown that requires the user to move his mouse
over a question mark icon to get help. This variant was appreciated as much
as the one shown in Figure 7.14b. In this variant the disadvantage of having
to move one’s mouse pointer to the question mark icon when help is desired, is
counterbalanced by not having to notice help when it is not needed.
In many real applications the rate of problems may be lower than in the
experiments described in this chapter. For such applications it may be interesting to investigate whether the delay mechanism as described in Chapter 6,
applied to context-sensitive help pop-ups docked to the right of the drop-down
list box, works well. For the application described in this chapter it is unlikely
that, given the results found, this will increase the appreciation. On the other
hand, the cost of implementing context-sensitive help and maintaining it when
the interface changes, may be high. In practice it is therefore advisable to only
implement context-sensitive help for elements that designers can imagine to be
problematic for some of the targeted users. A high problem rate is realistic for
these elements.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future
Research
Good research cannot have a well stated goal, it can only have a
useful direction.
(Alan Kay)

8.1

Introduction

The main objective of this thesis has been to identify phenomena in humanhuman dialogue that may be used to improve human-computer interaction
through Graphical User Interfaces and to design and test such improvements.
Our research was conducted in the context of object-specification dialogues, in
which a customer places an order with a supplier. This is a realistic context
for comparing HHC and HCC, because in practice an order can often be placed
through a dialogue with a service employee as well as through an electronic
form. We produced four types of results:
1. Identification of general differences between HHC and HCC.
2. Identification of problems in HCC and a study of how these are dealt with
in HHC.
3. Translation of mechanisms to deal with communication problems from
HHC to HCC in terms of recommendations and concrete designs.
4. Outcomes of comparisons of different designs in terms of users’ appreciation.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 8.2 we summarise the findings
made throughout this thesis. Section 8.3 discusses the main implications of
these findings to both theory and practice. Finally Section 8.4 discusses the
limitations and indicates potential future research.
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Findings

We found that GUI components give a lot of positive feedback, but are usually
not capable of receiving feedback (Chapter 2). A tooltip is one of the few
mechanisms that seem to respond to negative feedback from the user. GUI
components with a question function, such as drop-down list boxes, give positive
feedback at the interpretation phase, but usually feedback about evaluation is
only given when an entire form is submitted.
We identified a number of potential steps In GUIs that operate below the
level of dialogue acts and refer to the user’s deliberation process of issuing a
dialogue act. We called these steps ‘qualifiers’ to the dialogue act they apply to.
These steps are specific for HCC through GUIs and are not found in theories of
dialogue in HHC like DIT.
We studied how HHC differs from HCC by comparing HHC and HCC where
the same task is performed in both cases: to specify how a manuscript should
be printed. Such dialogues were held between a supplier and a customer (HHC)
and between a customer and an electronic form (HCC). The global structure
of a human-human dialogue tends to start with an inquiry phase in which the
customer freely expresses his goals. After this a collaborative attempt is made
to map this goal onto the parameters as required for the order specification.
In GUI-based HCC such an inquiry phase is usually absent and the dialogue
cuts right into the mapping phase, in which the values of specific parameters
are determined. If the supplier has problems with the customer’s expressions
in the inquiry phase, he tends not to give negative feedback until the customer
has completed the formulation of his goal, probably because formulating a goal
is hard enough without interruptions.
Communication problems in HHC are dealt with directly in the local context
rather than globally, using one of the following strategies:
1. ‘Prevent’ problems from happening by using well tuned formulations and
directly accompanying possible problem spots with an explanation.
2. ‘Smooth’ problems by closely observing the dialogue partner and give help
before the problem becomes explicit, if his behaviour gives rise to this.
3. ‘Solve’ problems when the dialogue partner explicitly reports a problem.
Smoothing in HHC is possible because in human-human dialogue constant
mutual monitoring takes place, which allows immediate detection of misunderstandings in an early stage of their emergence.
The recommendations for HCC that resulted from this comparative experiment are as follows:
Table 8.1: Recommendations for design of electronic forms.
1

Anticipate on potential problems for the user and improve the primary
interface accordingly or add context-sensitive help for the most likely
problems in the local context.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
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Place dialogue control buttons where they are relevant for the user to
issue the dialogue control acts that the buttons are for.
Reconsider the exact terminology used in a user interface carefully, after
the construction of the interface has been completed.
Do not confront the user with questions and options that are irrelevant
or meaningless given his answers to prior questions.
Visualise options to determine the physical properties of an object.
Avoid scroll bars in electronic forms as much as possible by splitting
forms into stages and by exploiting the full screen height.
Provide a local free typing possibility for each multiple choice item on
an electronic form.
Do not confront the user with transaction issues, such as personal details, before his primary goal has been reached.

In this thesis we focused on the second part of recommendation 1. Except
for recommendation 5, which has been elaborated on by Yordan (2003)1 ), the
other recommendations were not further evaluated.
We performed a thinking aloud experiment described Chapter 4 to discover
what cues could be used for problem smoothing when subjects interact with an
electronic form, focusing on drop-down list boxes. We have ascertained that the
position of the mouse pointer can be used as an estimator of the user’s locus
of attention. Moving the mouse deliberately requires looking at the mouse
pointer to provide motoric feedback, and when the user processes information
that is on the screen, the mouse pointer is mostly used as an anchor for the
eye gaze. Tracking the mouse pointer can thus be regarded a cheap, though
not fully accurate, replacement for tracking eye gaze. We found that especially
hesitations in the movements of the mouse pointer and repetitions of mouseactions often coincide with points in the interaction that present a problem for
the user. Based on the findings of this first experiment, an extensive experiment,
described in Chapter 6, was performed to determine specific parameters that
can be used reliably to identify problematic points in the interaction with dropdown list boxes. With 5 options per drop-down list box and a perfect balance
between problems and non-problems, a good detector for a problem can be
constructed using a threshold of 3.0 seconds on the total time a drop-down list
box is open. The combination of total time and number of discards, where a box
is opened and closed again without making a decision, makes this even slightly
better. When the threshold of the detector is exceeded, help can be given when
the user hesitates on an option of the drop-down list box for 0.5 seconds.
We have designed a number of mechanisms to offer help for problems in dropdown list boxes, based on hesitations and repetitions (see Chapter 5). Different
designs offer help at two different spatial positions: close to the mouse pointer,
1 We have not reported on this research in this thesis because, though an evaluative study
seemed to strongly confirm this recommendation, in this evaluation non-Dutch speakers were
subjected to a user interface in Dutch, making appreciation for visualisations quite trivial.
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like standard tooltips, and attached to the right of the component of which the
contents is explained by the help information. Besides mechanisms for providing
help on system initiative we also designed a mechanism to provide help on the
user’s request, which was always displayed attached to the right of the dropdown list box. To request help, users had to move their mouse pointer over a
sensitive spot on the options of the drop-down list box.
In an evaluative study we tested the designs made in Chapter 5 in withinsubject comparisons. For problem smoothing we used the parameters and values
determined in Chapter 6. To make such comparisons reasonably sensitive and
reliable, we introduced a fairly high rate of problems that these help mechanisms
are supposed to remedy. This evaluation had the following results.
Context-sensitive online help is appreciated better than global help and
is used more because it is easily accessible and hardly overlooked. The results show a preference for reactive help (problem solving) when the active
help was popped-up at the position of the mouse pointer. This kind of active help was also not appreciated as a complement to reactive help. Active
help offered without delay, however, was appreciated as much as reactive help
when positioned to the right of the drop-down list boxes. Help per option
of a drop-down list box was consulted very often and was well appreciated,
while help for a drop-down list box as a whole was never consulted by subjects.
When hesitations are used to trigger pop-ups, the
Repair loop
help information appears when users are still busy
trying to understand the information in the dropdown list box, so the pop-up window comes at an
unexpected moment. Moreover, if a help pop-up is
positioned near the mouse pointer, it covers some of
the drop-down list box, causing interference with the
Primary communication
user’s mental processing even though the content of
the pop-up window may be useful in solving the cogFigure 8.1: Repair as
nitive problem.
an excursion form the
In spoken human-human communication, mesprimary information exsages in a repair loop consume time because there
change.
are no spatial dimensions that information can be encoded into (Figure 8.1). Through a GUI, however, the system can send multiple
messages in parallel (see Figure 2.2 on page 30) because multiple items can be
displayed on the screen at once. The user can also receive multiple messages in
parallel because visual perception occurs in two spatial dimensions and the time
dimension. The visual locus of attention is limited however, and only information within the locus of attention can be visually parsed and processed in depth.
A visual repair message outside the locus of attention can be noticed, which is a
lightweight mental process, after which the locus of attention can be shifted to
its location in a fraction of a second. It is ambiguous whether undelayed help
popped up outside the locus of attention when the user positions his mouse over
options constitutes preventive or smoothing help. The help is not shown before
the user positions his mouse pointer over the options, but on the other hand it is
also not given in response to a subtle sign of negative feedback. This ambiguity
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results from the above-mentioned qualifiers that apply to HCC through GUIs,
but not to HHC.

8.3

Implications

The findings in this thesis have implications for dialogue theory, which we will
discuss in Section 8.3.1, as well as for its application in GUIs, which we will
discuss in Section 8.3.2.

8.3.1

Theory

In Chapter 2 we have shown that the DIT framework as described in Section
1.4.5, which is primarily meant for logically encoding the information in dialogues through dialogue acts, can be applied to human-computer communication through GUIs, but some actions at a level below that of dialogue act are
not incorporated in the theory.
DIT originally assumed that positive feedback at a certain level of processing
(perception, interpretation, evaluation or execution) implied negative feedback
at a higher level. We have observed that this is not always true, because negative
feedback at the evaluation or execution level can be postponed until the full
expression (of the customer) is complete. In the meantime positive feedback
can be given (by the supplier) for encouragement. The negative feedback about
evaluation or execution may be given after the speaker has had his full say. The
precise processing level of positive encouragement feedback can not always be
deduced from its form, which is usually something like a nod or saying ‘yes’ or
‘he he’, but the potential presence of postponed evaluation or execution feedback
(positive or negative) suggests that ‘encouragement feedback’ should be taken
as positive feedback at interpretation level. Contrary to the original point of
departure in DIT, this does not necessarily mean that the higher levels cause
processing problems for the addressee.
DIT describes auto-feedback from the perspective of the sender of the feedback and focuses less on potential responses. The partner communication management dimension includes completion and correction of misspeaking of an
utterance, but the division between active problem smoothing and reactive
problem solving was not explicitly made. The potential subtlety of feedback
was noted in DIT, but it did not stress that communication problems can be
smoothed, which makes a speaker carry the mental load of the problem he
caused, while the addressee can remain passive.
The mapping of human strategies for resolving communication problems
onto HCC has disclosed that where verbal communication requires repair loops
that interrupt the primary communication process, GUIs have two extra visual
dimensions to expand repair loops into. The system can display explanatory
information out of the user’s focus, which leaves control over entering a repair
loop to the user, even when the system takes the initiative to display it. If the
user wants to process repair information he needs to do no more than move
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his eyes to information that the system has offered in parallel to the primary
information.

8.3.2

Practice

8.3.2.1

Context-Sensitive Help

Context-sensitive online help clearly outperformed global online help in our
experiment, both in use and in appreciation. We implemented and evaluated
help per option in drop-down list boxes, which a more detailed trigger and
display level than is found in contemporary context-sensitive online help. The
help per option of a drop-down list box was consulted very often and was well
appreciated, while help for a drop-down list box as a whole was never consulted
by subjects. This suggests that current practice would benifit from refinement.
Context-sensitive help is increasingly popular, especially on the Web. Some

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 8.2: Examples of context-sensitive online help found in practice.
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examples are shown in Figure 8.2. Figure 8.2 a and b show reactive contextsensitive help that pops up when one clicks on the little ‘?’ or ‘i’-icons. The
resulting pop-ups overlap the primary content. This thesis has shown that such
overlapping help is not a good strategy. It is better to place help subtly in
the periphery of the visual focus. Good examples from existing web pages,
according to our findings, are shown in Figure 8.2 c through e, where help
is displayed unobtrusively to the right when the mouse pointer hovers over a
sensitive spot. In Figure 8.2 f an explanation is given below the component
when it is activated. Figure 8.2 g and h shows help to the lower right of a
hyperlink. It also has a hyperlink in the pop-up to continue the sub-dialogue.
The observations in Chapter 7 show that often users enter the pop-up of contextsensitive help to click on the hyperlink that directs them to the right spot in the
global help system. This shows that such hyperlinks are a good way to continue
from the limited context-sensitive online help to more extensive documentation
on the topic of interest. Context-sensitive help is thus a good access point for
the standard global online help that users often overlook, because they have to
exert too much effort to access it (see also Gregor (2001)).
In the experiments we have used -icons to indicate a spot that provides
help on mouse-over. The current convention seems to be to use i -icons for
context-sensitive online help. The -icon was motivated by it being interpreted
as a question (’What is...?). An i -icon appeals more to a command (’Give me
more information!’). Since familiarity is very important for usability, it may
eventually be advisable to use i -icons instead of -cons when implementing
reactive context-sensitive online help.

8.3.2.2

Help Authoring Tools

Help authoring tools exist for producing both global and context-sensitive online
help, which is usually written in HTML. For global help a table of contents is
produced and for context-sensitive online help an index map can be created
that maps component IDs to HTML topics. Authoring tools often include a
framework to integrate context-sensitive online help into an application and
determine some displaying parameters. They usually place context-sensitive
help at the tail of the mouse pointer, like standard tooltips, and do not offer
direct control over placement. Support for writing context-sensitive online help
at the subcomponent level, such as options in a drop-down list box and items
in a command menu, is usually not available.
These limitations can be overcome by writing one’s own behaviour for help
pop-ups for the components one wants to use. The content and mapping of that
help information can then still be produced using a standard help authoring
system.
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Limitations and Future Research

In this section we discuss the scope of the research in this thesis. The findings
and implications presented in Sections 8.2 and 8.3 are not necessarily generalisable to a wider context than the context in which they were found. In the
following sections we discuss the limitations and the opportunities for further
research they yield.

8.4.1

General GUI Components

We have focused in this thesis on context-sensitive online help for drop-down
list boxes. For simpler question components, such as text fields, radio button
groups and check boxes, we expect that the best placement of help pop-ups will
also be at the periphery of the locus of attention, and not at the tail of the
mouse pointer.
For command components, such as buttons, menus and to some extent hyperlinks, context-sensitive online help may follow the same reasoning as for question components. Figures 8.3a and b show an illustration of context-sensitive
online help according to our recommendation for a button and a menu respectively. The usability for these cases has not been evaluated, however. While
(a)

(b)

make your changes
permanent, but do
not close the
current window.

Figure 8.3: Context-sensitive help pop-up, placed slightly away from the mouse pointer,
for a) a button b) a command menu.

local problems are likely to be similar to those for question components, e.g.
hard terminology, more global navigation problems may also occur for such
components. Navigation problems could in principle be resolved in context,
but this type of problem is inherently non-local, and its precise diagnosis and
solution are very difficult.
Tooltips show help information at the tail of the mouse pointer. This may
be appreciated because tooltips are usually very small and only display text
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that explains what an iconic caption on a button means. If the space required
for a pop-up window is substantially larger, placement at the periphery of the
locus of attention is preferable.

8.4.2

Navigation

The conclusion that context-sensitive online help works better than global help
is found in the context of electronic forms, which have a simple linear task structure and do not cause navigation problems for the user. Computer applications
are often meant for a variety of tasks, where sometimes one task is dependent on
another. In such a context to find your way around can be a problem. Navigation problems can be very specific, e.g. ‘what command should I use to achieve
my goal’ and ‘where can I find it’, but the knowledge needed for their resolution
is global and the problem may not have anything to do with what is visible on
the screen. The conclusion that context-sensitive online help works better than
global online help is therefore specific to electronic forms. Whether a similar
conclusion could be drawn for other contexts is a challenge for further research.

8.4.3

Low Problem Rates

Another issue that may limit the scope of our findings is that we used electronic
forms with quite a few problems. If most users have no communication problems,
the accuracy of a trigger for offering spontaneous help decreases, which may
lead to decreased appreciation for a spontaneous help mechanism. In such cases
context-sensitive help on request may also be less appreciated, since the presence
or i ) gives visual clutter. Low problem
of spots for requesting help (e.g.
rates may be intrinsic for an application, but also arise when users are very
familiar with an application. It should therefore be possible for users to switch
off context-sensitive online help. In the experiments described in Chapter 7
we initially included a close-button ( ) on the pop-up windows to shut down
context-sensitive help for the current drop-down list box, but we removed this
because only first-time users participated in the experiment and none of them
used the close button.
Considering the cost of implementing and maintaining context-sensitive help,
it may be advisable to implement it only for options that designers can imagine to be problematic for some users. This also reduces the above mentioned
obtrusion or visual clutter.

8.4.4

Elicitation of the Customer’s Goal

As noted in the beginning of this chapter a natural object-specification dialogue
tends to start with an open question from the supplier to the customer. The
supplier uses the customer’s answer to tune the continuation of the dialogue in
terms of structure and default values. It would therefore probably be beneficial
if electronic forms were equipped with such a facility. Needless to say, this is a
formidable task, because the variety of expressions users can type is great. The
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potential benefit would be that users truly find themselves understood by the
system and that they find most of the default values in the electronic form are
already correct.

8.4.5

Escapes for Closed Questions

In Chapter 3 (recommendation 7 in Table 8.1) we concluded that for electronic
forms it would be better if each component on the form has its own remarks
fields, instead of having only a single global remarks fields at the end of the
form. It would be interesting to investigate whether this is indeed the case and
determine how such local remarks fields should be implemented.

8.4.6

What You See Is What You Mean

At the end of the mapping phase in a natural object-specification dialogue the
supplier summarises the parameters, so that they can be grounded, offering
the customer a final opportunity to correct them. It would be interesting to
investigate whether a potential GUI representation of this phenomenon can be
accomplished with something similar to a ‘What You See Is What You Meant’
interface (cf. Power (2000)) shown in Figure 8.4. Such a summary could be
shown after the user has filled out the form, where the ‘submit’-button should
show a caption like ‘order summary’. The summary as shown in Figure 8.4
is still interactive, so the user can alter parameter values, but it also has the
conciseness of a summary in natural language.

So you want to print 30 copies of a
report , bound with a ring binder
printed in full color
on
standard 80 gr/m
A4 paper?
Figure 8.4: WYSIWYM feedback text summarizing the result of a form fill-in session
for specifying a printed document. The user still has the option to change parameters.

8.4.7

Multimodality

In human-human communication the participants have a wide set of features
they can monitor in their dialogue partner to detect and diagnose communication problems. Processing problems may be detected therefore and diagnosed
in a more subtle fashion than by observing features of mouse behaviour as described in this thesis. Future research may include measurements of biophysical
properties of users to more subtly detect and diagnose communication problems.
In Chapter 2 we have discussed GUI components in terms of their communicative functions, which is a concept from human dialogue theory. Most
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dialogue acts in GUIs have natural human dialogue equivalents. It may be interesting to investigate how visual communication from GUIs can be mixed up
with speech, input as well as output, used in two ways:
1. to command the GUI; most GUI items contain captions that can be pronounced.
2. as natural language input, e.g. to interpret the first open question, as
described in the beginning of this chapter, or to listen to requests for
clarification from the user in context.
Speech output could be compared to visual output. Especially repair pop-ups,
as described in this thesis, could be compared to text-to-speech repair and tested
for their obtrusion and clarity.
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Summary of the thesis
Dialogue Acts In GUIs
The interaction with computers occurs most commonly through the use of
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). GUIs, as opposed to traditional command
line interfaces, display the expressions that the system can accept and give
users a persistent view of the system’s state. It is, however, often difficult for
users to fully understand the presentations that GUIs offer, and communication
problems are therefore prevalent in the interaction between computer systems
and their users. Natural communication between people is much more flexible and unconstrained, and the participants constantly monitor each other and
provide feedback about their understanding of what is said. This allows them
to smoothly and pro-actively deal with any communication problem that might
arise. GUIs, by contrast, are often unable to receive and respond to feedback
from the user.
The study of Human-Computer Communication (HCC) through GUIs and
the study of natural dialogue are two separate worlds. Natural human communication has been taken as a source of inspiration for designing spoken dialogue
systems, but not for graphical user interfaces. This thesis builds a bridge between studies of human-human communication (HHC) and HCC through GUIs,
compares the two systematically, and applies and evaluates the use of pro-active
mechanisms from HHC in GUIs.
The theoretical framework used in this thesis is Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT; Bunt (2000a), Bunt (2006b)). DIT considers a dialogue as a sequence
of contributions, interpreted as sets of dialogue acts, which are defined as functional semantic units in the description of communicative beaviour. A dialogue
act has a semantic content, the information that it is about, and a communicative function, which describes the effect that the act is intended to have on its
addressee. An important class of dialogue acts with respect to preventing and
dealing with communication problems is formed by dialogue control acts, which
have a function in monitoring and managing the dialogue, and are often issued
through gestures and facial expressions in parallel with speech.
This thesis describes communication through GUIs in terms of the DIT
taxonomy of communicative functions, considering a GUI component as a com195

munication channel specific for sequences of dialogue acts with fixed functions.
More specifically, we focus on pro-active and reactive forms of context-sensitive
help in the use of drop-down list boxes, which are a common type of GUI component. This focus makes it possible to examine in detail the effect of the
alternative help mechanisms, independent of the possible effects of varying GUI
components.
We performed an explorative experiment to compare HHC and HCC variants of customer-supplier dialogues. The dialogues in this experiment have the
purpose to specify how a document should be printed and delivered. In the
HHC variant a paper form was completed through a dialogue with an expert; in
the HCC variant an electronic form was filled out by a subject backed up by an
assistant who provided help on request. All observed dialogues were analysed
in terms of dialogue acts using DIT.
Besides suggestions for prevention of communication problems (e.g. clear
terminology and visualisation), the most important conclusion of this experiment is that context-sensitive help occurs regularly in HHC, to resolve a lack of
comprehension or a misconception concerning the exchange of information. In
HHC two ways of dealing with communication problems can be distinguished:
1. Implicit: a subtle signal of incomprehension, such as a frown or a hesitation, is picked up by the dialogue partner who smoothes the problem with
an adequate response.
2. Explicit: a problem is explicitly addressed, for example by a request for
clarification, after which a clarification is given.
The implicit way of dealing with communication problems has important
advantages over the explicit way: (1) it is more efficient, since the problem is
resolved even before the participant who experienced the problem has made it
explicit; and (2) because the problem is resolved before it fully surfaces, the
participant concerned does not experience a problem as strongly as in the case
of explicit problem handling. These advantages could also apply to the way an
interactive system deals with communication problems on the part of the user;
however, implicit handling of communication problems has only rarely been
considered in HCC in general, and in GUI-based communication in particular.
In order to apply implicit help in GUIs, the system has to be able to monitor
the user carefully and detect subtle signs of incomprehension. Hesitations and
slowing down are a sign of such a situation in natural communication, and may
be expected to also be a sign of the user experiencing problems in communicating
through a GUI. In particular, it would seem interesting to record that the user
is dwelling on a particular spot on the GUI, relating to the performance of a
certain dialogue act. The literature indicates that the track of the mouse pointer
is a reasonable guess of the user’s eye gaze (Rauterberg and Cachin (1993)). In
case of communication problems with the electronic form, the mouse pointer
usually stops moving for a while, and this can be indicative of the cause of a
communication problem relating to the content below the mouse-pointer.
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We conducted an experiment in which subjects use an electronic form that
contains both problematic and non-problematic elements in the form of dropdown list boxes where certain problems have been introduced deliberately, using
incomprehensible content. An event recorder was built to record the full event
stream of the interactions of users with the electronic form, including all mouse
movements. The recorded event streams were replayed against the form, and
the timing of the mouse track within a drop-down list box was measured in milliseconds. The distributions of these measurements make it possible to establish
timing thresholds for distinguishing between problematic and non-problematic
interactions. The most powerful mechanism to detect a communication problem
turns out to be for the user to exceed an overall threshold on the time he keeps
a drop-down list box open.
We designed and evaluated a number of mechanisms for providing contextsensitive help in using drop-down list boxes, with different positioning and timing parameters, including the thresholds determined in the experiment described
above. All the help variants that we designed were evaluated in a comparative
within-subject assessment by users, involving two help variants per subject. A
global online help system was available as a baseline condition. The contents of
the online help were kept constant to be able to attribute the assessment results
exclusively to differences in the designs of the help providing variants.
Most of the assessed context-sensitive help variants are greatly appreciated
and rated significantly higher than global help. The position of context-sensitive
help on the screen turns out to be so important that it surpasses the difference
between implicit activation of help based on timing thresholds, and explicit activation. The best valued help mechanism proves to be context-sensitive help
information that is activated next to the element that requires clarification,
rather than in the direct visual focus of the user. The results of these evaluations suggest that it is indeed useful to investigate the applicability of strategies
for dealing with communication problems in natural dialogue, but that the specific characteristics of communication through graphical interfaces should not
be underestimated. Further research into the possibilities of designing user interfaces with practical help mechanisms, which are experienced as pleasant and
efficient, inspired by strategies that are important for the efficiency of natural
human communication, seems worth pursuing.
On the theoretical side, the bridge between HHC and HCC through GUIs,
presented in this thesis, offers a communication-theoretic interpretation of the
interaction through GUIs. Moreover, it provides the possibility to include communication through GUIs in models of multimodal dialogue management, applicable to forms of dialogue that combine language (in spoken or textual form)
and graphical interactive components.
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Appendix A

Communicative Functions
of Other Standard GUI
Components
This appendix contains a discussion of the communicative functionality of GUI
components not discussed in Chapter 2. It is only relevant if you are interested
in multimodal annotation schemes.

A.1

Checkboxes

Figure A.1: Example of a checkbox
A checkbox as shown in Figure A.1 can be viewed as a question like:
I suspect I should [not]1 [< label of enclosing environment >]2 [include/use]3
<label> [[in the set of] <label of enclosing environment>]4 ?
In the question above [ ] denote optional constructs and ‘I’ stands for the system.1 The [not] construct represents that the checkbox is unchecked and it’s
absence represents a checked checkbox, unless the <label> starts with ’do not’.
Many checkboxes are part of a larger construct, of which the label may be
important for precise interpretation of the checkbox. Furthermore both the label
of the checkbox and the label of a potential surrounding construct may contain
1 In rare occasions ‘I’ can also stand for a human addressee of the information at the other
end of the information chain.
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a noun phrase or a verb phrase or even an adjective. Therefore depending on
the contents of these labels the interpretation is one of the following:
1. I suspect I should [not]<label>?
2. I suspect I should [not] include <label> [in the set of <label of enclosing
environment>]?
3. I suspect I should [not] <label of enclosing environment> <label>?
4. I suspect I should [not] use <label> <label of enclosing environment>?
The question marks behind the questions denote a rising tone of voice. Examples
are shown in Figure A.2 . The checkbox can also be an enabler for other
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure A.2: Examples of usage of checkboxes with their different interpretations. a):
interpretation 1: I suspect I should show tips at startup?, b): interpretation 2: I
suspect I should include ‘Up’ in the set of Web buttons?, c): interpretation 3: I suspect
I should check for new mail on Microsoft exchange server?, d): interpretation 4: I
suspect I should use economode print quality?, e): interpretation 1 with negation: I
suspect I should not show this dialogue box again?
environments like in Figure A.3.
A checkbox has a communicative function check, i.e.:
• S wants to know whether p

A.1. Checkboxes
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.3: Check boxes that enable other components when checked
• S suspects that U knows whether p
• S suspects that p
in which S stands for system, U for user and p for a proposition.
Besides the check interpretation others may feel tempting. For instance
Figures A.2a, c and e look a lot like a directive. We have three arguments
against this interpretation however:
1. In the thinking aloud experiments described in Chapter 4, users tend to
read the captions of checkboxes in a questioning tone of voice and with
utterances like ‘yes’ when checking a checkbox or observing that it is
already checked.
2. Usually nothing really happens in terms of execution when the checkbox
is checked or unchecked.
3. Checkboxes are used to question the user about the value of a binary
variable, which is typical for a yn-question.
A further doubt one could have is whether indeed the checkbox suspects
anything about p (check) or that an empty checkbox is a mere yn-question
in which the system is completely unprejudiced about the truth value of p.
Sometimes designers of a GUI may have no clue about the value of p and leave
all checkboxes unchecked.

A.1.1
• system
• user

High Level Communicative Functionality
: check
: yn-answer

The answer of the user is a yn-answer, which can be either a confirm
or disconfirm act. Confirming the appropriateness of the current state of the
checkbox is not performed explicitly by the user and is not directly detectable for
the system, because it consists of not changing the state of the checkbox2 . Toggling a checkbox is best interpreted as a disconfirm act. When the user changes
2 Thinking aloud experiments (Chapter 4 and Appendix D) show that there are often weak
behavioural patterns (mouse movements) associated with confirms, but these are not very
reliable detection mechanisms.
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the default value he disconfirms to the system’s suggestion in the check. When
he revises his own previous disconfirm act, he disconfirms his own previous
choice.

A.1.2

Detailed Communicative Functionality

A checkbox can have the states given in Table A.1. The state-chart in Figure
A.4 displays the state transition diagram of a checkbox for normal operation.
On most platforms the label of the checkbox (representing its semantic content,
together with the truth value of the checkbox itself) is directly linked with the
checkbox itself. This means the label is highlighted when the checkbox has
focus and mouse clicks on the label have the same system response as clicks on
the checkbox. On some platforms, like plain HTML form components in most
browsers, however, this link between the label and the checkbox itself is not
present. In the images in Table A.1 and A.2 we have used ‘...’ as a label to
emphasise that the communicative function of state transitions of a checkbox
is the main issue and not the semantic content.
In Table A.2 the detailed
communicative functionality with respect to the state changes in Figure A.4 is
given.
State 1 in Figure A.4, Table A.1 and A.2 represents the presence of a checkbox on a GUI as a check by the system to the user. State 7 and 10 in Figure
A.4, table A.1 and A.2 represents a disabled check box, which means that under certain circumstances, determined by the application, the system issues this
check to the user, but in the present circumstances the check is not applicable. An example of this is shown in figure A.3. Obviously potential checks do
not occur in human-human communication. The closest resemblance in humanhuman commutation are dialogue acts with a communicative function inform
and a hypothesizing semantic content that may sound like ‘I would ask you
whether you would have wanted sugar if you would have wanted coffee’.
State transition a in Figure A.4 and Table A.2 represents the user pressing
the left mouse button, while the pointer is on the area of an enabled check box
which is unchecked (state 1 or 4 in Table A.2 and Figure A.4). As we can see the
transition to stable state 3 (Figure A.4) can still be escaped through unstable
state 8 (transition e). Therefore transition a is not yet a disconfirm, but the
user’s act is classified as having communicative function ‘select disconfirm’ in
which ‘select’ stands for ‘strongly consider’. The system’s response (Table A.2)
is to show a gray background in the check area, which is positive feedback.
State transition b (Figure A.4 and Table A.2) represents the user releasing
the left mouse button in the area of the check box that was pressed in transition
8. It is only now that the check is really disconfirmed. Indeed after the system
response the check box is in a stable state (state 3 in Figure A.4).
Both transitions a and b and c and d represent user disconfirms and system
positive feedback, but in a and b the box goes from unchecked to checked, while
in c and d it goes the other way. a and b signal agreement with the statements
in the label of the check box, while c and d signal disagreement with that
statement.

A.1. Checkboxes
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Table A.1: States of a checkbox

n

state
appearance

description

1

unfocused stable state: unchecked and enabled

2

action unstable state: unchecked; checkbox and label
highlighted
focused stable state: checked and label higlighted (hitting ‘Enter’/’space’ on the keyboard unchecks the checkbox)
focused stable state: unchecked and label highlighted

3

4
5
6
7
8

9

action unstable state: checked; checkbox and label
higlighted
unfocused stable state: checked and label not highlighted
unfocused stable state: disabled
action unstable state: Emerges when the mouse is
moved out of the component’s region with the left mouse
button depressed. No Visible clue is present to distinguish this state from state 4, but moving the mouse back
in will depress the pushbutton again.
action unstable state: Emerges when the mouse is
moved out of the component’s region with the left mouse
button depressed. No Visible clue is present to distinguish this state from state 3, but moving the mouse back
in will depress the pushbutton again.

9
a

1
i

4
g

h

2
f' f

e e'
d

b

5

c

3
j

7

6

8
Figure A.4: State transitions of checkboxes related to the states in Table A.1. The
dashed rountangle indicates an unstable state.
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Table A.2: Communicative functions of the state transitions of a check
box. The states and transitions have the same numbers as in Table A.1
and Figure A.4.

n
1

2

a
S

act
presence

appearance

S

UAN: display(... checkbox’)
grey appearance

comm. function
check

potential check

UAN∗ : disabled(... checkbox’)
a

U

S

select yn-answer

UAN: [... checkbox’]Mv
highlight checkbox &
highlight checkbox label

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... checkbox’ ! ... checkbox label’ !
b

U

S

issue yn-answer

UAN: [... checkbox’]Mˆ
show check

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... checkbox’-! check(...
checkbox)
c

U

S

select disconfirm

UAN: [... checkbox’]Mv
highlight checkbox &
highlight checkbox label

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... checkbox’ ! ... checkbox label’ !
d

U

issue disconfirm

UAN: [... checkbox’]Mˆ

A.1. Checkboxes
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Table A.2: Communicative functions of the state transitions of a check
box. The states and transitions have the same numbers as in Table A.1
and Figure A.4.

n

a
S

act
remove check

appearance

comm. function
feedback
positive
evaluation

UAN: ...
checkbox’-!
uncheck(... checkbox)
e

U

S

deselect disconfirm

UAN: [... checkbox’]˜
unhighlight checkbox

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... checkbox’-!
f

U

S

deselect disconfirm

UAN: [... checkbox’]˜
remove check

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... checkbox’-!
reselect disconfirm

e’ U

S

UAN: ˜[... checkbox’]
highlight checkbox

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... checkbox’ !
f’ U

reselect disconfirm

UAN: ˜[... checkbox’]
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Table A.2: Communicative functions of the state transitions of a check
box. The states and transitions have the same numbers as in Table A.1
and Figure A.4.

n

a
S

act
highlight checkbox

appearance

comm. function
feedback
positive
interpretation

g

U

h

S
U

i
j

UAN: Mˆ
no visual response
no communication
UAN: ... checkbox’-!
not represented, because they are merely a result of giving focus to
another component on the window.

UAN: ... checkbox’ !
confirm deselect disconfirm
UAN: Mˆ
no visual response

no communication
confirm deselect disconfirm

S

State transition e and f represent the motion of the mouse pointer out of the
area of the checkbox with the left mouse button depressed. This means that
after strongly considering to disconfirm (’select disconfirm’ in transition a or
c), the user now decides to retract his disconfirmation having communicative
function ‘deselect disconfirm’, in transition e by remaining to disagree with
the statement in the checkbox’s label, in transition f by remaining to agree with
the statement in the checkbox’s label.
State transition e’ and f’ represents bringing the mouse pointer back into
the region of the check box after transitions e and f with the left mouse button
still depressed, signaling something like “disconfirm anyway”.
g and h represent releasing the mouse button after e and f respectively,
confirming the retraction; no system response is shown in Table A.2 because the
system’s response is not visible and hence not communicative. State transitions i
and j in Figure A.4 are not elaborated, but just mentioned in Table A.2, because
they represent only focusing and defocusing of the checkbox. State change e and
f are elaborated for illustration, but the other transitions associated with state
8 and 9 are only mentioned.

A.2. Radio Buttons and Radio Button Groups

A.2
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Radio Buttons and Radio Button Groups

Radio button groups are used for determining the value of of a parameter from
a limited discrete set of values, under the suspicion that the user knows the
answer. This leads us to conclude that a radio button groups functions as an
alts-question. In addition to the conditions of an alts-question, it satisfies
the extra condition: ‘S suspects that xk satisfies p’, because one of the radio
buttons is nearly always selected.
Examples of the use of radio buttons are shown in Figure A.5. The example
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure A.5: Examples of the use of radiobuttons
in Figure A.5a asks the following question: “Do you want to create a new
presentation using a blank presentation, or do you want to use a design template
or the autocontent wizard ?”. This question first checks whether the answer
corresponding to the selected radio button is correct and subsequently lists the
alternatives in case the check is disconfirmed. The example in Figure A.5b
asks: “Do you want links to be always underlined, or do you want links to be
underlined when the mouse hovers them, or never at all?”. Clearly the ”hover”
alternative is quite idiosyncratic and brief, but this option is on the advanced
tab of the Internet Explorer options. The example in Figure A.5c asks: “Do
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you want the aspect ratio of your tablet to behave to fit (i.e. absolute), or do
you want it to behave proportionally?”. The example in Figure A.5d asks: “Do
you always want to use the ... profile, or do you want the system to prompt
for a profile?”. A similar discussion as for checkboxes applies for radio buttons
and their precise verbal interpretation and the diversity in the syntactic details
of the labels is even greater. We will stick to giving some examples and discuss
the coarse communicative function of radio button groups.
Radio buttons are used when the number of choices in the multiple-choice
question is small. If the amount of choices is large, use of radio buttons would
waste too much screen real estate, so then a drop-down list box is used.

A.2.1

High Level Communicative Functionality

The high-level communicative functionality of a group of radio buttons consists
of the following adjacency pair:
• system
• user

: check + alts-question
: yn-answer [ + alts-answer]

The fact that in a radio button group in principle always one radio button
is pressed means that there is a suspicion by the system of the most likely
value, which agrees with the condition of a check communicative function.
The conditions of an alts-question also apply:
• S wants to know whether x1 or ... or xn satisfies p.
• S suspects that H knows which element of {x1 , ..., xn } satisfies p
• S knows that either x1 or ... or xn satisfies p
If the user leaves the default value of the radio button group unchanged he
implicitly confirms to the check formed by the default value. In that case
the answer is only a confirm and not really an alts-answer, but if the user
changes the value of the radio button group, he issues a disconfirm, but also
an alts-answer.

A.2.2

Detailed Communicative Functionality

A radio button can have the states given in Table A.3. Since radio buttons’
states can only be considered for a group we display two radio buttons for each
state, but generally the number is arbitrary. Each row in Table A.3 represents a
set of states. Variant 1 represents the first radio button of the group depressed,
and variant 2 represents the second radio button depressed. This does not
go for state 8 and 9, because these represent (disabled) states of individual
radio buttons. In Table A.3 (and also in A.4) we omitted the surrounding
construct of the radio button group. Radio button groups, however, always
have a surrounding construct (see e.g. Figure A.5), and our classifications in
Table A.3 are based on its presence. A single radio button represent only a

A.2. Radio Buttons and Radio Button Groups
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Table A.3: State sets of a radio button group. Radio buttons always
have a surrounding construct with a caption. We’ve omitted them here
to save space.

n
1

variant 1

variant 2

description
unfocused stable state: unpressed and
enabled

2

action unstable state: unpressed; radiobutton and label highlighted

3

focused stable state: pressed and label
higlighted (hitting ‘Enter’/’space’ on the
keyboard releases the radiobutton)

4

focused stable state: unpressed and label
highlighted.

5

action unstable state: pressed; radiobutton and label higlighted

6

action unstable state: pressed and label
higlighted

7

action unstable state: unpressed and label highlighted.

8

unfocused stable state: disabled

9

unfocused stable state: disabled

single alts-answer and the surrounding construct constitutes the whole altsquestion.
The state-chart in Figure A.6 displays the state set transition
diagram of a radio button group. All arrows in Figure A.6 represent state
changes within one column, i.e. within variant 1 or variant 2. In Table A.3 only
for transition b (from 2 to 3) the transition goes from one variant in line 2 to
the other in 3. Transition b is the most important state set change of the radio
button group, having communicative function alts-answer (see Table A.4).
Transition j results from clicking on another component on the interface, which
defocuses the focused radio button in state set 3.
On most platforms the label of a radio button (containing it’s semantic
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j1

g

i
6
a

1

d1

2

d2 b
c
e2

j2
i

4

5
f1

h

3

8

e1

9
f2

7

Figure A.6: State set transitions of a radio button group related to the states in Table
A.3. The dashed rountangle indicates an unstable state.

content) is directly linked with the radio button itself. This gives rise to highlighting of the label when the radio button has focus and mouse clicks on the
label have the same system response as clicks on the radio button itself. On
some platforms, like plain HTML in most browsers, however, this link is not
present.
In Table A.4 the detailed communicative functionality with respect to the
state set transitions in figure A.6 is given. State transitions j1 and j2 in Figure
A.6 are not elaborated, but just mentioned in Table A.4, because they represent only the defocusing of the radio button group, by giving focus to another
component on the interface. The presence of state 1 in Figure A.6 and Table
A.4 represents the initial question posed by the system in the form of a radio
button group, which consists of a check formed by an assumption in the form
of the default value and an alts-question.
State transition a in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 represents the user depressing
the left mouse button on an unpressed radio button in a radio button group.
With this act he does not yet depress the intended radio button. That finally
happens when the left mouse button is released at the same spot (transition b).
The communicative function of depressing and releasing the left mouse button
here is twofold: disconfirming the ‘default alts-answer’, which represents a
check by the system (state 1 in Table A.4) and answering the alts-question.
The communicative function of depressing the left mouse button (transition a)
here is select disconfirm+ alts-answer. The system’s response of making the
background of the radio button itself (inside the small circle) gray can be seen as
positive feedback concerning the interpretation of the user’s act. Subsequently
releasing the mouse button on the radio button (transition b in Table A.4)
finalises the disconfirmation and alts-answer so its communicative function
is: ‘issue disconfirm + alts-answer’. The system’s response to the user’s
act (showing the radio button in a depressed state) is positive feedback about
the interpretation of the user’s act. Transition b is depicted in Figure A.6 with
a zigzag arrow to indicate that at this point we change columns in Table A.3,
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which corresponds to the two radio buttons switching roles, i.e. now the other
one is depressed.
Transition c in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 is similar to transition a, the only
difference being that the depressed radio button’s label is highlighted, which
shows that it has focus. Since focus is merely important for keyboard interaction
(which is not within the scope of this text) the communicative function of this act
is taken the same as that of transition a: ‘select disconfirm + alts-answer’.
State transition in d1 in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 represents retracting the
selection of this radio button. The plan may have been to depress the radio button, but doubt may have risen. This is effectuated by moving the mouse pointer
off the radio button with the left mouse button depressed. The communicative
function of this act is ‘deselect disconfirm and deselect alts-answer’ (in Table A.4 shortened to ‘deselect disconfirm + alts-answer’). The system’s
response is to highlight the background of the radio button, showing positive
feedback about the interpretation of the user’s act. State transition d2 in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 represents reconsidering a retracted selection (d1). This
happens when the user moves his mouse pointer back onto the radio button with
the left mouse button still depressed after transition d1. For a radio button the
associated communicative function is: reselect disconfirm and reselect altsanswer. The system’s response is to highlight the background of the radio
button again, which is positive feedback about the interpretation of the user’s
act.
State transition e1 in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 is performed by depressing
the left mouse button on a depressed radio button. Obviously this is a completely redundant act, but redundancy can be a natural thing to perform and
explicit confirmations are not rare in human dialogue. The communicative function of this act is ‘select explicit confirm’, but in Table A.4 we also included
the explanation that the user does not know what he is doing. The system’s
response is to highlight the background of the depressed radio button signaling
positive feedback about the interpretation of the user’s act. In transition e2 the
user releases the mouse button after transition e1, which has communicative
function: ‘issue explicit confirm’. The system’s response is to unhighlight the
background of the radio button, signaling successful interpretation.
Transition f1 in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 represents moving the mouse
pointer out of the region of the depressed radio button with the left mouse
button depressed. The associated communicative function is: ‘deselect explicit
confirm’. The system responds by unhighlighting the background of the radio
button, which is positive feedback about the interpretation of the user’s act.
Transition f2 is the reverse of f1 and means ‘reselect explicit confirm’. It
is followed by the system rehighlighting the background of the radio button,
signaling successful interpretation.
Transition g in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 follows transition d1 and confirms
it. The associated communicative function is therefore called ‘confirm deselect
disconfirm and alts-answer’. There is no visual response by the system.
Transition h is similar to g and follows transition f1. It is effectuated by releasing
the left mouse button outside the unpressed radio button’s region after it was
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Table A.4: Communicative functions of radio button groups.

We
haven’t shown the surrounding construct of the radio button group in
the appearance column.

n
1

a
S

a

U

act
presence

appearance

comm. function
check
+
altsquestion

UAN: display(... radiobutton’)

S

select disconfirm +
alts-answer
UAN: [... radiobutton]Mv
highlight radiobutton &
highlight label

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ...radiobutton’ ! ... radiobuttonlabel’ !
b

U

S

issue disconfirm
alts-answer
UAN: [...radiobutton]M
show depressed & unhighlight

+

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : ... radiobutton’v-!
c

U

S

select disconfirm +
alts-answer
UAN: [... radiobutton]Mv
highlight one radiobutton & unhighlight one
label & highlight other
label
UAN: ...radiobutton’ !
...
radiobuttonlabel’-!
...
radiobuttonlabel’ !

d1 U

feedback
positive
interpretation

deselect disconfirm +
alts-answer
UAN: [... radiobutton]
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Table A.4: Communicative functions of radio button groups.

We
haven’t shown the surrounding construct of the radio button group in
the appearance column.

n

a
S

act
unhiglight radiobutton

appearance

comm. function
feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... radiobutton’!
d2 U

S

reselect disconfirm +
alts-answer
UAN: ˜[... radiobutton]
higlight radio button

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... radiobutton’ !
e1 U

S

select explicit confirm
OR misinterpreted radiobutton functionality
UAN: [... radiobutton]Mv
higlight radio button

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... radiobutton’ ! ... radiobuttonlabel’ !
e2 U

S

issue explicit confirm
OR misinterpreted radiobutton functionality
UAN: [... radiobutton]M
unnhighlight radiobutton

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... radiobutton’v-!
f1 U

S

deselect disconfirm +
alts-answer
UAN: [... radiobutton]˜
unhiglight radiobutton

UAN: ... radiobutton’-!

feedback
positive
interpretation
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Table A.4: Communicative functions of radio button groups.

We
haven’t shown the surrounding construct of the radio button group in
the appearance column.

n a
f2 U

S

act

appearance

UAN: [... radiobutton]˜
higlight radio button

comm. function
reselect explicit confirm
feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... radiobutton’ !
g

U

S

h

UAN: M
no visual response

U

S

i

confirm deselect disconfirm
+
altsanswer

confirm deselect explicit
confirm
UAN: [... radiobutton]˜
no visual response

U

S

no communication

no communication

select explicit confirm
OR misinterpreted radiobutton functionality
UAN: [... radiobutton]Mv
higlight radio button

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN: ... radiobutton’ ! ... radiobuttonlabel’ !
j1 not represented, because they are just a result of giving focus to another
j2 component on the window.
8 S grey appearance
offer potential disconfirm + alts-answer
UAN∗ : ... radiobutton’x
9 S grey appearance & deoffer potential confirm
pressed
UAN∗ : ... radiobutton’vx
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brought there with the left mouse button depressed.
Transition i in Figure A.6 and Table A.4 is in fact the same as transition
e1 except that state 1 and 4 are slightly different from 3 in terms of focus. It
is therefore not fully elaborated in Table A.4. Transition j1 and j2 are caused
by selecting another component on the window, defocusing any radio button in
the group.
State 8’s appearance represents a potential alternative within the radio button group for which currently the preconditions are not met. Its communicative
function is thus to ‘offer (a) potential disconfirm and alts-answer’. State 9
is possible in a fully disabled radio button group, in which also the unpressed
radio buttons are disabled (like in state 8). Such a radio button group may
occur as an environment that can be enabled and disabled by a checkbox like
in Figure A.3 on page 203. Its communicative function could be taken as ‘offer
potential confirm’.

A.3

Textfields

Textfields can be viewed as requests for alphanumerical information, such as
‘first name’, ‘telephone number’ etc. For each item a separate textfield is used.
The question a textfield represents is:
What is your/the <textfield label>?
A number of the examples of textfields are given in Figure A.7. In Figure
A.7a the questions on the form are simply ‘What is your job title?’ And ‘What is
(the name of) your company?’. Figure A.7 represents the wh-question: ‘What
is the address of your homepage and Figure A.7c contains two textfields on a
flight booking website’s security gate for viewing one’s orders. The textfields
represent the wh-question: ‘What is your e-mail address?’ and ‘What is your
password?’ respectively. Figure A.7d represents the wh-question: ‘What is
the name of your server. Figure A.7e shows a textfield for a numerical value
with the default value representing a question like ‘What should be the scale;
100%?’. the default value in this case , like for radio buttons , thus leads to
an extra check communicative function (and dialogue act), but for textfields a
default value is optional and even rare. Figure A.7f represents a query form for
a search engine. The textfield in this case, has no caption, so it is unclear what
is asked. Users thus have to rely upon ‘knowledge in the head’ (Norman (1998))
to understand the dialogue act associated with the presence of this textfield.
Because this interface tends to be frequented by many users its unclarity does
not seem to be problematic. Figure A.7g represents a part of another query form
of a search engine. This piece of interface consists of a full directive sentence
with open slots to construct a query. The directive communicative function of
this sentence (command) is connected to the communicative function of the
pushbutton, containing caption ‘Google Search’. The slots to be filled however,
have nothing to do with the communicative function of this full sentence. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure A.7: Examples of the use of textfields.
first slot can be interpreted as: ‘Which words should all be present in the
results?’ representing a logical AND for the words entered in the textfields.
For cases like Figure A.7e it is not generally possible to find a mechanism to
extract the verbal meaning of the slots from the captions. It is a nice example
of how communicative functions of natural language phrases can be combined
with those of GUI components to build complex communicative constructs.

A.3.1

High Level Communicative Functionality

The high-level adjacency pair of the textfield is:
• system
: [check] + WH-question
• user
: WH-answer
The optional check in the system’s part stands for the case that the default
value is present in the textfield like in Figure A.7e . A check has as a condition ‘S suspects that p’, which is the case when there is a default value in the
textfield.
When the user decides to leave the default value as it is, this is an implicit
confirmation. When he decides to change it that is besides the wh-answer
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also an implicit disconfirm.

A.3.2

Detailed Communicative Functionality

A textfield can have the states given in Table A.5. State 2 is not really a state
of the textfield, but merely of the mouse pointer. Only some GUI components
have such a mouse pointer change when the mouse hovers over it. Unlike for
checkboxes and radiobuttons in the textfield there is no link between the label
and the textfield itself to cause highlighting of the label when the textfield
receives focus (state 3) and clicking on the label does not give the textfield
focus.
The state-chart in Figure A.8 displays the state transition diagram of a
texfield. Because state 2 is not really a state of the textfield it is sligthly artificial
to include it in the state-chart. When going into state 3, one has to pass through
state 2, but the special mouse pointer behaviour does not disappear for state 3
when the mouse is still hovering over the field. In principle state 2 should have
been modelled as independent from the others, but the functional explanation
of state 2 (considering a wh-answer) should precede the actual starting of
a wh-answer. In principle it even applies to state 1, but this transition is
represented explicitly in the diagram.
The appearance/presence of state 1 in Table A.5, Figure A.8 and Table
A.6 represents a wh-question. In case of a default value the communicative
function would be check + wh-question . State 4 is a disabled textfield
which means that the preconditions for this question are not met. This could
be the case if the textfield is governed by checkboxes like in Figure A.3 on page
203. State transition a happens when the user brings his mouse pointer over the
textfield. The system responds by showing an ‘I’ mouse pointer to signal that
the user’s mouse pointer hovers a text entry area. The mouse movement of the
user may mean ‘consider wh-answer’. The ‘consider’ modifier is weaker than
the ‘select’ modifier that we have seen for pushbuttons, checkboxes and radio
buttons, and stands for ‘very strongly consider’.3 The system’s response, in this
case, should not be seen as positive feedback about the interpretation, but as
an extra inform about the properties of the area under the mouse pointer.
Transition b is caused by the user moving the mouse pointer out of the region
of the textfield. We call this act ‘abandon wh-question’. The system responds
by returning to the normal mouse pointer appearance, which is positive feedback
about the interpretation.
Transition c in Figure A.8 and Table A.6 happens when the user clicks in the
textfield. We call this communicative function ‘select wh-answer’, marking the
beginning of a wh-answer act by the user. The system responds by showing
a blinking cursor in the textfield to indicate that, and at which precise textual
position, the textfield is ready for insertion, which is positive feedback about
the interpretation, but in case the textfield already contains a string, also an
inform about the position within this string where characters are going to be
3 One

may even argue that it could be an accidental move.
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Table A.5: States of a textfield

n

state
appearance

description

1

unfocused stable state:

2

action unstable state: mouse over

3

focused stable state: cursor in textfield

4

unfocused stable state: disabled (the grey appearance is
hardly visible in print)

a
1
2
b c
e
d
4
3
Figure A.8: State transitions of texfields related to the states in Table A.5. The dashed
rountangle indicates an unstable state.

Table A.6: Communicative functions of a text field.
n
1

a
S

act
presence

4

S

UAN: display(... textfield’)
grey appearance
UAN∗ : ... textfield’x

a

U

S

b

U

appearance

comm. function
wh-question

offer potential
question

wh-

consider wh-answer
UAN: ˜[... textfield’]
show texfield mouse
pointer
UAN∗ : MI

inform

abandon wh-answer
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Table A.6: Communicative functions of a text field.
n

a
S

act
UAN: [... textfield’]˜
return normal mouse
pointer

appearance

comm. function
feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : M<
c

U

S

d
e

select wh-answer
UAN: [... textfield’]Mv
show cursor

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : ... textfield’I
not represented, because it is just a result of giving focus to another
component on the window.
U typing
wh-answer

S

UAN: K”abc”
show characters

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : display(“abc”)
inserted.
Transition d in Figure A.8 and Table A.6 is a result of giving focus to another
component on the interface and is not an explicit act on the textfield itself.
Transition e represents typing the wh-answer in the textfield. The system
responds by showing the characters in the textfield, which is positive feedback.
Besides their communicative functions textfields usually allow all standard
text editing keyboard and mouse commands such as selecting, copying, pasting
etc. Furthermore a texfield can impose a syntax format for data entry.

A.4

Drop-Down List Boxes

The high-level communicative functionality of a drop-down list box is discussed
in Section 2.5.2, so we do not repeat it in this appendix. The detailed intricacies
are discussed in the following.

A.4.1

Detailed Communicative Functionality

In this section we consider in detail the case of a drop-down list box with two
options. A drop-down list box can have the states listed in Table A.7. All states
shown here actually represent a set of states, because to avoid combinatorial
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Table A.7: States of a drop-down list box.

n

state
appearance

description

1

unfocused stable state: closed

2

focused stable state: closed

3

focus unstable state: open, field dehighlighted
+ position unstable state: when mouse pointer on
option.

4

action unstable state: open, field dehighlighted, button
depressed

5

unfocused stable state: disabled

i
2

1

c
a

f

h

d e

5

3

b
g
4

Figure A.9: State transitions of a drop-down list box related to the states in Table
A.7. The dashed rountangle indicates an unstable state.

explosion we treat the selection of any option as equivalent to the selection of
another. For instance state 1 shows that option ‘...’ is selected, which stands
for any option. States 3 and 4 represent states of the drop-down list box in
which the mouse hovers over an option, irrespective of which one, even though
the picture shows the first option highlighted. Figure A.9 shows the possible
state transitions. State 1 represents a closed drop-down list box outside focus,
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i.e. before it is interacted with or after another components on the screen is
activated, causing the drop-down list box to lose focus (i). It is the only state
a drop-down list box can have when it is not in focus (except for the disabled
state 5), so it is where each interaction with the drop-down list box starts ( :
transitions a and f) and ends ( : transition i).
The interaction starts when the user depresses his left mouse button on the
field box, and the state changes into state 3 (a), or when the user depresses his
left mouse button on the drop button, and state a transitions occurs into action
unstable state 4 (transition f). In the latter case, when he releases the mouse
button the drop-down list box will fall back to state 3 (transition g).
We treat the options (the first and the second) of the drop-down list box
as equivalent, so for instance selecting the second option is not represented
explicitly. States in which the first option is shown highlighted, as in states
2, 3, and 4, also represent the equivalent states in which the second option is
highlighted. In state 3 state transition b represents going from hovering over one
option with the mouse towards hovering over another, so after state transitions
b another option is highlighted.
State 3 can also transit into state 2: transition c takes place when an option
is selected by clicking on it. Transition d takes place when the field box is clicked
on, which closes a drop-down list box and highlights the field box (d1), or when
the user clicks somewhere next to the drop-down list box without giving focus
to another component on the window (d2). d1 and d2 are not show separately
in Figure A.9.
State 2 represents a closed drop-down list box, just like state 1, but with
focus. By clicking on the field one can go directly into state 3 (transition e),
or by depressing the left mouse button on the drop button one can go through
state 4 (transition h) to state 3 (transition g). When another component is
selected states 2 or 3 fall back into stable state 1.
Table A.8 describes the transitions of Figure A.9 in terms of their communicative function. Initially, state 1 represents the presence of a drop-down list
box in a GUI, which has a check communicative function. In case of a disconfirm, it is also an alts-question. If the user wants to confirm the check
implicitly he does nothing and the alts-question does not materialise, but
the system does show to the user that he can expand the drop-down list box
to a full check + alts-question, which is signalled by the optionality of this
function.
At the start of the interaction transition a happens when the user depresses
his left mouse button in the field of the drop-down list box. This is a question
about what the options of the alts-question are, i.e. a wh-question, that
implicitly materialises the optional alts-question of state 1.
Transition b happens when the user moves his mouse pointer from one option
to another in the list of options. As for most triggers of position unstable states,
we associate such positional acts with the qualifier ‘consider’. In this case the
object of consideration is a specific alts-answer. The system response to this
act is highlighting the newly considered option and unhighlighting the previously
considered option. This shows that it has understood the user’s act, i.e. it
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Table A.8: Communicative functions of a drop-down list box.

n
1

a
S

act
presence

8

S

grey appearance

a

U

S

appearance

UAN∗ : [... ddlb[]]Mv
show list

comm. function
check
[+
altsquestion]
potential check [+
alts-question]
wh-question

wh-answer

UAN∗ : show(... ddlb, {...,...})
b

U

S

consider (alts-answer
+ disconfirm)
UAN∗ : ∼[... ddlb,[...]]
unhighlight 1st, highlight 2nd option
UAN∗ : (...
ddlb,[...])!

c

ddlb,[...])-!, (...

U

S

feedback
positive
interpretation

alts-answer + disconfirm
UAN∗ : [... ddlb,[...]]Mvˆ
close list, option in field

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : hide(... ddlb, {})
d1 U

S

alts-answer + confirm
UAN∗ : [... ddlb[]]Mv
close list

UAN∗ : hide(... ddlb,{})

feedback
positive
interpretation
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Table A.8: Communicative functions of a drop-down list box.
n a
d2 U

S

act

UAN∗ : [... ddlb]∼Mv
close list, highlight field

UAN∗ : hide(...
ddlb[]!
e

appearance

feedback
positive
interpretation

ddlb,{}) ...

U

S

comm. function
abandon
(altsanswer + disconfirm)

wh-question
UAN∗ : [... ddlb[]]Mv
unhighlight field and
show list

wh-answer

UAN∗ : ... ddlb[]!, show(...
ddlb, {...,...})
f
h

U

S

wh-question
UAN∗ : [... ddlb[v]]Mv
show list, depress button

wh-answer

UAN∗ : show(... ddlb, {...,...}),
(... ddlb[v])v
g

U

S

i

U

?

UAN∗ : [... ddlb[v]]Mˆ
unpress button

UAN∗ : (... ddlb[v])ˆ
selecting another component

?

discourse structuring
topic management
closing
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Table A.8: Communicative functions of a drop-down list box.

n

a
S

act
unhighlight field, close
list if applicable

appearance

comm. function
feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : [hide(... ddlb,{}),] ...
ddlb[]-!
indicates positive feedback about interpretation.
Transition c, from state 3 to 2, happens when the user depresses his left
mouse button on one of the options of the list, which is an alts-answer and
may also be a disconfirmation of the check part of the drop-down list box.
The system responds by showing the option that was under the mouse pointer
in the field and closing the pop-up list, which indicates positive feedback about
interpretation.
Transition d, from state 3 to 2, as mentioned above, happens when the user
clicks on the field when the list is open (d1) or in the empty space somewhere
beside the drop-down list box (d2). Although the effect in terms of system
response is equal for both situations, the communicative interpretation of d1
may be that the default option is confirmed anyway, after having seen all the
options of the alts-question, while in d2 the default option may not so much
be confirmed, but rather the intention to give an alts-answer seems to be
abandoned.
For transition e, from state 2 to 3 opening up the drop-down list box happens
at least for the second time4 , so one could argue that something more complex
is going on, since the act is repetitive. We will not dwell on this aspect here,
but we will get back to such issues in Chapter 5, when we discuss indicators for
problems in the interaction. The system response to this user act of clicking
on the field is showing the pop-up list with the alternatives of the high-level
alts-question, and has communicative function wh-answer.
Transitions f and h happen when the user depresses the left mouse button on
the drop button with the list closed (state 1 or 2). In fact this act is equivalent
to acts a and e, which represented depressing the left mouse button on the
field instead of on the drop button5 , i.e. a wh-question, that materialises the
high-level alts-question that was still optional in state 1. The difference with
a and e is that the drop button remains depressed (state 4) until the mouse
button is released (transition g). Although the drop button is a push button
the ‘execution’ of the associated action (showing the pop-up list) happens when
depressing the left mouse button instead of when releasing it, but the drop
button itself remains depressed as long as the mouse button does. Transition
4 The fact that the field is highlighted in state 2 means that the drop-down list box has
been open before.
5 For comboboxes (Section A.5), which are similar to drop-down list boxes, this difference
is huge. Clicking on the field for comboboxes means answering a wh-question and does not
materialise an alts-question.
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g represents releasing the mouse button and unpressing the drop button. It
is unclear what the communicative functions of these acts (from the user and
system) might be. It is therefore not surprising that in different implementations
we see behaviours of the drop button that are slightly different from the one
described here. Sometimes after transition f the drop button just comes up
again after 0.5 seconds, while in others it remains depressed while the list is
visible, and in others still it is never depressed at all.

A.5

Comboboxes

Comboboxes combine the functionality of a drop-down list box and a textfield.
In many GUI kits the distinction between drop-down list boxes and comboboxes
is not even made6 and a combobox component simply has an option to turn
‘editability’ off, which makes it into a drop-down list box. A true combobox has
editability turned on, in which case the main field is editable like a textfield.
Selections can be made from the list and subsequently edited in the field, as if
it were a textfield.
A combobox can be used in a GUI for two different reasons:
1. To make it possible to deviate from the options listed by editing their text
or entering something completely different than the options in a list. The
same reasoning with a slightly different prespective is to have textfield with
some suggestions. In some cases the list functions as a history mechanism
for the textfield.
2. To equip a drop-down list box with an incremental search mechanism.
The text typed into the textfield automatically scrolls the drop-down list
to the option that matches as many letters as possible with the typed text
in the field, starting from the beginning.7 This kind of use of a combobox
is useful when a list contains many options.
In some cases a combobox is used for a combination of these two reasons, e.g.
in the address bar in web browsers. In our discussion we will mainly focus on
the first reason, although the second reason is quite prevalent in existing GUIs.
If incremental search is the main reason for using a combobox, the list should
open as soon as one starts typing into the field, because there is no other reason
for typing than selection. A good example of such behaviour can be found in the
address bar of web MS Internet explorer, even though both reasons mentioned
apply to this example. Many comboboxes that have incremental search as the
only reason for being a combobox do not open on typing, giving the rather
6 i.e. the combobox and the drop-down list box are implemented by the same component
class.
7 Drop-down list boxes have a timed incremental search mechanism. Some users know
that the selection of an option jumps to the first option starting with a letter typed on the
keyboard. This mechanism however, works incrementally with fast typing (less than 150 ms
between keystrokes).
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strange impression that the user is free in his formulation, even though this is
not the case.
In a combobox used for the first reason the drop-down list operates as a
copy-paste mechanism for the textfield. Clicking inside the component, but
not on the arrow button, results in entering the textfield functionality, whereas
clicking on the arrow button opens up the drop-down list box. Generally but
not necessarily a default option is already shown in the textfield. When a
combobox is used for the first reason mentioned above, keyboard typing enters
letters into the textfield, even when the list of the combobox is open, whereas
in an ordinary drop-down list box keyboard typing has the effect of selecting
the entry (without closing the list) that starts with the typed letter. From pure
observation, without interaction, it is not possible for a user to distinguish a
combobox from a drop-down list box.
Figure A.10 shows some examples of comboboxes. In Figure A.10a the ‘address’ combobox of a Web browser (Microsoft Internet Explorer) is shown. It
contains the history of the most recent addresses that have been typed into it.
It is also equipped with an auto completion mechanism. Figure A.10b is similar to A.10a, but is a combobox of a search engine (Google) contain the most
recent search terms. It does not have an auto completion mechanism. Figure
A.10c is a combobox with ‘spinner’8 added to it. The user can select the stroke
weight in a drawing application. The list contains suggestions, but the user is
not limited to these. In case of a typed weight that has an erroneous syntax, the
application issues an error in a modal pop-up window9 and prevents the user
from leaving the field of the combobox. Figure A.10d shows a typical combobox
for file names of Microsoft Windows, which contains a history list like those in
Figure A.10a and b, but obviously should allow textfield-like free typing. Figure
A.10e shows a combobox in a text editor (WordPad) for setting the font. The
free typing is solely used as an indexing mechanism for the long list (reason 2
mentioned above).

A.5.1

High Level Communicative Functionality

We will focus on comboboxes used as having the functionality of both a textfield
and a drop-down list (reason 1 mentioned above).
Table A.9: States of a combobox
n

state
ap- description
pearance
States associated with the list:
1
unfocused stable state: closed
2
8A

focused stable state: closed
spinner is a component in which the options can be browsed through one by one.
Figure 2.12 on page 43 for an example of a modal pop-up window

9 See
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Table A.9: States of a combobox

n

state
appearance

description

3

focus unstable state: open

4

focus unstable state: open, button depressed

5

action unstable state: closed, button depressed

6

unfocused stable state: disabled

States associated with the field:
I
unfocused stable state
II

position unstable state

III

focused stable state

IV

focused stable state

The high level communicative functionality of a combobox is dualistic and
represents an alts-question where the answer need not be one of the proposed alternatives. In human-human communication this is not a necessity
anyway, so we could argue that a combobox is slightly more similar to the real
alts-question in human-human-communication then a drop-down list box.
To distinguish a combobox from a drop-down list box however, we classify the
high level communicative functionality of a combobox as follows:
• system
• user

: alts-question/wh-question [+ check]
: alts-answer/wh-answer [+ yn-answer]

The optional check and yn-answer refer to the situation in which the
combobox contains a default value.

A.5.2

Detailed Communicative Functionality

The combination of a drop-down list box and a textfield means that states 2,
4 and 6 in Table A.7 are all split into 3 states, corresponding to state 1 and
3 in Table A.5 and a state in which all text in the field is selected, which is a
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure A.10: Examples of usage of comboboxes.
prominent state for comboboxes.10 Table A.9 shows the states of a combobox
as a combination of two separate state mechanisms: that of the drop-down list
box like part and that of the textfield like part. State II in Table A.9 is mainly
a mouse-over state which applies to all states of the combobox when the mouse
hovers over the field, except for the action unstable ones. The state transitions
of the textfield part are sometimes connected to the state transitions of the dropdown list part. Furthermore the connectivity of the textfield and drop-down list
box behaviour is not completely generic, in that it differs from application to
10 In principle the state with all text selected is also a state of a textfield, but we have not
listed it as a seperate state in Table A.5, because selection is simply a text editing facility just
like copy, paste etc.
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State transitions of the field

}

}

State tranditions of the list

1
a,i

I
g

2
b
d,k

3

f

5

c

e

6

h
II
i
b
III
IV
j

4
Figure A.11: State transitions of a combobox related to the states in Table A.9. The
dashed rountangle indicate an unstable states.

application.11 One behaviour that all comboboxes have in common is that the
text in the field is selected when an option is selected (clicked on) in the list.
Because the connectionism varies from implementation to implementation, any
explicit state transition for a combobox diagram is slightly arbitrary. Describing
all incarnations however, would lead to information clutter. If we abstain from
sketching any, we would sacrifice the description because of pluriformity, and
have no declarative reference point to discuss the communicative functionality
of a combobox.
Table A.10: Communicative functions of a combobox.
n
a
i

a
U

S

act

appearance

UAN∗ : [... cb[]]Mv
show cursor

comm. function
consider WH answer
[+ disconfirm ]
inform

UAN∗ : (... cb[])I
d
k

U

S

wh-question
[ + disconfirm]
UAN∗ : [... ddlb[v]]Mv
show list/ arrow button
down, show cursor

wh-answer& feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : show(... ddlb, {...,...}),
(... ddlb[v])v, (... cb[])I

11 Such differences obviously lead to users going astray more often. Usually this remains
unobserved however, because the errors happen in such a short time frame.
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Table A.10: Communicative functions of a combobox.

n
e

a
U

S

act

appearance

UAN∗ : [... ddlb[v]]Mˆ
arrow button up

comm. function
?

?

UAN∗ : (... ddlb[v])ˆ
c

U

S

consider alts-answer

UAN∗ : [... ddlb[...]]
unhighlight 1st, highlight 2nd option

UAN∗ : (...
ddlb,[...])!
b

ddlb,[...])-!,(...

U

S

feedback
positive
interpretation

issue alts-answer

UAN∗ : [... ddlb[]]Mv
close list, select text in
field

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : hide(... ddlb, []), select(... ddlb[])
f

U

S

confirm

UAN∗ : [... ddlb[v]]Mv
close list, button down

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : hide(... ddlb, []), (...
ddlb[v])v
g

U

?
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Table A.10: Communicative functions of a combobox.
n

j

a
S

act
UAN∗ : [... ddlb[v]]Mˆ
button up

U

UAN∗ : (... ddlb[v])ˆ
keyboard arrow left

S

UAN: K”¡-”
unselect text

appearance

comm. function
?

consider wh-answer

feedback
positive
interpretation

UAN∗ : unselect(... ddlb[])
Like for a textfield the behaviour associated with state II applies to all states
(except for 4, 5 and 6) when the mouse hovers over the field, including III and
IV). From a functional perspective however, it signals that one can enter text
in the field. It is therefore important to show that it precedes state III. The
state-chart in Figure A.11 displays the state transitions of a combobox.
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Appendix B

Annotated Transcriptions
This appendix contains the transcriptions of the dialogues of the experiment in
Chapter 3 annotated according to DIT. Appendix B.1 contains the symbols used
for the transcription. Appendix B.2 contains the full annotated transcription of
one subject; Appendix B.2.1 of the subject filling out the paper form, Appendix
B.2.2 of the subject filling out the electronic form. Appendix B.3 contains the
full annotated transcription of a subject placing an order with a real Document
Processing Center. Appendix B.4 contains a full transcription of a dialogue in
which a paper form is filled out (B.4.1.1) and a partially transcribed dialogue in
which an electronic form is filled out (B.4.1.2). Finally Appendix B.5 contains a
number of partial annotations from which some examples are taken in chapter
3.
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Appendix B: Annotated Transcriptions

Annotation Symbols

R
U

sign
[
:text]
[✜:text]
[H:text]
[
:text]
[D:text]
[N:text]
[%:text]
U
[U:text]
[ ≺:text]
[ c ≺:text]
[ c :text]
[✎:text]
[✎+:text]
S
[ :text]
[
↔
:text]
[
→ :text]
*
...
E
C
Em
Cd

EE E

Ea
Xp
Xg
X[QM ]
X[OM ]
X[N A]
X[N K]
X[QR]

meaning
pointing act
pure physical act
handover to dialogue partner
pick up
draws in the air
draws in the air
from low voice to high voice
mouse click
mouse click + speak
type + speak
type
write
write + speak out loud
pointing with mouse (no click)
eye contact
eye to screen
utterance continues, but partner makes parallel DA
hesitation
Expert
Customer
examples of obvious monitoring by the Expert
examples where system model and user model differ (often coincides with C[QM ] and C[OM ]
examples where the Expert takes initiative to anticipate
on problems the user may encounter.
examples where multimodal reference is exploited.
examples where explicit feedback is used for grounding
empamples of ’What does this question mean?’
empamples of ’What does this answer option mean?’
empamples of ’My answer is not among the options.’
empamples of ’I don’t know the answer to this question.’
empamples of ’Is this question still relevant given my
answers to previous questions?’

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject

B.2
B.2.1

Full Annotation of One Subject
Paper Form: Customer Fills Form

A
1 E
2 C
3 E

Utterance
Goeiemiddag*
Goeiemiddag
wat kan ik voor je
doen?

4 C

nou*

5

7

8
9

10

Comm.func.
greeting
greeting
WH-QUESTION

interaction
management
own
communication
management
*ik wil een bestand INFORM
uitprinten*

en dat wil ik dertig INFORM
keer hebben
Ep
OK*
feedback
positive
evaluation
*nou dan kun je INFORM
het beste even even
[
:dit] formulier
invullen*
*de [
:bovenste INFORM
twee velden] kun je
leeg laten*
C
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
Ep
*daarna
volgen INFORM
wat [
:algemene
gegevens]...
C
[✜:starts writing]
C[QM ] afdeling is de ca- POSI-CHECK
paciteitsgroep waar
ik werk, lokatie is*
E
ja
CONFIRM

R

6
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R

R

11 C[QM ] *het gebouw en het INFORM
bedrijf is TUE

Dialogue Act
greeting
greeting
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
INFORM
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
feedback
negative
interpretation
feedback
feedback response
POSI-CHECK&
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A

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19

Dialogue Act
feedback
negative
interpretation
Eg
TUE ja
CONFIRM
CONFIRM
C
telefoonnummer
discourse structuring discourse structuring
topic
topic
management
management
[✜:pen up at ac- interaction
interaction
count]
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
E[QM ] 35 eh 3515
INFORM
INFORM
C
3515
POSI-CHECK
feedback
positive
perception
Eg
ja
CONFIRM
feedback response
Cd
dat is is eh...?
INFORM
POSI-CHECK&
feedback
negative
evaluation
interaction
interaction
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
Ea
Ja, dat is de UCE CONFIRM&INFORM feedback response
groep
C
ja ja,
CONFIRM
feedback
positive
evaluation

20 Eg
21 C

Utterance

Comm.func.

daar krijgen jullie INFORM
het geld vandaan.
Ja
CONFIRM
eh OK...*
interaction
management
own
communication
management
*nou moet ik weten INFORM
eh ...
welk materiaal ik voor de
[
:kaft]
moet
hebben*

R

POSI-CHECK
CONFIRM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
topic
introduction &
POSI-CHECK

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A
22 E
23 C

Utterance
Comm.func.
ja
CONFIRM
*en
voor
het INFORM
topic
[
:document]
introduction

24 E
25 Cd

[%:mmm]
eh...

26 E

27 C

28 Ep

R

CONFIRM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
ja, als je vragen INFORM
wil stellen over wat
voor mogelijkheden
kun je ze stellen
ja
CONFIRM
dat wil ik wel weten INFORM
wat je hebt
er zijn een aantal INFORM
mogelijkheden

U

29 C

30 Ep

’t makkelijkst is INFORM
[
:[snelbinder]
dit]*
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
*ziet er ook wel INFORM
goed uit
we
drukken INFORM
het eerst af en
dan
wordt
het
[
:hiermee] ingebonden
dan hebben we ook discourse structuring
topic
nog
management
eh...
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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Dialogue Act
CONFIRM
discourse structuring
topic
management
topic
introduction
POSI-CHECK
CONFIRM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
POSI-CHECK

CONFIRM
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
INFORM

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
INFORM

U

discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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A

Utterance
Comm.func.
voor
de
kaften INFORM
kun je eventueel
[
:dit]
soort
karton gebruiken*
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
*voor de binding INFORM
kunnen we gebruikmaken van ofwel
plastic*
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
*metalen ringband- INFORM
jes, en lijmrand
voor kaften*
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
*kaften kunnen we INFORM
karton kan in een
aantal kleuren*
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
kan eventueel een INFORM
doorzichtige voor of
achterkant
hangt ervan af wat INFORM
je wil.
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
[✜:pause]
interaction
management
turn giving
OK
feedback
positive
evaluation
dus eh nou
interaction
management
own
communication
management

R

31 C

32 E

33 C

34 E

35 C

36 E

37 C

38 E

39 C

40 E

41 C

42 Em

Dialogue Act
INFORM

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM

WH-QUESTION
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
turn giving
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A

43 C

Utterance
Comm.func.
ik weet niet waar WH-QUESTION
je de voorkeur aan
geeft?
Nou
interaction
management
own
communication
management
ik wil eh [
:zo’n INFORM
eh zo’n] ringbandje
en ik wil wel INFORM
eh
[
:zo’n
achterkant] en een
[
:doorzichtige
voorkant]
en de rest moet INFORM
gewoon op normaal
A4 papier
ja nou ja dan kun je discourse structuring
topic
dat invullen bij bij
management
de kaft eh
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
en hoe heten die WH-QUESTION
dingen?
transparant
WH-ANSWER
transparante
voorkant
[✜:schrijft]
Licht
kartonnen INFORM
achterkant
[✜:schrijft]
Licht karton?
feedback
negative
interpretation
Ja dat is zeg maar INFORM
honderdzeventig
gramspapier of
feedback response
ja ja
feedback
positive
evaluation

U

44 Ea

45 C

46 E

47 C
48 Ema
49 C
50 Cd

51 E

52 C

U
U
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Dialogue Act
WH-QUESTION

interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM
INFORM

INFORM

discourse structuring
topic
management
feedback
positive
evaluation
WH-QUESTION
WH-ANSWER

INFORM

feedback
negative
interpretation
INFORM

feedback response
feedback
positive
evaluation
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A

53 E

54 C

55 Eg

56 Cd

Utterance
Ok

Comm.func.
discourse structuring
topic
management
closing
En ’t document op INFORM
A4
en ik wil het kleur INFORM
mm
feedback
positive
evaluation
En dubbelzijdig
INFORM
en ik oh dat staat interaction
hier
management
own
communication
management
eh en ik wil dertig INFORM
stuks
ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
eh
interaction
management
own
communication
management
[
↔
feedback
negative
:afwerking?]
interpretation
Ja dat is zeg maar INFORM
de binding
feedback response
Ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
je had deze gekozen, INFORM
ringband
Ijzeren
interaction
management
own
communication
management
Ijzeren,
Ijzeren POSI-CHECK
ringband

EE
57 E

58 C

59 Ea
60 Cd

61 E

Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
topic
management
closing
INFORM
INFORM
feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
feedback
negative
interpretation
INFORM
feedback response
feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
POSI-CHECK

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A
Utterance
62 C[QM ] Ja

Dialogue Act
feedback
positive
evaluation
POSI-CHECK(weak)

63

CONFIRM
INFORM

64

65
66

67

Comm.func.
feedback
positive
evaluation
en met gaten moet INFORM
ik het aantal gaten
Eg
Ja,
CONFIRM
Maar Dat Gaat In INFORM
wezen vanzelf dat
C
Ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
E
Dat hangt samen INFORM
met ...
C
zet ik een pijltje
interaction
management
own
communication
management
C[N K] Ehm afleveringsda- discourse structuring
topic
tum
management
feedback
negative
evaluation
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68 E

69 C

70 E

71 C

het is nu zes drie
juli is de eerste
datum
dat
wij
het klaar kunnen
hebben
hm drie juli duurt dus duurt drie
weken of zo
Nee
drie juli is volgende
week
Oh ja

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
feedback
negative
evaluation

INFORM

INFORM

POSI-CHECK

POSI-CHECK

disCONFIRM
INFORM

disCONFIRM
INFORM

feedback
positive
evaluation
oeh moet ik nog wel interaction
doen
management
own
communication
management

feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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A

72

73
74

75

76

77
78

Utterance
[✎:[vinkje]
stuur maar
E-mailtje

Comm.func.
Ja] interaction
een management
own
communication
management
C[QM ] He? ontvangen is feedback
negative
....
interpretation
E
[inaudible]
feedback response
C
[
↔
feedback
:Afleveringsmethode] negative
interpretation
Em Wil je post hebben INFORM
wil je dat wij het
of wil je het per
interne post Kunt
het ook zelf komen
ophalen als het
klaar is Eventueel
ja zeker als wij een
E-mailtje
sturen
weet je wanneer
het klaar is dan
zou je ook zelf even
kunnen langskomen
om het op te halen.
of wil je het YN-QUESTION
afgeleverd hebben
C
Nou kom het maar INFORM
brengen [✜:schrijft]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
Ea
’t adres ipo
INFORM
C
dertig
interaction
management
own
communication
management
opmerkingen
nee interaction
geen opmerkingen management
own
communication
management

EE

Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
feedback
negative
interpretation
feedback response
feedback
negative
interpretation
feedback response

YN-QUESTION
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A
79 E

Utterance
ok prima

80 C

Ja

81 E

Nou bedankt

82 C

Ok
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Comm.func.
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
Social obligations
management
thanking

Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
Social obligations
management
thanking

discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing

discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
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A
1 C
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Electronic Form
Utterance
eh...
S ja
[ :beschikbaar
voor afrukken]

da’s dus niet belangrijk

document

U
[U ≺:label: titel],
[ ≺:label: auteur]
is even niet van belang

U
[ ≺:eigenaar]

U
[ :label: Gebruikersnaam]

dat ben ik

[ c :Koen van Turnhout]

Comm.func.

Dialogue Act

interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening/
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management/
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM

interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening/
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management/
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
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A
Utterance
Comm.func.
Dialogue Act
2 C[QM ] is dat de gebruik- POSI-CHECK&
POSI-CHECK&
ersnaam van mijn
eh...
feedback
feedback
negative
negative
evaluation
evaluation
3 E
is gewoon je naam DISCONFIRM & IN- DISCONFIRM & INhoor
FORM
FORM
4 Cg
is gewoon mijn INFORM
feedback
positive
naam
evaluation
U
[ :label: Afdeling] discourse structuring discourse structuring
topic
topic
management/
management/
en de afdeling ... interaction
interaction
was ... UCE
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
c :UCE]
[U
INFORM
INFORM
[ :label:Locatie]
discourse structuring discourse structuring
topic
topic
management/
management/
lokatie is
interaction
interaction
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
[ c ≺:IPO 1.35]
INFORM &
interaction
interaction
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
U
[ :label: Bedrijf]
discourse structuring discourse structuring
topic
topic
management
management
bedrijf
interaction
interaction
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
[ c ≺:TUE]
INFORM &
interaction
interaction
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
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A

5
6
7
8
9

10

Utterance
Comm.func.
U
[ :label: Telefoon- discourse structuring
topic
nummer]
management
c :94839]
[U
INFORM
[ :E-mailadres]
discourse structuring
topic
management
e-mail adres
interaction
management
own
communication
management
[ c :k.g.v.Turnhout INFORM
@tue.nl]
zo dat is goed he? POSI-CHECK
Eg
Ja
CONFIRM
U
C
[ :label: account] discourse structuring
topic
management/
Ema 3515
INFORM
C
[ c ≺:3515]
positive feedback
C[QM ] wel een beetje mys- feedback
negative
terieus zo’n voor
eh...
evaluation
U account
[ :label: kaft]
discourse structuring
topic
management
[✜:scroll down]
discourse structuring
topic
management
materiaal
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :materiaal]
discourse structuring
topic
management
U
[ :listbox:
’type discourse structuring
topic
materiaal’]
management
U
Kaft
[ :listbox: WH-QUESTION
’type materiaal’]
C[OM ] eh, wat is een WH-QUESTION&
polyester kaft
feedback
negative

Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
topic
management
INFORM
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM
POSI-CHECK
CONFIRM
discourse structuring
topic
management/
INFORM
positive feedback
feedback
negative
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION
WH-QUESTION&
feedback
negative

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A
11 E

Comm.func.
WH-ANSWER

Dialogue Act
WH-ANSWER

12

POSI-CHECK

POSI-CHECK

INFORM

INFORM

nega-check

nega-check

disCONFIRM
disagreement

disCONFIRM
disagreement

13

14
15

Utterance
dat is gewoon eh dik
plastic
Cd[OM ]transparant is ook
dik plastic?
E
Transparant is eh...
transparant is zeg
maar ’n overhead
maar
dan
wat
dikker
Cd
dus er is niet echt
verschil
E
jawel
polyester is ondoorzichtig
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INFORM
feedback
positive
evaluation
dan wil ik graag INFORM
transparant
U
[ :scrollen naar op- discourse structuring
topic
merkingen]
management
zie opmerkingen
discourse structuring
topic
management
oh, daar kan ik daar interaction
aangeven wat ik an- management
own
ders wil
communication
management
17 X[OM ] [ Customer thinks
thinks
he
will
find some remarks
about this issue,
but the concludes
that he can place
remarks
there
himself ]
18 C
gewicht materiaal interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
gewicht materiaal]
16 C

U
oh [ ≺:OK], ja

INFORM
feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management

interaction
management
own
communication
management
WH-QUESTION
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A

19 E
20 C[QR]

21 E

22 C

23 E

24 C

Utterance S
ja ... eh [ :scans
options in list box
with
U mouse]
[
≺:120 gram]
ofzo
ja
hoe
zwaar
eh..
hoe zwaar is zo’n
transparant
- pause -

Comm.func.
Dialogue Act
own communication own communication
management
management
INFORM & POSI- POSI-CHECK
CHECK
CONFIRM/WEAK
CONFIRM/WEAK
WH-QUESTION
WH-QUESTION

interaction
management
own
communication
management
je kunt anders ook INFORM
eventueel de laatste
doen [ref to remarks
option]
U
[ :select in list- INFORM
box: ’Anders zie
opmerkingen’]
dan kun je daar nog INFORM
opmerkingen plaatsen
ja
positive feedback
Uja
[ :label: kleur ma- discourse structuring
topic
teriaal]
management/
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
materiaal
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
kleur materiaal]
’n transparant is interaction
doorzichtig
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :select in list- INFORM
box: ’Anders zie
opmerkingen’]

interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM

INFORM

INFORM

positive feedback
discourse structuring
topic
management/
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
interaction
management
own
communication
management
WH-QUESTION
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A

25 C[N A]

26 E

27 C
28 E

29 C

Utterance
U
[ :label: Formaat
materiaal]
U
[ :open
listbox:
Formaat
materiaal]
U
[ :scroll in listbox]

Comm.func.
discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION

interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :select in listbox: INFORM
A4]
ja A4, da’s goed
interaction
management
own
communication
management
maar, als ik nou een POSI-CHECK
andere achterkant
doe dan moet ik
dan natuurlijk
- interrupt - ja dat CONFIRM
kun ... je dat kun
je niet direct hierin
kwijt
ja
positive feedback
dan moet je met INFORM
opmerkingen gaan
werken
dan zet ik overal zie interaction
opmerkingen
management
own
communication
management
dan ga ik de op- interaction
merkingen invullen management
own
communication
management
[c
≺:Voorkant INFORM&
transparant.
Achterkant
dun
karton dik papier.
ik weet niet hoe
zwaar dat is. ]

251
Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
POSI-CHECK

CONFIRM

positive feedback
INFORM

interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM&
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A

Utterance

Comm.func.
interaction
management
own
communication
management
wat moest ik nog interaction
meer weten?
management
own
communication
management
eh
interaction
management
own
communication
management
[c
≺:een INFORM &
transparant
is
doorzichtig en het
karton wil ik graag
wit]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
nou, nou moeten feedback check
positive
we-e-e-eh, moet je
toch wat mee kunevaluation
nen
[✜:scroll up]
discourse structuring
topic
management
U
[ :listbox:
’type discourse structuring
topic
materiaal’
van
management
’Document’]
papier, ja dat lijkt interaction
me wel
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
’type
materiaal’
van
’Document’]
U
[ :close
listbox: INFORM
’type
materiaal’
van ’Document’]

Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management

interaction
management
own
communication
management
feedback check
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
WH-QUESTION

INFORM

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A
Utterance
30 C[QR] kan hele document op polyester
drukken.
U
[ :listbox: ’gewicht
materiaal’
van
’Document’]
U
[ :open
listbox:
’gewicht materiaal’]
31 E
zou ook kunnen ja

32 C

33 Eg

Comm.func.
non-cooperative
remark

253
Dialogue Act
side non-cooperative
remark

discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION

non-cooperative side
remark
CONFIRM
dat lijkt me raar
non-cooperative side
remark
eeehh
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :close
listbox: INFORM
’gewicht materiaal’]
80 gram
interaction
management
own
communication
management
ja zal wel goed zij POSI-CHECK
he?
[%:mmmm]
CONFIRM
U
[ :listbox:
’kleur discourse structuring
topic
materiaal’]
management
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
S
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
’kleur materiaal’]
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
is gewoon stan- interaction
daard
management
own
communication
management

side

discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION
non-cooperative side
remark
CONFIRM
non-cooperative side
remark
interaction
management
own
communication
management
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
POSI-CHECK
CONFIRM
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
WH-QUESTION
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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A

Utterance
Comm.func.
U
[ :listbox:
’For- discourse structuring
topic
maat materiaal’]
management
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
[default
value
INFORM-byimplication]
wit A4, OK
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :textfield: ’Aan- discourse structuring
topic
tal’]
management
aantal
interaction
management
own
communication
management&
interaction
management
topic
management
[ c :30]
INFORM
30
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :label: ’Dubbelz- discourse structuring
topic
ijdig’]
management
dubbelzijdig
interaction
management
own
communication
management
S
[ :checkbox
interaction
’Dubbelzijdig’]
management
own
communication
management
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]

Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
opening
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management&
interaction
management
topic
management
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A

34

35

36
37

38

Utterance
ja

Comm.func.
interaction
management
own
communication
management
Eg
[%:mmmm]
feedback
positive
evaluation
C
Afwerking
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :label: ’Afwerk- discourse structuring
topic
ing]
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
’Afwerking]
C[QM ] oh da’s hoe ik ’t aan POSI-CHECK
mekaar maak
Eg
ja, dat is zeg maar CONFIRM
hoe ’t gebonden
moet worden.
C
dan heb ik een ni- interaction
etje, 2 nietjes, nul- management
own
draad of ’n zadelcommunication
steek
management
pause [
↔
:] interaction
management
turn management
turn giving
C[OM ] wat
zijn
de WH-QUESTION
[
→ :nuldraden
en zadelsteken]
E
’n O-draad is ’n eh WH-ANSWER
is ’n eh, een zadelsteek is voor ’t inbinden van boeken,
C
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation

E E

39

40

41

E
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Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION
POSI-CHECK
CONFIRM

interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
turn management
turn giving
WH-QUESTION

WH-ANSWER

feedback
positive
evaluation
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A
42 E

43 C

44 E[QR]

45 C

46 Ema

Appendix B: Annotated Transcriptions
Utterance
Comm.func.
’n eh en een eh WH-ANSWER
O-draad is eh is
eh zo’n metale-ee-eh zo’n metalen
ringband zeg maar
oh OK
feedback
positive
evaluation
U
[ :close
listbox: INFORM
’Afwerking]
[ tegen expert: ] die INFORM
wil ik een
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
’Afwerking’]
U
[ :select in list- INFORM
box: ’Afwerking’:
’O-ring’ (automatic
close)]
U
[ :label: ’Gaten’] discourse structuring
topic
management
gaten
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
’Gaten’]
ja dat eh je kunt dat INFORM
maakt niet zoveel
uit wat je hier invult
opzich heeft een O- INFORM
draad gewoon een
standaard*
U
[ :select in listbox: INFORM
’Gaten’: ’Zie opmerking’]
*zelfde afstand dus INFORM
eh

Dialogue Act
WH-ANSWER

feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
WH-QUESTION
INFORM

discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
WH-QUESTION
INFORM

INFORM

INFORM

INFORM

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A
47 C

48 C

Utterance
[✜:scroll down]

Comm.func.
discourse structuring
topic
management
naar de opmerkin- interaction
gen
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :textfield: ’Op- discourse structuring
topic
merkingen’]
management
[c
≺:het aantal INFORM&
gaatjes van de odraad]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
[✜:scroll up]
discourse structuring
topic
management
[✜:scrolling up and interaction
down]:
mmmm management
own
mmm mmm mmm
communication
mmm
management
ja ok, afleveringsda- interaction
tum
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :’listbox’: ’Aflev- discourse structuring
topic
eringsdatum’: daymanagement
field]
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
27 juni, da’s van- interaction
daag
management
own
communication
management
da’s mooi
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
INFORM&

interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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Appendix B: Annotated Transcriptions
A

49

50

51

52
53

Utterance
Comm.func.
U
[ :achter: E-mail discourse structuring
topic
verzenden wanneer
management
opdracht ontvangen
is]
S
[ :checkbox:
E- discourse structuring
topic
mail
verzenden
management
wanneer opdracht
ontvangen is]
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
dat vind ik niet be- interaction
langrijk
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :label:
e-mail discourse structuring
topic
verzenden wanneer
management
opdracht gereed is ]
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
da’s wel handig
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :label:
aflever- discourse structuring
topic
ingsmogelijkheden]
management
U
[ :open
listbox: WH-QUESTION
afleveringsmogelijkheden]
C[N A] nee ja wat zijn m’n WH-QUESTION
andere mogelijkheden afhalen of post
E
eh ja is in principe WH-ANSWER
bij ons afhalen of
via de post
C
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
E[OM ] ook
interne
post
WH-ANSWER
U
C
[ :select in listbox: INFORM
Post]

Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
[default
value:
INFORM-byimplication]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
WH-QUESTION

WH-QUESTION

WH-ANSWER

feedback
positive
evaluation
WH-ANSWER
INFORM

B.2. Full Annotation of One Subject
A

54 E
55 Cg

Utterance
Ja is dus
gewoon in
postvak

Comm.func.
komt interaction
mijn management
own
communication
management
U
[ :label: adres]
discourse structuring
topic
management
U
[ :textfield: adres] discourse structuring
topic
management
Adres oh
interaction
management
own
communication
management
U
[ :label: adres]
discourse structuring
topic
management
U
[ :textfield: adres] discourse structuring
topic
management
[ c :IPO 1.32]
INFORM
[✜:scrolling up and interaction
down]
management
own
communication
management
Nou dat was het
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
Kan ik ’em verzen- YN-QUESTION
den zo?
Ja
CONFIRM
OK
feedback
positive
evaluation
U
[ :send]
INFORM
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
nou
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
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Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
discourse structuring
topic
management
INFORM
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
YN-QUESTION
CONFIRM
feedback
positive
evaluation
INFORM
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
discourse structuring
dialogue
delimitation
closing
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A
Utterance
Comm.func.
Dialogue Act
Remarks field: voorkant transparant. Achterkant dun karton dik papier. Ik
weet niet hoe zwaar dat is. Een transparant is doorzichtig en het karton wil
ik graag wit. het aantal gaatje van de O-draad

B.3. Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking

B.3

261

Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking

remark: The test customer was quite knowledgeable on offset material. She
later told me she just played a little more naive. This probably accounts for
quite quick resolution of terms like ’wir-o’ binding ’gesatineerd’ etc.
A
1 E

2 C

3 E

4 C

Utterance
Goeiemiddag,

Comm.func.
interaction
management
social obligations
management
greeting
welcome
inform

Dialogue Act
interaction
management
social obligations
management
greeting
welcome
mijn naam is —,
interaction
management
social obligations
management
introduction
kaartje
inform
inform
[H:alsjeblieft]
unknown
unknown
Dankjewel
interaction
interaction
management
management
social obligations
social obligations
management
management
thanking
thanking
We hebben een af- inform
discourse structuring
dialogue
spraak gemaakt om
delimitation
eh [] hier over drukopening
werk te gaan praten
ja eh
feedback
feedback
positive
positive
evaluation
evaluation
ik wil graag dertig inform
inform
exemplaren hebben
van wat op deze
eh CD-rom CD-rom
staat
è-è-n eh
interaction
interaction
management
management
own
own
communication
communication
management
management
ik zal ’t proberen inform
inform
uit te leggen wat
wat ik daarvan precies wil hebben
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A

5 E
6 C

7 E

8 C
9 E

10 C

11 E

12 C

Utterance
ehm eh

Comm.func.
interaction
management
own
communication
management
voorpagina achter- inform
pagina eh is helemaal wit.
Dan wil ik graag inform
zo’n
[D:zo’n
dingetje
derdoor]
hebben,
zo’n eh..
interaction
management
own
communication
management
wir-o binding
wh-answer
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
maar
dan
met inform
vierkante gaat[jes
ja]
feedback
positive
evaluation
als
’t
kan, inform
plastic
[D:aan
de
bovenkant
doorzichtig] als dat
kan en eh tweezijdig gedrukt voor
de rest. Alleen de
achterpagina is dan
helemaal wit.
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
en dan wil ik graag inform
dertig

Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
inform

inform

wh-question

wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
feedback
positive
evaluation
inform
feedback
positive
evaluation
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
inform

B.3. Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking
A

13 E

14
15
16
17

C
E
C
E

Utterance
Comm.func.
.. oh dat heb ik al yn-question
gezegd hè

dertig exemplaren inform
[van hebben
ja]
feedback
positive
evaluation
dus u wil ’n posi-check
brochure?
ja
confirm
dertig exemplaren? posi-check
mm
confirm
eh moeten we even inform
het formaat hebben

18
19 C

welk formaat [is it
wordt ’t eh..]

20
21
22
23

A4
ja
standaard
ja gewoon
daard
[✎+:A4-tje]

E
C
E
C

24 E

25 C
26 E

27 C

wh-question
feedback
negative
dispatch
posi-check
confirm
posi-check
stan- confirm

interaction
management
own
communication
management
dan komt er een posi-check
voorblad in en een
achterblad zegt u?
ja
confirm
en daar voor en posi-check
achter komt een
plastic velletje [voor
ja]
confirm
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Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
inform
feedback
positive
evaluation
posi-check
confirm
posi-check
confirm
discourse structuring
topic
management
introduction
wh-question
feedback
negative
dispatch
posi-check
confirm
posi-check
confirm
interaction
management
own
communication
management
posi-check

confirm
posi-check

confirm
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A

28 E

29 C
30 E

31
32
33
34
35

C
E
C
E

36 C

37 E
38 C
39 E

40 C
41 E

Utterance
Comm.func.
nou dat ja dat kan, inform
want het hoeft niet,
ma mag ook de
voorkant geplastificeerd, dat hangt
er van[af
OK]
feedback
positive
evaluation
wat wat u zegt dat inform
het beste is
[✎+:voorblad], we inform
noemen dat eh
[✎+:gelamineerd].
en het voorblad is posi-check
bedrukt zei u?
ja
confirm
achterblad niet
nega-check
nee
confirm
en het voorblad
discourse structuring
topic
management
introduction
hoeveel kleuren
wh-question
is dat full-color
yn-question
’t is allemaal full- inform
color,
ja
confirm
eenzijdig of tweezi- alts-question
jdig
tweezijdig
alts-answer
dus das de [✎+:4 4] interaction
management
own
communication
management
achterblad was vol- posi-check
gens mij d’u zei
onbedrukt?
ja, ja
confirm
dus [✎:...]
interaction
management
own
communication
management

Dialogue Act
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
inform
inform

posi-check
confirm
nega-check
confirm
discourse structuring
topic
management
introduction
wh-question
yn-question
confirm
confirm
alts-question
alts-answer
interaction
management
own
communication
management
posi-check

confirm
interaction
management
own
communication
management

B.3. Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking
A
42 C

43 E

44 C

45 E

46 C

47 E

48 C

49 E
50 C

51 E

52 C

Utterance
Comm.func.
zou dus kunnen zijn inform
dat de de de text
eindigt met een
witte pagina maar
dat er dan toch nog
’n ’n schoon blad
achter zit
achter zit ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
twee
kanten inform
onbedrukt
daar zit natuurlijk discourse structuring
topic
binnenwerk tussen
management
introduction
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
dan’s de vraag ho- inform
eveel vel? en hoe ze
bedrukt zijn.
eeehm [pause]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
ik geloof een
inform
eeeh
interaction
management
own
communication
management
dat weet ik niet pre- inform
cies, dan zou ik
moeten kijken
oh
unknown
he- k’heb ze niet inform
geteld dus da’s nieeh nie echt slim
maar het staat posi-check
[
:daar] ook in
ieder [geval op?
staat daar op
inform

R
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Dialogue Act
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
introduction
feedback
positive
evaluation
wh-question

interaction
management
own
communication
management
inform
interaction
management
own
communication
management
feedback
negative
dispatch
unknown
inform

posi-check

confirm
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A
53 E

54 C

55 E
56 C
57 E

58
59 C
60 E
61 C

62 E

63 E

64

65 C

66 E

67 C
68 E

Appendix B: Annotated Transcriptions
Utterance
ja

Comm.func.
feedback
positive
evaluation
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
staat daar op ’t aan- posi-check
tal pagina’s
ja
confirm
dus, dan moeten we inform
even de CD nakijken
en zijn die ook alle- yn-question
maal in full-color?
ja
confirm
tweezijdig
posi-check
nou niet allemaal
disconfirm
maar een groot inform
gedeelte
is
in
full[-color
groot gedeelte]
feedback
positive
evaluation
dan hebben we ’t discourse structuring
topic
nog over over ’t pamanagement
pier
introduction
wat voor papier wh-question
moet
’t
gaan
word[en?
eh] de kaft in ieder wh-answer
geval steviger en ’t
andere mag gewoon
papier zijn.
ja,
feedback
positive
interpretation
nou als [kijkt
...
Normaal]
inform
normaal
feedback
positive
interpretation
is
’t
dan
eh yn-question
brochure papier

Dialogue Act
feedback
positive
evaluation
feedback
positive
evaluation
posi-check
confirm
inform

yn-question
confirm
posi-check
disconfirm
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
introduction
wh-question

wh-answer

feedback
positive
interpretation
...
inform
feedback
positive
interpretation

B.3. Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking
A
69 C
70 E

71 C
72 E

73 C

74 E
75

76 C

77 E

Utterance
Comm.func.
ja [brochure
confirm
dan praat je] over discourse structuring
topic
eh MC Machine
management
Code papier,
introduction
heb je mat of je inform
hebt gesatineerd.
Wilt
u
een alts-question
glanzende of een
matte uitv[oering
ja]
confirm
matte uitvoering
alts-answer
Matte MC
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
interaction
management
own
communication
management
dan zou ik u ad- imperative
viseren om voor de
advice
voor en achterblad
250 grams te nemen
mm
feedback
positive
evaluation
beetje [D:dikker is inform
iets steviger]
en voor ’t bin- imperative
nenwerk daar kun
advice
je dan zeg maar
150 grams naargelang de omvang
natuurlijk
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
als je daar met 2 inform
velletje, 3 velletje,
[4 velletjes
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Dialogue Act
confirm
discourse structuring
topic
management
introduction
inform
alts-question

confirm
alts-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
interaction
management
own
communication
management
imperative
advice

feedback
positive
evaluation
inform
imperative
advice

feedback
positive
evaluation
inform

&
yn-question
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A
78 C

79 E

80 C
81 E
82
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Utterance
Comm.func.
nee nee ’t zijn] er inform
zeker meer ik dacht
10 pagina’s maar ik
weet ’t niet zeker
OK
feedback
positive
evaluation
of meer
inform
nou dat kijken we inform
even na
dus dan hebben inform
we een brochure,
oplage 30 stuks.

Dialogue Act
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
inform
inform
inform

&
posi-check

83 C
84 E

85 C
86 E

87 C
88 E

[experts points to
written notes as he
provides summary,
customer observes
this]
ja
confirm
met een voorblad inform
4 4 achterblad niet
bedrukt, eh ’t voorblad moet geplasticeerd worden

ja
confirm
è-è-èn[] ’t voorblad inform
en achterblad is 250
grams mat MC

mm
confirm
binnenwerk is 150 inform
grams mat MC, opmaak staat erop,
wij draaien films
uit, we maken een
proefje

confirm
inform

&
posi-check
confirm
inform

&
posi-check
confirm
inform

&
posi-check

B.3. Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking
A
89 C

99 C
100 E

Comm.func.
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
confirm
en we brengen ’n inform
druk en we binden
’t in
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
met [een
inform
&
posi-check
ja]
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
confirm
wir-o binding
inform
&
posi-check
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
confirm
met
zo’n inform
[D:ringbandje]
&
posi-check
ja
confirm
liefst van ijzer
inform
[✎+:ijzeren] wir-o feedback
positive
binding
evaluation
&
posi-check
ja
confirm
bepaalde kleur
yn-question

101 C

ja

90 E

91 C

92 E

93 C

94 E

95 C

96 E
97 C
98 E

Utterance
ja

confirm

269
Dialogue Act
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
confirm
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
inform
&
posi-check
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
confirm
inform
&
posi-check
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
confirm
inform
&
posi-check
confirm
inform
feedback
positive
evaluation
&
posi-check
confirm
yn-question
&
wh-question
confirm
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A

102 E

103 C
104 E

105

106 C

107 E
108 C

109 E
110 C
111 E

Utterance
Comm.func.
de kleur die d’r bij wh-answer
die bij de voorpagina past
dus
discourse structuring
topic
management
closing
en dan met viekante inform
gaatjes
ja
standaard feedback
positive
vierkant
evaluation
OK, dan heb ik ’t discourse structuring
topic
management
closing
dan zal ik eh zorgen inform
dat dat ’t verder
gemaakt wordt
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
als u me [even kunt imperative
request
zeggen waar
en u kunt alles wat yn-question
er op die CD-rom
staat dat kunt u
draaien,
maakt niet uit welk yn-question
programma,
heeft u daar nog yn-question
problemen mee
in principe niet
disconfirm
[u kunt alles
posi-check
in
principe]
in inform
principe
moeten
wij dat bijna alles
kunnen
draaien,
want als u zegt van
nou da’s een PC
bestand of een Mac
bestand, dat zie ik
[als ik de CD open
maak

Dialogue Act
wh-answer

discourse structuring
topic
management
closing
inform
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
closing
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
imperative
request
yn-question

yn-question
yn-question
disconfirm
posi-check
inform

&

B.3. Full Annotation Real DPC Order Taking
A
112 C

113 E

114 C

115 E
116 C
117 E

118 C

Utterance
ja .. ja]

Comm.func.

feedback
positive
evaluation
u kunt altijd even imperative
bellen als als als u
invitation
er [niet
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
uitkomt], maar ’t posi-check
zou moeten kunnen
dus
ja
confirm
alstublieft
unknown
dankuwel
interaction
management
social obligations
management
thanking
ehm
interaction
management
own
communication
management
dan
even
wat discourse structuring
topic
gegevens nog nodig
management
waar
’t
verder
introduction
naartoe
gestuurd
moet worden
&
inform
naar meneer —
wh-answer
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Dialogue Act
confirm
feedback
positive
evaluation
imperative
invitation
feedback
positive
evaluation
posi-check

confirm
unknown
interaction
management
social obligations
management
thanking
interaction
management
own
communication
management
wh-question

wh-answer
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A

119

Utterance
Comm.func.
[interaction
ends
here because subjects do not feel
taking up further
personal
details
belongs
to
the
experiment.
This
is not problematic
because the position of this issue is
at least revealed to
be at the end of the
interaction]

Dialogue Act

B.4. Paper Form, Partial Electronic Form

B.4

Full Annotation of Paper Form Scenario,
Partial Annotation of Electronic Form Scenario

B.4.1

Subject: Student, Male

B.4.1.1

Paper Form: Expert Fills Form

A
1 E
2 C
3 E

Utterance
Comm.func.
ok, ehm, nou
discourse structuring
zeg het maar
imperative
ik wilde graag wat inform
laten drukken
ja...
feedback
positive
interpretation
ehm ok,
discourse structuring
zal ik eerst event- inform
jes wat eh algemene
gegevens noteren
ehm

4 C
5 E

6 C
7 E

273

interaction
management
own
communication
management
wat is je naam?
wh-question
—hoven,
— — wh-answer
hoven
[✎+:Jos
ouden- feedback
positive
hoven]
dispatch
ehm
interaction
management
own
communication
management
bij welke afdeling wh-question
zit je?
bij
scheikundige wh-answer
technologie
[✎+:scheikundige feedback
positive
technologie]
evaluation

Dialogue Act
discourse structuring
wh-question
wh-answer
feedback
positive
interpretation
discourse structuring
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening
interaction
management
own
communication
management
wh-question
wh-answer
feedback
positive
dispatch
interaction
management
own
communication
management
wh-question
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
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A

8 C

9 E

10 C

Utterance
ehm

Comm.func.
interaction
management
own
communication
management

heet datis dat ook gewoon yn-question
het gebouw van eh
shei- scheikunddige
technologie?
dat heet tegenwo- inform
ordig anders dat is
tegenwoordig de helix.
de helix
feedback
positive
evaluation
ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
[✎:de helix]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
ehm
interaction
management
own
communication
management
bedrijf is gewoon interaction
[✎+:TU]
management
own
communication
management&
inform
eh,
telefoonnum- tman
mer,

Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
yn-question

inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management&
inform
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening
wh-question

weet je dat uit je yn-question
hoofd?
of..
interaction
interaction
management
management
turn management
turn management
turn giving
turn giving
van mezelf?
yn-question
yn-question

B.4. Paper Form, Partial Electronic Form
A
11 E
12 C
13 E

14 C
15 E

16 C

17 E

18 C
19 E
20 C
21 E

Utterance
ja
06
ja

Comm.func.
yn-answer
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
1305...2305
wh-answer
ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
en je e-mail adres wh-question
is..
j punt f punt m wh-answer
punt.. oudenhoven
...
apestaartje ..
stufdent punt student punt tue punt
nl
punt nl
feedback
positive
evaluation
ehm kostenplaats, interaction
’ns even kijken, is management
own
eh..1830
communication
management&
inform
ok ehm, nou dan
discourse structuring
even over het docu- discourse structuring
topic
ment
management
opening
wat voor soort doc- wh-question
ument is het
een eh folder
wh-answer
[%:mm] en ehm, wh-question
hoe dik ongeveer
eh:.. wel iets van 15 wh-answer
kantjes denk ik
oh ok, iets van 15 feedback
positive
evaluation
ehm nou ok dan eh interaction
is ’tmanagement
own
communication
management
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Dialogue Act
yn-answer
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
wh-question
wh-answer

feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management&
inform
discourse structuring
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening
wh-question
wh-answer
wh-question
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
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A

22 C

23 E

24 C
25 E

26 C

27 E

28 C
29 E

Utterance
wat voor- wat voor
soort document is ’t
eh is ’t precies ehm
is ’t gewoon een eh::
ja is ’t gewoon eventjes eh: iets eh wat
gewoon even snel
geprint moet worden of eh..
nee
’t moet een mooi
boekje zijn*
ok

Comm.func.
wh-question

Dialogue Act
wh-question

contra-check

contra-check

yn-answer
inform

yn-answer
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
dus ’t moet eh (.. posi-check
inaudible ..)
ja..
confirm
ok, eh: nou zullen posi-check
we even, moet wel
een mooi kaftje
omheen
of..
interaction
management
turn management
turn giving
nou
discourse structuring
’t moet een mooieh: inform
gekleurde voorkant
hebben met daarvoor nog een plastic
velletje
[%:mm]
feedback
positive
evaluation
dus eh: transparant posi-check
ja
confirm
ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
transparante
discourse structuring
topic
voorkant
management
closing

feedback
positive
evaluation
posi-check
confirm
posi-check

interaction
management
turn management
turn giving
discourse structuring
inform

feedback
positive
evaluation
posi-check
confirm
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
closing

B.4. Paper Form, Partial Electronic Form
A

30 C
31 E

32 C
33 E

34 C
35 E

36 C
37 E

Utterance
ehm,
een
transparantje
op de achterkant
jia
ok

Comm.func.
yn-question

yn-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
ehm even kijken.. interaction
management
own
communication
management
eh is ’t eh is ’t een interaction
eh:
management
own
communication
management
wat voor maat heeft wh-question
’t document?
dus eh..
interaction
management
turn management
turn giving
A4 formaat
wh-answer
A4, ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
ehm nou nog even discourse structuring
topic
over het document
management
zelf
opening
zitten er plaatjes yn-question
in?
ja
yn-answer
ja ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
dus eh:
kleuren alts-question
plaatjes of zwart
wit?
kleur
alts-answer
kleur
feedback
positive
evaluation
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Dialogue Act
yn-question

yn-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
wh-question
interaction
management
turn management
turn giving
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening
yn-question
yn-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
alts-question

alts-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
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A

38 C
39 E

40 C
41 E

42 E

Utterance
ehm..ja

Comm.func.
interaction
management
own
communication
management
dan is ook A4
interaction
management
own
communication
management
nou komen we even discourse structuring
topic managebij de eh bij de afwmentopening
erking
hoeveel
docu- wh-question
menten
wil
je
hebben?
30
wh-answer
30
feedback
positive
evaluation
en
enkelzijdig alts-question
of
dubbelzijdig
geprint
dubbelzijdig
alts-answer
dubbelzijdig ok
feedback
positive
evaluation
eh: nou nog even discourse structuring
topic
de de zeg maar
management
hoe de kaften aan
opening
elkaar moeten worden gemaakt eh..
zeg maar bijvoor- inform
beeld maar bijvoorbeeld [
:dit [glue
binder]] soort eh:
dit soort dingen kun
je gewoon eh ja
wordt dan gewoon
gebonden
ja dit is dan wel inform
een eh: kartonnen
achterkantje
er zijn ook andere inform
mogelijkheden

U

Dialogue Act
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
discourse structuring
topic managementopening
wh-question

wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
alts-question

alts-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
discourse structuring
topic
management
opening
inform

inform

inform

B.4. Paper Form, Partial Electronic Form
A

43 C

44 E

45 C
46 E

47 C

Utterance
hoe wil je zeg maar
die eh..
[draws
in the air to signal
binding]
Als een eh ringbandje
kan dat ook?
ringband,
we
hebben
twee
soorten
ringbandjes,
van die plastic-en
en eh en we hebben
ook metalen
metalen
ja eh ok

279

Comm.func.
wh-question

Dialogue Act
wh-question

wh-answer

wh-answer

yn-question
inform

yn-question
inform

inform

alts-question

alts-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
[✎+:ringband]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
nou de gaten da’s interaction
niet van toepassing management
own
communication
management
eeehm:: ja, ’t is inform
vandaag de 26-ste
wanneer wil je ’t wh-question
eh wil je ’t klaar
hebben
in principe duurt inform
’t een week. maar
als eh als je zegt
van ’t moet sneller
dan eh kunnen we
eventueel wel eh
wat voorrang geven
aan de opdracht
eh:
interaction
management
own
communication
management

alts-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
inform
wh-question

yn-question

interaction
management
own
communication
management

280
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A

48 E

49 C
50 E

51 C
52 E

Utterance
nee
ik denk dat ’n week
wel goed is.
een week is wel
prima ok

Comm.func.
yn-answer
wh-answer

feedback
positive
evaluation
[✎+:...inaudible]
interaction
management
own
communication
management
nou dan moet ik interaction
maar even kijken
management
own
communication
management
3 juli
interaction
management
own
communication
management
ehm: even kijken interaction
hoor,
management
own
communication
management
als eh:
als als- alts-question
ie klaar is kom je
’m dan ophalen of
eh: of wil je ’m eh
wil je ’m opgestuurd hebben?
kom ik wel ophalen alts-answer
eh-OK
feedback
positive
evaluation
eh zal ik een e- yn-question
mailtje laten sturen
als-ie eh: klaar is?
da’s goed
yn-answer
ehm, nou adres is interaction
dan ook niet van management
own
toepassing als je ’m
communication
zelf op komt halen
management&
inform

Dialogue Act
yn-answer
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
interaction
management
own
communication
management
alts-question

alts-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
yn-question

yn-answer
interaction
management
own
communication
management&
inform

B.4. Paper Form, Partial Electronic Form
A

Comm.func.
yn-question

53 C
54 E

Utterance
eh verder nog opmerkingen, zijn er
nog dingen die eh
ja.. die een beetje
onhelder zijn of eh..
nee, verder niet
ok prima

55 C

ok

feedback
positive
evaluation

yn-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
nou da’s goed
disconfirm
dialogue
delimitation
dan eh, dan zijn we inform
klaar
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Dialogue Act
yn-question

yn-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
disconfirm
dialogue
delimitation
disconfirm
dialogue
delimitation
feedback
positive
evaluation

282
B.4.1.2

Appendix B: Annotated Transcriptions
Electronic Form

Actor
1 C

Utterance
Dialogue Act
U
[ :select ’tranparant’ in list box
’type
U materiaal’]
[ :open list box ’gewicht materiaal’]
ja dat weet ik niet wat voor materi- wh-question
aal was dat?
De kaft
discourse structuring
topic management&
opening
dit is de kaft
feedback
positive
evaluation
U
[U:select 120 gr/m2 ]
[ :open list box ’kleur’]
en dit was transparant
feedback
positive
evaluation
U
[ :select ’anders zie opmerkingen’]
...
U
[ :open listbox ’afwerking’]
da’s geen O-draad volgens mij
interaction management
own communication
management
U
[U:select ’anders zie opmerkingen’]
[ :open listbox ’gaten’]
zijn er 23 of zo
interaction management
own communication
management
U
[ :select 23]
...
Remarks field: Metalen ringband, transparante kaft heeft geen kleur.

B.5. Partial Annotations

B.5

283

Partial Annotations

Considering the lengthyness of full annotations we fully annotated for only one
subject. The other interactions are only partially annotated, with focus on
interesting spots. Furthermore the communicative function is not displayed to
save some space.

B.5.1

Subject: Secretary, Female

B.5.1.1

Paper Form: Customer Fills Form

Actor
1 E

2 C

3 E

4 C
5 C

Utterance
...
zeg ’t maar wat eh..

Dialogue Act

discourse structuring
topic management
opening
Ik wil een brochure ingebonden inform
laten drukken, twee-zijdig gedrukt,
alle pagina’s in kleur gedrukt, Cover
moet harder zijn dan de binnenkant.
...
nou de kaft
discourse structuring
topic management
opening
nou dat zijn van die sheets
inform
...
gaten?...
feedback
negative
interpretation
of bedoel je daar iets anders mee? yn-question

284
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B.5.1.2

Electronic Form

Actor
1

C

2
3

E
C

4

C

5
6

E
C

7

C

8
9

E
C

10 C

11 C

Utterance
...
oh shit, ik mag geen tab gebruiken
hier.
handig he?
ja dat is mega.
...
U
kaft [ :open listbox ’type materiaal’]
ja wat ... polyester bedoelen ze daar
sheets mee?
nee
nee, dus transparant is wat ik ... he?
...
U
[ :open listbox ’gewicht materiaal’]
tja...
U
[ :close listbox ’gewicht materiaal’]
jeS zou toch ook zeggen dat dit
[ :listbox ’gewicht materiaal’] verandert naamrmate dat je eh....*
keuze
*keuze die je maakt dat-ie dan automatisch zou wijzigen want ik zou
echt niet weten wat... dus laat ik ’t
maar
U even staan.
[ :open listbox ’kleur’]
kleur is ook vreemd.

Dialogue Act
inform
yn-question
yn-answer

posi-check
disconfirm
posi-check

interaction management
own communication
management
feedback
negative
evaluation
formulation cooperation
feedback
negative
evaluation

feedback
negative
evaluation

U
[ :select in listbox ’kleur’: ’anders
zie opmerkingen’]
...
gaten?
feedback
negative
evaluation
zijn
er
23
gaten?
yn-question
U
[ :select in listbox ’gaten’: ’anders
zie opmerkingen’]
...
U
[ :open listbox ’afleveringsmethode’]

B.5. Partial Annotations
Actor

285

Utterance
Dialogue Act
Wat ik dus net wilde dat kan niet; inform
dat ze ’t bij mij afleveren. Nou ik
kan
U het proberen.
[ :select
in
listbox
’aflever- inform
ingsmethode’:
’anders zie opmerkingen’]
...
Remarks field:
Inbinden met sheets (transparant). alle pagina’s in
kleur. Graag persoonlijk afleveren, adres TU/e, IPO Gebouw kamer 0.17,
Den Dolech 2 5600 MB Eindhoven Factuuradres idem. Document attached
“USI”
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B.5.2

Subject: Student, Male

B.5.2.1

Paper Form: Customer Fills Form

Actor
1 C

2 C

3 E

Utterance
Dialogue Act
...
Ja ik wil graag 30 exemplaren inform
maken van een boekje maken, laten
drukken ... in ieder geval in kleur,
ingebonden dmv een ringbandje
...
gaten? ... dat betekent eh...
voor ’n ringband
feedback
negative
evaluation
Ja dat kun je bij afwerking aangeven inform
...

B.5. Partial Annotations
B.5.2.2

Electronic Form

Actor
1

C

2

E

3

C

4

C

5

E

6

C

7

E

287

Utterance
Dialogue Act
...
[after completing personal details] discourse structuring
topic management
OK, dat zijn ’n beetje de gegevens.
[srcoll down and up again]
closing
kaft wil ik niet van papier hebben interaction management
own communication
management
U
kaft [ :open listbox ’type materiaal’]
U
[ :select in listbox ’type materiaal’:
’tranparant’]
gewicht... zou ik niet weten.
feedback
negative
evaluation
tranparanten zijn meestal vrij stan- inform
daard, dus daar hoef je niet echt op
te letten.
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
kleur materiaal
discourse structuring
topic management
opening
ja achter is het wit, dus dat klopt in feedback
positive
feite wel
evaluation
U
[ :select in listbox ’kleur’: ’anders
zie opmerkingen’]
...
U
[ :open listbox ’Afwerking’]
Afwerking moet ik een hebben
interaction management
own communication
management
[long hesitation]
feedback
negative
interpretation
Afwerking betekent hoe ’t ingebon- inform
den moet worden.
ja OK,
feedback
positive
interpretation
dus ik wil ’t eh ... een ringbandje. inform
wat voor soort ringband?
wh-question

288
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Utterance
Dialogue Act
een metalen, een metalen zwarte
ringband wil ik hebben.
whanswer
9 E
dat is O-draad.
inform
...
10 C
verzenden wanneer opdracht ont- feedback
negative
vangen is?
interpretation
11 E
dan sturen zij een e-mail als ze de posi-check
opdracht ontvangen hebben.
12 C
ja
confirm
...
13 C
dit moet allemaal nog zwart gedrukt feedback
negative
worden?
interpretation
[form items the user has explicitly
changed change to bold font. User
thinks that everything should be in
bold font to make the job acceptable]
14 E
nee dat hoeft niet
inform
15 C
de achterkant wil ik hard hebben. inform
16 E
je kunt dat bij de opmerkingen inform
aangeven
U
[ :select in listbox ’kleur’: ’anders
zie opmerkingen’]
17 C
en de opmerkingen stonden onder, yn-question&
of wat?
question
...
18 C
’Verzenden’
19 System ’een of meer verplichte...’
feedback
negative
dispatch
cusor to field ’locatie’
inform
Remarks field: voorkant transparant achter een stevig wit blad
8

Actor
C

wh-

B.5. Partial Annotations

B.5.3

Subject: Phd Student, Male

B.5.3.1

Paper Form: Expert Fills Form

Actor
1 E
2 C
3 E
4 C

5 E

6 C

7 E
8 C
9 E

10 C

Utterance
...
wat voor soort document wil je laten
drukken
een folder
een folder
ja een boekje met gebonden rug

289

Dialogue Act
wh-question

wh-answer
wh-answer
feedback
positive
evaluation
de kaft
discourse structuring
topic management
opening
wat voor soort kaft wil je hebben wh-question
stevige achterkant en doorzichtige inform
voorkant
...
wat voor soort papier wil je ge- wh-question
bruiken voor document zelf?
Normaal papier
wh-answer
wil je standaard printer papier,
dat is 80 grams
inform
of 100 wat dikker
alts-question
doe maar standaard
alts-answer
...
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B.5.3.2

Electronic Form

Actor
1
2

C
E

3

C

4

E

5

C

Utterance
...
hoe spring ik naar het volgende veld
dat kan niet met toetsen dat kan
alleen met de muis
...
U
[ :open list box: ’type materiaal’]
ja dan moet de voorkant anders als
de achterkant
dat zou ik dan even bij de opmerkingen doen
anders

Dialogue Act
wh-question
wh-answer

inform& wh-question
wh-answer
interaction management
own communication
management

U
[ :select ’anders zie opmerkingen’]
...
U
6 C
[ :list box ’gewicht’]
waarom moet ik dit nou nog in- wh-question
vullen als er toch ’ anders’ staat.
7 E
Dat kun je op zich wel gewoon laten wh-answer
staan, als je toch een opmerking
gaat maken
...
U
8 C
[ :open list box ’Afwerking’]
een nietjes, twee nietjes, O-draad interaction management
own communication
management
zadel steek is ’m
yn-question
9 E
wat ’m
wh-question
10 C
dat metalen bandje [makes drawing wh-answer
guesture in the air]
11 E
O-draad dat komt het meest in de inform
buurt.
12 E
Laat maar zo staan, hoef je niet in inform
te vullen bij O-draad.
13 C
E-mail verzenden wanneer opdracht discourse structuring
topic management
ontvangen is.
ja da’s nou dus.
inform
14 E
joa, nog niet
inform
15 C
doe maar wel dan.
interaction management
own communication
management
Remarks field: tranparante voorkant stevige achterkant

B.5. Partial Annotations

B.5.4

Subject: Administrative Employee, Female

B.5.4.1

Paper Form: Expert Fills Form

1
2

Actor
E
C

3

E

4
5

C
E

6
7

C
E

8

C

9

E

10 C

11 E
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Utterance
Dialogue Act
wat kan ik voor je doen
wh-question
eh, ik wou graag ehm dertig exem- wh-answer
plaren van een A4-tje
eh ok, dertig exemplaren ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
glossy
inform
eh, glossy eh
feedback
negative
evaluation
voor..
interaction management
own communication
management
wat voor document is het precies? wh-question
eh ja reclame
wh-answer
mm
feedback
positive
interpretation
maar is het eh
feedback
negative
evaluation
ja wat voor
interaction management
own communication
management
hoe dik is ’t
wh-question
A4 is het in ieder geval
posi-check
ja het is A4
confirm
ja de dikte...
feedback
negative
evaluation
...
eh, glossy, glossy kaft eh... of glossy alts-question
papier of
eh, glossy papier
alts-answer
ja het is heel fel kleur, dus ik neem inform& yn-question
aan vijf vijf kleur of zo
ja gewoon full color
inform
dus een full color document is ’t ehm feedback
positive
evaluation
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Actor

12 C

13 E

14 C
15 E

16 C
17 E
18 C
19 E
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

C
E
C
E
C
E
C

27 E
28 C

29 E

30 C
31 E
32 C
33 E

Utterance
Dialogue Act
wat voor papiersoort wil je het lief- wh-question
ste?
Papiersoort dat ken ik niet helaas, feedback
negative
even kijken
interpretation
wat hebben jullie dan?
wh-question
Nou zeg maar zo [shows different inform
types of paper]
[
:zoiets]
yn-question
nog iets dikker
inform
iets dikker
feedback
positive
interpretation
[shows cardboard]
yn-question
nee niet karton dikte
yn-answer
zeg maar 80 grams maar dan ietsje yn-question
dikker
iets dikker
yn-answer
nou zullen we zeggen 100, [
:dit] yn-question
is 80.
mwoh, ja, ja, ja, doe 100
yn-answer
En er moet een kaft omheen?
yn-question
ja, en een ringband
yn-answer& inform
[
:zoiets] [bold metal ringband]? yn-question
ja, zoiets ja
yn-answer
wij hebben ook nog zoiets
inform
ze hebben allemaal hetzelfde aantal yn-question
ringen he
ja in het zwart, denk ik da’s beter
[
:black metal ringband]
inform
enkelzijdig of dubbelzijdig?
alts-question
Enkelzijdig,
alts-answer
het is eigenlijk de voorkant van een inform
folder
Oh
feedback
positive
evaluation
voor de kaft bedoel je?
yn-question
Ja
yn-answer
en het document zelf is dat enkelzi- alts-question
jdig of dubbelzijdig?
Dubbelzijdig
alts-answer
wat voor materiaal moet de kaft wh-question
hebben?

U

R

U

R

B.5. Partial Annotations
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Actor
34 C

Utterance
hoe bedoel je materiaal?

35 E

U

36 C
37 E
38 C

39 E

40 C

41 E
42 C

43 E

Dialogue Act
feedback
negative
interpretation
Wil je een harde kaft, zoiets als yn-question
[
:dit]
of eh...
interaction management
turn management
turn giving
ja, ja, harde kaft.
yn-answer
Er komt zoveel bij kijken.
inform
Harde kaft, gewoon karton of ...
yn-question
Ja
yn-answer
er zijn verschillende diktes he?
yn-question
Ik vind [
:dit] wel eh...
inform
ja we hebben ook nog een aantal inform
verschillende materialen,
ik weet niet of [
:dit]
yn-question
joa, ja
yn-answer
en dat is [
:dit], dit is gewoon wh-question
dikte eh...
dit is 170
wh-answer
oh ja 170 ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
nu nog even wat algemene gegevens discourse structuring
topic management
opening

R

R

U
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B.5.4.2

Electronic Form

Actor

1 C

2 E
3 C

4 E

5 C

6 E
7 C

Utterance
[customer chooses ’Papier’ ’170
g/m2 ’ ’blauw’ for the cover (quite
erroneously) with hardly any hesitation]
U
[ :open list box ’type materiaal’]
glossy, wat is glossy, is dat
transparant
of...
U
[ :select ’anders, zie opmerkingen]
jaa.. Dat kun je het beste denk ik
even bij de opmerkingen aangeven.
Gewicht materiaal dat was 170
dacht ik
U
[ :open listbox ’afwerking’]
afwerking

Dialogue Act

wh-question&
question

yn-

inform
interaction management
own communication
management

interaction management
own communication
management
een nietje, twee nietjes...
interaction management
own communication
management
ehm...
interaction management
own communication
management
[long hesitation]
interaction management
own communication
management
nou anders
interaction management
own communication
management
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
met die ringband,
discourse structuring
topic management
hoeveel gaten zijn dat,
wh-question
da’s 48 of eh...
posi-check
nou dat maakt niet zoveel uit
inform
e-mail verzenden wanneer opdracht interaction management
own communication
ontvangen, ja
management
U
[ :check: ’e-mail vezenden wanneer
opdracht ontvangen is’]
ja
interaction management
own communication
management

B.5. Partial Annotations
Actor

8 E
9 C

Utterance
e-mail verzenden wanneer opdracht
gereed is
U
[ :check: ’e-mail verzenden wanneer opdracht gereed is’]
ik
Udenk dit is beter toch?
[ :uncheck: ’e-mail vezenden wanneer opdracht ontvangen is’]
Ja
afhalen
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Dialogue Act
interaction management
own communication
management

yn-question

yn-answer
interaction management
own communication
management

U
[ :open list box ’afleveringsmethode’]
eh anders
interaction management
own communication
management
10 C
opmerkingen
interaction management
own communication
management
U
[ :’opmerkingen’]
eh ... wat zei ik ... eh
interaction management
own communication
management
Remarks field:
Afwerking: glossy, Afwerking: ringband, Afleveringsmethode: FEDEX
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B.5.5

Subject: Student, Male

B.5.5.1

Paper Form: Customer Fills Form

Actor
1 E
2 C

3 C

4 C
5 E
6 C

7 E
8 C
9 C
10 E

B.5.5.2

Utterance
wat kan ik voor je doen
ik wilde graag een document af laten
drukken
...
materiaal, kaft

moet plastic zijn he
...
afwerking, wat gaan we daar verder
mee bedoelen?
Je kunt aangeven hoe je het ingebonden wilt hebben.
Met zo’n rand ernaast zeg maar
[customer draws in the air]
...
zeg maar hoe je het zelf wilt omschrijven
met ijzeren inbinden
...
gaten, hoeveel gaten moeten er in
zitten?
Is niet zo belangrijk, want als het
toch al ingebonden...
...

Dialogue Act
wh-question
wh-answer

discourse structuring
topic management
opening
yn-question
wh-question
wh-answer
wh-answer

wh-question
wh-answer
whq
inform

Electronic Form, Without Assistance

Customer was requested to ’speak out loud’ and the expert left the room. Unfortunately the customer didn’t speak out loud at all, so this interaction was
quite useless.

B.5. Partial Annotations

B.5.6

Subject: Student, Male

B.5.6.1

Paper Form: Expert Fills Form

Actor
1 E
2 C

3 E
4 C
5 E
6 C
7 E
8
9
10
11

C
E
C
E

12 C
13 E
14 C

15 E

16 C

17 E

18 C

Utterance
wat kan ik voor je doen
er staat [
:hier [floppy disk]] een
bestand op en dat moet dertig keer
afgedrukt worden.
...
Wat voor soort document gaat het
om?
Gewoon een verslag
wat voor formaat
ik wil het op A4 hebben.
...
Op wat voor papier wil je het het
liefst afgedrukt hebben.
Op zich maakt het niet zoveel uit.
[
:Zoiets]?
ja gewoon standaard A4 papier.
Afwerking, binding

U

U
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Dialogue Act
wh-question
wh-answer

wh-question
wh-answer
wh-question
wh-answer
wh-question

inform
yn-question
yn-answer
discourse structuring
topic management
opening
is [
:dit [glue binder]] goed?
yn-question
Nee, ik wil die ringetjes hebben, ik yn-answer& inform
wil die metalen
metalen ringband
reformulation
ja
feedback
positive
evaluation
OK, dan heb je het verder denk ik inform
wel zo.
Nog dingen die je eventueel vergeten yn-question&
whbent?
question
Ja
yn-answer
kan het ook een kleur, als er kleuren yn-question
plaatjes inzitten moet dat toch?
Ja
yn-answer
normaal als het een kleuren docu- inform
ment is dan nemen.. Dat pakken
wij het gewoon..
Tenzij je zegt in verband met de yn-question
prijs heb ik liever zwartwit
nee, nee..
yn-answer

U
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B.5.6.2

Electronic Form

Actor

Utterance
Dialogue Act
[Customer fills out personal details,
scans the data, jumps straight to
’gaten’
en then:]
U
1 C
[ :open list box ’afwerking’]
Zadelsteek da’s dus als het helemaal feedback
positive
ingebonden wordt
interpretation
O-draad
wh-question
2 E
O-draad, ja dat is een metalen wh-answer
draad
3 C
ja, die ringbandjes zijn gewoon deze yn-question
dan?
Of is het gewoon standaard, of die yn-question
komt nog?
4 E
Die O-draad is inderdaad een met- yn-answer
alen
U inbinding.
5 C
[ :open listbox ’gaten’]
Dan moet ik hier wel zeggen gaatjes, posi-check
anders komen er geen gaten in.
6 E
nueee, dat begrijpen ze op zich wel disconfirm
hoor.
7 C
Maar waar zijn die gaten dan voor wh-question
8 E
nou, als je bijvoorbeeld geen afwerk- wh-answer
ing wil hebben dan...
...
U
9 C
[ :check: ’email verzenden wanneer
opdracht ontvangen is’]
oh
[looks at ’e-mail verzenden wanneer
opdracht gereed is’]
op die manier,
interaction management
own communication
management
10 E
ja, op zich maakt ook niet zoveel uit. interaction management
own communication
management
11 C
Volgens mij was dat het wel zo.
inform
12 E
Wou je gewoon een kaft van papier? nega-check
13 C
Ja als je van de voorkant een kleuren
kaft hebt
dat is natuurlijk geen wit vel he? nega-check
Remarks field: kaft(voorkant) liefst in kleur.

Appendix C

Real DPC Order Translated
to GUI

Something the wizard/system says:
The user’s response, remark or comment in freely
typed text

Figure C.1: Scheme of what the ’wizard’ (i.e. the system) says (on gray) and what
the user types (into a text box).

This appendix contains the same transcription as in Appendix B.3, but
instead of the communicative function and dialogue act type we show a GUI
equivalent of the spoken dialogue in the right column. Many techniques and
methods exist to depict the flow in user interfaces, e.g. based on task analysis
(cf. Welie (2001)) and storyboarding (cf. Draheim and Weber (2003)). The
techniques used in this appendix differ from such methods in two ways:
1. The flow is completely modelled after a natural human-human dialogue
and may carry its benefits.
2. The pictures we use are very concrete electronic form constructs, allowing
one to quickly observe their communicative impact.
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Only part of the dialogue is translated into GUI constructs, because it is only
meant to give an impression, not to be exhaustive. The GUI column contains
a GUI construct for each segment in the spoken dialogue with a similar communicative functionality and contents. A large part of the spoken dialogue can
only be captured by a GUI construct if it can process natural language (see
Figure C.1). We show this in terms of GUI constructs by displaying what the
’wizard’ (i.e. the system) says on gray and what the user types into a text box.
During the typing the system tries to parse and understand the typed text.
The text parsed and interpreted so far is turned green, giving the user positive
feedback about the system’s interpretation. As described in Chapter 2, in GUIs
users generally have little opportunities for providing feedback to the system. In
the spoken dialogue a lot of feedback is given. To literally translate the spoken
dialogue we have to include explicit visual links for this in the GUI. The links
we use and their meanings are as follows:
: negative feedback interpretation: provides more information to the user
about the component and its content next to the link
: positive feedback evaluation: the system can proceed
: negative feedback evaluation: this confirmation of the check part of the
GUI component next to it.
: Agreement
: ’yes, but...’: positive feedback evaluation and agreement with an urge to
say something more. Clicking on this link pops up a text box, in which
the user can type something.
: feedback negative execution: I don’t know the answer to this question.
In the translation of spoken dialogue to GUI constructs we have eliminated
artifacts of spoken language such as saying ’ehm’ or self corrections, because
they are less likely in the written language in GUIs. In general we have made
expressions slightly more concise in the translation. Furthermore, instead of
showing a separate translation for each turn we have translated multiple turns
into one picture. remark: The test customer was quite knowledgeable about
offset material.
A Utterance
GUI
1 E Goeiemiddag,
mijn
naam is —, kaartje
[H:alsjeblieft]
2 C Dankjewel
3 E We hebben een afspraak
gemaakt om eh [] hier
over drukwerk te gaan
praten
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A Utterance
GUI
4 C ja eh, ik wil graag der- Wizard: Good Afternoon. I am the offset wizard.
tig exemplaren hebben You want to print something? Please tell me in
van wat op deze eh your own words what you would like:
CD-rom CD-rom staat,
I would like 30 copies of what is on a CD-ROM.
Front page and back page is all white.
è-è-n eh, ik zal ’t
Then
I would like such a thing through it,
proberen uit te leggen
such a eh..
wat wat ik daarvan precies wil hebben, ehm
eh, voorpagina achterpagina eh is helemaal
wit. Dan wil ik graag
zo’n [D:zo’n dingetje
derdoor] hebben, zo’n
eh..
5 E wir-o binding
wir-o binding
6 C ja
7 E ja
8 C maar dan met vierkante
gaat[jes
9 E ja]
10 C als ’t kan, plastic
[D:aan de bovenkant
doorzichtig] als dat
kan en eh tweezijdig
gedrukt voor de rest.
Alleen de achterpagina
is dan helemaal wit.
11 E ja
12 C en dan wil ik graag dertig
.. oh dat heb ik al
gezegd hè
dertig exemplaren [van
hebben
13 E ja]
dus u wil ’n brochure?
14
15
16
17

C
E
C
E

ja
dertig exemplaren?
mm
eh moeten we even het
formaat hebben

wir-o binding
but with square holes. If possible plastic:
transparent at the top side, if possible printed on
two sides for the rest. Only the back-page is entirely
white.
I’d like 30 copies.

So you want:
a Brochure
30

Copies
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A Utterance
welk formaat [is it

GUI
Format:
A4 (standard)

19
20
21
22
23
24

C
E
C
E
C
E

wordt ’t eh..]
A4
ja
standaard
ja gewoon standaard
[✎+:A4-tje]
dan komt er een
voorblad in en een
achterblad zegt u?
25 C ja
26 E en daar voor en achter
komt een plastic velletje
[voor

front cover page
back cover page

and in front of that a plastic leaf
Possibly, but not necessarily, front cover page may
also be plasticized, it depends, what do you
suggest?

27 C ja]
nou dat ja dat kan,
want het hoeft niet, ma
mag ook de voorkant
geplastificeerd,
dat
hangt er van[af
28 E OK]
29 C wat wat u zegt dat het
beste is
30 E [✎+:voorblad], we noemen dat eh [✎+:gelamineerd].
31
en het voorblad is
bedrukt zei u?
32 C ja
33 E achterblad niet
34 C nee
35 E en het voorblad, hoeveel kleuren, is dat
full-color?
36 C ’t is allemaal full-color,
ja

we call plasticized ‘laminated’
front cover page printed

back cover page printed

color front cover page:
full color
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A Utterance
37 E eenzijdig of tweezijdig

GUI
printing front cover page:
single sided
double sided

38 C tweezijdig
39 E dus das de [✎+:4 4]
achterblad was volgens
mij d’u zei onbedrukt?
40 C ja, ja
41 E dus [✎:...]
42 C zou dus kunnen zijn dat
de de de text eindigt
met een witte pagina
maar dat er dan toch
nog ’n ’n schoon blad
achter zit

43 E achter zit ja
44 C twee kanten onbedrukt
45 E daar zit natuurlijk binnenwerk tussen
46 C ja
47 E dan’s de vraag hoeveel
vel? en hoe ze bedrukt
zijn.
48 C eeehm [pause] ik geloof
een, eeeh, dat weet ik
niet precies, dan zou ik
moeten kijken
49 E oh
50 C he- k’heb ze niet geteld
dus da’s nie-eh nie echt
slim
51 E maar
het
staat
[
:daar]
ook
in
ieder [geval op?
52 C staat daar op
53 E ja
54 C ja
55 E staat daar op ’t aantal
pagina’s
56 C ja

R

back page NOT printed

any remarks so far...?
it could be that the text ends with a white page,
but that there’s still a clear page behind it.
two sides with no print.

Document internals

Document internals
leaves
No problem, I'll see that on the CD.
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A Utterance
GUI
57 E dus, dan moeten we
even de CD nakijken
color of print:
58
en zijn die ook allemaal
in full-color?
Full color
for sheets:
All
Partly (only pages with color pictures)
Precisely specified

59 C ja
60 E tweezijdig
61 C nou niet allemaal
maar een groot gedeelte
is in full[-color
62 E groot gedeelte]
63
wat voor papier moet ’t
gaan word[en?
The dialogue starts with an introduction, which ends with an inform ‘we had
made an appointment to talk about printing work.’. The intonation however,
clearly implicates an invitation. For that reason, and because there is no prosody
in GUI text, we translated this into a direct invitation: ‘Please tell me in your
own words what you want’. We have added ‘your own words’ because natural
language interpretation is rare in HCC and users are unlikely to expect it from
the system.
At the end of turn 4 the customers/user hesitates, which is picked up by the
expert by suggesting ‘wir-o binding’. We’ve translated this suggestion (which
is a check) into a drop-down list box with ‘wir-o binding’ selected. Normally
in a GUI no further dialogue control would be present, but since the spoken
dialogue has it, we catered for it explicitly by four dialogue control links. The
customers confirms to the check in turn 7, but wants to add something, so in
. A text box appears in which she adds her
the translation she clicks on
remarks. The system incrementally turns black text to green to signal positive
feedback about the interpretation, which is a translation of the expert saying
‘yes’ in turn 9 and 11. The expert concludes from the information provided by
the customer that she wants a ‘brochure’ (turn 13), which is again translated
into a drop-down list box, which is a check but also allows the user to pick an
alternative. She confirms in turn 14, which corresponds to the click on
.
Next the system checks the number of copies, which needs no special feedback,
since there is always a number of copies to be printed, which can be assumed
to be known by the customer.
In turn 17 through 23 the format is discussed. In turn 18 the expert is on
the verge of making a check, but gets interrupted in turn 19 by the customer,
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who was not aware that the expert was going to make a check straight after his
wh-question. The GUI translation is a drop-down list box, which is a check
with the option to look at alternatives ([alts-question]). The user clicks
and the system proceeds. The two checks in turn 24 with the confirmation in
turn 25 are translated into two check boxes and a click on
.
In turn 13 through 29 the expert checks if a plastic sheet should be at
the beginning and end of the document, which is translated into two check
boxes again. The phrase in turn 27 is picked up by the expert in turn 30 by
extracting from it that she wants a laminated cover and he supplies the term for
it. This extends the knowledge of the customer about the domain. Translated
this inform is simply text on the interface. In turn 31 the expert checks whether
the front cover page should have a print on it and which is translated into a
checked checkbox. The check is confirmed in turn 32 by the customer, which is
translated explicitly into a click on
. Similarly in turn 33 the expert checks
whether the back cover page should not be printed, which is translated into
an unchecked checkbox. The confirmation in turn 36 is again translated into
clicking
. In turn 37 the expert issues an alts-question about single-sided
or double sided printing. Because the alts-question has only two options, we
translated it into a radio button group.1 When the user clicks on the double
sided radio button, which is a translation of the alts-answer of turn 38, no
further positive feedback is needed for the system to continue, which is congruent
with the expert continuing straight after the customer’s answer in turn 38. In
turn 39 the expert first says something to himself and then checks the printing
of the back page slightly more explicitly than he did in turn 33. The customer’s
confirmation in turn 40 is translated into a click on
. In turn 41 the expert
says ‘so...’, without a direct continuation, which functions as a turn giving act,
so the customer can clear her mind about her uncertainties or unresolved issues
so far. In the GUI form we presented this as an explicit yn-question about
whether the user has additional remarks, with a
and a
button. She
clicks
and types her considerations. She receives positive feedback on his
interpretation from the expert in turn 43, which is translated into turning text
green as she types. There is no positive feedback after turn 44 in the spoken
dialogue, but we decided to include an
button after the text box anyway.
An alternative would be for the system to proceed when typing stops, but an
explicit signal is more robust. In turn 45 the expert issues an explicit topic
management act by saying ‘of course there are documents internals between
that’, which we translate into GUI by opening a section as shown. We ignore
the confirmation in turn 46 in the translation, because it is irrelevant. In turn
47 the expert mentions the question about how many sheets by asking ‘then
the question is how many sheets and how they are printed.’. The part ‘then
the question is’ is only a connector to the topic management act in turn 45, so
we can take turn 47 simply as two wh-questions. Because in the subsequent
dialogue segment only the first question is tackled and the second wh-question
1 In principal at checkbox with label ‘double sided’ could have been used, but this may
cause uncertainty as to what it means to uncheck it.
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is explicitly reintroduced later, we do not translate the second wh-question
into a GUI construct straightaway. The customer does not know how many
sheets her document has. This is not problematic, because it will become clear
anyway when the expert will consult the document on CD, but he likes to
know at this stage, to help in selecting document properties. In the translation
, to tell the system she does not know the amount
the user clicks on
of sheets in her document. The system then mentions ‘No problem, I’ll see
that on the CD.’ to reassure her. In turn 58 the expert turns back to the
second wh-question of turn 47 and asks ‘and are they all full-color?’, which
is confirmed by the customer in turn 59. Then the expert, in turn 60, asks
‘double sided?’, to check if all pages should be printed in full-color on two sides.
The customer realises she only wants the pages that have full color pictures on
them to be printed in full-color, probably because she understands full-color
printing is more expensive than black and white printing. The translation to
GUI constructs is rather complex, because first the type of printing is queried
and then the applicability of the answer. We have chosen to translate the type
of printing into a drop-down list box, which is primarily a check, but with more
options available if necessary. After that comes the text ‘for sheets:’ to connect
to the options for applicability of the check contents. The three radio buttons
below that show the options for applicability. ‘All’ is selected corresponding
to the word ‘all’ in turn 58. The user clicks on ‘Partly (only pages with color
pictures)’ to correct this to what she wants. Because she has disconfirmed with
the default option the system needs no explicit confirmation to proceed. The
‘Precisely specified’ option is added so the user can choose to specify in more
detail which pages should be printed in full-color.

Appendix D

Thinking Aloud
Transcriptions
This appendix contains the transcriptions of the actions and verbalisations of the
experiment described in Chapter 4. Table D.1 contains specific UAN notations
used in the transcriptions of actions. Appendix D.1 contains a full transcription of one subject. Appendix D.2 contains partial transcriptions of interaction
segments of special interest for Chapter 4.
Table D.1: UAN notations for contexts in user actions
UAN notation
[x ddlb’[v]]

[x textfield’[y]]

[x checkbox’[x or ’ ’]]
[down scroll-bar-button’]
[x tree-label’]
[x tree-handle’]
[x ddlb’{y}]
[x ddlb’[y]]
[x pushbutton’]
˜[x]˜

Explanation
the context of drop down list box x’s drop down
button button. E.g. [x ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ means a
mouse click on the drop down button, but ˜[x
ddlb’[v]] means the mouse is only moved there.
the textfield (with label) ’x’ showing ’y’ in the
field. This context refers to the field itself and
not the label.
x checkbox checked or not
the scroll bar down at the right of the form.
tree node label.
tree node handle (+ or -)
drop down list box x’s option y.
drop down list box x’s field showing ’y’.
pushbutton x.
move mouse pointer to context of object x, but
keep moving the pointer moving subtly, without
really taking it somewhere else.
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Table D.3: UAN notations for contexts in system responses

UAN notation
S:x textfield’I
S:x tree-label!
S:display(x textfield)
S:display(x ddlb’[y])
S:show(x
ddlb’[y]{...,...})
S:hide(x ddlb’[y]{}),
show(x ddlb[option]), (x
ddlb[option])!
S:scroll down 1x
S:(no response)x
S:display(x)
S:x pushbutton’ v^!
S:MX
S:show(x window(text))

D.1

Explanation
show cursor in text field x
highlight tree node label x
display textfield x.
display drop down list box ’x’ with ’y’ shown in
the field
show option list of drop down list box ’x’, with
’y’ shown in the field.
drop down list box x’s option ’option’ selected
replacing the field contents ’y’ with ’option’, and
highlighting the component.
form scroll down
no response
keyboard response to pressing ’x’
pushbutton press
show hour-glass mouse pointer
present window with text

Subject 1

This appendix contains the full transcription of the interaction with an electronic form of one participant in the experiment described in Chapter 4. The
fields containing personal details have been blanked out. The most remarkable segment in this interaction is the behaviour and verbalisation for the most
problematic drop-down list box in the form: ’Afwerking’. In Appendix D.2 we
take a closer look at the interaction and accompanying verbalisation with this
drop-down listbox across the four participants mentioned in Chapter 4.

D.1. Subject 1
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Figure D.1: Picture showing the most prominent section of this subject’s interaction.
The most effective way to view the movie behind the figure in the full media version
(Acrobat reader) is to position the current page on the figure, go to full-screen mode
(Ctrl L) and zoom in (Ctrl +) (zooming out is ’Ctrl -’).
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ACTION
1
2 ˜[Titel tree-label’]+1cm
3
4
5
6

˜[Eigenaar tree-label’]
˜[Document tree-label’]
˜[Titel tree-label’]˜
[Titel tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Titel textfield’I
7 ˜[Titel tree-label’]+5cm

8 K“Eurescom”

9 ˜[Auteur tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Auteur textfield’I
10 ˜[Gebruikersnaam
tree-label’]+5cm
(subject consults target
document)

δt(s)

VERBALIZATION
Welcome to Oce docs
1.5 moek da allemaal invullen?
Nee he?
0.3
0.3 Document title
2.7
1
6.5 mda invullen?
mda invullen?
((laughing)) zeg es wat
((laughing))
ik zal’t maar invullen
als dat toch een eh document
moet worden
OK auteur
0.5 iis.

wie is de auteur
projectleider
zal ik die eh?
els van Os den Os?
((laughing))
zegt-ie niks de stinkerd
da’s de project leader
let me have a look
editors, contributions of participants, kweet nie wie de auteur is, european institute of research, and strategic studies

11 K“European Institute for
Research”
12 K”and Strategic Studies”
13 ˜[Gebruikersnaam tree-label’]
14 [Gebruikersnaam tree-label’]Mvˆ
(S:only Eigenaar label highlighted,
textfield not selected; click was
closer to Gebruikersnaam, but the
interface took it as a click on
[Eigenaar tree-label’])

aaanndd straaateeegiic studies
gebruikersnaam
eigenaar, that’s my name
natuurlijk

D.1. Subject 1
n

ACTION
S:Eigenaar tree-label!

15 [Gebruikersnaam tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Titel textfield’I
16 ˜[Gebruikersnaam
tree-label’]+5cm
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δt(s)

VERBALIZATION
of niet?
gebruikersnanee?
ben ik toch of niet?
[laughing]geef es antwoord

17 K”(subject’s name)”
18 ˜[Afdeling tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Afdeling textfield’I
19 K”Industrial”
20 K”Design”
21 ˜[Locatie tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Locatie textfield’I
22 K”HG 3.92”
23 ˜[Bedrijf tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Bedrijf textfield’I
24 K”Technical University
Eindhoven”

afdeling
industrial
design
locatie
eeeh
HG drie twee-en-negentig
bedrijf
technical university, Eindhoven
telefoonnummer

25 ˜[Telefoonnummer tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Telefoonnummer textfield’I
26 K”040 247 2394”

27 ˜[E-mailadres tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:E-mailadres textfield’I
28 K”h.m.maas@tue.nl”
29 ˜[Kaft.Type Materiaal tree-label’]
30 ˜[Account tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Account textfield’I
31 K”510000”
32
33
34

35

nul veertig twee vier zeven twee
drie negen vier
e-mailadresss

account eh
doe ik

onze kostenplaats maar
oki dook
˜[Kaft tree-handle’]
1.3 kaft jjjja
˜[Kaft.Type materiaal tree-label’]˜ 1.3 type material paper
[Kaft.Type materiaal
0.2 kan ik dat veranderen?
tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Type materiaal
ddlb’[Papier])
˜[Type materiaal ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
0.7
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ACTION
S:show(Type materiaal
ddlb’[Papier]{Papier,
Tranparant, Polyester,
Anders zie opmerkingen})

δt(s)

VERBALIZATION

eeh transparent
36 ˜[Type materiaal
ddlb’{Transparant}]
37 [Type materiaal
ddlb’{Transparant}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Type Materiaal
ddlb’[Papier]{}), show(Type
Materiaal
ddlb[Transparant]), (Type
Materiaal
ddlb[Transparant])!
38 ˜[Kaft.Gewicht materiaal
tree-label’]
39 [Kaft.Gewicht materiaal
tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Gewicht materiaal
ddlb’[80 gram/m2])
40 ˜[Gewicht materiaal ddlb’[v]]
41 ˜[Kaft.Kleur materiaal
tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Kleur materiaal
ddlb’[Wit])
42 ˜[Kleur materiaal ddlb’[Wit]]
43 ˜[Kaft.Formaat materiaal
tree-label’]
44 [Kaft.Formaat materiaal
tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Formaat materiaal
ddlb’[A4])
45 ˜[Document tree-label’]
46 ˜[Document.type materiaal
tree-label’]
47 ˜[Document.Gewicht materiaal
tree-label’]
48 ˜[Document.kleur materiaal
tree-label’]
49 ˜[Document.formaat materiaal
tree-label’]

1
0.2

oki dook
0.5 gewicht
4.3 gewicht
mm weet ik veel, zal, oh
0.3 da’s ’t papier natuurlijk, weet ik
nie
0.3 kleur materiaal , wit

0.3 ja’s goed
1 format materiaal A4’s goed
0.3

0.3 document
1.2 type material paper, ja
1 gewicht materiaal (...)
2 kleur materiaal wit
0.6 format materiaal A4
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n
ACTION
50 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]
51 ˜[Aantal tree-label’]
52 ˜[dubbelzijdig checkbox
label’]+5cm
53 ˜[afwerking tree-label’]
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

71

˜[afwerking tree-label’]+3cm
˜[gaten tree-label’]
˜[dubbelzijdig checkbox’[x]]+3cm
˜[gaten tree-label’]
˜[gaten tree-label’]+5cm
˜[gaten tree-label’]
[Gaten tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Gaten ddlb’[Geen])
˜[down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
S:scroll down 1
˜[Gaten ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
S:show(Gaten
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 2 gaten, 4
gaten, 23 gaten, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
˜[Gaten ddlb’{23 gaten}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Gaten ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Gaten ddlb[23 gaten]),
(Gaten ddlb[23 gaten])!
˜[Gaten tree-label’]+5cm
˜[Gaten tree-label’]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]+5cm
˜[Afwerking text’[Geen]]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen])
˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, O-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
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δt(s)
VERBALIZATION
0.6 afwerking
2.4 aantal
0.3 dubbelzijdig is goed
1 afwerking
gaten
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3 even kijken wat hier staat
0.6

0.6 eh 23 gaats

0.3
0.3
0.6 afwerking
2.7
0.3 wat staat hieronder
0.6 even kijken wat er staat
0.3

6.7

1 nietje, twee nietjes, o-draad,
(...) zadelsteek, anders zie opmerkingen
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n
ACTION
72 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]
73 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
opmerkingen}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking ddlb[Anders,
zie opmerkingen]),
(Afwerking ddlb[Anders, zie
opmerkingen])!
74 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[Anders zie
opmerkingen]]

δt(s)
VERBALIZATION
3 doemaar deze he, ik weet niet
wat dit is
0.6 even kijken wat hier staat

3 hoe heet dit ook al weer
((laughing))
ringband?

75 K”ringband”
S:(no response)

0.6
mwaoh
ik ga even terug, dan pak ik die
andere wel

76 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ

77
78

79
80

81

S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Anders, zie
opmerkingen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, O-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]˜
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Anders, zie
opmerkingen]{}),
show(Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad]), (Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad])!
˜[Gaten tree-label’]+3cm Mvˆ
S:Gaten tree-label!
˜[down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
S:scroll down 1
[down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
S:scroll down 1
˜[E-mail verzenden wanneer
opdracht ontvangen is checkbox
label’]+3cm

0.6 ik weet nie wat ’t is O-draad
0.3

afleeeveriing
1
0
1 wednesday 17-th of september

D.1. Subject 1
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n
δt(s)
ACTION
VERBALIZATION
82 ˜[E-mail verzenden wanneer
1 e-mail (wanssds) when wanneer
opdracht ontvangen is checkbox
label’]
83 ˜[E-mail verzenden wanneer
0.3 ok
opdracht ontvangen is checkbox’[]]
84 [E-mail verzenden wanneer
0
opdracht ontvangen is
checkbox’[]]Mvˆ
S:show(E-mail verzenden
wanneer opdracht ontvangen
is checkbox’[x])
85 ˜[e-mail verzenden wanneer
2 e-mail verzenden when u opopdracht gereed is checkbox
dracht gereed is ok
label’]˜
86 ˜[Afleveringsmethode tree-label’]
0.6 afleeingsmethode
87 ˜[Afleveringsmethode
0.3
tree-label’]+3cm
88 ˜[Afleveringsmethode tree-label’]
0.3
89 ˜[Afleveringsmethode
afhalen jaa
text’[Afhalen]]
90 ˜[down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
0.6
S:scroll down 1
adressss
91 ˜[Adres tree-label’]Mvˆ
0
S:Adres textfield’I
92 ˜[adres textfield’]
2
93 K”HG 3.92”
0.3
S:display(‘‘HG 3.92’’)
94 ˜[adres tree-label’]+5cm
0.3
95 ˜[Opmerkingen tree-label’]+5cm
96 ˜[Verzenden pushbutton’]
97 ˜[down scroll-bar-button’]
en is dat alles?
verzenden
98 ˜[Verzenden pushbutton’]
0.6
99 ˜[Verzenden pushbutton’]Mvˆ
S:Verzenden pushbutton’ v^!
S:show(Voortgang
window(Bestand wordt
opgeslagen ...%, Bestand
wordt verzonden ...%, Bon
verzenden ...%, (Annuleren
pushbutton)))
bestand wordt opgeslagen, ok
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Afwerking

In this appendix we take a closer look at the most problematic drop-down list
box in electronic form we used in our thinking aloud experiments in Chapter 4.
The table below contains a transcription of the interaction and verbalisation of
the four participants described in Chapter 4.

Figure D.2: small Picture showing a section of the interaction with the ’Afwerking’ drop-down list box.2
n
δt(s)
ACTION
VERBALIZATION
subject 1: female secretary 50 years old
1 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]
1 Afwerking
gaten
2 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]+3cm
0.3
3 ˜[Gaten tree-label’]
0.3
4 ˜[dubbelzijdig checkbox’[x]]+3cm 0.3
5 ˜[Gaten tree-label’]
0.3
6 ˜[Gaten tree-label’]+5cm
0.3
7 ˜[Gaten tree-label’]
0.3
8 [Gaten tree-label’]Mvˆ
0.3
S:display(Gaten ddlb’[Geen])
9 ˜[down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
0.3 even kijken wat hier staat
S:scroll down 1
10 ˜[Gaten ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
0.6
S:show(Gaten
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 2 gaten, 4
gaten, 23 gaten, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
11 ˜[Gaten ddlb’{23 gaten}]
0.6 eh 23 gaats

D.2. Afwerking
n
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

ACTION
˜[Gaten tree-label’]+5cm
˜[Gaten tree-label’]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]+5cm
˜[Afwerking ddlb’[]]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]
˜[Afwerking tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:display(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen])
19 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, O-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})

20 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]
21 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
opmerkingen}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking ddlb[Anders,
zie opmerkingen]),
(Afwerking ddlb[Anders, zie
opmerkingen])!
22 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[Anders, zie
opmerkingen]]
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δt(s)
VERBALIZATION
0.3
0.3
0.6 Afwerking
2.7
0.3 wat staat hieronder
0.6 even kijken wat er staat
0.3

6.7

1 nietje, twee nietjes, o-draad,
(...) zadelsteek, anders zie opmerkingen
3 doemaar deze he, ik weet niet
wat dit is
0.6 even kijken wat hier staat

3 hoe heet dit ook al weer
((laughing))
ringband?

23 K”ringband”
S:(no response)
24 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Anders, zie
opmerkingen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, O-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
25 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]˜

0.6
mwaoh
ik ga even terug, dan pak ik die
andere wel

0.6 ik weet nie wat ’t is O-draad
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n
δt(s)
ACTION
VERBALIZATION
26 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ 0.3
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Anders, zie
opmerkingen]{}),
show(Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad]), (Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad])!
27 ˜[Gaten tree-label’]+3cm Mvˆ
afleeeveriing
S:Gaten tree-label!
28 ˜[down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
1
S:scroll down 1
29 [down scroll-bar-button’]Mvˆ
0
S:scroll down 1
subject 2: female secretary 45 years old
30 ˜[Type Materiaal text’[Papier]]
1.5 gewoon papier
31 ˜[Gewicht Materiaal text’[80
.2 , ja,
gram/m2]]
32 ˜[Formaat Materiaal text’[A4]]
1.5 da’s gewoon standaard
33 [drag scroll-bar’ down]
kleur materiaal wit, A4
34 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]+3cm
1.0 lijkt wel al ingevulde... formulier
35 ˜[Aantal textfield’[1]]
2.8 aantal, Afwerking, een,
36 ˜[Dubbelzijdig checkbox’[x]]
dubbelzijdig
37 ˜[Afwerking text’[Geen]]Mvˆ
5.0 Afwerking
S:Afwerking tree-label!
S:display(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen])
38 [Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, o-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
39 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
1
opmerkingen}]
40 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]
1
41 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
.4
opmerkingen}]
42 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ
.5 tweee staat er niet bij
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking ddlb[Geen]),
(Afwerking ddlb[Geen])!
43 [Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ

D.2. Afwerking
n

δt(s)
ACTION
VERBALIZATION
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking ddlb[Geen, 1
nietje, 2 nietjes, o-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen]), (Afwerking
ddlb[Geen, 1 nietje, 2
nietjes, o-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen])!
44 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
anders
opmerkingen}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking ddlb[Anders,
zie opmerkingen]),
(Afwerking ddlb[Anders, zie
opmerkingen])!
45 ˜[Gaten text’[Geen]]Mvˆ
2.0 gateeeen
S:Gaten tree-label!,
S:display(Gaten ddlb’[Geen])
46 [Gaten ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ
S:show(Gaten
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 2 gaten, 4
gaten, 23 gaten, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
47 ˜[Gaten ddlb’{Anders, zie
0.7
opmerkingen}]
48 ˜[Gaten ddlb’{23 gaten}]
0.7
49 ˜[Gaten ddlb’{Anders, zie
anders
opmerkingen}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Gaten ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Gaten ddlb[Anders, zie
opmerkingen]), (Gaten
ddlb[Anders, zie
opmerkingen])!
50
ja
subject 3: female student 23 years old
51 ˜[Dubbelzijdig checkbox’[x]]
.4 uiteraard dubbelzijdig
52 ˜[Afwerking text’[Geen]]Mvˆ
5.0 Afwerking
S:Afwerking tree-label!
S:display(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen])
53 [Afwerking ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ
0.5
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54
55
56
57
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ACTION
S:show(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, o-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Anders, zie
opmerkingen}]
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]

δt(s)

VERBALIZATION

2.0 Afwerking, ik wil een eh
1.0
0.7 ringband
4.0 oh d’r is geen ringband dan zal
dat hetzelfde zijn als een
O-draad ...

58 [Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad]), (Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad])!
59 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[O-draad]]
2.0
60 ˜[Gaten text’[Geen]]Mvˆ
S:Afwerking tree-label!,
S:display(Gaten ddlb’[Geen])
61 [Gaten ddlb’[Geen]]Mvˆ
1.0
S:show(Gaten
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 2 gaten, 4
gaten, 23 gaten, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
62
63 ˜[Gaten ddlb’{23 gaten}]Mvˆ
3.0
S:hide(Gaten ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Gaten ddlb[23 gaten]),
(Gaten ddlb[23 gaten])!
64 [drag scroll-bar’ down]
65 [Afleveringsdatum text’[Sunday,
september 29,2003]]
subject 4: male student 24 years old
66 ˜[Dubbelzijdig tree-label’]
67 ˜[Afwerking tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Afwerking tree-label!
2.0
S:display(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen])
68 ˜[Afwerking ddlb’[v]]Mvˆ

denk ik

eh gaten dat zijn er 23

afleveringsdatum

ja, dubbelzijdig
Afwerking geen

D.2. Afwerking
n

69
70

71

72

73
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δt(s)
ACTION
VERBALIZATION
S:show(Afwerking
4.0 een nietjes twee niet da da da
ddlb’[Geen]{Geen, 1 nietje,
2 nietjes, o-draad,
Zadelsteek, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{Zadelsteek}]
2.0 Ka,
˜[Afwerking ddlb’{O-draad}]Mvˆ
.3 ik ga voor de O-draad
S:hide(Afwerking
ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad]), (Afwerking
ddlb[O-draad])!
˜[Gaten tree-label’]Mvˆ
S:Gaten tree-label!,
2.0
S:display(Gaten ddlb’[Geen])
˜[Gaten ddlb’[v]]
gaten
S:show(Gaten
ddlb’[geen]{Geen, 2 gaten, 4
gaten, 23 gaten, Anders zie
opmerkingen})
˜[Gaten ddlb’{23 gaten}]Mvˆ
1.0 veel
S:hide(Gaten ddlb’[Geen]{}),
show(Gaten ddlb[23 gaten]),
(Gaten ddlb[23 gaten])!
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Appendix E

Interpretation of ROC
Space
This appendix contains an explanation of ROC graphs based on Fawcett (2004).
ROC graphs are two-dimensional graphs in which TP rate is plotted on the yaxis and FP rate is plotted on the x-axis. An ROC graph depicts relative
trade-offs between benefits (true positive) and costs (false positive). Figure E.1
shows an ROC graph with five classifiers labeled A through E. The lower left
point (0,0) represents the strategy of never issuing a positive classification; such
a classifier has no false positive errors but also no true positives. The opposite
strategy, of unconditionally issuing positive classifications, is represented by the
upper right point (1,1). Coordinate D (0,1) represents perfect classification.
Informally, a point in ROC space is
always classify all
better if it is further to the northwest
instances as positive
ROC
(tp-rate is higher, fp-rate is lower, or
c
1
D
both) of the first. Classifiers closer
al
B
er
0.8
to (0,0) may be thought of as maklib
random
A
ing positive classifications only with
guessing
e
0.6
C
tiv
va
strong evidence so they make few false
er
s
n
0.4 co
positive errors, but have low true posE
itive rates as well. Classifiers on the
0.2
upper right-hand side in ROC space
0
0
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1
may be thought of as liberal, making
FPrate
always classify all
positive classifications with weak evinstances as negative
idence. They classify nearly all posFigure E.1: Interpretation of ROC space. itives correctly, but they often have
high false positive rates. In Figure
E.1, A is more conservative than B. Many real world domains are dominated
by large numbers of negative instances (non-problematic interactions in our
context), so performance in the far left-hand side of the ROC graph is most
important. ROC curves are insensitive to changes in class-distribution of the
pi

= 0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

cpi =

TP rate (recall)

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0
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instances in the experiment. If the proportion of positive to negative instances
changes in a test set, the ROC curves will not change.
Misclassifications (FP and FN) have a certain cost. Below we will denote
the cost of a false positive (false alarm) instance as cf p and the cost of a false
negative (misser) as cf n . To determine the performance of a classifier when
applied in absolute terms we need to know the total cost of applying a classifier
to a population: ctotal = cf n · F N + cf p · F P . The best performance is achieved
when this cost function is minimised. To achieve this, one needs to find a
parameter (threshold) value for the classification algorithm for which the cost
function is minimised. It is interesting in graphs to know the shape of the
iso-performance lines, i.e. lines with constant cost: cf n · F N + cf p · F P = C.
These lines can be derived as follows:
let:
cf n = the cost per false negative (misser)
cf p = the cost per false positive (false alarm)
cpi = the average cost per instance, i.e. the total cost of all misclassifications, divided by the number of instances in the experiment
P (p) = the probability of drawing a positive instance from the population.
P (n) = the probability of drawing a negative instance from the population.
then:

FP
C
FN

P (p) + cf p
P (n) =
= cpi
cf n

P
N
P +N
FN
TP 

=1−
P
P
TP
FP
cf n (1 −
)P (p) + cf p
P (n)
= cpi
P
N

TP
FP

P (p) = cf p
P (n) + cf n P (p) − cpi
cf n



P
N


FP
x=

N



TP 

y=
P
y

=

cf p P (n)
cf n P (p) x

+1−

cpi
cf n P (p)

So the iso-performance line is:
y
where
c1
c2

= c1 x + c2
cf p P (n)
cf n P (p) and
c
= 1 − cf n Ppi(p)

=

325
If we take c1 = 1 and c2 = 12 (e.g. when P (p) = P (n) = 0.5 and cf p =
cf n = 1) then the iso-performance lines in the ROC graphs are y = x + 12 cpi . In
Figure E.1 we have plotted dashed diagonal lines for cpi = 0.1,..,1.0.
If the a priori probability of drawing a positive instance is greater than the a
priori probability of drawing a negative instance, or if the cost of a false positive
is greater than the cost of a false negative then c1 > 1 and the lines in Figure
E.1 will be steeper, whereas a greater a priori probability of drawing a negative
instance or a greater cost of false negatives leads to flatter iso-performance lines.
cf p
The iso-performance lines drawn in Figure E.1 correspond to N
P cf n = 1, which
is also included in the definition of the performance measure Anorm. If we set
P (p) · cf p = P (n) · cf n = C then we get cpi = C( FPN + FPP ) = C(2 − ( TPP + TNN ))
which is maximised by maximising the TPP + TNN = 2 · Anorm.
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Appendix F

Problem Detection Data
This appendix contains the full data of Chapter 6. Section F.1 contains the
histograms and ROC curves of all the features tested. Section F.2 contains
a detailed qualitative design considerations for the chosen threshold slope in
Section 6.6.3.

F.1

Problem Detection Graphs

This appendix contains the classification performance graphs of all tested features in Chapter 6. They represent how well measurable features in interactive
behaviour can be used to separate problematic interaction from non-problematic
interaction.
Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
ROC

Histogram

1

0.25
0.2
0.15

problem
no problem
Anorm

0.8
0.6
0.4

0.1
0.05

0.2

0
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Time(s) →

TP−rate (recall) →

0.3

(2.9,0.85)

Anorm →

Fraction of instances →

1

1
2
3(0.12,0.81)
4
5

0.8
0.6
0.4

0

6
7

8
9
0.210
11
12
13

0
0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
FP−rate →

1

Figure F.1: graphs about the length of the first-time segment the drop-down
list box was open; AUC value: 0.87; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.85 at a
threshold value of: 2.9 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.2: graphs about the length of the longest time segment the drop-down
list box was open; AUC value: 0.91; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.87 at a
threshold value of: 3.0 s
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Figure F.3: graphs about the total time the drop-down list box was open; AUC
value: 0.91; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.87 at a threshold value of: 2.9 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.4: graphs about the number of times the drop-down list box was opened;
AUC value: 0.65; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.65 at a threshold value of: 2
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Figure F.5: graphs about the length of the first time segment spend on the field
box; AUC value: 0.72; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.70 at a threshold value
of: 1.9 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.6: graphs about the length of the longest time segment spent on the field
box; AUC value: 0.87; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.79 at a threshold value
of: 2.5 s
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Figure F.7: graphs about the total time spent on the field box; AUC value: 0.86;
Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.80 at a threshold value of: 2.5 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.8: graphs about the number of times the field box was entered; AUC
value: 0.59; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.57 at a threshold value of: 3
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Figure F.9: graphs about the first hesitation on the field box; AUC value: 0.65;
Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.63 at a threshold value of: 0.9 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.10: graphs about the maximum hesitation on the field box; AUC value:
0.79; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.74 at a threshold value of: 1.6 s
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Figure F.11: graphs about the total sum of the hesitations on the field box; AUC
value: 0.81; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.75 at a threshold value of: 1.9 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.12: graphs about the number of hesitations on the field box; AUC value:
0.66; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.64 at a threshold value of: 3
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Figure F.13: graphs about the length of the first time segment spent on the list;
AUC value: 0.68; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.73 at a threshold value of: 1.2
s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.14: graphs about the length of the longest time segment spent on the list;
AUC value: 0.71; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.76 at a threshold value of: 2.5
s
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Figure F.15: graphs about the total time spent on the list; AUC value: 0.71;
Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.76 at a threshold value of: 2.5 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.16: graphs about the number of times the list was entered; AUC value:
0.51; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.59 at a threshold value of: 2
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Figure F.17: graphs about the longest sum of hesitations on the list; AUC value:
0.71; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.75 at a threshold value of: 2.4 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.18: graphs about the highest number of hesitations on a single option;
AUC value: 0.63; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.66 at a threshold value of: 3
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Figure F.19: graphs about the longest time segment spent on one option; AUC
value: 0.70; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.74 at a threshold value of: 0.9 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.20: graphs about the longest total time spent on a single option; AUC
value: 0.71; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.75 at a threshold value of: 1.0 s
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Figure F.21: graphs about the highest sum of hesitations on a single option; AUC
value: 0.71; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.75 at a threshold value of: 0.8 s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.22: graphs about the maximum number of times one option was entered;
AUC value: 0.59; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.68 at a threshold value of: 5
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Figure F.23: graphs about the longest hesitation on one option (i.e. the list);
AUC value: 0.70; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.75 at a threshold value of: 0.6
s
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Histogram and ROC graphs of the features.
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Figure F.24: graphs about the number of times an interaction was discarded;
AUC value: 0.68; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.68 at a threshold value of: 1
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Figure F.25: graphs about the number of times the mouse pointer changed direction; AUC value: 0.62; Maximum normalised accuracy: 0.60 at a threshold value
of: 1
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F.2

Design Considerations for the Threshold
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Figure F.26: a) Scatter plot of the total time the list is open against the maximum
time on the field box. The chosen threshold slide is drawn in the scatter plot. b)
Scatter plot of the total time the list is open against the maximum hesitation on an
option. The chosen threshold slide is drawn in the scatter plot.
Figure F.26a shows the scatter plot of the total time the list is open against
the maximum time on the field box. In this figure the threshold slide shown in
Figure 6.16a is drawn. The scatter plot shows a visible perspective of the relationship between the data scattering and the threshold path over time. There
are three twitches to this view however:
1. The extent of all instances with high values is invisible. (Performance
graphs can take the entire extended the distribution into account, whereas
scatter plots capture only the visible rectangle they show.)
2. Many of the instances beyond the sketched threshold may have fallen
within it if timed ordering of occurrences was considered. The longest
time on the field may even have started and even hit the threshold before
the list was opened. Since that category is likely to consist in majority of
problematic interactions, leniency towards the threshold of the diagnosing
feature is called for.
3. Speed is an important factor for the problematic cases on top of the classification performance, whereas for non-problematic instances only the
classification performance counts.
For these reasons we have opted for the transitions slide of the threshold over
time, which pays tribute to the potential causal contributing relation of the
diagnosing feature to detecting feature, to the disappearing majority effect for
problem cases in the scatter plot and to speed up detection . Similarly to Figure
F.26a, Figure F.26b shows the scatter plot with the chosen threshold slide for
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hesitations on options. In this scatter plot we can see that a hesitation on an
option can never be longer than the total time the list of the drop-down list box
is open.
Illustrative but more derived than the raw data of scatter plots are the
performance graphs. Besides the discussed Anorm performance surface, in the
next discussion we shall also use the performance surfaces of the recall and
precision. The latter however, is dependent on potential class skew (P (n) 6=
P (p)). We consider the normalised precision, which rules out this dependence,
and define it as
Pnorm =

TP
P
TP
P

+

FP
N

A subsection of the performance of a logical AND of the two features of the
scatter plot data in Figure F.26a is shown in Figures F.27a, c and e. Figure
F.27a shows the Anorm performance graph, Figure F.27b the Pnorm graph and
Figure F.27c the TP-rate (recall). In all subfigures of F.27 the accompanying
threshold line from Figure 6.16 has been projected onto the bottom plane and
onto the surface of the performance graphs.If we could have used a ’timeless’
threshold combination we could simply have chosen a threshold for the classifiers
in the vicinity of the maximum performance points of Figures F.27a and b.
Because we do take time into account, we use the threshold slopes in Figure
6.16. Furthermore the performances indeed go down in the direction of an
increasing threshold of the good problem detectors as we can see in Figure
F.27.
We can see in figure F.27a that the threshold curve nicely follows the maximum performance rim around the deep gorge around (0,0). This gorge is due
to the precision as we can see in Figure F.27c. In Figure F.27b the threshold
curve of Figure 6.16c also walks the high-performance rim. Note that it does not
go through the maximum, at ’maximum hesitation’=0s, because the maximum
only corresponds to the fact that not in all problematic interactions the list is
actually entered. The recall rate of combining the total opening time with a
hesitation on an option has a diminishing effect, if we ignored the fact that it
is placed in parallel with the time on the field box. This effect can be observed
in figure F.27f by the bend in the slope at about ’maximum hesitation’ = 0.2s
(and actually even lower, because 0.2 seconds is just the sampling rate of this
graph). From F.27 we can conclude that the threshold slopes in 6.16a and c
perform as intended.
In Figure F.27 and Figure 6.16 we have taken a hybrid approximation to truly
sequential application of the good detector and a good diagnoser. With respect
to the time dimension we did not simply put our thresholds on the maximum
of the combined performance surfaces with the detectors, because we recognise
that the diagnosers can already have good performance before the detectors
fire. Full consideration of time for the combined performance of two features
however, requires a 4-dimensional graph. The surfaces in Figure F.27 are based
on post hoc considerations without timing aspects. In principle they assume
that the occurrence of feature values is uniformly distributed across the time an
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(a) Anorm

(b) Anorm

(c) Pnorm

(d) Pnorm

(e) TP-rate

(f) TP-rate

Figure F.27: (a),(c),(e): logical AND of the total time the drop-down list box was
open and length of the longest time segment spent on the field box and (b),(d),(f ):total
time the drop-down list box was open and longest hesitation on one option (i.e. the
list)

interaction lasts. We can see a clear effect of this assumption in Figure F.27b
where our threshold line starts at the threshold for the total time the list is open
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of 0 seconds, and the threshold of 1.8 seconds for the longest hesitation on an
option. Obviously one cannot hesitate on an option longer than the time the list
is open, so although this is a valid combination of thresholds, the corresponding
real event will never occur. This means we never have to consider the left-hand
side of the graphs in Figure F.27 b,d and f. For the longest hesitation this means
the threshold line might as well start on the slanted part, because the area on
the left is never reached. For F.27 a,c and e the situation may be different since
one can start lingering on the field box before opening the list.
A hypothetical effect when distributions of the diagnoser feature values are
not uniform within the interaction may be that hesitations on options tend to
occur in the beginning of the interaction. By the time the threshold is lowered
to 0.5 seconds they do not occur anymore. If this would be true, performances
are worse than we pictured. The opposite may also be true, leading to better
performances than pictured. We have no special reason however, to believe
diagnoser feature values are very non-uniform throughout an interaction.

Figure F.28: logical OR of the length of the longest time segment spent on the field
box and longest hesitation on one option (i.e. the list)

One might wonder why we haven’t simply chosen the logical OR combination
of longest time on the field box and the longest hesitation on an option as a
detector instead of the total time the list is open, since as we can see in Figure
F.28 their parallel combination has about the same performance. The reason
for this is again the time dimension. As we can see both thresholds in Figure
F.28 are fairly conservative, and it may only be at the end of the interaction
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that they occur. The total time the list is open is much better in that respect,
since it starts counting from the beginning of the interaction.
So far we have not mentioned that it may be desirable for a diagnoser to
’hit’ multiple times in a problematic interaction. The high recall rate at high
values for the total time the list is open is likely to give rise to this.

Appendix G

Evaluation Results
G.1

Global vs. Reactive
Table G.1: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill

N=17

age
N=17

N=17

7

6

5

6

5

4

4
3

frequency

4

frequency

frequency

5
3

2

3
2

2
1

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0
20

3

30

40

50

60

70

Table G.2: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5, for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.6.1.

global

difference
used
N=17

N=17

6

4

5
3
frequency

4
frequency

frequency

N=17
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

reactive

3

2

2
1
1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=17 =1.82 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.039
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0

1

2
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Table G.2: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5, for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.6.1.

global

difference
useful

N=11

reactive

N=11

4

N=16

3

6
5

3

2

frequency

4

frequency

frequency

2

1

3
2

1
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=11 =0.45 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.648
better than the other
N=11

N=11

3

3

2

2

N=15
6

1

frequency

4

frequency

frequency

5

1

3
2
1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=11 =2.36 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.046
I can work better with this
N=12

N=12

3

N=16

4

8
7

3

6
frequency

frequency

frequency

2
2

1
1

5
4
3
2
1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=12 =1.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.124
efficient
N=9

N=9

3

N=14

2

7
6
5
frequency

frequency

frequency

2
1

1

4
3
2
1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=9 =2.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.087

−1

0

G.1. Global vs. Reactive
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Table G.2: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5, for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.6.1.

global

difference
effective

N=12

reactive

N=12

4

4

3

3

N=16
7

2

1

5
frequency

frequency

frequency

6

2

4
3
2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=12 =1.42 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.180
obtrusive - too awaiting
N=17

N=14
7
6

frequency

frequency

5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

should mostly be offered
N=13

N=13

4

N=17

6

8
7

5
3

6

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
3
2
1

4
3
2

1
0

5

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

1
−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=13 =1.15 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.096
handy
N=11

N=10

3

N=15

4

7
6

3

5
frequency

frequency

frequency

2
2

1

4
3
2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=10 =2.50 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.017

−1

0
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Table G.2: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5, for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.6.1.

global

difference
pleasant

N=11

N=10

1

N=15

5

5

4

4

frequency

frequency

2

frequency

reactive

3

2

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

mn=10 =1.60 ; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.041
correct answer rate
N=17

N=17

N=17

10

6

7

9

5

5

7

3
2

6

frequency

frequency

frequency

6

8

4

5
4
3

4
3
2

2

1
0

1

1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

0

0

0.2

mean=0.16; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.0226

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
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Reactive vs. Active at the Mouse Pointer
Table G.3: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill

N=18
10

N=18
5

7

9

6

8

4

frequency

6
5
4
3

frequency

5

7
frequency

age

N=18

4
3

2

2

2

1

1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0
0

3

20

40

Table G.4: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.2 and 7.6.2.

reactive

difference
used
N=18

N=18

N=18

10

7

7

9

6

6

8

5

5

7

4
3

6

frequency

frequency

frequency

active

5
4
3

2

4
3
2

2

1
0

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=18 =-1.28 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.006
useful
N=17

N=16

7

N=16

5

4

6
4

3

4
3

frequency

frequency

frequency

5
3

2

2

2

1

1
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=16 =-0.81 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.201

−1

0
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Table G.4: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.2 and 7.6.2.

reactive

difference
better than the other

N=18

active

N=18

7

N=18

4

4

3

3

frequency

frequency

5
4
3
2

frequency

6

2

1

2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=18 =-0.89 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.366
I can work better with this
N=18

N=18
7

6

5

6

5

5

3
2

4
3

1

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

3
2

2

1
0

4
frequency

frequency

4
frequency

N=18

6

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=18 =-0.50 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.360
easy
N=17

N=17

5

5

4

3

2

frequency

3
frequency

frequency

4

2

1

1

0

N=17

4

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=17 =-0.76 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.249
nice
N=17

N=17

frequency

frequency

4

3

2

4

3

3

2

1

1

0

N=17

4

frequency

5

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=17 =-0.65 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.315

−1

0
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Table G.4: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.2 and 7.6.2.

reactive

difference
efficient

N=18

active

N=18

8

N=18

4

6

7

5
3

4
3

frequency

4

5

frequency

frequency

6

2

2

2

1
1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=18 =-0.83 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.152
effective
N=18

N=18

frequency

frequency

4

3

2

4

3

3

2

1

1

0

N=18

4

frequency

5

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=18 =-0.94 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.122
obtrusive - too awaiting
N=18

N=17

10

6

9

5

8

4

6

frequency

frequency

7

5
4

3
2

3
2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

should mostly be offered
N=18

N=17

5

N=17

4

6
5

4

3

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
3

2

3
2

1

1

0

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=17 =-0.47 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.426

−1

0
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Table G.4: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.2 and 7.6.2.

reactive

difference
handy

N=18

active

N=17

8

N=17

3

5

7
4

5
4
3

frequency

2
frequency

frequency

6

3

2

1

2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=17 =-1.12 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.154
pleasant
N=18

N=17

6

N=17

3

6

5

5

3

4

2

frequency

2
frequency

frequency

4

1

2

1
0

3

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=17 =-1.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.069
when I needed it
only when I needed it
too early - too late
N=17

N=18

10

5

6

8

4

frequency

6
5
4
3

frequency

5

7
frequency

N=17

7

9

4
3

2

2

2

1
1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0.8

1

correct answer rate
N=18

N=18
9

6

8

5
4
3

frequency

7
frequency

frequency

N=18

10

7

6
5
4
3

2

2

1
0

1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2

mean=0.17; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.0018

0.4

0.6
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Reactive vs. Reactive & Active Help at the
Mouse Pointer
Table G.5: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill
8

7

7

6

6

5

5

4
3

3
2

1

1
−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

3

4

2

−3

N=15
4

frequency

8

0

age

N=15

frequency

frequency

N=15

2

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0
25

3

30

35

40

45

50

55

Table G.6: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.3 and 7.6.3.

reactive

difference
used

N=15

both

N=15

6
5

N=15

5

5

4

4

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
3

2

3

2

2
1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=15 =-1.73 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.006
useful
N=15

N=13

5

N=13

3

4

4

3

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
3

2

1
1

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=13 =-1.23 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.120

−1

0
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Table G.6: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.3 and 7.6.3.

reactive

difference
better than the other

N=14

both

N=14

6

N=14

4

3

5
3

3

frequency

2
frequency

frequency

4
2

2

1
1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =-1.64 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.067
I can work better with this
N=14

N=13

5

N=13

3

3

2

2

3

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4

1

1

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=13 =-1.46 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.043
easy
N=14

N=14

8

N=14

6

7

5

5

4

5
4
3

frequency

4
frequency

frequency

6

3

2

2

2

1

1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =-1.00 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.013
nice
N=14

N=14

7

N=14

4

5

6

4
3
2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4

3

5

2

1

3

2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=14 =-1.71 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.013

−1

0
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Table G.6: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.3 and 7.6.3.

reactive

difference
efficient

N=14

both

N=14

6

N=14

3

4

5
3

3
2

frequency

2
frequency

frequency

4

2

1
1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =-0.43 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.416
effective
N=15

N=15

8

N=15

6

7

3

5

4
3

2
frequency

4

5

frequency

frequency

6

3
2

1

2
1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=15 =-1.60 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.007
obtrusive - too awaiting
N=15

N=15

10

4

9
8

3

6

frequency

frequency

7

5
4

2

3

1

2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

should mostly be offered
N=15

N=15

6

N=15

4

4

3

3

5

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
2

2

2
1

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=15 =-1.47 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.016

−1

0
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Table G.6: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.3 and 7.6.3.

reactive

difference
handy
N=15
5

4

4

3

2

1

0

N=15
4

3
frequency

5

frequency

frequency

N=15

both

3

2

1

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

2

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=15 =-1.40 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.023
pleasant
N=15

3

3

2

1

0

N=15
5

4

frequency

4

frequency

frequency

N=15
4

2

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=15 =-1.27 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.044
when I needed it
only when I needed it
too early - too late
N=15

N=15

7

N=14

4

5

6

4
3
2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4

3

5

2

1

3

2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0.8

1

correct answer rate
N=15

N=15

N=15

10

8

9

7

8

4
3

frequency

7

5

frequency

frequency

6

6
5
4
3

2

2

1
0

1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2

mean=0.15; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.0140

0.4

0.6

G.4. Reactive vs. Reactive & Constant Help at the Mouse Pointer

G.4

357

Reactive vs. Reactive & Constant Help at
the Mouse Pointer
Table G.7: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill

N=18
10
9
8

N=18

7

6

6

5

5
frequency

6
5
4

4
frequency

7
frequency

age

N=18

4
3

2

3

2

2

1

1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0
20

3

30

40

50

60

Table G.8: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.4 and 7.6.4.

reactive

difference
used
N=18

N=18

6

7

5

6
5
frequency

4
frequency

frequency

N=18
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

both pinned

3
2

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

3
2

1
−3

4

1
−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=18 =-1.39 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.047
useful
N=18

N=16

7

N=16

5

6

6

5

4

4
3

frequency

4
frequency

frequency

5
3

2

2

2
1

1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=16 =-1.19 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.029

−1

0
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Table G.8: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.4 and 7.6.4.

reactive

difference
better than the other
N=16

both pinned

N=14

6

N=14

3

4

5
3

3
2

frequency

2
frequency

frequency

4

2

1
1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =-1.64 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.120
I can work better with this
N=16

N=14

6

N=14

4

6

5

5
3

3

frequency

4
frequency

frequency

4
2

2

3
2

1
1
0

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =-1.36 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.049
easy
N=16

N=14

10

N=14

6

5

9

5

8

4

6
5
4

frequency

4
frequency

frequency

7

3

2

2

3
2

1

1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =-1.64 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.032
nice
N=16

N=14

8

N=14

5

7

7

6
4

4
3

frequency

5

5

frequency

frequency

6

3

2

3
2

2

1
1

1
0

4

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=14 =-1.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.063

−1

0
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Table G.8: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.4 and 7.6.4.

reactive

difference
efficient
N=14
6

5

5

4

4

3

2

1

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

4

3

2

0

N=14
5

frequency

6

frequency

frequency

N=16

both pinned

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =-1.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.120
effective
N=16

N=14

8

N=14

6

7

5

5

4

4
3

frequency

4

5

frequency

frequency

6

3

2

2

2

1

1

1
0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =-1.36 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.038
obtrusive - too awaiting
N=16

N=14

10

4

9
8

3

6

frequency

frequency

7

5
4

2

3

1

2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

should mostly be offered
N=16

N=14

6

N=14

5

5

4

4

3

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
3

2

2

2

0

1

1

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=14 =-1.43 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.047

−1

0
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Table G.8: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.3.4 and 7.6.4.

reactive

difference
handy
N=18

both pinned

N=14

8

N=14

4

5

7
4

5
4
3
2

frequency

3
frequency

frequency

6

2

1

3

2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =-1.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.069
pleasant
N=16

N=14

7

N=14

5

8
7

6
4

6

4
3

frequency

frequency

frequency

5
3

2

2

4
3
2

1
1
0

5

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =-1.21 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.062
when I needed it
only when I needed it
too early - too late
N=13

N=15
7

6

5

6

5

5

3
2

4
frequency

frequency

4
frequency

N=13

6

4
3

2

2

1

1

0

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

3

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0.8

1

correct answer rate
N=18

7

5

frequency

frequency

6

4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

N=18

frequency

N=18
8

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2

mean=0.10; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.0043

0.4

0.6

G.5. Reactive vs. Right Pinned

G.5

361

Reactive vs. Right Pinned
Table G.9: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill

N=16

age
N=16

N=16

10

6

5

9
8

5

4

5
4

frequency

4

6

frequency

frequency

7

3

2

2

3
2

3

1

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0
20

3

30

40

50

60

70

Table G.10: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.2.3.3 and 7.6.5.

reactive

difference
used
N=16

N=16

N=16

10

7

5

9

6

8

5

4

7

4
3

6

frequency

frequency

frequency

active right pinned

5
4

3

2

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=16 =0.25 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.638
useful
N=15

N=15

7

N=16

5

8
7

6
4

6

4
3

frequency

frequency

frequency

5
3

2

2

4
3
2

1
1
0

5

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=15 =0.07 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.915

−1

0
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Table G.10: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.2.3.3 and 7.6.5.

reactive

difference
better than the other

N=15

N=14

frequency

frequency

4

3

2

N=15

4

4

3

3
frequency

5

2

1

1

0

active right pinned

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =-0.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.887
I can work better with this
N=15

N=14

5

5

4

4

N=15
6
5

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
3

3

2

3
2

1

0

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =0.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.800
easy
N=15

N=13

7

N=13

4

5

6

4
3
2

frequency

frequency

frequency

4

3

5

2

1

3

2

1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=13 =0.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=1.000
nice
N=15

N=13

4

N=13

5

3

4

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
2

3

2

1
1

0

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=13 =0.08 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.915

−1

0
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Table G.10: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.2.3.3 and 7.6.5.

reactive

difference
efficient

N=14

N=14

frequency

frequency

4

3

2

N=15

4

4

3

3
frequency

5

2

1

1

0

active right pinned

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

2

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =0.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.667
effective
N=14

4

4

3

2

1

0

N=15
4

3
frequency

5

frequency

frequency

N=14
5

3

2

1

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

2

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =-0.14 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.816
obtrusive - too awaiting
N=15

N=13
10

6

9

5

8
7
frequency

frequency

4
3
2

6
5
4
3
2

1
0

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

−3

−2

−1

0

should mostly be offered
N=13

N=12

5

5

4

4

N=14
3

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
3

3

2

1
1

0

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=12 =-0.17 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.761

−1

0
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Table G.10: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.2.3.3 and 7.6.5.

reactive

difference
handy

N=15

active right pinned

N=14

7

N=14

3

5

6
4

4
3

frequency

2
frequency

frequency

5

3

2

1

2

1
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=14 =0.29 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.689
pleasant
N=15

N=14

6
5

N=14

5

5

4

4

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

4
3

2

3

2

2
1

1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=14 =0.71 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.239
when I needed it
only when I needed it
too early - too late
N=16

N=16

6

frequency

frequency

5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

3

N=13
7
6
5
frequency

7

4
3
2
1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0.8

1

correct answer rate
N=16

N=16
7

5

frequency

frequency

6

4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

N=16
10
9
8
7
frequency

8

6
5
4
3
2
1

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

0

0

0.2

mean=0.03; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.4973

0.4

0.6

G.6. Reactive Complemented with Delayed Right Pinned: Pilot

G.6
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Reactive Complemented with Heavily Delayed Right Pinned: Pilot
Table G.11: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill

N=5

N=5
2

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

frequency

frequency

2

frequency

1

0

age

N=5

1

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

1

0
30

3

35

40

45

50

Table G.12: Distributions of answers to some questions in Section 7.5
for the comparison described in Section 7.6.6.

should mostly be offered
N=4

N=4

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

1

0

3

2

frequency

1

0

N=5

2

frequency

frequency

2

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

mn=4 =-0.75 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.215
handy
N=5

N=4

2

N=4

3

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
1

1

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=4 =-1.00 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.391

−1

0

1

2

3
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pleasant
N=5

N=4

3

N=4

1

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
1

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

mn=4 =0.50 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.664
when I needed it
only when I needed it
too early - too late
N=5

N=4

2

N=5

2

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
1

1

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

correct answer rate
N=5

N=5

4

N=5

2

2

2

frequency

frequency

frequency

3

1

1

1

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

0

0

0.2

mean=-0.05; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.6213

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

G.7. Reactive Complemented with Delayed Right Pinned: Final

G.7
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Reactive Complemented with Optimised Delayed Right Pinned: Final
Table G.13: Distributions of computer usage, skill of the subjects and
their age.

computer usage

computer skill

N=41

10

6

9
5

8
7

4
frequency

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

age

N=41

frequency

frequency

N=41

6
5
4

3
2

3
2

1

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0
10

3

20

30

40

50

60

Table G.14: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.6 and 7.6.6.2.

reactive

difference
used
N=41

N=41

10
9
8

frequency

7
frequency

frequency

N=41
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

active right pinned

6
5
4
3
2
1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=41 =-1.90 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.000
useful
N=33

N=33

10

7

9

6

8

5

7
6

frequency

frequency

frequency

N=39
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3

4
3
2

2

1

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=33 =-1.03 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.011

−1

0
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Table G.14: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.6 and 7.6.6.2.

reactive

difference
better than the other
N=30

N=30

10
9
8

frequency

7
frequency

frequency

N=35
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

active right pinned

6
5
4
3
2
1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=30 =-0.63 ; 0 not rejected: P-value=0.246
I can work better with this
N=29

N=30
10

9

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

6
5
4

frequency

10

9

frequency

frequency

N=35
10

6
5
4

6
5
4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

1
−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=29 =-0.93 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.023
easy
N=29

N=29

10
9
8

frequency

7
frequency

frequency

N=36
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

6
5
4
3
2
1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=29 =-1.17 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.009
nice
N=29

N=29
6
5

frequency

4
frequency

frequency

N=36
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

3
2
1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

mn=29 =-1.41 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.002

−1

0
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Table G.14: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.6 and 7.6.6.2.

reactive

difference
efficient
N=31

N=32

10

10

9

9

8

8

7

7
frequency

frequency

frequency

N=38
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

active right pinned

6
5
4

6
5
4

3

3

2

2

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

1
−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=31 =-0.87 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.039
effective
N=31

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

N=32
8
7
6
frequency

frequency

frequency

N=38
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3
2
1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=31 =-1.10 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.008
obtrusive - too awaiting
N=32

frequency

frequency

N=38
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

should mostly be offered
N=38

N=32

9
8

frequency

frequency

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

N=33
7
6
5
frequency

10

4
3
2
1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

−3

−2

mn=32 =-0.94 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.004

−1

0
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Table G.14: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.6 and 7.6.6.2.

reactive

difference
handy

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

N=29

frequency

N=29

frequency

frequency

N=37
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

active right pinned

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

mn=29 =-1.24 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.005
pleasant
N=28

N=28

10

7

9

6

8

5

7
frequency

6

frequency

frequency

N=38
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3

4
3
2

2

1

1
−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

0

3

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

−3

−2

−1

0

mn=28 =-1.04 ; <0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.016
when I needed it
only when I needed it
too early - too late
N=32

9
8

frequency

frequency

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

never - often

−2

−1

7

7

6

6

5

5

4
3

2
1
0

3

3

1
−1

2

4

2

−2

1

N=32
8

frequency

frequency

N=30

−3

0

not distracting distracting

8

0

N=29

frequency

N=31
10

1

2

3

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3
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Table G.14: Distributions of answers to the questions in Section 7.5 for
the comparison described in sections 7.6.6 and 7.6.6.2.

reactive

difference
correct answer rate

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

N=41

frequency

N=41

frequency

frequency

N=41
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

active right pinned

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

mean=0.13; >0 at α=0.05, P-value=0.0000
G.7.0.3

Final Experiment: Only the ’Valid Subjects’

In this appendix only the difference histograms are shown.
Table G.15: Differences moderated by perceived occurance.

1

2

3

4

5

6

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

efficient

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

nice

frequency

easy

frequency

0

I can work better with
this

frequency

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

frequency

better than the other

frequency

useful

frequency

used

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

effective

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

should mostly be offered

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

frequency

pleasant

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Only for the active variant:
when I needed it
only when I needed it

frequency

frequency

obtrusive - too awaiting

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

frequency

too early - too late

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

frequency

frequency

handy

frequency

frequency
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frequency
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−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3
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Only Relevant Differences
Table G.16: Differences moderated by perceived occurance.

used

useful
N=7

0

1

2

3

4

5

1

0

6

2

frequency

frequency
−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

I can work better with
this

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

N=5

1

2

3

4

5

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

1

2

3

4

5

efficient

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

N=5

frequency
−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

N=5

1

0

6

effective

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

should mostly be offered
N=5

2

1

2

1

0

6

0

nice
N=5

1

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

1

0

6

2

frequency

frequency

0

easy

2

0

N=5

2

frequency

1

0

better than the other
N=5

N=6

1

3

frequency

frequency

frequency

2
1

1

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

6

handy

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

N=4

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

N=5
2

frequency

frequency

1

pleasant

2

1

0

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

Only for the active variant:

0

−6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
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obtrusive - too awaiting

when I needed it

N=5

only when I needed it

N=6

2

1

0

1

1

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

too early - too late
N=6
3

frequency

2

1

0

frequency

2

N=6
2

frequency

3

frequency

3

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

0

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

Appendix H

Evaluation Comments
This appendix contains the user’s typed comments produced in the experiments
in chapter 7
global
Deze helpfunctie is mij niet
opgevallen. Anders had ik hem
zeker geraadpleegd

Voor iemand die veel met een computer werkt en dat ook graag doet
is systeem 2 misschien aantrekkelijker. Je komt deze manier van
hulpvragen heel veel tegen in diverse programma’s. Volslagen leken
kunnen misschien beter met systeem 1 werken.
Dat lijkt eenvoudiger. De meeste jongeren zijn
bedreven op de computer, maar heel
wat 40-50-60-.....jarigen weten er niets of weinig van. Het electronisch invullen van formulieren wordt
steeds meer gevraagd.Daarom moet
er meer hulp geboden worden dan
in beide hulpsystemen, want ik
kreeg eigenlijk alleen maar een herhaling van de items die ik aan
moest klikken als antwoord op mijn
hulpvraag.

reactive
De locatie waar het vraagteken
staat is duidelijk, maar het was
mij niet duidelijk dat het een helpfunctie betrof. Anders had ik hem
wel gebruikt.
Omdat hier termen van druktechniek en papiersoorten werden gebruikt en ik deze woorden niet
kende, vond ik het invullen van
het formulier lastig. VERKLARING VAN MOEILIJKE WOORDEN miste ik dus.
Er werden
andere woorden gebruikt dan in
de opdracht en dan voel ik me
heel onzeker. Beide hulpsystemen
spreken mij wel aan. Ik denk, dat iemand die niet zo thuis is op de computer, gemakkelijker werkt met de
vraagtekens omdat de uitleg dichter
bij het antwoord staat.

375

376

Bij dit onderdeel van het vragenformulier heb ik geen gebruik gemaakt
van de HELP functie omdat ik niet
doorhad dat deze beschikbaar was
(misschien te vlot benatwoord?);
i.t.t. de onderste helft was het
minder ’opvallend’ aanwezig (geen
duidelijk picto).
Ik heb deze hele knop niet gezien
en heb dus in het tweede vragengedeelte gewoon zitten gokken,
omdat ik het niet snapte.

De pagina waarop deze twee varianten te zien waren was nogal klein
en onduidelijk voor mij. Met name
de balken onderin waren niet leesbaar. Wist niet precies wat ik ermee
moest. Deze pagina is goed te zien.
nvt
De hulpknop onmiddellijk bij het
onderdeel waar je mee bezig bent,
is handiger. Leidt minder tot verwarring en vraagt minder muishandeling.
uit eigenwijsheid de helpknop niet
gebruikt, dit kan ik voortaan beter
wel doen.
Op de bovenstaande manier heb je
meer tijd nodig om te zoeken
Omdat de toegang van deze hulpfunctie ver van de te beantwoorden
vraag is geplaatst heb ik deze optie
niet eens gezien, laat staan dat ik
hem heb kunnen gebruiken.
Deze helpfunctie vraagt meer handelingen en kennis. Is alleen handig
als je weinig of gedetaileerde hulp
nodig hebt
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De HELP functie bij dit gedeelte
van het formulier is zeer duidelijk
aanwezig door het gele picto, bij
dit soort formulieren is het efficient
wanneer het snel zichtbaar is en in
het oog springt.

Dit mechanisme spreekt voor zich.
Je oog valt er op en als je er met je
mius overheen gaat, zie je wat het
vraagteken voor je kan betekenen.
Vervolgens kies je zelf of je het nodig
hebt. Dat is prettig.

nvt

goed

Dit is een simpele manier die niet
veel tijd vergt.
Omdat het vraagtekentje op de
plaats van een LOV-button zit
verwachtte ik hieronder relevante
informatie aan te treffen voor het
beantwoorden van de vraag.
Het raadplegen van deze helpfunctie vergt weinig tot geen extra handelingen. dat is handig als je vaak
hulp nodig hebt.

377

heb deze niet gebruikt omdat ik het
niet gezien had!!!

Ik heb deze knop NIET gebruikt, de
vraagtekentjes aan de andere kant
hadden direct mijn aandacht, die
zijn naar mijn mening ook handiger.
Ik heb dit niet eens doorgehad.
Ik vond het zwaar irritant dat de
vraagtekens ineens wegwaren. Ik
moet wel eerlijk zeggen dat als je dit
andersom had gedaan ik waarschijnlijk wel op zoek was gegaan naar de
help. Ben ik daar even mooi ingetuind.

reactive
De vraagtekens waren erg aanwezig,
had wel miets subtieler gekunt,
maar werkt wel prettiger dan de
andere functionaliteit. De vragen
vond ik trouwens ook niet prettig
een beetje nutteloos allemaal
Ok, duidelijk.
Zelf maak ik van beide mogelijkheden door elkaar gebruik. Vind het
dus prettig allebeide mogelijkheden
te hebben.
Heel duidelijk, je gaat op het
vraagteken staan als je hulp nodig
hebt
het vraagteken sec geeft mij het
gevoel dat ik iets moet vragen of dat
ik iets niet weet
Kan heel verhelderend werken als
de vraagstelling wat onduidelijk is
gesteld. Sterk informatief en dat
vind ik wel prettig.

deze
was
wel
ok......maar
paste niet helemaal op het
scherm.............wanneer
ik
op
de vraagteken klikte kwam de
uitleg half op het scherm en de rest
viel erbuiten vandaar niet helemaal
ok..greetz
Handig systeem, je kunt snel en
eenvoudig de informatie naar boven
halen, zonder uit je scherm te gaan.
Lekker makkelijk. Je hoeft er maar
overheen te gaan en je hebt je info.
Verdere informatie zou dan kunnen
volgen als je een van de info’s aanklikt.

active
Deze functionaliteit was erg irritant,
het komt te snel te voorschijn en
leidt erg af.

Te snel in beeld waardoor ik raak
afgeleid. Omslachtig.
Zelf maak ik van beide mogelijkheden door elkaar gebruik. Vind het
dus prettig allebeide mogelijkheden
te hebben.

rood kruisje mag weg (of onopvallend maken) als je niet meer op
de betreffende regel staat of in het
vierkant dan moet het verdwijnen
Werkt ook storend als je er niet
om vraagt, maar deze informatie
welverschijnt.

378

Omdat ik doorgaans de in het
experiment gestelde vragen niet
hoef te beantwoorden, wist ik van
de keuzemogelijkheden weinig af.
Daarom was veel en directe uitleg
nodig voor mij, vooral ook omdat
ik de opdracht ook relatief moeilijk
vond. Vandaar dat ik voor dit experiment deze optie het makkelijkst
vond.
Door een teken met een vraagteken
toe te voegen, krijg je alleen hulp
wanneer je deze nodig hebt. Als je
geen hulp nodig hebt kun je rustig
doorwerken en wordt je niet gestoord door de hulpteksten.

reactive
Prima alleen hulp als ik het wil!

idem als hiernaast
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Bij deze optie moest ik meer moeite
doen om het antwoord te achterhalen. In de situatie van het experiment was dat niet handig, terwijl bij
voor mij meer voor de hand liggende
taken ik wellicht deze optie geprefereerd. Mijn oordeel over beide optie
hangt mijn inziens dan ook af van
het soort formulier en vooral het onderwerp daarvan dat ik in te vullen
krijg.
Ik vind het storend dat je in deze
variant altijd de tekstballonnen met
hulp te zien krijgt, ook als je deze
niet wenst te zien. Dit wekt irritatie
op.

both
Als ik met de muis stil sta wil ik
niet ook nog allerlei op dat moment
niet ter zaken doende tekst op het
scherm hebben!
In feite vond ik beide mechanismes een handig hulpmiddel bij
het kiezen tussen de opties. Inhoudelijk vond ik ze soms minder
informatief. De “click hier” functie
gaf ook geen gewenste toelichting.
qua rust en opbouw en plek waar
het hulpvenster verschijnt mag wat
mij betreft verbeteringen in worden aangebracht. meer rust in het
geheel. Iets heel anders. De gele
stip voor het vraagteken een andere kleur geven. Blauw wellicht,
de combinate zwart en geel is een
’alarm” combinatie.Blauw is minder
prominent aanwezig, en straalt meer
’helpen”’ uit: is veilig (zie bijvoorbeeld verkeersborden, routeborden,
zebrapad e.d.)

379

Het mechanisme vergt gewenning,
maar ook gaandeweg kwam het voor
dat ik ’mistastte’. Dat geeft het
beeld iets onrustigs. Wel is het aangenaam dat toelichting overal snel
is op te vragen. Maar bij doorklikken verwachtte ik meer (uitgebreider) informatie te kunnen krijgen(dit heeft vanzelfsprekend niets
met het systeem te maken).

Bij invoering van het enkele mechanisme dient de combinatie mijns
inziens ook te kunnen worden gebruikt. Maar doordat ik er geen
rekening mee hield heb ik de functie niet gebruikt. Dat is jammer,
doordat ik op een gegeven moment
merkte geen behoefte meer aan het
mechanisme te hebben.
onhandig, onoverzichtelijk, werd er
bijna nerveus van.

Ik ben geen voorstander van het extra mechanisme. Dit levert te veel
informatie op, op momenten dat je
daar als gebruiker niet aan toe bent,
daardoor bestaat het risico dat de
focus op de vraagstelling/keuze verloren gaat. Informatie moet heel
gemakkelijk toegankelijk zijn , maar
zich niet opdringen. De paperclip”
van microsoft verwijder je toch als
eerste nadat je een programma geinstalleerd hebt?
bij het doorklikken voor een compleet overzicht werd ik niet veel
wijzer, doorklikken zonder het beloofde te krijgen is zeer irritant.
Verder een fijn hulpmiddel omdat
je alleen inzet wanneer je het zelf
nodig hebt
Dit had mijn voorkeur; was bekender en overzichtelijker.

reactive
met deze optie is (duidelijk herkenbaar) een zelf te bepalen hulpfunctie
voor handen

vervelend om ongevraagd pop-ups
in beeld te krijgen, stoort.

Mechanisme was onbekend voor me,
en daardoor lastig. Verwacht niet
dat het in de praktijk veel toe zal
voegen aan het invullen van formulieren

both Pinned
ik wil zelf bepalen wanneer ik extra
informatie nodig denk te hebben
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Bij de vragenlijst had ik een vraag
over het hoofd gezien, en pas bij
het vervolg naar volgende zag ik dit,
en kon niet meer terug om te corrigeren. Het betrof de vraag over de
betaling, dit moet zijn per bank en
niet zijn cash.
Ik moest er in het begin even aan
wennen, maar na het eerste grbruik
bleek dit een zeer handige helpfunctie waarvoor je niet met je muis
hoeft te klikken zodat het verschijnt of verdwijnt.

ik vond het wel een fijn hulpsysteem. Goede informatie op het
juiste moment, dit zouden echt
meer computerprogramma’s mogen
hebben.
ik ben bang dat ik
de 2e meerkeuze vraag niet goed
heb opgelet wat de vragen precies
waren, omdat ze erg leken op de 1e
vraag. dus misschien moet je niet al
teveel waarde aan de uitkomst van
deze vraag hechten.
Ik vond de click here optie niet
erg veel toevoegen. Het ging dan
veelal om dezelfde informatie, dus
overbodig- verder vond ik de gele
vraagtekens wat groot en dus te
nadrukkelijk aanwezig/storend
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Deze combinatie was me volledig
ontgaan, pas toen de vragen hierover gesteld werd, begon ik er pas
over na te denken, maar kon het niet
meer terughalen om het alsnog te
bekijken.
Door deze helpfunctie voelde ik me
opgejaagd, omdat je hulp normaal
alleen krijgt als je erom vraag of als
iemand vindt dat je het nodig hebt.
Kennelijk vond het programma dat
ik hulp nodig had (ik vroeg er immers niet om) en de enige reden hiervoor kan zijn dat ik te traag was
met invullen.
Ik kan de vragen niet beantwoorden om twee redenen: - de plaatjes boven de vragen worden op mijn
computer zeer wazig weergegeven
- ik heb me bij het invullen van
het formulier geconcentreerd op de
relatie tussen instructie vooraf en
het formulier en niet op de bruikbaarheid van de hulpmechanismen

Dit is heel prettig, zodat je snel en
makkelijk wat uitleg krijgt.
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Was beter geweest als ik de oefening tussen de vragen nog een
s had kunnen doen. Nu wist ik
niet meer wat nu links of rechts
was of wat boven en onder, mechanismen dan wel hulp-mechanismen.
Daarom naar einde toe meer vragen
neutraal beantwoord.
Naar mijn smaak meer doeltreffend;
hulp als je daar behoefte aan hebt.
Het is duidelijk dat als je met de
cursor op het ? gaat staan dat je
extra informatie krijgt

reactive
extra handeling om informatie te
vinden kan lastig zijn; beeld op
scherm is wel rustiger
Logo ’ ?’ is wel duidelijk maar te
opdringerig, omdat het vaak wordt
gebruikt.
ik hou gewoon niet van veeeel
klikken net als op bepaalde websites
waar niet goed is over nagedacht.
deze optie is niet slecht, maar ik geef
de voorkeur aan het constante info
systeem

De vraagtekens zijn heel erg
storend, onnodig, en omslachtig om
informatie te krijgen.

Rommeliger;
ongevraagd
en
overwacht gele briefjes” OVER de
tekst heen, niet prettig

pinned right
informatie is direct voorhanden
(ook als je er niet om hebt
gevraagd), geeft wat onrustiger
beeld.

dit is zoooo handig, ook als je de
informatie niet wilt lezen, ervaar ik
het niet als storend. ik hoef zo minder te klikken en al helemaal niet
te zoeken naar uitleg, want het is er
gewoon. sporadisch is er een website
waar je gewoon over een begrip heen
kan gaan met je muis ZONDER te
klikken en dan verschijnt de uitleg.
vet handig!!!! heel veel succes ermee, groetjes van Louisa, vriendin
van barbara en Remco.
het is niet storend, en je kan snel
informatie bekijken.
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In principe is deze tool net iets MINDER handig dan de andere, omdat
ik zelf een actie moet ondernemen
om aan de benodigde informatie te
komen. Wat als ik daarvoor bijvoorbeeld te eigenwijs ben? Een
voordeel t.o.v. het andere mechanisme is dat het altijd aanwezig
kan zijn; ook als ik een programma/
toepassing al volledig beheers. Ik
krijg dan immers geen overbodige
info opgedrongen, zolang ik niet op
het vraagteken klik.
Ik vind het handig omdat je hulp
vraagt wanneer je die nodig heb.
Het automatisch op-poppen van
hulpschermpjes ervaar ik als zeer irritant want dan onderschat men de
gebruiker. De lay-out mag van mij
iets subtieler.
Ondanks de duidelijke gele aanduiding zou ik een legenda ook prettig
vinden voor dat ik begin, dus wat
betekenen de gebruikte symbolen.
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Op zich zeer handige tool. Vooral
nuttig in een situatie met nieuwe
begrippen en toepassingen.
Ik
zou het hinderlijk vinden en uit
willen schakelen als ik een toepassing volledig beheers.

Hoewel het handig is, merkte ik dat
ik het minder gebruikte dan voorgaande wijze. Vanwege het ’opdringerige’ karakter roept dit mechanisme enige aversie bij me op.
Wederom vind ik de lay-out wat
schreeuwerig.
De hulptekst moet niet te vroeg
verschijnen, want je moet eerst de
gelegenheid krijgen om de rij door
te nemen, zonder extra informatie.
Volgens mij was dat ook zo, maar
mensen zijn geneigd eerder met de
muis de muis de tekst af te lopen,
dan dat ze het rijtje oplezen (in
ieder geval ik)
Ik vraag me af of mensen die drukwerk opdrachten geven dit allemaal
niet uit hun hoofd weten.
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TIjdens het invullen van het formulier had ik niet zo goed in de
gaten dat er twee hulpmechanismen waren. Ik heb daarom voornamelijk gebruik gemaakt van de
vraagtekens. Althans, dat denk
ik, want het kan ook dat ik van
het andere mechanisme gebruik heb
gemaakt zonder dat ik dat registreerde. I.i.g. lijkt het me voor de
evaluerende vragen van belang dat
de testpersoon een onderscheid kan
maken tussen de twee verschillende
hulpmechanismen. Wellicht twee
formulieren laten invullen en naderhand vergelijken welke het meest
bevalt. Succes met de verdere experimenten!

Bij dit mechanisme is indien
gewenst zeer makkelijk en snel aanvullende informatie te verkrijgen.
Indien geen aanvullende informatie
gewenst was leidde dit mij ook niet
af.
De in het begin vermelde termen kwamen soms niet als zodanig
terug. Dat maakt het kiezen moeilijk.

Zie hiernaast.

Ik kan me niet goed herinneren of
hulp verscheen als ik over de alternatieven bewoog, of dat ik instinctmatig direct op de vraagtekentjes
ging staan. Vandaar dat ik af en
toe moest kiezen voor kan ik niet
beantwoorden”. Ik denk dat voor
een breed publiek het werken met
vraagtekentjes zinvoller is, maar ik
zou ze niet geel, maar blauw maken,
omdat dat doorgaans duidt op iets
klikbaars. Ook is het de vraag of
je een vraagteken moet gebruiken
of liever een INFO-pictogrammetje
(kleine witte letter i in een blauw
veld).
Bij dit mechanisme was ik vrij vaak
afgeleid van de inhoud omdat er
ongevraagd allerlei informatie verscheen waarvan ik geneigd was deze
te gaan lezen.
Zie links
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reactive
Oordeel: Pas als je vindt als je goed
vast zit hulp/info gebruiken.
Zie commentaar hiernaast.

Dit mechanisme lijkt me het duidelijkst; als je iets wilt weten ga je naar
het vraagteken.

Ik begrijp er helemaal niks van.
geen

reactive
neen
handig, maar ik vond het extra
mechanisme handiger

Omdat ik begrepen had dat de
antwoorden op de taak niet echt van
belang waren, ben ik bij het invullen
misschien te snel te werk gegaan,
waardoor het hulpmechanisme niet
opgeroepen werd. Dit als verklaring
voor het steeds invullen van kan ik
niet beantwoorden”.
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both pinned right delayed
Oordeel: Je krijgt de kans bijna niet
zelf je hersens te gebruiken.
Mechanisme functioneert zonder
dat daar uitgebreid uitleg over
gegeven hoeft te worden. Als je niet
zo vaak achter de computer zit, is
dit een welkome aanvulling. Als je
wat vaker achter de computer zit,
wordt je niet gedwongen er gebruik
van te maken.
Het kan verwarrend werken, terwijl
je nadenkt over informatie die je
(nog) niet begrijpt komt er opeens
nog meer informatie tevoorschijn.
De neiging tot wegklikken komt op.
idem dito.
Deze vragen kon ik niet beantwoorden, omdat ik waarschijnlijk hier
geen gebruik van heb gemaakt.

both pinned right optimised
neen
Ik heb vooral het ’klik hier’ gebruikt
om het extra mechanisme aan te
roepen, veel vragen uit de enquete
vond ik daarom lastig te beantwoorden. Dit extra mechanisme vond
ik zeer handig, omdat je daar zeer
schematisch alle hulp bij elkaar had
staan
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Op zich ook een goed systeem, maar
je moet je wel eerst bewust ervan
worden dat je op het vraagteken
moet gaan staan, dit kan bij de een
heel snel zijn, bij andere mensen duurt het een tijdje voordat ze dat
door hebben. Daarom denk ik dat
de combi-versie beter werkt, je krijgt de extra info ongevraagd al erbij, en hoeft dus niet zelf te ontdekken hoe je aan hulp moet komen.
Het opdringerige” karakter van de
combi-versie is ondergeschikt aan
de grotere mate van gebruiksgemak
(naar mijn mening).
het vraagteken werkt prima, want je
kan zelf bepalen of je andere dingen
in beeld wil hebben
Het onderzoek is niet helder genoeg
voor de gemiddelde gebruiker.Ook
is het niet mogelijk om te achterhalen wat de bedoeling is van een
bepaalde vraag zonder externe uitleg, men vraagt zich af wat moet
ik hiermee doen, hoe ga ik dat het
beste invullen, is het goed wat ik
doe? Ik raad Het gebruik van 2
helpmiddelen binnen de zelfde item
af. dat maakt het het uiteindelijk
storend voor de gebruiker van een eformulier. wat kan leiden tot stoppen met het invullen van het formulier.

Je bent inderdaad wat afgeleid als
het opspringt, maar dit is eigenlijk
alleen de eerste twee a drie keer,
erna heb je wel door dat het weer
zo’n” info-venstertje is, en besteed
je er alleen nog aandacht aan als
je meer wilt weten over het object
waar je op staat. Dus misschien iets
opdringerig, maar wel beter voro de
luie mens” want je hoeft het niet te
gebruiken maar het is er wel.

als er spontaan keuses in beeld
komen kan dit storend werken
idem.

Omdat ik deze hulpmechanismen
over het algemeen als vervlend ervaar, heb ik er niet naar gekeken en
meteen weggeclickt. Naderhand besefte ik dat er nuttige informatie in
stond waardoor ik de vragen beter
had kunnen beantwoorden dan dat
ik nu gedaan heb. toch wel handig
dus.
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Vragenlijst nodigt niet echt uit om
in te vullen. Halverwege gestopt.
groet,
Ik vind het vraagteken achter het pijltje naar beneden genoeg.

Veel handiger om direct uitleg te
krijgen zonder te klikken.
slecht uitgewerkt onderzoek en
n aankomend promovendus onwaardig. Foei! neem dit mee en
probeer t volgend jaar nog een keer

Dit hulp-mechanisme vind ik wel
prettig. Je krijgt hulp als je er zelf
om vraagt dus als je zelf vind dat je
hulp nodig hebt.
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ik vind de extra mechanisme overbodig. Ook als je even op de mogelijkheid blijft staan met je muis
krijg je direct extra informatie waar
je niet om gevraagd heb. Achter
het pijltje naar beneden staat al een
vraagteken. Dit is genoeg.

voordat je een dergelijk onderzoek
gaat doen, kun je misschien beter
eerst werken aan de duidelijkheid
van je opzet, ipv de duidelijkheid
die je met je opzet beoogt te onderzoeken!!
Ik denk dat het een handig mechanisme is maar deze manier van
vragen en laten beantwoorden in
dit onderzoek, vind ik onhandig en
maakte dat ik na een paar vragen
mijn aandacht kwijt raakte. Ik heb
daardoor op een gegeven moment
telkens aangeklikt dat ik de vraag
niet kon beantwoorden. Ik kreeg
het idee dat me 10 hetzelfde werd
gevraagd. De tijd om dat uit te
vogelen ontbrak me. Met alle respect: een irritant onderzoekje voor
een (denk ik) goed systeem.
ik weet niet vantevoren dat deze
extra hulp er is, dus kan er niet
op anticiperen (zeker niet als het
vraagteken al aangeeft dat ik hier
informatie kan halen). Beetje overbodig.
Het extra hulpmechanisme vind ik
wat te veel van het goede. Je krijgt
soms ook hulp als je het niet echt
nodig hebt dus als je er niet zelf om
vraagt.
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Ook erg handig, vooral als je een
professional bent in de zaken waar
het om draait. Zolang het ’pop-upvakje’ niet over andere letters komt,
vind ik het erg prettig, maar de
eerste is handiger. (ik had een foutje
gemaakt met de meerkeuzevragen)

Informatie achter hyperlink in
hulptekst is niet informatief. Het
geeft dezelfde informatie als in de
hulptekst.

vond iets minder handig vond het
soms moeilijk om de vragen te
beantwoorden. het verschiltussen
de 2 was voor mij niet altijd meer
duidelijk. vooral omdat ik van te
voren niet echt wist wat de bedoeling was. succes verder

meer nadruk leggen op gebruik
vraagtekens.
Erg handig hulpmiddel, vooral als
je van de zaken geen verstand hebt,
maar ik kan me voorstellen dat als je
een professional bent op dat gebied,
dat het irritant kan werken.

Het spijt me heel erg maar ik
had me volledig gefocust op het
goed memoriseren van de kenmerken van het document en het
vervolgens juist invullen van het formulier. Dat bleek helemaal niet
triviaal. Dankzij de opengeklapte
treeform met uitleg van materialen
(links) kon ik de verschillende relevante, onthouden documenteisen
koppelen aan de waarden in de
formuliervelden. Ik heb daarom
telkens zo snel mogelijk de treeform
opengeklapt en eigenlijk geen seconde besteed aan de informatie in
de pop-up vensters. Ik was zeer verbaasd vragen te krijgen over juist
die pop-upvensters. Een mening
daarover kon ik eigenlijk niet geven.
Sorry.
EXTRA? mechanisme nooit opgemerkt omdat ik niet lang op een
pulldown-item blijft staan.
Ik
verwacht daar geen popup-hulp
door een mouseover, alleen als er
een expliciete trigger is zoals het
vraagteken-icoon.
vond het handig, heb het redelijk
vaak gebruikt. overzichtelijk
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Prima, maar niet opvallender dan
andere goede hulpmiddelen. Wel
erg snel.
Pas bij de tweede vraag waarin een
rijtje mogelijke antwoorden stond
die niet de lading dekten, kwam ik
op het idee eens een vraagtekentje
aan te klikken. En verdomd, daar
stond een uitleg. Toen pas ben ik
het ook bij de vorige vraag gaan corrigeren. Het is natuurlijk krankzinnig om terminologie die niemand
kent behalve de drukker zelf in een
meerkeuze menuutje te zetten en de
uitleg wat het dan is ’verborgen’ ernaast. Zet gewoon de spreektaaltermen in het meerkeuze menuutje.
Zo als het nu is was het vreselijk omslachtig invullen. (En snapte ik nog
af en toe niet waar het over ging!)
Dit is een heel duidelijk manier van
werken, je gaat automatisch naar de
vraagteken om hulp te krijgen en
het komt snel in beeld.

Dit mechanisme levert precies de
info op die je nodig hebt en op het
moment dat je het nodig hebt.
Ik vind dat wanneer je met je
muis op een hulpvraagteken gaat
staan, dit voldoende informatie
geeft.
Alle extra’s die er nog
bij komen zijn altijd meegenomen,
maar niet noodzakelijk denk ik.
Mijn voorkeur gaat uit naar dit
mechanisme!
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Ik heb dit mechanisme niet opgemerkt, en kon er dus weinig over
zeggen.
Dit heb ik dus niet eens gezien dat
dit oppopte. Blijkbaar heb ik niet
lang genoeg stilgestaan met de muis.
Voor snelle werkers is dit dan dus
veel te traag.

de combinatie is een beetje vervelend want de vraagteken staat heel
duidelijk in beeld en soms heb je
geen hulp nodig maar het hulp komt
toch in beeld zelfs waneer het niet
eens nodig is.
Ik vond het erg irritant dat er
menu’s/info oppopte terwijl ik daar
niet naar op zoek was.
Ik vind dat je niet te veel extra
informatie moet geven die eigenlijk niet nodig is. Dit wordt te
omslachtig voor het gebruik van
het formulier en neemt te veel tijd
in beslag om het document in te
vullen. Je ziet extra informatie en
leest dit dan toch altijd.
Is te lang om op te wachten, ik
neem liever zelf het initiatief door
te klikken op het vraagteken.
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Ik vind het hulp-mechanisme echt
heel handig, alleen had ik niet
meteen door hoe ik deze kon
oproepen. Voor mij persoonlijk kan
deze vorm van hulp niet snel genoeg
komen, vooral omdat je er makkelijk
omheen kan en het niet je werk in de
weg staat
Geen commentaar

reactive
handig, maar ik vond het extra
mechanisme handiger

het vraagteken werkt prima, want je
kan zelf bepalen of je andere dingen
in beeld wil hebben

Met de muis op een antwoord gaan
staan deed ik bewust om meer informatie te krijgen als dat nodig
was. In het begin heb ik wel een
keer geklikt, totdat duidelijk werd
dat klikken niet noodzakelijk was
om dezelfde info te krijgen (en dat
was dus makkelijker).
De combinatie heb ik niet als dusdanig ervaren, ik had het idee dat
de hulpfunctie alleen kwam als ik
op het vraagteken stond. Misschien
heb ik de combinatie onbewust toch
gebruikt, geen idee eerlijk gezegd...

Geen commentaar

both pinned right optimised
Ik heb vooral het ’klik hier’ gebruikt
om het extra mechanisme aan te
roepen, veel vragen uit de enquete
vond ik daarom lastig te beantwoorden. Dit extra mechanisme vond
ik zeer handig, omdat je daar zeer
schematisch alle hulp bij elkaar had
staan
als er spontaan keuses in beeld
komen kan dit storend werken
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Het onderzoek is niet helder genoeg
voor de gemiddelde gebruiker.Ook
is het niet mogelijk om te achterhalen wat de bedoeling is van een
bepaalde vraag zonder externe uitleg, men vraagt zich af wat moet
ik hiermee doen, hoe ga ik dat het
beste invullen, is het goed wat ik
doe? Ik raad Het gebruik van 2
helpmiddelen binnen de zelfde item
af. dat maakt het het uiteindelijk
storend voor de gebruiker van een eformulier. wat kan leiden tot stoppen met het invullen van het formulier.
vond iets minder handig vond het
soms moeilijk om de vragen te
beantwoorden. het verschiltussen
de 2 was voor mij niet altijd meer
duidelijk. vooral omdat ik van te
voren niet echt wist wat de bedoeling was. succes verder
Ik vind het hulp-mechanisme echt
heel handig, alleen had ik niet
meteen door hoe ik deze kon
oproepen. Voor mij persoonlijk kan
deze vorm van hulp niet snel genoeg
komen, vooral omdat je er makkelijk
omheen kan en het niet je werk in de
weg staat
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idem.

vond het handig, heb het redelijk
vaak gebruikt. overzichtelijk

De combinatie heb ik niet als dusdanig ervaren, ik had het idee dat
de hulpfunctie alleen kwam als ik
op het vraagteken stond. Misschien
heb ik de combinatie onbewust toch
gebruikt, geen idee eerlijk gezegd...

